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ABSTRACT 

The application of the discrete Fourier transform to the 

determination of the frequency content of unevenly-sampled 

astronomical time series is discussed, and an interactive computer 

package which incorporates a variety of power-spectrum and time-domain 

techniques is described. 

A frequency analysis of the light curves of two hot, extreme 

helium stars, BD-9 0 4395 and HD160641, shows that their photometric 

variability is caused by non-radial pulsation. Spectroscopic evidence 

in support of non-uniform mass loss is presented for BD-90 4395. 

Spectroscopic and photometl'ic observations of two early-type 

eclipsing binary systems, AL Sculptoris and DM Persei, have been 

analysed to yield their absolute dimensions. AL Scl is found to be a 

detached system j.n which both components rotate faster than 

synchronism. The origin of distortions in its light curve is 

unclear. DH Per is shown to be pa'rt of a triple system in Hhich the 

third component is most probably a late-B star in a 98-day orbit with 

a semi-major axis of 0.9 A.U. The 'binary system is confirmed to be 

semi-detached and to have evolved through a phase of rapid mass 

transfer. DH Per joins a small group of massive, semi-detached 

systems whose characteristics differ significantly from the classical 

Algols, and '-lhich may resul t from case-A, mass-transfer processes. 

Spectl'oscopic and photometric observations of the F4V star 

HD123058 do not support the hypothesis that it is a binary system. 

Broad linos in its spectrum are attpibuted to a somev.'bat enhanced 

rotation !'ate, and the star is shoHn to be essentially unevolvcd. 



The derivation of the equation of condition in sterne's rigorous 

method for the analysis of the spectroscopic eiements of binary 

systems, and its modification for incor.porating observed times of 

minimum light into the adjustment of the elements, are outlined. A 

computer code for the determination of orbital elements according to 

this scheme is described. 
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Chapter' 1 Fourier Analysis of Unequally~Spaocd Time Serj.Gs 

1.1 Introduotion 

A frequent pUPf3uit of fundamental irnpor'tnno8 in cu:;tL'onomical 

researoh is the analysis of the periodic oontent of a tjme series of 

observations of radial velooities, stellar magnitudes or Romo othor 

pal'.3.II!GteT.' of astrophysical inter-esL The intrinsic ~;:Lgn;i fjc:.311Ce of 

the need fo)"' a knoh'ledLSe of acour'u t.ely detOl:'ndned p(31':locls is Hell 

established. Kc-;pler':3 t.hil"d laH dil'Gctly )"'olates tho pel'iod of 

opbi tel,l motion in a binapy system to tho lrOfit fundnrrJontal of the 

stellcl.l' I)D.1."'m:]'G~or[:;, namely mass. For- pulsat:LnLS stars, an accupate 

knoHledge of their periods and mode:" of pulf.:lat:Lon, jn conjunction "lith 

stellar- modelling, proV~;de[3 a tool Vlhich ma.y be used to deter'mino 

stellar milSSGD independently of orbital motion, and to probe the 

intcr'ior' struct UPG of such stars. FUl."'th 01°mOl~('1 the d(, t8J:'mina tiOll of 

changc;:3 in pel'iods l nor'mDlly atb'ibutod to yoapid evolutioni:H'Y offeck;, 

enables such effocts to bE: inver,tigateci and enhancE'S th o:L r 

undor-.standing, Examples are chJ.l!ger~ in a binary ped od dl!8 ·;:0 :lngulal' 

momentum changes restating from mass 108s or mass transfer, and the 

evolutlon of pult1ation periods r'GStl.l t5.ng froil! cr.wnges in t.rJ{:) inter'nal 

struoture of a stEtP as it traverS8D its 81foJ.ut:Lonar'y h'30lc i-n t.he f-m 

diagl'<:l.m. 
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Th888 astrophysical considorations provirled u strong motivation 

for tho developmrmt of a C!ompl~ehemdvc compute!' paekage \dtl1 the 

capability of determining the periodie content of the variouo typos of 

time series whioh ariso in the study of variable astronomioal 

objectD. 

The techniques Hhioh have beerl employed to det<::Y'mino pOl":i.odic 

content can, br'oadly speaking 1 be gr'ouped int.o tHO on t~eg(Jl'ies. The 

first category consists of those techniques in which tho analysis is 

per-fanned in the frequency domain and gen6rally involves the 

examination of a power spoctrum whioh has been obtained by means of 

Fourier transform or auto-regressive teuhniquos. It is this category 

of teohniqu8f3 that is explored in tho present study. 

The second category consists of those methods in Hhich thcj 

analysis :Ls pCH'formed in thE) timo domain, and usu~llly involves phat3'2 

organization of tho data,· The essence of t.h:is approach consists of 

finding that period which produces the least numerical scatter in the 

data, defined non~papClDlet.pically, that is, \~lthout recotlr::,e to "my 

. aSS1.U11ptions conc8pning the undedying shape of trJo v;:;pi8.tions. In 

effect, a ntatiL,t:i.cal slgnifir:anco test parmnet(,~l' is assignee1. t.o eaeh 

of a s8!':Lo;:; of tr':i8.1 ped.ods, and tile bohaviour' of UdD parameter is 

used to indicate the most likely periOd. Difforent definitions of the 

significanoe parameter lead to variations on the theme, eaoh with its 

pecuLiap mGl':Lt~' and dlfficulties< Host vaf'iatiolJ~:1 110\-181"';.):'1 ape hal'ed 

on the concept of' min:llnizing tho sum of squat'CD of the (Uffoi~ences in 

ordinate between one data point and th~ next, after the dat2 have heen 

ordcl."od j.n ph;-:~:e foY' a given trial V1Pioct) aDd arc referred to 
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collectively as phase dispersal minimization, or pdm, teohniques. Tho 

funct:Lonal form of the ~;Jgni.fJO(lnC8 panHllel;cr', that i3 1 itD vcu"ic.<.t:ion 

with trial period, can in some OBses be thOU~lt of as conctituting a 

pseudo paHer spectk·uUl, and consoquently the d:i.E",tj.not:Lon l)(d,\{ef~n tlH:l 

two approaches is sometimes blurred. 

The earliest applioB tion of tbe pdrn aPP1'oaeh in Bst!'onor[;ical 

research is thtlt of Lafler t, Kinman (1 S6 5) , but variations and 

elaborations have been PL'oposod by, for example, Jur'kov lch (1 gr 1) s 

Stobie &: Haller-don (1 gr 2) , Hor'bey (1 gr 8» Ronson (1 CJ( 8), StelHngYH~[,f' 

(1 CJ7 8) and Man',l.Oo & l"kzzio (1980). Clo:3,"ly related is the so,~c211ecl 

'string~length' t.echnique (Bw'ke et a1. 19'70, D\'lor-etski 1983), in 

which the quantity minimized is the S\.llD of the lengt'hs of line 

seg~ents joininB sucoessive points in phase space. 

There is no simple d:i.r'eeti ve as to the bes'c choice of alr;ori thm 

or domain for tho solution of a particular problem. The time domain 
~ 

approacb is Hell sui t.ed to .cases in Hll:i.ch only a fe\,] oL3er'v8 tiorls ape 

availabl.e over a l:i.mitecl period of Urn:::: and \111ioh must. be an8.1ysed fOl" 

one, or at mo:,t a fe'd, pe!'iodioi tio,s. Since the various Urne-domain 

techniqu(>f:1 ewe non~p;:lJ.~ametd.or they al~G \<Jell sui ted to the analysis cf 

shal~ply non=linear' vBl'i8.ti.ons Hhich Hould be dH'fj~cuJ. t to synthea:Lzc: 

in tePlllS of sino 'iTaVGS, fop example, Algol·,type light UUl"Ver.:l and UlO 

photomGtr;;"o vcu'jati0l1f3 of some claSSeS of pulsat:i.ng ,gtars j sucb as tbo 

BL Her stars. 
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Hi.':lt(H~::.c811y I complex v al~iatioru;l i:\Uoh DB thOSG Hhieh c;).';ise foc 

multiply~pep:i.odic var>:i.able stars, havo beon subjed to 8.naly~Li.f3 in the 

frequency domain (a.g. \-Jehlau & Leung 196 1!), whilst ~'ltmply,oPG!'Jodie 

variat.i.O).18, Ruch as radial velooity and light v~riations caused by 

orbj_ tal motion :\.11 a birH1i'y system, have boon anlllysed :i n the time 

domain. AlthouGh some time domain techniques may be applied to 

multiply pOl"ioclic data (e.g. Stabio & Ba\'HU'c!Ol'l 1972, Stell:i,ng\\f(c,pf 

1978) , the gcnen;1.1 Oal1S8ULUS of opinion appear's to favoup the 

reduction of eomplica ted l1lul t:Lply p8~':iocli.c vr-tp;Latioml in the fl.'E:q uency 

domai.n, As will be seen ppesontly, the them':.' of the Foud.Ee)" 

transform gives sound theoretical justificntion for thi8 arI~oach. 

Before ppooced:Lnf, to a dCIJopiption of tho Fout':i.op pOVier' specti"um 

and its application to timc-serins analyzis, the tlieOl'o'cical 

background necossary for an understanding of its interpretation ~s 

explored, ExnoLl.ent disGtw.sJ.ons of FOllX'iep theory have been given by 

Bpac8vJol1 (19G!'i), Bl'Etult 8.: }Jhite (19'71), D00:mj_nc; (19'75), GrEiY (1976)1 

Lipson & Lipson (19U1) and Yuen & FraSer (19~'), 
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1.2 Fourier Series 

1.2.1 Single-mode Fourier Sories 

Fourier's theorem states that if a funotion ret) satisfjes the 

Diriohlet eonditions, that :i.s f :Lt i.s a bounded, poPl.odic function b. 

the interval (-P/2,+P/2) whioh, in any pnriod P, has a finite number 

of dj,lSoont:Ln\li. ties an(\ a fini t~J number of nm.xima and minima, then f( t) 

can be expressed as tho Fourier series 
r;:!:J • 

.ilL\:;) -=-.!!-..D_ -I- '\ QI\ u;~l'\l~_ -I' 

I) 't.- L f' 
II ::-1 

c£) 

'1:.\, ,,;.,~ ",?_~ 
C\:. \ 

U·1- o 
\) 

The techniquo of Fourier' ;:malysis then consists of 0valuat:io.g the:: 

pairs (8 ,b), cal10d tho Fourier ooeffioients, for all valuos of n. 
n n 

These coeffioients cu'o g:i.ven by the Eulop for:nu] 2.e 

~
,rl'\..-

CJ..t\.:::' 1_ ..f' L~) L0 :11 ( QL d,\::: 
r b f 

_1'/'~ 

Ii::. 0--, \) '1.-- •. Lt·?_· t.--) 

p/'--
b,,:: ~ ~ tLb') )A;" .h!!:D..t. (Lt 

_1'/... f 

(\~ ')1.) .'. (,1-1/7, ) 

A truneatccl FOUl1 icr ':18Pies of order f is defined by 

\~) :. ..Q,'L 
1..-

i 
+- .2 4" (0',) J,,1 ~.2.f. 

1\:'--; f 

1: 
'" - L t- f b".!J,w J.::ITJ\;::::: 
L__ f' 
\\:: \ 

("-L' ~~) 

and it can be ghO\,Hl that thi.,'J 8()l":i.8r: (\onvet'ges to f( t) 8,8 t)._;?:Al, (~XC:Gpt 

at points of cii::lcontinu:Lty, vJhere it convEH'ge:::; to 0,5 U(t'I')+)'(t~')L 

and Hhel'G thepe l· c· 
.,~ 'ovcrshoot' on both sides or tt,e discontinui ty 1 

regapdless of the inolusion of furth0r terms. This fai.lure of a 

Fourier [)cl":i.c:r:; to conVE;r'[;0 unifol"[.11y 8.1.', d::'C'cont:i.nuj .. t:i ('1.'3 :i.n OEt1J('(1 

Gibbs phenomenon. 
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If thc Four'ior··ser'ies expansion of f( t) itl unifDt'l!lly <conv ct'gent l 

the reI a t:lotlf'b:Lp 

(' /1--- 1 __ 

t j Ctu:;) 'Jd.t- ::0-

_ r/1-

'L-

-~- +-
'I", 

f l"~ k b~) 
(\::; \ 

(t, 1.'" ) 

holds" This oondition is called Parsevals identity, and it merely 

relates the way in which the total 'vuriuDoe l of the funotion ret) ~s 

PCll~t:L tiol1ecl amongst tbe harmonics of its FouriCl"~scri8S expanDion< 

If the f'ul1ct1on f( t) hus been sampled; e:lthe:c eV8nly or unevenly I 

then tl1e b'unca ted Fouriel' ~;'3x)ie~:> at times ti where i~1,2, ••• N, 

approximation to f(t) at the times ti is 

-1, Ltc) ':'c .. , ~L'-- )- 0.(, f-,o~ :t''' r\~_~ -+- b(\ ht:U lTILt', J 
'1~_ P r 

(t,'t, (.,) 

r,:> I 

( 'rhe ~·-iIY>c_c' {. ",,,,c, gE'nelo<'}Jy rner,C),l''<'" \'1)')'1' "'881-)8('<" t(' °(11-:> '''1'0"'1" t ., l',.J-~_1!\JI~ ~'i GL! t:., '" # l-i. "-... • t.),,, ..... I....J,r .. u .. L,)' J. t~ ""vl... .J w) Jl, ,_,.J C.!. 'ot 

that i[3, t, ::: t !~, t. • !Jut for r ea,,,om,1 c'f cJ UP :i.ty" this 81)00h TXll'Clweter' is 
1, 1. 0' ' J:- • 

rIot l'nr"l'l(Je"d e"p"'L""''-'/ ir' t-l'Jp. '-YlU"J'rl'o"':' ) 'J'1)e (').0"1) (,re~·f"lnl'C'Y;'·" )". • .' ....... \..w •• # .!"l. ~.,. 'd~"V,,) -:! ~ ",' ...... ·'--1 (~v._ .~Jk.·to ." L1",-' ~\.)...,l. __ '-" ,1.tl .... t~;: (J. 

the truncated Fourier series, a . a . b ar'f~ U0:11E;'P<111V evnl us. ted bv a 0' n' n b, ,) 

multiple linem' f'Ggr'assion of (1,2.6) Oll the N-point date; [lamp}e 1 

rather' than by mlflJG):,ioal evaluation of the Euler' fCl'mulae. The 

r-egr'oRsion estioatcD of the Fourier ooefficients, namely a (=2fl) , o an' 

6, then define a regreRsion Fourier ssries whose fundamental 
n 

fl'C'(1"G11()" ';s v' '~~I/TJ n""'8']Y I.,~ 11.A ... ,,,,~,".l. F"'-" J. S C'.·!J; 11-0 

,t 
. t\ \-[A {lb) 7_ H -1- L-. _ <1" (j,') t'\\ 1"\ \..~~ l:;-

"-
-\'_ I,e;, hi ~ 'L'\'\ (\ V' t- l 

r\. "",,-,,,.AV f·-:= \/ J l\,l..,':\') 

\\ 7· I 

and Hhloh ean be C\pplied e:Ltber :i,n an ,inl:er'poJ.at.tv(:. or pr'erliC1;ive v!ay 

as ('-l lnodel fop 'che uncJ.el'ly:i.ng pl1Y[-)J(~al va;·iaLion. Th:L::> moc\()l Gem lx'3 

written equivalenLly as 

J! (\:;'\ _, I\, -b ) , \v\ 
J " -\-- '\ n h1.:'~' r 'Ln h. U \,,~: ,\-L- 1\ l_ -

A 

4:, .~\ l \,', '2-) 

(\ ::- \ 
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Hhepe ~ is the (llilplH:ude of the nth Pfd:'iod:i(! oOlllponenL (jJ1d 
n 

phase, and are given by 

" 't. I, 'L-
{..' - Q 
\'''\ f' - " 

,'I--
+- \~ r, 

10 " 

\~~" ~ b,,! ~~(\ 

A 
\ . . ' 

1 'j '" .) t c· 'fn - '.' "" ,,," 

(Y1..'''I) 

This repl"cs8ntc(tion of tho h'UDC3. t(::cl FOUl'icl:' series model is tho lWl.nl 

mea.ns of exprel:~:3ing a Gin[sly~p(wioclic Clstl'onondcal t.ime SG1":i.OS \;:1, thin 

the frrunccHox'j.;: of F'otJL'iel.~ anc;:.ly<'3;i.i3~ slnce the ampLitudes and 
"

phaS81~ A , 
n 

"-
J ca'" l)e cl].'",pc"·ly Y'cJa"E'-' "e tl'R l)rl1T""'c~l [,"'t"""'" ("" t'l<' "11(lc"'>lV~'1g" ~)n CL.~ --, ,1.,,J,,l .. ~ .... _""I ... ~U. l,..) 1.1.".", ~~.), .. :).L d~" .... ~l/v.S.\,;~ ... .1, Lt; ~, .. -,.·1~.", .. '~"'., 

variation. BOHOVGl."j the r'egr'fjBs.'Lon hI nonnally pOl'?Ol'l'IlCc\ ac('or-(J:i.l1g to 

the former rGpre~entation of t~e model (1.2.6) nne! this solution 

rewritten in the fOr-Dl (1.2,8) using tho r'e18.t.ions (1.2,9), 35.n08 

(1.2.6) is linear in the Fourier coefficients, whereas (1.2.8) is 

non-ljneal~ in the p];I(':3C8 ,1 • , '\n 

1.2.2 1'1ul t:Lplo~Mod8 Fourier. .sol'ie~ 

In astr'on(;my~ l(l\)lU.ply pep5"o(~.ie vartat:Lons often occur? and the 

truncG( ted Four'ior' [l(H'ics cJp[Ji'o;dma t:i.on .ie., 68.Edly exten.ded to include 

such cuses. BeforE:) pr'oueedinf, to a cJ.8~}Q)'j.pt:Lon of lTlultipJ.(:~mode 

FouriC';l' sel~ies, it:Ls vloptb",hile to d(3fino th(::, u[;a[,e of ten;n, :::H.wl·, as 

harmonics and oVC:l:'tcJ!2es, since in the l:Ltc'f':1.tU["':; tbey £,1.1'0 often 

applied intopci1angeably, and thj.z< e8n cause confusion. The 

definitions adhc['ec1 l~o in this d:if:leU3f,ion hr'" that lWY'iocy.d.cE-\ ar'G the 

suocer::ajye tepms in tho Fouricr" C"scr'iei3 l"q)cellontation of a .c.',CL'.'ccd<."'. 

va11 iat:i on l i'il'JCP8d3 Gvetonc[ are Un higll()1.' modos of vad.n.t:i.on ~·dopted. 

by a physical fJy::;tOHl y!bose f'undalllE,;lTcnl mode oc:cur'[l '.l.t C\ fr'c:(,\u8fJOY vF ' 
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\Hth regard to hcU"UlOni()s, the flr'st hal~mord(; is the J inear ten,! :in the 

Fourier-serios expansion, that is, tho term for whioh n~', anJ the 

seoond and 8ubseq uent haPillor15_cr3 al'8 those for I-!hich n:c: 2 1 3, • • • The 

first, second and ~mb8equ.('!nt. hannonios oanup at fpequ8!l.Uiec v
F

' 2v
F

, 

3v
F

o •• , and the order' of the tl'unoated FouX'iep r381':Les is simply the 

ratio of its hig\WDt h,u"nJordo to the fir'st har-monic. vii th l:"cgal'd to 

oveptones, the fl"equenoies of the funclFJ.men.tc,l and oVGPtones boG.p no 

simple relationship to each othcw (except. for vm:'y l3illlple phy[;icaJ. 

systems) , but ax'e the e:i.gen-,frE;quencieD of the f,y,c;tem C'oncern8d, 

TheOl~et:i.cal f'elationships betH8Co'n the fr8q uenoiefJ of oVGrtone.: modes 

and the fundamental mode can, of OOUPSG~ becoHlpui.;ed \Iilhin t.he 

frame"vlOy'k of de'tailc:ld mathGliiatical modelling of t.he phyt3j,oal proceSf;e~{ 

involved. For example, in the case of r-adial pulsation c.mat~gst nt8ps 

in the lOhfer Cepheid instability stpip, the rat:Lo of the por':Lod of the 

fir-st oVGf'tone to that of the fundamontal mode, aocording to the 

models of StellingllcPf' (1 Cf(, 9), is approximately 0.71', ~"hich is olose 

to Hhat is actually obser'ved (e.g. Fitch (..; S7~cidl 1976), 

As an example of a mul tj.ple~Ulode trunea ted Fouricl' s()l.'ies, 

consider' a doubly~per'iodic light' cm've of 8. star' pulsa tjng 

·simultaneously in its fundamental mode, frequency v, and its first o 

overtone, frequonoy v1" The double-mode truncated Fourier series of 

ordop f ts then defined by 

j> LI::) "- M +- ~' r-t '" )))~ lit", \s -t; '.J,-.b -] -\) L- 1'\ nl', 'i n,IA 
l \' '1.' \ 0 \ I 

1\ \.\ 

vlheJ."e v ~ n Vo '1· m ", Hod the sU'llmaticn over- nand m is suh)'cct nm ' to 

the condition.') 

r (\ -\- \ \"\ \ '~ I_>L) '.' J en )/ 0 ) 

\,-'\ '/ 0 l..\~>"' ... !:(\ ... 1 (\ ::. 0 
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Af3 before, multiple Ij.nenr' r'cgr'e;::;;::::LutJ. :L.s used to det':)r'rnir:e the 

opt,imuw. [2f (f+1) .:- 1] par'8Li10tel:'S f\1 l\nm J 
f 'lnel .,-.;,'y I-Il'c, ··c, d" (Fnm c_,,. dL,.",l! '-I, J_,,, .l", or,e 

oonveniently on the doublo'"lnoch-: tr'uneatf~d I"oud.cJ:' tlCr'Jes, ~,]piLt8n, by 

analogy with (1.2.6) 

j> \:.t, ):: M + '\" ra.. (J)-:::' 'l:'(tI,5'- -t . b 0 ~ L~M nM 0 
.Ie- b ~ ,;~, '/;1-, 'Sr, (.'\ Je., J 

'\cY\ L.. 

(1'1: II) 

t\<V\. 

and then using (1.2.9) to oonvert each fi I Dm 
6 to tb~ P():t"'C<")()'1d" n"r ~11I!1 '. ,¥",. '~.r. I, -<,It...)j ~1 .l.. ·CJ. 

1t ,~~ nm' ,mn" 

As an illustl~at:i,on of the 'ooupling' j)1"'opert:tCf3 0, f' ,. a 

raul tiplo,·mode Fourier seri8s, con,~l.i.d~H' thG tv;el ve pcr'j,odie c'ompotl.el'-,t;:l 

'generated' by a th:Lr'd-orodep version of (1.2.10). 

n m v nrn 

0 , Vo 

2 0 2vO , 

3 0 3v 
0 

0 
"' 

v
1 

0 2 2v
1 

0 3 3v 1 

vO+ v
1 

-"j v ~ v o 1 

2 vo+ 2v
1 

-2 v 0- 2v 1 

2 -1 2v ,m v o 1 

2 2'10+ v'l 

In gcnepal, tbe tel.'ms fop Hhich n··m :, 'i-,C), 2""Or" ,f·~O de,~-;0d,li(:) the 
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prirnap,Y variation in tC~'ms of its har'monies, tl1ot:e for' l'lhich n··rn :: 

0-1 ~ 0-2, ••• O~f describe the secondwpy VD.d.aticn jn tEH'n1S of' its 

ha).'lUord.es, vihile all other. tel:'ll)S, rOl' villioh ntO £lJ}[1 miD, doscribt: tho 

cX'oss~eoupLLng due to the non~lineap inter'D.c'[;ion betl'JOCn the tHO modes 

of pul sa tion. The SL'un 

t - 2=- ~_ \5(\~ A~~,]~' II '1..' \1..-) 

(\ (,'\ 

for tvlO modes can be regar.ded a3 a mea~~ur'e of the i cner'lSY , aRc,ocinted 

Hith the rnode[.; D.nd tl).oir intcr·s.ct.ion., For' examplo, Faulknc:.y· (1 rJ(7) 

found that for the Cepheid var-i.able U 'J'l~ A the paLLo !" E R 40 "1 "'x 

representing the energies associated with its radial fundamental modes 

firost over-tone 'modo anel their' intC).'aotion is 1.0 0,2 0,9 1 so th<::1.t 

non-linsQr cross-couplin~ is a signifioant faotor in the pul~ational 

behaviour of this star. On tlH! othor hand, the lOll amplitude 

variations which ocour in the Delta Seuti stars are generally not 

expected to give rise to non-linear effects such as harmonic8 or 

epoes-coupl i.ng. 

The applicat.ion of ruulti.ple~m()c1G Fourier sor·j.BS provides a 

pOH8pful tool in the: cU1Rlysis of' those vFl.l'ic:it.ions 1'lhi.1t,O mocl.e 

. inte14 {lction is com:,j.c1t:r'ablo, pef'mttting the clota:Llod J.nv(?stigPltioll of' 

this impor't,<:lnt pheHomonon. Obv i.cusly the defini. 1::Lon e(1n b() extended 

to i.nolude an ill:'bitf'EU'Y numbcJ.' of' modes 

{L~) ~\1.;,- > 
t~ 

A- ))";\.' [ ~.\\ \.5 t, ·1-' ,t l 
\'.f.!\ 0.. • "M 0" 't'''''''c>'' .J lVt..' 11) 

I\IAtl, , 

Hhere v :! n vO+ m V
1

'" 0 V':" •• 
DIno. • 2. 

A f:Lfth-·opdo{' tr'Jple-·mode Fourier' :30Y.':!.E'S \'liLL gener'ato j.G.2 per:.Lod.:i.c 

COmp01YJl1t~;, so that the i~egl'0i3.sion lllu;'>i; b(~ made fO).' 2~)1 p,H'U1nGtel~s on 

the N-point data ~ample. mORJ.'ly, considorable care mUHt be exoroised 
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in apply:i.ng this lTli:d.bematical clc[]cl"iption to a physical ! system' to 

en::3UPO thi:d~ all por':i.odic cOlaj)onents spoo:Lfifd in tlw !'<:l[~r'cL,:Jion 

analysis DX'() real and not m81"G] y ad;efaots of the tiLlllJer:Lc81 Goheme. It 

function \J11ioh :Ls to be clesclojJ)ed in tcr'ms of Cl. mul tiplo~mod8 

trunca ted FOUi'ier' smoios :L::~ subj (~ct to the same reBtl":i.et:Lotls L~b!3.t 

apply to the singly~"pe!"iod:Le case) Ei.nc't tlla Fouriep 1313 1'i 0:;\ GXpam3:i.on L:3 

also confronted with the same difficultios faoed in the simple cane, 

suc~h as G:Lbbs phenomenon. 

The disoussion hitherto on the representation of an 8.stronomjcal 

time .se)':Les by a trurlOa ted FOUl.'ie)' scrJes hr'EJ a.srllll:Hxl. iwpLLc:i. tly that 

the per-iodie content of the U.lllG scpics is accUl'ately Immnl. 'rile 

pemainder of' this chapter-:L8 clevot,ed. to dGt.Oy.'liLinj.ng the pepiod'Lo 

content wrwn it is not knoHn £LPX-:i.PX:J1 hTith lXIl"ticulal' emr)harli.s pl2.c8cl 

on tbf3 GEJ[)e of a complica t.ed 1 mul t:i.ply ped.odi.c t.irue ::~el:':tes. 
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1.3 The F'ovricr' 'fr'8m;for'n1 

1.3.1 Definltion 

The FOUl':1.ep tranRfoPlll is) perimp.s, one 0:1" the most vah:ab)J; and 

VlidGly UflCd tools of EJ.n81YGi.'> in astronomy, Its elisor'ete clnaloGuG, 

tho C\j,DcH:'ete Fourier transfor'm, has been Rpplied extonsively in 

obser'vational astronolilY in .olUch diverso areas as dig~ tr:cJ. nOi80' 

fil ter'ing and image L'Gconcl'i;p\wtion, decol1vol ution of' irwtrutlJ.cntr!l 

pl'of:Lles fl'om ililGlg83 1 stud.ios of clusted.ng pJ:,lonolllena s det('i"rn:irA~~Uon 

of stAl18l' rotation and radial vulooities, and 

ana.lysis of tl:le periodic content of' time SCr.'iOI3< 

Tbe FOUl:'ier t1'3D,sfm'rn of a funotiun f( t) may 

of C()Ui'SE:;y in ':.J10 

be defined aB " o. 

particular case of the, g~neral intogral transform of ret) by the 

kepnal K(v,'!:.), 

b 
r=l0') ::- j tU::) I:-.. llf)k:) 6_·-t (\,,~ \) 

"'--

namely 
0<:) 

y: l \f) '" J ~b LlJ') fU,<: f C '/.,:D ~ \5 ,t; ) (u-; ( \"1'1~) 
,- cf:cj 

.---, 
Hhere l' " ',,,'1 \,TJ"-!-l' tl'l'jc Q'~~f'l'l'll't'il'''i (~f . J'.v . v.{ ... ~ u v. ~ ~~ lu oJ thfJ Four-:tep l;t'~:lD.sfonD, thn 

inverse tJ.~Dnrc;f()pm :ts 

<76 

t U::):: S' y Cu·) 9N r C,'- 't,T c., U'- t ) CLl~" U"1'~ ) 

-c:J:) 

and r( t) I Fe v) ape [;~tid to bu () )?c\ur:ler' tr(J.n~'\fo;~m j)cd l~, 
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A 8uffioient condition for the Fourier transform of ret) to exist 

is. that 
cA 

. J' It L\j ) I ~J::: ~ 06 

-01;:. 

that is, tlw integral should convergo, 

Two cloSGly related tl'ansfor'm::.:~ are tfJE: sine and 

tranEforms, defined reopectlvely as 
r:J rs l \5) ~ '1- J .~ ll:) });<'V 't'n \.f'\:~ d..t; 
o 

C_ld = '1..- )";){ ll::) Lcf;:- '1;-(\ v-"\:' dJ::: 

o 

If ret) is real and even •. that is, rCt) = f(-t), then F(v) -

()'1- '+) 

oOI:;ine 

(\"1-» 

(Y>l) 

p. (v). - c 

Although (1.3.2) is an adequate definition of the FOUl'ier' 

transform, it :is instn).cU.ve to note the relationship of a FO\J.l~ic:):, 

transform to a Fourier series (cf. Lipson & Lipson 1981). Th2 

definition of a Fourier series given in (1.1,1) oan b8 written 

equivCllently in sy[:})netd.eal for'fi1 Hith eomplex coef'fic:Lr"ntc; a!J 

jJ Il~) 20Ql '" [ ~ 'Vii (\. "'C -) . b v- :: 'L. t'\.. fU-·<:' \ --------.• 
, ~ _ f ...... 

(\ ';:. - cJ;) 

Hher'e 

\ 
0"" -:. T 

r I t-i tU:) '''\ 
.-1(/1-

[ . L--'J .::J::.....'l:-.q (\ '\., 

P -

and c ~ 0.5 (D -1 b ) 
n n n 

c = 0.5 (a + i b ) -n n n 

Co~: ao/2 

JJ; 

l.\. '1.~-) 

1I.->'~) 
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The indo); n t;::dmf\ on all j.ntcgNJ. valuE:~c~ ll1 tho intey'val (c,({; 1 ,/')) 

ann <:' tl' t;,...' '" C ·'f".0·'·)·" ,. C'" 'I 1,' {'I' r- 'lJ rrh ,', r"n r,,, "1" '0.' r . Y,-T ,-'" ,"0 le ~'ouc~",r .()C I.U.).(;"11,,s, C
n

, ;,"-'. )~, v!..) te' (, ..•..• "cO.-, l ",.), .L IJ."[<,o (t 

function of' n, F(211'n/P) f \11115,011 is Z(~lOO fOl' [j11 non---:Lntc[;c:':' v(J.luE:1n of 

n, Non-zero valu83 of F only oocur at disorete interval.s 0, .. ±~~-rl--/)? 1 

+4 '''/P , < ,. anel talw thE, Oi'dinal val U(;:.3 e , - , . 0' o ~.1, l' c {. ~ e l' ... 

-212' 
T'11\.W )? 

can be oonsici8l"cd to bo a .~n££J~r_\)JlL of hal"lHon1.o::l. Tbo poc;ipPocJa.l 

natuPG of Vo< and F~·sl',,-c:e j,f:3 noted; Jnor'(;Df::iug the pCH':i.od P of f(l;) 

COPPCgpOndf:l lo coropPE--'ss:Lng tho f:Jcl~.le or Ti' . , and vice VE~.ri::;a .. J';U'f 

considcJk' tbo limiting fot'w of ( 1. 3. 2- ,... 
' 1:1 p-,:, d). Pl"oc8ec1:inL 

de30r'iptivelY1 and at the expensG of rn8.thc!Jl8t:lc..:al PigoUi') :Lt iD not;s!d 

that as P~d,:!', the I i:lpikost hecome; oloser' to ori;;; hnothur', "uKl in l,be 

limit Wle function F tends to tho envelope of those spikes! that jSI 

it. becomes D . .Q9-11J;j,DJ.l£Lill~ functlon. It 1:3 U:Jif:; 0onti,nUowJ envelope tl1c.t 

is called the Four-'io),' tr'<UH:l)"0['1]] of f( t) • Tbust.~w FOU,pi '31' t.l'''-n~3r('l'(:I 

of f(t) nw.y be pegapckd a,s def:i.n:i.ng the LillLiting bGhavJoup of the 

complex coeffici Ants of U1(:) .• §Y.PJ.lll.0jyj~!,~j?.,l Fourier' ser·ic,c, ezpnl.lcL<)n ai:' 

f( t) in the limit, as P.·3c\J. AD suggested by (1.3.;:~) c3.n<.i by th:l:~ 

descl~j.ptive d.i,sOlJ;;,lion , the Foul'ic[' tr·a.n::"f'c) 11, 0)' E1 r8al f'tu·:ct:l.CJD :l~., 

in gCDernl, a oomplex quantity. 

The exJr;;i:',enoo of t.he Four'iei' tr'ansfOl'Dl cf f(t) i~3 subjc;ct to the 

absol ute co tlvcpgonce of tlJ e in£' :inj,:;e integr3.1 ( 1. 3, 't) • It folle,\,.':') 

that if f(t) is a per'iodie function, for eX;;lmpJ.f.l :1.f f(t.) ~" si.n(t) I tho 

Foupier tl"ej.l1E;£'Ol"ln of f( t) cloGG not G); ~,:3t Ge08u~1-':; 

d'-.J 

.J 1.r>,;,.J U;) I cit: 

-tb 

(\"J'{~) 

ls not corrV(;,l'gnn\:t< Th.i,[-3 :L:-.: ndJ.dly di(,~(p)iE~t~Lnc; BiilO(! j ld:.td.t:tvely a 

'linn spoctruml :1,:3 a21S0(~Ja.tc(1, \'Li t,ll p(~rJodic: f'\::r,i(rL long .. Tb ~l !~1 
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mathematical diff:i.(~ul ty llmy be obvicl.tod, bCJl.) ('V el' 1 by multlply.lng the 

period funotion f( t) lJY :Jotlle mod:i.fying funcLLon, suoh 

Hhe!'o g is CJ Elrnall pO 131 tive n\llliber! so that the intE)gJ'G,l 
~>() 

j I-v l'6 t L

) tll;) I dt 

--ob 

2 
a:; exp("gt ') 1 

L\'~~' \ 'Cl) 

does exist. The Foud.<:!!' tr'8.tls/,or')ll off(t) is then as~~o(;ic:ted \dth tll<' 

Fourier tran~forw of exp(=gt
2

) ret) in tho limit as ~~O. This 

transform j.13 called a eeno'o1:lz'':;c1 funn~ion, an m:8.mple of Hh:Lch is t;)<3 

impulse fUllotion. If onG or' both men)Y)l'S of a Foupie(' t,l'C'.DL)fof'll1 ])8.11:' 

is a genepo.1J.7.eci funct:ion, the pail' is said to be a tX'8D;;for'm pair jC! 

the EmU. 

Bearing in mind the need to introduce the ccner01ized funotioDs 

in the def:inj.tion of tllo Foud,el:' t.!'ansfoPID j the tral1Rform of .) 
{~., 

periodic function is then identified with the coeffioientn 0 , 
n 

(n ~. 

- <R>, (0) of the symlnetric Fourj.er~·sct'ies C};pCl.l1siop of the periodic 

function. For a per'lodic f:ul1ction these complex Four:i.el' C'osffic:1 or.t.s 

are identical to the Fourier transform of f(t) evaluated at v = niP, n 

Thus, .if f( t) is a sine w,we of fr'EXj uancy v 1 its FOllPier' tl"aHSfoj'm 
o 

consists of n .rlQs:i.Li.~\lfi ~mcl lwg;~~t.Y...0_ impulixl at fpcquenoi(;~~ v 0 and -~vo 

respeotively, I'Thorcao the tl~anE;'for'm of Q cosine funct.ion of the SD-we 

fpequency consists of' tHO .p.D .... s;iJ;,1,.Y_§', impulses at +v, .- 0 It 1.S this 

pl'opepty of the Fo Lu:';L er 'cransf'or'm to identi.fy trw pl'esence of a 

pSPiodicity in a function ret) that is oentral to its application in 

the invest:LgcttiOl1 of the PEH'loclio oontent of a tiM'! sed,es. Th:Ls 

proper'ty may also be unde.\"stood qm1.1itfJtiveJy ~w the l'cstJ1.t of r(t.) 

and exp( 12-\1 V t) being 1 in rJ)]cwe I nt. i:V and 'eber-cropo Jl18Jdn.b" a 18 r-gc; o . k . 0 ' 

contributi'.:m to thc~ illtcgr'al (1.3.;;) evaluated at this fl'E,quency, but 

being t out of pl1ct[,;;e \ 8.1.; ill1. other fl'eQ0enoi()r~. 
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1.3.2 .sowe U~3eful ThcOi-'em:'3 

Somo thcof'cn;s Hh:i.ch ape of use in the appl toa tion of the Foul~ier' 

tX'al.1I:-;fOl"lTI to the detection of periodicities Clrc nOd outlined.. 

(1) Odd and Even Functionr:; Rnd thd)' TnmiJJ':'orm 

A funotion f(t) is even if f(t) : f(-t), and is odd if f(t) = -f(t). 

The FOU[':L(~l:" tr'ansrOl~ln of «ll EN8l1 r Y'<3al function i.s ev('n Dlld t'88.1, tho 

Fourier transform of an odd, real function is imaginn~y and odd, and 

the Fourier t.ranr3for'fl1, of ,~re8J., asymmetY>Jeal f'tmction i,e; (;CJl:lplex 2-nei 

* her'ml.tian, that is, F(v) ;::: l' «~v), whore H denot83 OOtlllll m~ 

conj ugation. 

(LL) Llne2]'ity 

Fourier transforms arc linoar, that is, if 

f(t,) ::: f
1
(t) + f

2
(1.;) oj-

then, 

F(v) :~ 1"1 (v) .~ F
2

(v) + ••• 

Thus if a time series han more than one periodic ooruponant, eauh will 

contpibute a eomr)onent to tho Foupi8[' tpanSfOl:'Dl. 

(iii) Convol tltion 

FOUl~ier' t,PCl.nsfc)):"lI1S adhc3r'o to' the (,.Qnvol 1.1tion tl)f'~01)Om) t.bat j~s ~ 

multip1:LoCltion in ODE) FOllX':i.Gl" cL)DJG.:in cor':reu.pOl/Cl[3 to eonvolntio',1 in the 

other. ThUGs if 

[(t) = f
1

Ct) x f~(t), 
~ 
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then 

F( v) ~" Ii'r. (If) \l F2 (v) I _ 

Vlhore 

oCl 

~,JF1(VI) 
(.\"~, 1\ ') 

-' 

F (v) * 1 
F (v) 

2 
-<7'0 

F (Vc-v!) dv! 
2 

This theorem is oentral to the mathematioal doscp5ptio0 of samplinCl 

which is discu8Ded in Seotion (1.4). 

(iv) Rayleighs Thoor8D 

The nnaloRue of Parscvals j.dentity in Fou~ier analysis is oalled 

Rayle:le;11l3 t.hC(WCiil, and :Lt )'ulates the' tot.al Va)"iC:HlOc of a fn()ei;ion to 

it,s FOLJ.r'ier' tr'anf3f0l4 m: 
d~) «::> 'I.' 

\ I-t L\:) ! 1_ ct\/ 
J 

~ J Ir\\.s')1 <ill' (Y)' \I~) 

-06 
,- cf.:J 

(v) The Shift Theorem 

This theQ:l4 em defineD tho effect of time··tnul',lnt:Lon on the Fo1.Jx':i.c)" 

tnUlsform. If F(v) is the t11 EJ.l1t)fonl1 of ret), thGn the tr-nl',<;fol'w of 

f(t-t I) is 

'Ft'(v) :: exp (:i.2nyl;f) F(v) L\ .',>, \ I,) ,r 

Thus thG effeot of timo-translation is oonf':Lned to a IjneD)~ phase ter'm 

i.n the tr'cHwfoPrIi, and FV (v) is cnlled a n\;:1,se~~a(1.ju;::tod Fourier.' 

transform. 

(vi) The Aut().(!c)."r'elcl U.cn Theorem 

This tl, eCP01il r(;J8 tef:: tile Fo~riur transform of f(t) to the 

auto~~oor·relHti . .:;n flmeLi.o)) of f(t) ,. If f(v) i.,s thE! tr'"'.Di;fOl'lll of r(t), 

then, the aut.o~uo::·i'·cJ.aU.on function of ret) v iJllinll 1[-; c!(.'fincd cw 
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cO 

Q l\:::) ~ ~- -\;~ l\::) t It\ .r·t) oJ';( 
-d:':' 

ll")'I';;) 

ha'" Lhe "'CIlr··"·' "v'~ll"l"'Ol'tU \)"('1) 12 ~'h]'''' qU'''ll'''l'I'Y 'l'~· ro.,,) ]n'" ""I'" , .. (., .... , o l.> .. - L) .L ... -;,..[ Co!. c.t ~:JL~ _ ~ " .t. ~,""I-.) .I,.-'!" l.~_. J c~~f~ \.;;.n .< __ ,,-,,(! l't. ... -:;. .1/_L;·1.~~::'_'~ 

l~12S::.Q.t.n@ of' f( t) 5 denctcd by p( v) • 

1.3.3 The FouX'ier' 'rr'anSfo ll\of' some Specia1 lhmotions 

IIi the1"to, in the dio(l1J.sGion of the fi'oucier' tr'r1.nsfol"'ffi of f( t) J it 

has been asr;!umed that f( t) is infinitely long Hnd continu.ou8,. In 

practioal applic<.lUons, f(t) is sampJod fop some .fiJ.1tt.f:J" intc;I'val, T. 

SamplinG; thoOl:'Y is cl:Lscussed in Seotion ( 1 ,Ii) , but pr'ie!.' to 

proiressing to this disQussion, it is necessary to oonsider tho 

tl'cmsforms of some speoi.al functions that ape UlSE)d j.n E!mnpLLng theor'y! 

and to oonsider the extension of the Fourier transform as already 

defined to a fOl"'m that may be usefully app]' :i. ad in practice. 

Tha three special fUDotjons discussed ape the box funotion, the 

del ta function ~uld the shah funct.ion. 

(1) The Box Function 

This funotion is definod by 

H( t) :: 0 for T/2 < t < -T/2 
(\.'~' \ l,) 

H( t) ::: fop w·T/2 .s. t~ T/c2 

and its Fourier transform js therefore 

wk) ~ 
;1 {'L-
\ Q',I,? l ~ 'L. (\ \.) .(; ) oj; 
J..:rl'L-

-c\ --- /)}::0!_~D:=~~ 
'1\ ~r~ L5" 

-1 hU,-C 1"\ -1'- ",I' ( \.').\-:>,.) 
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The salient properties of the sine function arc that 8100(0) ~ 1, i~8 

first zeroes occur at v ~ IT, <:U'ld i t8 utl1er Z0r'()('~-; oecw:' :od: 

equallY·'3paced intol"vo,l.s 1\"1:'0 1/'1' along the po s:LUV(-' and nef,ai--lve 

fl"cq ueney axes. 

Tho P8o:i.p)'ocity betH0811 the dur",VLon of the; box f'une-tioD ix. tJ1e 

time domain and the loca tion of the f:Lrar, ~,CP08S :tn its Four'j.e):' 

transI' onT! illuDtl'ate[s 'ellC notion tbat r'ci:'olution :Lmp;:"ove::l ,vith 

inCf'8ctsing bancl\·)'j,dth of tho ob[;Gndng 8chc::moi that if,~f tbe J <l{BCP the 

V2.1u.0 ofT, th,() nar'r'OH8!" tlw sine f'unct:i.on bocomes. This Jends t.o Ule 

l'e[:~()lut:i.on tllcu!"cln; in ol'deY.' to r'c~joJ.VG a fec::,tuPtO in cl, Fout':iC)" 

tr-an!::lfc1nn, the::; banchdc1th T must be i.ncl:'o2i:(;d on'c:ll co/T in leu;:.; i,h8.n 

the Hidth of tho fentUl4 e Uncl(H' ;3cl"uL:Lny f () L\~d.r::::; i3. ilUi\ib81' t.yp:l.()al1~i 

bet\'leen one nl1rl three. Thus, i1)C)" 808i112; thG (1j,Wi1ot"~l" of ct lens 

improves its abl],ity to resolve 80811 ~n~lGa, Gxtonding tho du~atio~ 

of Ob::'lGFV8.t.:Lon of B, time i.\cc;r'i''''i) onables its higbe): l'rcqu8Dclcr; to ]),:,; 

detected, and inoreasins t~e bandwidth of a deteotor enables it to 

react to charpel' chan68s in its input spectpl@. 

(ii) The Delta Funotion 

This :i.s the genol'a1:Lzc:d fUl'Jc'::,i.on a;3soc:Lc'.tc'c1 \dth tho Four';LfCY' t,r'cHl;3for'1l1 

of sinuso:i.dal funotions, \']ritten as ~ (t) i it. 1:'OP)'f3::,(·;nt~' Fl" :i.rHpul[8 

fof' \ihich only tho intc[r,rate<l PJ.'OP8J:'ty jJ~ obset'ved - tho del Li;J, 

function co.nnot \!C-;l !'eoolved. It.s intGg)~~:t(~cl pr'opcrty .le \'i.d .. tten 

of::J r (" L\- \ J 1-- - II '\, t) \ J 0 ~) ,A, ~ \. '.- \ L/ 

-J~ 

and~ symbol :l.caJ ly ) ( .)", .. ~ " 1 . u( '." .- 0 fei oL. L t. 0, Sind lilJ:'ly? 

/ 

( (,. ,. ,') 
\~) \ t·'""" l..' . 

l'ep)'C8ent[l an impulse HkLcd.·' ')()(~tU-'i:J e,t t;; (;t, ()x,d ~\(t·;·tt) I'CP(,'·~i:)eld:.'3 

ari impulso "(-!l'~:i ch ()(!Ct,:r';~\ ... ,{-
(.i t_" t. ;,';' ....,..t, i ~ The dc~lta runc·i.;ion me',:! he: 
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oonsidol"cd as tho lim:ltlnt; form of 

'"'11,,-S 0x f l ~ 'l;n \s' l ) (Lt" =- ---r }J),ic,c, -'If ls""C 

::.--(/1" 

(-1'1' 1'1) 

as T'::' ~. It. if'; oazily ppoved that 

f & L\; --t' )tLl:) cAt c -{ Lb') 
-~ . 

(1-'1''(,0 ) 

This rC3ul t is called the .rdftJ,JlZ PPOPC)Pty of t.he de: \ ta funot:ion, and 

this integral is oalled the sifting inte[';r~l. The most important 

applionti,on of the sifting Pl"Opt"Tt.y of tbe do:Ltn functioi\ :in the 

present oontext is in the mathematical 6.c:::;:.:riptiolJ of data silmpl:Li1g. 

The FovdJH' t)'f'.mlfo):'1i1 of the d(~lla fl"lH~t.ion ~ (t) :i.;,; exp ( ) j a 

result \vhioh f01101/fO from its definiti.()i; <:lS a geneJ:'al:i.zed f'unut:i.on 

assoc:LRtecl Hith the Fourior tl.'anSfOL"lll of tllc sine and oODinc; 

funct:Lorw. Thus; its tr'an.:;form has consLa.nt ar,lpl:L tude but a l:Lr]('lax' 

pbase ter·lll. 

(iii) The Shah Function 

The shah function, ~\'rHt()n syrr;\)ol:i.cally as III(t) I is an infinit.e 

af'ray of delta functions spaced at equal illtel'vnls Lt. It. CDn 

thereforo be written 

1IIL\;) 

d.;:, 

2~~ £ Lt; - (\ [\)c) 
(1'''1''1.\ ) 

(\ '::;.-0\.') 

It has h-lO iHlportant properties of tntei:'8st in the ppcf:H3nt context. Au 

a result of the sifting-integral proporty of the delta fUDction, 

mul tipli(]ation of f( t) by IIl( t) effeotively .samples f( t) at inter-vaJ s 

I>t, that is 

:-J:::cr It::) ,t Lt:) .-
d--, 

)- {, L\\ t,t) S Lt ,- 1"'- tyt: ) 
L __ • 

(-"'1 tl./) 

\\":..--d0 

Ml equally imr,)or-t;:-;,nt prooP8l"ty of' the ,~;ll'lh func.tion js its )'op1.ieat:Lng 
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p~'opel.°t,y \lhen OOD\' 01 vee! with f( t) '. namcly 

cl0 

-LIT .. L~:) ~k -~. l1::) -
,) 

'\.-~.~ 

2-- ,{ ll- \\ t~~:; ') Cl"~,'t'» 

1\',-:' --dv 

that i8 1 ret) is l:'cpl:loat.ecint int.epval:::: At. extending inf:i..niteJ,y for 

positivo and negative volues of t. 

'rho Fouri8Y' ti'D.llIjfol"m of the S!1eJl fun(.;L:Lon III(t.) i:-:; it,f)olf a 

shah function lIl(v) given by 

if:) 

\~'C Lv') = ~,. S' L \5' - f\/ L'> t;-) 
f\::.-v'~ 

U'<"''tL,-) 

T1ms tho spaoing of the per',b; in 111(,,) in tl1vc):·iY:>.ly pr'o):,or'Uns.l to 

the spaoing in IIl(t). 

1.3.4. 'file DJsOl~ete lTouricp 'J.'r-'tmlf'Ol:'l1J 

The [i'OUl'iel' tr'8.1wfol'[;] defined in ( 1 .;) ,1) :LE\ the oontinuous 

Fourier transform of the continuouo, infinite function fCt). If ret) 

is trunoated in the intex'val (-'l'/;;~,T/~:) 1 a f~i.litG FOuY'icr' trD.lJf;for'!1l is 

defined by 

.-r/L.-
~ l if)' r -t,Lt) ''''\' L c ,,-,,, \; ) cIJ:; 

.--el'--

LQ,1.<;:) 

In pnwtioal appLLcil tionf3 of Four-:.i 01' tran.':lfO!'lUS, the tr'Hrwfm"rn 

must bo applied to diDcrote 

underlying function rCt), 

dis(;cete no; "1!'C' 'if jn 
," "j " .. ' j .. t.he 

observations f(t.) 
l 

and fur' tJ'lC?':'fj,(I1' 0, 

transform domain. 

of' tb e DOlltinuous 

must be computed at 

A discrete Fourier 

tnmDfo;'Cl of N (U tlor-cle 0:);"(;),'V;1,t1.')11S of t( t), :L~, ckfJnud 23 

r l '-\':) ':- ).1..1 
b 

\.J 

X Y Lt;,) QJ'< 'I) l;, l~\\ ,S,:~-.. \ 
c--~ \) "3 v) 
\.-.::.. \ 

u, -3 "Ll.\ 
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Hhep() k denote::, fJ. nOl'I;ic:lisat:ion f'ictOl'. It :1.'.', ;:;cc:'u th~ct tho di.8cr'ot8 

Fonri0Y' t.r'anl3foY'1ll is dirncn1.s:i.onc:d.ly di.ffei.'Gnt f'l"Oll1 the contin\lOllS 

FOUY'icr tr'am;f:'orlrt. 

An algorithm, callod th<2, Co()lGy~Tu)wy alg')r:L;',hm or fcIJ:,t FOlll'iep 

tpannfor'!lly e);.ists r Hh:Lcb gt'e(ltly reduo?,;;;; tho t:tril8 t2,kon to oornput.o a 

glvGn disCl'8te Fourier tn:.nrjfOl'm. BO~'ICIlC),', thL3 algopj.tlllTI, Y~h:Ldl 

depends on an elegent method of nestinG DummatioDI3 and avoiding 

r'edund,'Jtlcy :in COiUputtng tp:igonometr':Le tC:>r'l'ts l PC,q U:Ll:'l~S th<tt. tl.l(l d::i (8. 

f( t. ) 
~ 

bo equally spaced. Thus the fnat Poucier transfONn ; co .,.k' of no 

diroct interest in tho context of derivj~~ th0 periodic content of an 

U.!\.evenly"salilpled U,l(](:l ;:;er'ies. 
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1.}~ Data Sampling and the Speetl'E!l \'lindml 

The pr'ocess of 8::118plit18 a cont:i nuous 1 infini t.o funct.ion, f( t) j 

can be dC;Jel'ibed lJj8t.he)f.~'\tioal1y Rf'l t.he pl."ocluot of t.hi:3 function \lith a 

sampling funetion calJod tb.e dat~a \'lindo\~. The gcl.l:lpled function is 

Hritten 

set) = det) ret) ft i(t) (1.4.1) 

Hhet'o d(c) is t.he data H:i. nd 01"I 8.nd iCt) J8 a modifying fUl1ctioDi!hiJ;h 

repro,sent.:::; the 'in;"tl"WllontaJ. effee1:.f3 1 in the data aoqu1:'3ition [;clicme, 

For a spectrum scam.lel~, i( t) is the ilwt:cument.al pl'of J16 1 Bnd in 

acquiring Q time series of photooletrio or radial velooity dat~, it 

pcflocts tho integi"ation time W:48d fop P8oO!"(hng each da ttlifl, The 

effect of this instnullGnLal function is to attenuate tlH3 high 

frequency content of ret). In the pre:~8nt context, the integl'ation 

time, I is genC=Ji.'ally such tl1Clt 

1/1 > > V D 
( 1.}L2) 

Vlhore v
D 

is the 11:ig}le:3t frequency of interest in the dataj so thatj to 

a good apPl"o:xJ.matioD, the ob::;cpvations may be eonsidcY'ed G.;3 having 

been acqvircd im:.!tant.nneously. Thii.i Bpp!:'oximation is assumod bCl'G and 

the sHmpl ed funotj.oI1 vi!":L t ten 

set) ::: d(t) f(t) (1. 11.3) 
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Invoking the convolution thoopcm l the bElmpl pr-oce;;,s is 

de:::eri.hocl in. the Foup:tcp tr'ol!sfor'm dOl11f:Lin by 

S(v) ~ D(v) H F(v) ( 1 .11.'-1) 

\\'he1'e D(v) is U18 FOHL':Lec tl"'C:l.nsfOr'ii) of the c);::J.ta H.1.ndm·i, c).nel in cCi.l1ed 

the spech"C'tl l'1:indoH p Equation (1 "Il.!+) il1ul':t;,"ntE;s the fundctnlr:nt.al 

point that a computed Foud.o)" t.r',:\l.lc;[C)i"fii jn tbe c0nvolut5ol! of the (;nlG 

Fourier transform with a spectrEQ window. The contral purpose of tho 

analysis ;Ls to t'8COVOr' 1"(\1) fpom S(v) < 

Four' typos of scurr] lng and tbe a::3:,::(>ciElt(:;'\ ;:·r8ctl'al \)i,iOOV; ~·dlJ. bd 

diS~USf38dc 

1.4.1 Conttnuo\l.s, Finite Sampling 

This sompling Rchcme is repres~nted mathematically by 

set) '" bet) ret) ('1.4.5) 

Hhere bet) is the box fUDct:ton y do,scribed ill S8ctluu (I .:L3), In ti18 

transform rlolimj_n 

s(v) ~ p(y) .:, F(v) (1.!lJi) 

Hhere 
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B( v) ~: T sine '(I'fv ( 1 .11:() 

T being the length of the data HincloH. 

Thus the computod tn).tWfOr'Dl is the convolution 'of a 13ino·,ollilpGd 

speotral ld.ndoH Hith the tr-ue bo:"DSfol"Dl. FOf' eXBlIJplE!, thf~ tl'[1.l1sfoI'In 

of a truncated cosinG function consjsts of two sino functions centred 

on +v • 
-0 

1.il.2 Discreto, Infinite, Equal"Intel"Val Sampli.ne; 

In the time domain, this is written 

s(t) = III(t) f(t) 

Hhere 

cJ:::;. 

lII(t)::: ~t = nAt) 

(\:..- d:J 

( 1. 1L [\) 

( 1 .1\ • 9) 

is the shah function, and 1.-JlJere At is the s;3.rnpling inter'val. In U1C1 

transform dOl.llo.:i.n! tl1il3 beoowen 

S(v) = lII(v) * fey) ( 1 .!L 1 0) 

Hhepe 

GO 

III (v) ::: ~5 ~ (v " nl h.. t) 
l.~ --~ 

(1. l!.1'i) 

~:--d;:J 
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Thus the f:~P(;·ct~~--'(,,-l v.rindc.YH ~t::5 ci ,'3ball f'll.1:lCi,~:LO~1 l:~nd the cO!dJ)uCed t.l-'~in~).cotln! 

is the convolutJol:' of thj;-:: !jl'li:~11 fi.n'loI;,Lon 1.15 U1 1-.h8 tl"UU Lr;tit,'i:!:'or'm. 

The fipt:~t pcjn.t \'{or'tL1Y e,f no'~~o :L[~ th2t (!)1~,10) :i. H2,': , by U'1. (, 

replicatj,IJg pr'op3rty of I:.he ~)L?-h fun<:':·~on undc)j:' '~onv(!I',.\t.:i on~ thi.lt the 

1"01.11' iep tl:,~: nr;foX'lrl of :Lor :lx<:. Lely f ovenly,· cd datfi, Jf.~ pni':i"odic, 

repe;'lj"irw rlt. 'intc')"T"'Je, of "v:: 1/ '\t \,11(""0 At i<- ~'1'lP "":'JfDl"l'(Y "'. 1_~ ... 00-'" _:) c~ ._~ .~~ \:(,-1) . L\. !-.'9 ,,~ .. ,& ,", /.\ .. ~!.., t't -' I.)'~\ ls. ".>e-'. J C ) 

intervc1l, T11e pOl'iod.:Lc lWOlhJr'Ly of tbe FOl.u'1h' tr'?UU'c)"w '.i:i..th;;l1 th:i~; 

samplinG sehtmG may be undC:»)"i.l\;Ood ;1'1'0)11 eiU nlt(,,)",;rl'1:.Lvc V"i(cHPI')·i.~))~;, 

Heoall:i.rcg tbo l'()lation::.:j)jp t.lwt ex) ,st~; bct-1-cGc:l". the Four':~el.' tr'R1113fl)Y'r;l 

and tho cocff:lC:lents of c.\ roul':Ler~'I3<.;d.cs (c},:pal1':d.oD, tt,() ~;,H!;pl(;cl (1" te'l 

f( t i) , can be cotwj.clcr'cd a[;; 'dIn Fo~)'('5.(w cocff1l'ion\:.r:; oj" i:Ar: :LtJf::.nJto 

FOl.l.l,'j GP'" se y'J \0.'8 eY.:pnn,~,:ion of thc; c~ontinuOlW tran.sfer'!!} ,s( v) " T!18 

vaJidJ. t.y of tills Gxpnlwion fop :.:;( If) :1.s depon(]z.'nt en ,S( v) r;at:L~.:;f'yi 11:,; 

the Dil'iehlet conditions (,Sect..i,Cll! 1,,2) 1 (1){\, 13-1.;";08 t.he '2>:I;SP2j';)l .~l.QL:~~, 

e}:ist (tho salilpled data 0xL;;tsl) 1 it fol1ol-lsl:h2t S(v) :i,~, ('i pC::l'ic;d:Lc 

funotion (cof', 13r'aul t & HhHo 1 r.;? 1) • 

The :>Goond polnt HO):'tl:W of note 113 that t.b(;) .sc'Pl'lf'c:,tion of' tl1e. 

r8pl:Lcas of' t.he tl'c1Xl,':Ii'm"m is iml er.'s()ly d8P';')j':lClnt on t;'lC ;';(l.Gr<1 

int,er'val h t. If t.his saPlpl:Lng inter-val it; not f_:;,uff:i.eiently r:·!~~t2·.t.l, 

t.hen, adJ::tc,(3nt tran,sfor'm )'eplicc.u':; v:n.l OVC{']J',p llIa){inf~ ).'(;c(lv(]ry of the, 

t.rue tranf:;f'0)4Tn jJ;lPOD;,.:LbJ.e. Th i. IS leads to t218 llGt:Lol1 of fl.D. c-pt:L!rUL} 

:::ampling patel ,,!h:Lch Irlj.ll ])2 dJ.f,::C'u;':l:::ed :1.n 8yer.t.C)' cJeteil ir; 

Section (1.~).2). 
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i .11.3 Dj.:2,Cl.' ute , Fin:Lte 1 IntcwvDJ. Smnpl:i.ng 

In the time domain, thjs is written 

set) ~ bet) JIl(t) f(t) ( 1 • II , 1 2) 

and so the cia t.E!. liJnc!O"~; is 

wet) ~ bet) III(t) ( 1 )1.13) 

This can be r~lritten ao the pOBitive~iDdexing sorien 

N 

1-1 ( t):;: 2-- ~ u; .. t () .. n 11 t ) ( 'j , :) . 'j 1\) 

{\::'I 

Whel'8 to i.:; E.~ome at'bJh'8.l'Y epoch. This datE', Htnoc\·; ('(in lJr) cons:i.dCl'f;j 

cw a finite ver'sion of' the 8~j(l.h fune:tlol1, COnt3il'lt.:i.ng o:C' H peaks, e<1oh 

of whioh 'sifts' a value frmn fCt), givinG rinG to the N-point, 

equallY··13IXl.(\(~d sample. n might be expected, by an[:.logy Hitb Sec:t.Lon~l 

(1. JI.1) and (1.1~ .?'), that th'3 Gpect!'al \lindoH for this ~'i:,!npljr.g t;chen:o 

Hould be a sGr.':i.e:3 of sino functions. It i.s nOvl ['.hen·ln that this :1.3 

only apPl'ox:Lwnt;ely tr'ue. 

In the tran5f'on:n domain, 

s(v) ~ B(v) u rev) (1.4.F;) 

Hl1CJ:'R vI( v) :i.[) UlO .spectl'a.l "J:tndoVl giv(;t1 ty t.he FOUI'i.c!,' tr·cll1.,:;fOl"Q of 

(1.}j, 1)~) f DClmGl J' 
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IJ 

W L,') c ~ 2--QWf [C<L" \J l1:, ", ,\t)] (1.4,'16) 

(\:" \ 

It can be shmn.1 (ef. Deeming 1975), tllat. 1']j.th 11 suitable 01101n8 of' to: 

this may be written as 

w ~ u):: 2~,::0.,-.:~I~L(,,:J~j~_. 
(,-J j),\../'., 'II' "' AX, 

(1. 11.'/'7) 

Recalling tbo shift UJCCJl'8liJ 1 tl1Js express:Lon is t'efer'j"(,d to ,IS 8 

plH.\S(J~adj u:,,:'cecl sPE:ctr.-·ol l.dnci.oH. The plH:1.Fe~-c;_dj twt.ed G[:E)ct:.r-al vj;ix.doll 

has the follouing impoptant PPop8Y'ti,c,::;: 

(i) It is symlTJ~)t.r'io about v ~ 0, that is 

vi ( v) ~~ H( ·~v) (1.!~.18) 

(ii) It is infinitely periodic, hay ing a pepiod eq ual to t~) e 

l'edppooal of the s3.mpl:ing intel'val (of. Seotion 1. 1+'2), 80 thD.t 

'" ( v ) :~ H (v -I" nl At) (L1L1,9) 

Thus, a f:tni to nUmbE':l~ of equally·.,spaced sampleG x'esul t.s in an 

i.nfini toly f'eplica tJ.ng tpansform. 

(tit) For :o;mal1 valuEli:1 of v such tl:.\8.t. :::,In-flvA,t'01(vAt, the 

phase-adjusted spectral window may b0 written as 

\,J l,() (v _!LJJ~,-'\r_~_(\.L 0'~~ 
..... \'\ 0' (0 [) \::: 

j')\..A--C -r( 0'-1' (1. 1[.20) 
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where T it] the J(,)Dgtll of' tilG data .Hindo\'/. 

S.i.nco the appn))~:iYi(;t.t")n t;iv(:;n jn (:[ :i,:\) 110Jcln fot' 8[wh of the 

infini'cG numbcl' 01" f'('pljunfl :iHlplJ.cd by (ii) 1 the ph:'l,CS~lldjusted 

spectraJ. window oan be Gonsidcrcd to be approximately Jiku an jr~jnite 

1'0\,1 of rl:lnC function:], ,~';pa(:e<l (l.c('.ord:Lng t.o the :i .. rJve.r;3G of' the 8w:tpllng 

inter'val, In tho limit 8J3 N-:>.;':,.,)j.t t}-i~J phr:3(~;>-c'<'i.djust.c(;_ sp(:~otr'[~l \!:Ll~do\"l 

(1.1-l.17) conveq;cs to tl:.E' :Jhc.dl E',))Gctr'lJl \·,':i.udu\,!, :or(,,); de;3cl~:Lbed in 

the Pl'C!V iou,,] secti.on, 

1.4.11 Di sePGtc , FJ.nitc, UneqU;:.l] ,·~Int(~r·vCtl S:.:.ltljJ],:Ltlg 

In most applioatiowJ of [,O\):":l.c;.' ti"Cllj::)fC>l':;l.~.~ foc e':;;:'.';2.:·;J. rs; in tho 

anD.ly sis of spectral I1nes 01" of t\·lo~dilll(,"·1Gj,onal :i.r~(;[J.C8, PH:' (1.:. ti, ape 

unifol'l!lJ.y distl':iuutcd OVCl' (!, f'6gulcH' g)':td a::; (5. (::i.r'.:,()t )"e;sul t, of the 

digi tiza.t:Loll proCGd.u):"8, and the 2,ntl;!.')U.r:c; thee;)'), out]. :ID~(, in tho 

pl'GviOllS section is ;;cc\equate" IkM8ver'; In ~tCtlll.:i.l'illC: 2, ·U.me 1.":£:\.0'.'J of' 

observations of a vacie.ble D . .stronil:ltuDl oL,:jeot., \'Ih(:t1~()r' tho O~)[)' )'ved 

quanti ty j.s a 1:Lf,ht, ro.d:Lal,~vcl()c:L ty 01' OtlJC1' Ol..:(·V" o.f Df::\:.)'o;-')W;:dc:t1 

intepc::lt, the condition of unif'ol'm, t.hat if::j equr::.l,~5.il'(.'::1"v"(;1J.., ~:~D.:q>l:Lr!{;; 

is rarely l'eal ized, J'f.O[~t gl'ounckbased ob::jrCl):'va Uorw (U'O, pGP:['or'oc ~, 

limited t.o the hotH';:.! of dadmes:,; EJDd [.1.1"!? f'uctiJ.c!' rCG\~~':i.cted by 

prevail5.ng v]('3athor' concli tiolL':l, avc~.ilab:Ll:i ty of tel C';SCO 11\:. t:i.tnr'; til e 

presenco of' t110 moon 111 the C;{80 of phol;o';let.r'i('. Gh~)(,r'\'aL:l0{W~ ;;1.))0, of 

COlU'fjf;, the ()(;o!'(~'ionatec; of thr) ooJcwt. br2::inc; :i.n'[Cstigi:lt.cd, Even 1'15.1:h:L1: 

a ;:;inc;::'c ideal ll:Lc;htj tho da.bl al."O l'fll:'\cl1.y cVtO)))ly ~'j):;'.(:.::y\' 
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Deeming (197 :» has sbo'vm hm.! tho c\;L[lOr'ete 17'oLCr'ier tr'ansi'nnll llJay 

by applied to .'Juch ditta, and hO\1 'eli:] f.~P8(;t),'rtl H:indoH irj ocntr'n.l to the 

intef'pretation of the tt'am;for'lH of un8Y(Ir;lY<"~';P::lQ(1d data" 

The sampl:i.llg process oan be Hr'Htoi1, by an21o£.y Hith (1.4.15) and 

( 1 .Ii • 1 G) , 

set) ;';; \-J(t) ret) (1.4.2'1) 

where the data window, wet), is 

rJ 
lv( t) :: ;- ~(t~to~tn) ( 1 .11 .22) 

(\:0. \ 

Hhere t ape thcl~:Llllc::; at v,'l;:ieL the datE;. an; aequit-8o! and ;,,1"8 not 
n 

subject to any constraj.nt Hith regard to the dCt ta [>pacing, In the 

transform domain, this sampling 80heme booomos 

s(v) :: W(v) * F(v) 

. Vlbere the speol:psJ vdndoll, iJ( v), is 

('J 

l\ l \5): L Q)'rZT' L ~ '/.-\'\ \5~ (-\:'-0 -\. t;" ) ( 1 , lj .23) 

\\:0\ 

Thus, even in the ('.,:'.130 of unevcnlY"'Eicl.mpled dal:v., tho ocuputerl 

tpansfonn may be expr8;c);:;cd as the convolutic)l1 of the tr'ue tr'u/lsfon!l 

\-li. ttl 8. gpeoh'aJ. \::Lnd01';' llclh8VCP, . tl' In ,:)J.,':; ca,c;e, t.he srJcct{'(.J. \?~.ndoH 

(1.11,23) no.nnot, :1.n genel"al 1 be fupt.hep DimpJ.:Lfif:d. The non;)Cllized 

spectpal window 13 
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N 
W ~\() ~. N . 2_~ .Qk? C(~'t'C\\SCto J.-t", ') 

C 1 .I! ,;~ II) 

to 
(\=='\ 

a.nd hag thG norli1Cl1:Lzat:Lon pl'Ol)(;rty 

VlNCO) ::: (1 ,Il .25) 

The preoise shape of tho epactal window dopendD on the 

di.stL~lbut:Lon1 0(t)9 of the times of observation, t .. , j :Ln tho j nt r3r-val 
l! 

(-T/2 1 '1'/2). In the limit of a lat'ge fJr:.n,t:,Je j t\')0 spE:c:tl'al v':lrJc1,Ov! n;ay 

be Hr'itten 

-(It--

W l~) ~ 1 oLt:) P_Nf L L l;\\\) t) dx 
--I Jv 

( 1 .IL 26) 

Thus, j.t1 the limit of a IG4rge sampler thGspce1~l:'c:l vlind,()VI ,i~l the 

fini to Fourle):' tr'am;form of tho dist.r'ibution of ObS(H'Vfl,tion timos in 

the in'\:ol'vc;J, (~'T/21T/2). 

The, period:Lci t.y and symmetry propel"t:;j e~3 of the 8,p(lotral \,)incioH 

encountcr'ed in an equaJ,·.;LnteY'v21 D8mplj,lig schCCJE) do not ho1rl) in 

genor'al, for uneven san'lpling. A fur-tbor' ~mbtlGty of uneven [;i'3.Y'ip11ng, 

that :i.s not al11ayg t'lPPl'CCLlte:ci, arise::; bf)CCnWe H(v) is 8. complex 

quantity \,:11io11 intr'oduC0f:l a phai3G f:hJ.ft in tIl') oomputnJ Fow.'>icl~ 

tl~ansfor'm PClrttiv0 to the ty'ue tran[3fOlill, Tl1c~ spectpc:.l \d.ndo1'l if:, 

complez be 08. t1f3E: the c1iotr:;bution of obser-v:tng times in (,he jnterval 

( .. TI 21 T/2) i8 a,,'Ciymmetpioal. llOHCV(:'r'y as Jlltwtr'at8d by Theor'f:.m 1 in. 

Sect:i.on ('1.3.2), the spoctPc;J, llindolv of unevenly [;CllD[!l(;cl datr; (C}:hibJts 

her'w:Lt:Lc:n :3ymniotr'y. Ber:au;:w of:' tIle phase tunlJ intl'oc1u('.(-:cl by the 

complex c3pcctl'<~1 I'J:Lndo\'J~ j_t :i." not POi,;~,ible to ef,t:LlIl31;c acou.;'rltely tlw 



') ') 
- :) c. •• 

phai3e of f( t) d.1.).'()ctly fr'om Uw Fuur',i.e.\. b:'anr{foi'},n, <:J. t.hough th:Ls i:::~ 

por~f)ibl() in t.he nC[S8S of continuor!!:; L\nc\ E,'CjU21· :l.nte:('vcd. 

( c • . e '::""-"'/1'-'- 11 ~_")e LJ\-:;'~,.L"LtO" L603). 

The C1G nt.r-aJ impor t8.!"lCfJ of tlH~ ::ipect.nl1 Hindo1! 

:Lng 

jJ) the 

:Llitel"p),E)'Gati on of t11e tr'orwfor'lJ1 of U!1('(J ually·· data io that th~ 

entj,Y'C pDt.1101ogy of tho d;::'.ta distr'ibution in t.tnw is cOllt.aiw,.'.d ill the 

speotr'al vlindoli 1 a quantity Hllieb in cotDpd.C'd frclil the d~ .. ta gpc'cing 

alonG s and HhiclJ dOGS not depend on the da.ta v"l,lue [\'t; a:LL 

The speoi:.t'c1l vd.ncJoH sl10uld ahiny i3 bel cmopl.'t od c:.~~ HG in:~0Gn\:L pc:.rt 

of the investigation of the pep:loc1io content (,f ::.;. time s<c"rie:" Di DC;8 ). t 

is Gssont:i al to any intor-pl'Etat:Lon of n Foud.or tr'c~r.t~',fonii. Th~: usc of 

the' spectral ll:inc\C)\" in :Lntul'pt'ct:Lng tbe Foux'icc tr Hll;-:;f ornl of 

unequallY·-:Jfut1!Jled d,d;a Hill be decor'.i.hod j.n S(.loU.on (1.6). Befo):"!) 

embar'kir;g on Emdl a difwu:;wlon, hOvJGVCP, tt is l10<JGf:183.:('Y to r;c,t};3i.dcr 

some athol" eomplj.cat:Lolw than can ClT'i,O(O; ,H~c1 caUS8 ecnfusiort In th0 

analysis of the trE,l1sfm'nl of cl5.EOPCtc dn. to., 
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1.5 Spootpal LoalmC8 8J1(\ lUiasi.HC; 

In tile ppevto\U3 s(wtion, :i.t Has sho';·m that tbe ['0I)1"i01" tl."c'.nsfcPIll 

of' a ~lnrnpled funct:ion D.lw.:;.ys (tlffox's fl"Om the tr'uc tl:'c;.n~;rO}:'ll1, the 

details of the d.:i.sGr'opanoy dopol1<l:i.nG on 1',110 ;Ui'Cd_fS(3 tJ'ltui"8 cf thn 

sampJ.:i.ng. It f'ol1m'II::' tbat tbe ab:Uity to :iE>()1;:d~8 tLo tr-ue tr'dnsfor'ril) 

and t:he1'8:C0!~e to l'Gconstpu.ct tho o·e:i.[;:i.rwl :l\awt:.on 0)' ~lomn of it E.; 

parametor'.'J r is dependent upon the rl8.tur'0 of tho flc·)lUpl:i.l\'.; and the 

success Hit.h Ivhich tlw um:;;l.n'c.cd i:;jdo~f)f1:'8()tn of "mmp1 j.ng Ht'e 

snppr eSE;Gd. The tv:o i3alient sj.de"·0ffcct8 of sawpJ :tnt. ape spoctr,:'.l 

lealcage Hhioh r'cslll tg fr'om the fin1 te hanclvirith c'f' the ,'32di\pLLng 

pr'ocerJS, and C\lh"sing~ Hb.icb l'EiS\'ll ts f'r'olu an imp\.O(\l~(~l' cho:!.c': of 

samplJng intepvnl f'01~ the chosen fUl1etiol1, f( t). ThQ.'30: D.)'8 d1rscubsed 

fir-st for' equal~inter'va1 sarnplJng and t.hen for' ul)equ:'l.l-int.oJ:'val 

salapling. 

1.5.1 Spoct.pal Lcm.\{8[;8 

The fiui fe bandllidth of t.he da t11 Vlindm·r :lnt)'oduCE)i.:i the l'c[>ol tiLl.on 

faotor 

T si. no -1\ Tv (1.5.1) 

which1 as 1)813 al1'u8dy been shOVll.l, in. c(Jnvo.lv8d \!:ith tlle tr'uc Fotu:oj.t::P 

h'::m~3focm to give the com[)'Jtcd Lcan~~fol'm, Ti,.is convoluticD tLeu 

r'()8ul ts in a mixing or r'cC\jJ}td.but:i.ol1 of fr'equenc:Les in tho computod 

j·,ra11rofor'm. This E;T!JOcu'ing I.:)ffcot of f:Ln:i.tt~ ::18mpltng in oaJ.1c:c1 

frequency or spcc:l.:rel 1(~aL(Jg81 and io the ri"S~lUC!)(!y~·dolil;;.dlJ HjiJ:LVC;J cDt 
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of tho ti)(,E><lolllain Gibbs pL.cnolJiE;non. For' cX;;.rnr,] c, the': F\iUL':lC;l' 

tp8nnfol""Til ot a. cCf<Ln(~~ fUDctiou confd,[Jts eL' ~:\'JO c1eltcl fl1nctionf:~ Lt j::V l' 
o 

Hhe!~G(t:"3 the tJ:'2l[wform of a tl'u}1cf-1bxl (:(I;:Jino funet:Lon hrw f'l"cCj1.lOncy 

compOlK'ntp! at +·v and elf.:cH·Jhep(,;, ... - 0 . since it io oomprjGed of tHO s5,ne 

funct:Lon:l OE>nt11ed on :LV o. Thus tlJ c tr'tmr3foX'm h'-)C" 
~ ~ (" , ,;; 

• L1! t·() (>",)'18"" 11{Oc"»1)'\/ f'j"'('ql'l"'lln'; i''-' .J:. 0 . -' -,\ .~ "", !,<., -~.} 0>.. .'. /. ' --.'-. "lol~ Or' L'id())obeLl • 

'leaked out.! f'pom 

In tb e C,i ~lO of' 

equal~:Li:ltervnl smnpLLngj t.ho B[)()ctpCJl Inakage 11;::'8 t.HO components R. tho 

leakar,G to nc,u'l\y tddelobe[), and tho lea!:",c;c to dist;:tl,t freqlW\lc,tCS 

cFl.used by the l'cl-;J.ic;atj ng l'lCi.tUr.·G of the F01J!.'.i.el' tl'G.n.s:f'Ol'EL, Spcc'c)'Hl 

leGJcagc oD.nnot bG p~;n?ent.ed1 but tbe fin;1: t,ype can. be confiw'·d to 

fr.CqUf:;)jJ0iC')s 010,';0 to the tx'ut.:: f'i"CCit,U.llY. TLE h:.::-:i.c tC'd,ro:i.c,l.:.c for-

aerde\, illg thif:l invclv€J[j nmootiJing th'0 €;nd .. ,po:tllt~1 of t.he t).'ilnC1:". to'd. 

sigl18.1 y lw:1.ng:i. ng them t;r'aclunlly, <IS opp:;cerl to (~:LL((; nt:L i'l1(1)sly) dGHn 

to zer'Oe This pr'OOeE.:iS is oalled \'JincloHing~ 0:1(1 J:l~:;g~ton r~?J,i::J~J.nr.~ OP 

apoOi2,;:1.U 011, I.~n.cl 1;hf:; c!o!Jign of H Sl.~.i k:,blc'o \<:lndo\·; fl,{l(~l.1on is r';:~i'''j{''·~''l 

to 8.S 'Bi.ndo'lJ oarpenti.'yl. 

1.5.2 Aliasing and tbo Sampling Theorem 

'rhe psr'iodie natul'c of the Fou.r'ter t.~'D,n;1r()rm of c;v e:.1 y [.:";'\c·ploz:" 

data Ci-!.il ;:,].so bnvc an umJanted sic'c Gf"'Cc:t, SUPP(l;;G U.lC saLGplcd 

function, f( t) 1 i,3 bHtld···limitGd in the lO\·;'~p:J.~i::: [)en:::E;:~ (;0 Lh,;i:. :i.'l, 

... ' .' .. ,. 'f'~: \ ' .. ' ".' , c, r 1 .. ,- :c. ~ C > ... ,t,·· '1" ~," t 'e. ,. J .. , 1 1'" 'l"l' C' COlltLt-"I.i" no . I. t:("1l811CJ.eu ,11.,UVL d. l-1 ,),].n .. :J.)",I. <, (j"i,UL,CC Jy '1,' :., 11, 

. f .' = 'I 'C'C' 1')" 'I? 1 ,. t~ ~t .' ,. 'I'''''~ ,-).~,. ~.\ .. , \.0 '1 '.' ,., p",.' ;"","" I :I. VL;L"" •. C,.I':'> ".,"'.n I ... lL'~ ;}("-< .. I.Uj •• to.:',", \.,I,·,Il li.IC J.O. eLI fiG ... ! (qt,,··, "",)' 

mich18,V b(It\·!ecn the b:l~':LC tr:,W:::f01'ill 1:1nd its LLr·::,t :i.e', Ltons tho 

popl:I 021.8 are j·.H~;I)D.r'atc ~J.nc1 ctL;3tirj,ot, from E:t)eh otller'; s(:. Uli·t t.l:l c-; 

oi.'ig:Lnal fUll(!t:ion f( t) 00\U/ ~ j.t! riJ.J r.:c~ipl(lr be; )'8CUil '~L'cj \mc'.L:b).CU;)ll.~:LY 

by taki~; the invers8 tranGforw in the recion 
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-1/2 6. t _~ v,~ 1/2 At ('loS,?) 

The folding fpequenoy) 1/2 /itt is called the NyquiEOt frcql1encY5 vN' 

d "C:' , I' '4"',1. "'C"'t~ 1·' f )'1'''' ".",,,·'1;· ,. ,·t· ",'1 't y'l' 'Q .. i· an l,-, a C 18. ... c,'v\,O! J." .Le on .. j 0 [, h, '~v.uJP.L .... il[, :ttl ,81 Vet L\ 'I 8 . .1u J.,;:) rl.U., 

a ppopef'ty of r(t). No nm, inf())·'nw.tion is r'ec!ovt)l~ccl by 6ytonding t110 

tl'i:lllsfonn to fl'G'1Uen(d8f;~ abovo Vw or beloH "vN' 

If' V
L > Vw t.hat is, tlH3 basie tr'nnsfor'lO 8xter·(;::; r,ey'on(1 the 

Nyqui;:;t fpC(] i:lc:ncy! then) the ba.E.,j.c tra.n~1f'or·m vli1l be; cl)ntcnnin2.(.cd by 

oontributicltl fr'olU under·~'(unpJ.()d j )):'.!:)J··,fr'cq 1J.(~nc,;y COWpNll::lnt:c folding into 

the lOH fPC<! UEJl1CY band O.~ v .~ v
N

• In thin event; tho PO")CLCl' 

trml[]fo1"i:l :i 8 Sedd to be 8l:i.ased) ,Hid. the unambiguous l'C;QI)V01:'Y of the 

or:i.g:Lnal function is not possible. Cl(O)ady, foX" 8. 10'.[··P0-8.3\ 

band-limited signal, thepe GXi2ts somA optimum choice of sampling 

inten'Ftl, j,.t vihioh, liilI lead to p.n alia::;;iug-free POllJ':l.C[' 'cr'an.sfol'ifj, 

The optimum sampling inteNul is defined in the sampling 'cheoper,j, 

Hhieh .'3tatc~~ that I if a funot:i.on contGlins no frt:Xl llenc:i.es above 8 

oritioal fl"(3":J.uency· vL ' the fUD8tion i~ fully specified by sampleo 

taken at equal .intervals A t not e)'.eoed:i..ng 1/2 vI' ThJ,::.~ thGOr'E:lll onJ.y ., 

appl:Le;:. to a sign;;ll sampled fop an infini t.e dur'al.;ioD., bC!1Iover, sj.nee 

spech'al leaka.[';e r'emtL tiLt; fl"(JliJ tr'L'noe ticlrJ could, :i.n principlc, 

rod:i.stl.':Lbuto frcql.lol1cio:" boyond thE: vClnd·,J,imit of the IDE'e,l::ul':LLg 

ppoceSD. Tbis Houlcl tJ::ten (;,\\.W8 the effective sif;;nal to lJe 

Undel~i:Jarnplcd even though the sampling, t.heo)'t~fi1 hao not I)(;(-;n c.i l'f'ctJy 

vjolntcG.} ElO tbe,t th8 l"0su1.tant Foul"ier t.l.'E1Dsfo)"rn H()uJ d be 81iaseci, 

Thus tho statement that is often made (e.g. Deemins 19(5) thkt 

allasing doo~ not exist tor oontinuouoly r~corded data, 18 incorrect. 

At ia;:;:Lng C[;~n oonul' Ci.,<; a l."GslJl t (if sp(;()i~r'nJ. lE'akc'l:;8 eV()!"l in t.hu J :i.lll).t 
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of (:ont.;Lnlio1)~~ly ~3i:mplc(1 C:[~Ll' J:;' tIIG f'twct:i.or, if; not bi1wl l:i)Jl:i.t(ld$ 

the d:i snr-ete FJ."cul"'ict' t)'s(]!1fonn '·I.1.:l1 ;::1.1'.l[,y;; lx: ilJ:Lancd, Ii] 

purely \·;h5 t.tl nGi.r)o doc:;.' dOt. 0('(:1))"' i1'. px',)etil'e j i')OiSE? :L~) g(;n(~L'fJ,lJ:l 

u:r'oa.clband flncl mclY extend l.)('yc)nrl UlO balicl:idclth oX' th(~ msamir:;liE~ 

pr-ooe:~Se Thus (1.1'1 ,:d:i.DDed j,'out'in' i.)'an:::'f'orm vi] 1 r-'~:"1)lt :if the noiso 

.ia the Gf'feC"l~:i.VE) s:lgnr<.'1. if:', unci;:,. cd, even tboudl th~ j nJ~: 

theoPclI1 is not. d:Ll'cCU y '-;;:iJI1 <: •• 1,0(1... It:i s thepc;'o)"' 8 imJ:jo:ct.:; .. nt trJ be 

F.;.\·J[J.PE! that the f'ollt'.i.er· t:car:,';fur'jJj (;,I)J be contaili:L~~db::cl. :iL .<,eve);':;,} Hay:',!> 

eVt'm \,Jlwn the f:amp1 theorem :1.:'1 i:'iPPiJ':'(i,ntly ;';D.t:LsLU;~il (:ind a t<:;::t; 

should alt'lP.Y i) be llJado to c-:rlC\U";C iJ'1 a f·, a tr'c.\nBfor1Jn 5.~) fr-'8e; o.:~~ L=-~lj_~t:_::::iLg" 

This test is rather (:) :Lf thl:, aJGplitHC1,.~ of the tr(',r:sfo)");; 

estimated C'.t the Nyquii:ii:, fre:p.H?,ncy i.13 2Cl'O, U\(~ t::··Lm~;:I··or·r.\ ie, f'l·C'e of 

aliasing s whRreu~ if it is non Z8PO, the traD2fcrm is ~lia~0d, and ~ny 

further J.ntcr'pr'et;~; tJon of t.he tr·c.i.1J:-;f'ol'm v!:i.Jl be mJ)~j'Gunu::;, 

lU.:LHs:1.ng i.1;8~).n.s th;-j; the vi~.lU(:· of 8, FourJcy' t)0,:n[3f'on'l 0valu~t8cl at 

some fr'';::\'luoncys v, is not only cor;:po~lic;ct of tl1G tru8 EiJilpl:Li,.udc at j".ki("i 

frequenoy, but <.\130 of undsY'c,.mplGd fl.'cq;u:nc:LeD abo:;.:: tho Nyql)i:c;\:, 

fpcquenny. It is therofore a leak8ge from ~igb f~equ0nui8o to low 

frequencies and is ju.st a pal't:i Qul"u' irwtCl.r..(x~ (If \)1(; 12;(n"G (,,(J)1')['2.1 

phonomenon of' :::1peotl~:'11 IfJ8kHge" 

1.5.3. Spectr<)l LCjakncc i'md fllia~::Lr:g for Unovenly ,SaDly] eo La t.::l 

Dec.auGc o~' tl;(~ 1'iCl.y tn uhich i:;,1:L8:::dng c~l·:i.::;Oi'; :Lt :ls olJ'vjou.::'ily VC;('.y 

.scrJs:!.tivo to '0 c!. prech;ely ccJinL;:i.n regular';Lty j.n the G:;ita rnmp:'.ing. 

Atry deviQt:ion f'r'cm th:'Lto 1'1' oed roc r'f:;{l,ul::lJ:':1. ty \-lUl tricr'efc:):'c 

Sllb8tantir.lly ):'i'~CluCC:J n>1 :!:-:'LSit;;~i I',~.n·c'j it iILU. tend to clor:tr·ny LlJC 
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rrepltco,t5 ng 11E'.t.Ui1 8 0[' the F'OU1Ji(;rt .tp(:t~:J~)f'o11!nt. 

MJt!'onom :Lee).). :j rle: ,} fi g()nc~"'r!l ,~ilJf:rJeJ j ):1).IGgnlEY' thrd::. 

a1.i.as:ing is ef'ft!et:Lvc:ly (-;liminatcd( I-.I{)l'-JG\70P; ().I~~ dj.~,Ct1t~;.~cd in. ~~E_'ct,i()n 

(1)I.li)s ti10i:-"." is oftcn an cnfoY.'ocd t'8c;uJar:;xy to the fi;ClJDr] fop 

examplc j dailys monthly, yeal~Y OcJ:L(;j_t:Lf~'S~ or' a c()r:JL·.~j.l'.1c\t:ton of 

them-) • 'I'td::, loq~,ulal'ity j 8Up8l:'1mp(H"::~l on 'G)'le OU1'~:hlii;)Ic' irl"tJ&;ulEJY' 

sampLLnc Hill p:eoduce dJ:Jt:J.nt s:i,\lclobe.s th:d;. arE) i:ri.m:llnr- in thf~::Lr 

effeet to oOl)vcnti.oJml nli;;,;:d.ng, but ,11~e, nOi!i.1H'J.8~)~1; di.ut,;;'rct fp0),11 

:i. t. In adcU~ t:Lons Hhcm t.118 d8.'V~l L8Dlj)J.jng :1.;: f~8mjT'E;gulc;r' \'.-:Ltll:Ln a 

~d.nglA r)jght~ for' (:)XL'll!lpJ.<:;, tlH:;1'8 \d.Li be s:igJdf'je;,?,l:t i3[:iCl(',l:ral lC:Jkoge 

into J:'«; [}l:L OCI. tir:g 8:L(3(31 0 be) s ,sir;li.l cl.y' t.o th c c:Cl urJ.l"",· :Lni-, (.:,(V eil s::.n:;pJ. tng 

c!Dr,~t), )"jrmlly, U.\8 ef'f'c,ct clf i::nlncating the s[J.)ll.p1ine \i~i] 1 ~):.·'o\J1)U'; the 

lUlUrll :=::Lcl'alo])2fJ in the E'i.r'pr'ox:LwatEly ::dnn-·,S[;L'j)(;c! t'C:30J.uttc,[! funct:to)}" 

The cU;o;t:ant t':LdcJ.o\:Jt:)[:; Uh:i.oh r'e::m} 1; i'('om the cnfoJ:"(;<;(l t'e/:"uldr'i tier:, :l n 

tIlo :::;f31nplJn~~ :~-~J.-;·f! (;.:tll?-d ClU8,sJ. .. ,aJ.i2L'L~ 2j,dc1t)b(:1n~ altho;:,gh th(~y [l}.-'e oL;tcr· 

rc.ft;[':ced to ;::_~ Gl.J.:i.i3.Ef;fJ® Otb,(;)y' d€f".:.Ol':tpt:tC}),~) :irlc:ll.ldc OLQ'''·yC8.r·~ G11G~d~;.>y 

alit:1::: t::g Or' Did.olobec ... NODE! the lEj:Js r th~; (LLDt:Lncd~,inn i'Ii t;j 

CO[~Vt1l"ttior;(:"l (!1:L;;-i[:1:L~'.1.G of 8. 1~lOU1~tO}" tr'i: .. ,nsf'ot'1ln 0110UJ.cl bf: bO):-:(.lO i1) mind.;. 

so th 8 forl]jcr' n.c)l;lf.lrir:·~J c!. t.tl,l":' j' (p .. t(tf~i~·- ::.1.1 LF.2 2..~j, C5F 1 () ):Je s 9 hrJ.l J he cc! he rife] tu 

in this disoussion. 

Ot' cOUrZ __ i(;) :tf the r!,\:rc)."1~~je u('.,r~pling :LntG):'\1:11 \'tTj~t}:).j~n c:$, tc.iElta 

block I ~. I~ t.! :L:.:l ;W.r;h F,T"', '). i/', f{' v 
·, .. cl, \ J..' I {_. \, '-'~ L boing the h~LGb.c~;t f'rulucncy 

in t.he nign(\l;, tJF,ll, corj\j(,;·nL.ioll:"J. ;·;J::;:!8ing \I:U J c,('.cur, ::'[1 nc1d:i.tion t:. 

t.1l (: com!)) 5. ca t:: (l fL' ::.1', t;'("j l \. ('(;'.(1 UJ ('; :~,j~lJr;,j' ('r;foPcf.G ;:'C;gii].[!l'1. d.G:' i.n t\: c 

13;:mlpl.ing, r:l"r'c't'L·fr'ce r\~,C',(>V()t"l'y of n ()\:}rJd,·'<! J.J1'I.:Lted :;Jcni),l cnn Lr' 

a(lld.ev';)d \J i U, 5.r·(,G,~,\l1'.:.l' «9.~~~ :t c:,(:,t:~ (J[) the nt();~Ul ,c:~.~r;lr.;j.:Lr:L~ r'(t 1':.1:': 

c~'>JJ(;ed,{3 tb(: l~Y<'jl,<L[~t p(I:;~,( 1.tlnt i ;:\~, the ; .. :",,~(::{'~:~,::}~; nl':wbr;)'· of f;(:llJlpJ(~~;. 
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1 s6 'rho CJi'iflfrLcal POI'!t:tl 1~;poc:trurJl (lneJ It.n Jnt(~Ltp{·(;t(:·tt.~i.on 

1,6.1 Definition ,}[!d COliputclL.ion 

T)!e FOlJ.)'ier' tl's.m"funn of a j:"c)al~ sEll1JpJed quant:LtYI :3(1:), is j.ll 

genoral a o0mplAx quantity, that is, 

s(v) ~ R(v) + iI(v) (1.6, 'l) 

In ordel~ to e)~r'ld.no the tr'c1Uic'f'Ot'D1? :i t 5 ~J tH3Ui",1 to cOPi;idol.'" :t.ts 

normalized mnplttucJr:, 

()Lv) ,,- ~3-1 S b() I ( I ,,\ 
,1\, t.,'" L_ ) 

or, mope eODllnOr.LlYf tIle qUD.l't.5.ty 

t-J \.-
) lu) s,"k Ls) _ J_ 1\ lD-)\~L .. 

[,-l" I ' -
\ L I·t.,,'.'.) . ? lu) :; 

The) fOi."mep quanU.Ly is generally r'cfer:'sd to as a.1"! (~rnpU.tl)(l;:; .spectnwl, 

and tile lattcl" 8.f:l the ilQr'lnaliz(-;d pOH("r in the, F'our'ico.:r iTc1ii2for,ljr the 

pOi'Ier d(~'n[;:i ty function Oi', moPC" usually r ~oW Hw J).r>}] (X: r~~n:) ~ In 

early 'ior+~, P \I~\C, eomputoc1 c.nd ploL:ted [i,'S (J fUD0tion of pcn'j,od ;oc)jd 

this plot reforred to as 8 'pcriodogram'. 1bis ~omon0Jature is still 

frequently applied to r(v). Similar~y, in order to cx~mi~0 tbe 

speotx'L',l HJ.ndo\·I! :l.t is oustcmilloy t.o cow:ddcr' tlj('c (; uill1t:Lty 

\,J \ '3) ::..:.. \;.,) l. \)) \,.J >',: L G/ ) 
f '\ .. 

[.'''! 

i I ,')/ 
- ". I \}J (\() I 

OJ , 
(',j ._ I 

'I 
ll' ""'\1) 

Thi:s 1.3 c~\lJ.ed tL!.G nOl·~n~~~l_:Lzecl. pC)\;)f;r' :tn the 1;;r\(!(;cr'.~~J. 14:tucl()~,!; tho 'p':)\'f(~:):' 

t.:!peotl't:"ll \,.rindc}vl or's:! I:1!,.ily tho rC+JE:l'" t_'.ij.n(lo1';" 



- ~o P' 

StrJctly spcakingl the t(:('11 t POVIc;l.' spcctJ:'UJil! f'GfGl':;? to Lho 

FOlJri81' tl'ansfm"m of thC:l Ql).t:o-c(w):'clc" Lion flncti on of u 

[JPocess, but f!4eq uenUy in the 1:L~:'C:loatur'e, tbe tor-I:! :Ls also appl:Lo(l to 

the pOHer ill tho FOU!:'ieJ:' t,P81t<:.;fo{'rG of a !l;';';~,(-'U)i))J;Lf:;tLG rr'oce::-'.'3, 'l'b:ts 

Ui.~ag8 of the term I pOHep Sp8c)~r'ur(t I 1.B adhflred to in the pr'U'EHlt 

diSCtlssi on. AI though this ShOclld not, :Lead lo confus:i.Oll i j t :Ls 

importa,nt to realize thD.t th(~ po\;cr' speoi;r'um of a E.;tocha~;tic pr'()(>f~2,;3 

and tho pOl-Jer Bpoctr'l@ of Fl, detcrnini2t:Lc DY'OC(-Ji:;i; have <1iff,,;1"'nJ)t 

properties. Fop examplo, the farRer can be expr~~8cd in te~ms of the 

convoluti,on of the tr'u.e PO\vGP S)Xoc,t;pum Hith a pm'lEn" \dnd0\1s but this 

il3 not truG of de'ccJ:'ministic pr'ccegs",~), vIliere the (;onveJ ut:L,.)[j Pl'(ll~JG)' ry 

appli.os, oiLly to the Four'ior' tnlrlnforn and sp,-,"ctral Il:L,lc)Oi'J! 8.rJ(1 not to 

their' nonnnlized IXl\·;OPf; (or. Deemoi.rJE; 1 9TS) • Thj.:3 iE~ iJJl iUlpor'tnrlt 

point which will be disoussed in Greater det~il in Section (1.6.3), 

The p140ecss of finding the porio():i.c cont8nt. eX' H ti.n'8 r:;cI':i.03 

reduces to the int.eI'llX'otation and mea:31rrenH3ld: of' tbe [Jenks in :i.ts 

pm-rep s.pGct.r'um, UiJ:Lng the shG)x) of the pO\-!0P 1,;indoH to help 

cUstinguish true pe2,ks from qUQ8i'~8.1:l.oW 13idelobc[;> It i:; f:i l"Dt 

l1cceSf3ar-y to ooW~:i.0.EH' tho l"'nr:ge ['.nd grid ovor Hb:1ull th(~ p01,;er f,)::cctr'wu 

and POH(')y' HindoH should be eomputed. 

If the bcH1Chll:i.clth of tho se.mp.ling Pf'OC8GS is 1'1 U.iGn, the lOH('~st 

fr'8qu8ncy abau.'!:. I'lhioh thel'i) j.D Jnfo:cuH~.t5.on in the elL te" .: r· 
",1.1:) 

flppX'o:x.imrttsly 1/T, that :i.,:;, a i.,:i.no \-i<,ve \'ili(J;;o pC:l'iod l,s ft):.'Pl'OX:;.nlccV:J.y 

equal to tho lelJ£:~tb of tho eta t[; i'l:lx.((m'l, Fo):' c:,qual~,~,ntcrv;::l u)wpl:i ng, 

the h:i.gho:st fr'cqlloncy ?,bout Hh:i.ch there :i 3 :ir~fol'mc't,iol1 is the l'l;,'qu:L.:::t. 

fr"2quel'JCY, 1/2 At, l,dlCl'f: f"t is tbe S8JOIJJ.:i nb i)ll,CTVal, The so,~ca.Ltecl 



~. I J: 1 .. ~ 

na'l;1,:1"81 fr-cqv.onc:L8i:l in the Four'ie,'. tr'at}t,fonn ('ccur' at 

V. !o: ilT 
l~ 

(\. (,.S: ) 

",bc.n"e H is t.he l1tU,,\)EH" of points in the sample, cwd i lakes on all 

intee;ef' valuGi:.; uotHeen ,~N/2 and 2. Tho DJrnif:Lchlw8 of tbc natux"cd. 

frequcDC:i.00 :Ls t.hat thc:; Four-j.el" tPHn:o;f'onn CC)!l put ecl. c)~ L U'. e,'~8 

fr'equenc:Les contairw ju:::;t enouGh :lnf'on,atj 01'. t.o r'e.stOY'Ci the; ot':1·CirJE1 

funci;j.Oi.1 r be::').'ing in mind tl'le oavc!c:-t .. ,c; of [lJ.icl.'3ing and ~3p(;ctr'::;:L ] eaL"c;.:; 

disoussed earli~p. fli; c1e.r~n(':i bed in S':,;ct:i.cll1 (1.3, In ~ the Qi;:;cl'foi:e 

FOUl"h)p 'Lpan:c;i'o)"1ll i3 uuual1y def:lriC:d Ll::, d p(),c:itiv()~.;j.nck!)j,n[; 80,'18.':'f 

and ElO tllG pou:5. Live natur'al f:eequcnc;l,o;, OCOiJr at. 

v, ~~ i/T j 
:I. 

i :.: 0, 1, 2,.«N 

HOHevcp, s:i.nc0 the. pOI-.'er' S[!0'ct).'Ul!l of ron1 data is ;;Yllly,;etr':i.c about 

V ~: 0 r .fJ,X of its uf:;ci'ul i.nf'on'wt.:ion is oontfdnC:'d in t.he pOfdt;L\",) 

fre::1Uel1cios 

V. :.: i/1\ 
J. 

:L ::: 0 I 1, 2,.,,}IT/ 2 

This it\ l.'(!aciily l.mdel"btood 0,S C'. 1'e[:),11 t of' the fClct thet bc,lf 'c;l'!G 

ini'ol"matic'D content of the data is diD(:;::r'llocl in the pl'oc;ess of 

oomplltine; tJJO po\'J(~r' r,pC(:'cl'UEl HlyLull contains no phase jJ)['o;:'r:l;~t:Lon, EO 

that only !lelr of U'.(" ;)i1bn~al fru.lt;(!ncie:,:\ cU'C c\[ u;:;e. 
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In Em 8(;1:1)211 CO);:pute,t.iOli, Uu~ I)OH0P ;::ip~)ctl'Um t:; r:omput",c1 on " 0. 

mlwl1 finep Ll:'j,d than that deLLncc\ by t,lle 11't'i:,I))'c;1 frGCll,\())!c:Lc::J) Dt-llncly 1 

1!gT, Hhor'G g 13hould be at h)c~:~t 15. TlJ:l::; OVCl':jc:,l1lp1:Lng of tbe PUh:F:):' 

~:;pectr'LUll llnd v,'Jnc:O\; lb merely 8. kind of' :ir!t-:,"'pc1l a t:Lon ""hioi.) 

cont;d.bul;(:~1 i,IJ fUJ:,thfJr' JnfmoD1nt.iol)1 but Hhleh 1O,;:.kc[;l,lio plots of t.)',f; 

pOhlei:" ::;pect)'lWl app8~';.1' :smoot-he;' 8X:O<J. hence oa;3i(;r.' to n1C8 fJl),Y,' (, C'.lJd, 

interpret, 

F01'"l rIliJr<v Cal~]eLi ()f' ul18qual~=ir}t.nfl'\.}::\.J. f:2 ipC, the copoept 0f a 

Nyqnist fr"cq uoncy stLLl bolC\s :Li1 (1)) ctpp;:'cnU,rilcit~: Rf)nr:1(), If thr: r.ie~iil 

.samplj ng JntuJ:'v{')l ~.f" At., then, ,[.):,8 hlgbc:i.;t, fj'\).:j,I. J.C)i.lC/ CltoPt, hh:icil 

thera ·r C' ... .., :i.nfor'matioJ.1 :Ln tbe ')"'1'0. i<' "l~rT y\ ..... ~l·,·l,- "1/': ,z.', ~ .(~ ... '-.~ ~W ( . .:,.::", .. -" l ~)...LUlC~_ , ... : .... ) • t:. _J., ( In tile 

genet'E)l case of lmGquc)I .. ,iutcJ"n:l fD.ll1pljng, hCi/8V(cl"', ,U. :L::: pl'et(~r'c:bJC:' 

to obtain the UPl)()].' fJ:'cquoLOY limit ty :i.n;:;pcet..ioll. of tho PO"!l~P 

i'iindoH, Aa before~ th(~ pO\ . ..;8r' SpUCLY'UDl Clnrl \'linc:(:~1 ::it'C cOHl}:-)utcd en Q. 

poi:dtive fl"cquen0Y gl"'ici 1 I/g'L. 

Altl:w\l.[,!.i. the w~ual re('or[lme!·Ic1~\tj.OtJ fe·):, t.he nuulcr·i(!;:J l!ompnta.'L:Jon 

of the pOEC1~ f;pcctr'ulTI of un8qu~\Ll.Y·<:;Lmplcd d::~tQ if. that jk; .::h(;~l.L( 1)(~ 

. computccl rot' pO 1:15. U.V8 fr'L'queneins up to [1 ,specifj.cd P)!PO)' i'C(O;·(l;t.:.ncy 

11nlit, It Hill be !";lo:a.l in thE) l!(Jxt rlC(:U.cn tbL:.t. Lh8 5_1d:,cr·F'(~l:.':::.t:i.I~'r: of' 

the pOVJ81' spec'c.J:'um :L:s simplifiod jJ' th(~ c~)mrmt,,:t'loil:lS mach:: U\I(:'r 

positiVE: an(} no(;at:i.ve f!'equ.eno:i Cf"1 bven tholl;c)} thjJ:: cloe[; no'c, [~clcl 

for'ma.LLy t.o the in:fox'l:lat:i ~)n ccntcul; in th8 1.;01\:(W 0V.'('t).'I.~:Tl. Bc'f,))'u 

proccecUllg to th:i~; d:L:!ct;;:;G:i(Jj'1I ftE't.h':;;;· :Lllr;:i,ght :Lnt,!) UJ::: cClJplcx:ib."':': 

of tbe pOVIG;'·J spGcotrwi; :i.D siven by con;~jc:(;::':.\U.on of' :it::, l:'I.;;;P0I'.:3<' to CI. 

slnuso:LdD.l .s1 [),\Dl. 
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1.6,,2 HespolJ.8c of tbe POl'ICY' SpG0tnJ[1l to a ,S:i.W.: \)ave 

As an introduction to the interpretation of a pmlor spcctrwD, its 

r'c::;;ponS8 to a fJitmso:LdDl siGnal ':;CJ,mplc(\ \,Y:J th ~\i1 :LclonJ.:i :::od spec:'cr'al 

I,d. n dOioJ Hill])o consi.der·eeL Tj,iD ,3:LliJple cc;:l.wple H.i}:L then for'rtl thc 

foundation on Hhioh U!C i.ntel'T)Pct8.1;ion of a r.'8:::;]. j)OV18l.' sPectrum :is 

bo.sed. 

L t tl ~ .,'. ". 1) ,. ',." .c. ,·t . ,,'. e, • 1 1 ,. '. ··'1 l' c'1' 1 <, • ,- '. 'l-,e, 18 J.) C:(jv.C./1CS 01 1,').18 ",:tI!U .. OJ.c.rt.!. ,')lg.n·.'L. ",; 'lS' n 1(. .. ,UpPO,c':' J.v 

is ,s2.mpled Hi.th an iclGcl.li7:ed and normal:i.zed GPootr'~ll \,indoH l'll1icil 

oonsists of b·]o dolt.n functio1l8 at j~v\>l' eaoh of 2JnpLLtudo A,,:;" 1, and n 

centr'Cll p08.k at \' '" 0, of unit. c,:mpUtuc\;.. Th:L.':3 centr'aJ PGr;~k i2. the 

spe(;tr-al vlindoH 8.[\sooiatoc1 Hitl1 infinite eon.t.J.rwous B:?unpJ:i.ng j <,,:1d UH) 

two additioDal peaks lliay be considercd to have been imposod by an 

enfor'oed cegul8.)"tty in the sElmpling. Thoil' llotnwlizecl 8.mp1:i.tudos hj 11 

be less than unity if this enforced vegularity is not strictly 

periodic, 



~ I I~ II '" 

Thn sinw~o:i.clnl fll.nci;:i.on (;[;)1 be vu:'i),:tol1 as 

t l.t)" (~ ~~1V ll. '\\ u's -t -\ + ~ ] 
and ean b(') N·\,ir-:i.tt(~n equiv111ently DB 

{U:;) ~ ~J\~~10"\) \~ ~ (J.'l~~it .l·+SJ ~ Q),:·?tl~(~1\55t +'-fs)] 
l...--

The peaks in l!lG gpc:;ntl~al \,;:ind()"d at 

the ti)Y;8 clom,:j n by the dcc tn vduc101:J 

~v ~. 

'" 
O. ,:-v 

I \\; 
!cny 

l..JLtj::. f\,JQJ.C\)L.li;rn,5'·L}: -\-.l?IA/-\J))J ·A- '€,".~) Ll c..\\.jll.r)] 

-1- .(\., Jl.N7 L- 'I, l 'hi: ,-(.;t \ !\l,\ l\l) ) J 

LI' b' ~.) 

l H,-·\-) 

J 

b8 rer~oscntGd i~ 

(1.6,8) 

',1 ." J;> ( 'J ,' .. J .. l 1 "c., n i'l <., ", ..... "'1' ,'. "j"" -.' j '. . ... , ",,', "" Vi lC,lC l vI v :L,:;. (,de p1o,GC or .... ,) 6ol'C,vl,r'c, H,J,lh.l)'i) ",.lh. f lP 1,;0:"1,(-."'",,., L.i 

~, f'unet.:Lon of fl'U.lUCYlc:y. Th:i.i~ phD.se ter'lTJ foX'iL;i"!i ;:;8 T(~:UO\';f,:, It :i:3 

rec;;~lled fpom SE:ctJon ( 'j .3. 2) tlH~,t the to)),!,;] (i)" i.'.l'i3,n!3fc1l"DI cf (;1 )-u;)' s 

8ven function j S J"e;:J. and evcn~ t.he t.l'[\i!,o:)'(,rm of 8. \-f;a1? ccJd. fur:<:,t~10~·1. 

is imagin,u'y and. odd, ('mo. t.iF' tn:,'':' sfoY-)[l of a t"GoJ, , <'Joy !",!18 \.rj. Ct'l 1 

funetion. is c:)wplc:x: and hcrrcdt:Um, 'fl18 spc~oLr'al llj.ncloY'J, CG!l"lckT(,(; Gf: 

'ehe tro,n:::;fo)"w oj' t.bo cii::,ti':iil\;.t.1coi.' of t.he t:l 1100;-; of Obt)(c:l'vc,t:Lon; 18 

obv~,(lln)ly tbc t.l"!3,nSfOl"['l of a quant.:Lt.y that is )'cal, but. \i'ide;, Cow be 

ej.thof' even or ':LSyuit:J(:;l,rj.G.lJ, but not oc;clo If t.Lc (i::~Ve. \,):iulo\! :L;".; ",\lET'! 

that is, :::ymmol:.r-:Lcal, t.hen, the speutl'cil v:iulciv is r-("f'J :·.l':d ltr~:j PO 

phaS I3 tGPfJl, 

asymtnotl':i cal, 

so A) (v) ;.; O. 
l'd HOl'! eyel:'! if the data windc~ lS 

nnd this the l',i3ual ca[3e for' tn'l,8venlY-:3c:tr:lpJcd ll~. tr:. j 

the :-"pectr'c:} Hindml vIllI be G01J!jllex ape1 ,·rill lwvc an a~'DCC:; ,·:i.:,od J'huc,c 

terrn g:L ven by 

\ j I "\ 
. C\.(v 'p ~ '-I ) 

'l.) 

'J~J ~\J )/1 (!~u l I() (1.G,S;) 
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\'Jbere n and J ,,(,(; tbe reci.l and im;::g:i na r'y ~)::lL'l;0 of the compl (l}; 
YJ VI 

speotl'al HindoHo lIS a r'GGult p the phase tent J) (v) Hhich nppsar't; in 
I VI 

the data v!:lDclm'i (1.6" 8) j:,o r'ot.rdrwcl :i.n th j fs disctl::\:,:~1on to en tor for 

the general 82S0 of unequ~lly-samplod data. 

The computed F(1).i:':iE:'l"' tr'Z'l1pforD1 ;Lc) 

s h ) ~ VI ( v) I;' F' ( v) (1.6.10) 

,l}bJeh in the time: dOlJli:lin is equivalent to 

set) :: wet) ret) (1.6.11) 

Thui, the samplGd funotion in the time domain iS 1 

/;)It) :; _~JL JlHp G ~ Ct'\\\fst -\. l l\)( -~kJ Lv') ) J J 
'L- ' ' 

- \'-:P.J/f [I-- 'l" l (b\\i;t .\- lC\',.;Vc\>,}l() ) 11 
+ i.~.J~..\,,i!)?r [-:- ~ [1:\\ l\)'~' 'J..,»)t~ "" l,\\ - c\,,}.,l) Y11 

'L C\·l,:,' \1-) 
-\. i,~\.e~\.)~ PY:? [: l. \),\loSs'" '\.)) t..\- l (f) .\-- +l,J v) ) 1 "1 

L 

-' '~0..g.~ Q.)-<f l-\- L, ll;,C l,5':, J.- \f cJ ) J( .\- Gys -\-l\>l..) Lv ) ) -l :J 

- .i~.J'r{\~ !L'" ,) ll' c. l1::n l \.IS ~ 'S' LJ ).lc .\- lel"'~ L\\) l ,s-) Y:l ] 
1- . 

Tbe Fouriel' tpamifonll of [-l( t) is tlH:Jn 

<;/:) 

S L u):: j ~ (J::) eN? ll. 'l:,\ IS' t-) <.U: (1.6.13) 

.~ cO 

v;hich, ,l.u;um:Lng tho lir,e()]' P'O[Hjl'ty of Foup:Lc,' tpanl3f'ol:'tlll,s can be 

Gxpr'c:::.;:kJd as the Slllil of the 1;;cp8.r'clh, tr'c:"':;f'0 J:')1i i, of tl1C' cix teniJ,':) in 

(1.6.12). Tile ti'rlW;fcn:l p:('oportic:~ of tbc in,pulu:. funct.il)t1 q')utod in 

Section (1,3.]) I:WY be r'c:u~~;'].lcd, a:~.cl r,rwli th"~t tIle. tl'::'.n:si'cr'rP of tllc):.'(: 



~ L~G '" 

six tenas oorresponds to: 

( ~ \ a pc, "'J' "J'''''' '-'''''·'1,' ~,-}, ,u- ~f' '·,r'D'I'; "'1"-'''' J'I" "1·,·1 , \. 0<'<> \ ,h ,- .,b {-I' ,,{ ,)', .I., ~ .1.,.11-.J. L.\' v l,,·--d~, I;.'~\I 1,1 C" ·~.'u (AII)1 ~,r!,V'.}.U0 ~ L w. JU Pl!l-::;t.)o\-o t~" i >- IL)'-- '),. ~t c, 

(1:1) a negati.vn p':)8k (:.t wV of mop] :U;ud<J AI2 and ph3tY~ C+> .\-d?\....:C·-,(~Sj 

(i.:u.) 

(tv) 

cl r!(J:;:~jt:tve pc~t)L <It .;.( v ~ v ) 
S H 

a POB:Lt:LVG p'~Gk at ·;(v .;. v ) 
S \tJ 

c.f Eil11pl:U:udo 

of ,,'lDpLLtuclr:, 

I' hi 2 ~ ... ·1 i' '1") ,', C> C I \ L" - \' \. I .., tl ._> du.";' ~)J.. (..L'(i LI) ~- e,) d ( \. ,} \ 
H .d S I L) , '«',_, 

1\ [\/2 atJ.c1 p)1(1.,";e\,b,l,. J( ,lu;,,\,\,Si 
H 1-..1 ~ I·J 

(v) a negCl ti vt: pOok &1, t. '" (v ~. v ) of runpl i t'..,dc A lJ '2 nnd lib a:-3O f(\.>c\' J" r\'. ( ,r.' ,; \11 
I::. VI • H j -' IlJ .• ' j u .. ·" 

(V.i) D. negative peak ut ,,(v ~ 'IT ) of r'mpl:i.t.llc1c J, tJ2 ~wcl pLa;:~0;\,-L.c!\) \llL.,.J ')"\-1 
S hi vi 1. .. \ :> 0 \.. ) ',> -'_I 

Tho fip:,;1; tl-:o peaJG3 nt 3:V, repr'c,,;ent Lhe tr'<U1,sfoPlI1 of tho f.'ino \'<,,;V8 1 ., 

and ar-e) ther'cfor'c t/J8 b'ue pE~ab~. The !'pm:::.:;.'''; i'"&; fOllP I){'J(C]L::; at 

+(v + v) arc: the quasi-alias l)ea~D due to the sidelohos i.n the - ~ w 

s[x:c:tra,l vrin(loH. 

flS <'1.n illu::1tr'at:ion of thE.; d5.ffe)'(:'n()~).~~ tn dOi;."d.l b(~t,\';ACU a tcuo 

peal.;: and C:l qu.,w:i, co alJn2. s:i.delobo 1 ths four-:tcp tl'al)f3t'C;:"r-} ei'!~( pO'hr C·;lt1 

speoti'lwl will be ~valuatGJ at ~v and ~,(v iV ). The:';.c rOL',t'l t~ [~yl 0: 
S S 'IJ 

,c, '" . J )' ""1 . p ,., ",.' "(> , ]"'''' J,." 'c·'<',.·· 1-· r, I " .",.' J •• ' c; j'" '" .. ,.,' rJ .. ·, ,. C,,,e.J..Y genel d .. lL,fc.U. •. ,J,tl ... e l,."~ 1,1 d.llLoL (,1 Dl i.r!.':' ,ICt ,',J. L.l '-" J <I,' lJ.n,,· vi ,'y , 

(.1.) 

Henco 

0'::' 

S lu;, ') :: _(~I~_"~ !1.t-<~ [- ~ \\- 1. (,0j~t ,,' l+ s - (~,},Ss) ) ] 1· S>"'( \_ ;.-L'r\\; \: '.~ J t 
~_~'3 I 

:;( L-

~--\J~- D'Y( L - ~. C '~s -- kw (us)) J j ~~ 
l- . '- \/1-

-:.- c. t:\( (J.J--/;J \- -;, c.d\) - J, lU, ') ') J --1:;' \ L- s \ L,~ .' 

S lu~,) , "J I \ v-. \. \l.,» ..... 
. .-'~ l ( )' 
L .1· ~. j . 

L--

!·.1 \ (,\\" (J I' .. \)-\ 1 I j).{\, 1,.(" ... -',' 1 ' .. '''; -: )) -;. l. Le'! ~'-1), --' d? ell.,. \ \> (,:;, J/ \'" It~)' "./. I - ~ 

{\/y--

l.H.' \1'1) 

( \.~. \ ~~ ') 
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- ) If 8 ., 

31 nusoicla.l sj~gn8.1 G Depending on the ncuL(or'iccll \181 U6G of v and v , s Vl 

thG tonn v -v may be ni Ll:.l cr' pO;.3iVive Or" negaLiv8, 
B W . . In tho latter 

caSG, the Htnc10Yl pa'c·[.t:r·n c8ntl"cc\ on ·:~v. i·dl1 f'xb:md into tllE') ncgaU.ve 
[j 

fl'equflt1oy y.'Clng<3, HhjJ,c simul.LarH:JoUf.:-ly, the lv:lndm·J pattE,wi! Gcni.;L"c:;Q on 

-v will extend into the positive fr~uency range. If the power 
s 

spectl"UlU is only computed for- posit.ive frcqucllc;iu::, a.8 is thE.: u[!t~al 

rec.OlillfIcnda'cion , tkJen the syn,nl8'cr'Y of the vd.ndovl JJE\ t t.eell aboL:t the tl"U8 

peak \dll not be reacli.ly epPc1.t·ent, Te· ilJ.t'f},tJ."Clte 'chi!::>, cc tr'uG lX;8k at 

2.5 c/day Hill yicld q\l8.,'3i~al:La3 :::ddclobe,s due to ir,t,oy'fu"Cl'W8 \·i:Lth 

'onc.,cla.y' qUCl.,"l;L·<ilicll::E;s in tbo pmicr i'.'itld()'\\~ at 1.5 c/day and 

3.5 a/clay, HOIl cv e 1" s a cliffel'(lnt Llignal of fpcql1(mc:>' 0.6 c/c1s.y \<iHI 

have its on8-·clD.y q\w.si·~alJacps at 0.11 a/clay and 1.6 o/day, ,·,rll:i,ch, in 

the fl'equeney il;ter''1a1 (0, O'~) 1 ls not 8ymlJ1Gtric ;:).bout the iTUQ p08.k at 

0.6 a/day. The p(lc~.k at 0 .l.~ c/day :Ls met'cly the ~O.6.:- 1.0 c/ds.y 

qUBsi=alJas I npil11ng over" into tho po.s:U:.:i.VE) frcquenC'y' 1"2r'L}:~. 

SimH (lr;'ly y the 0.6 .. 1,0 c./day qU8Jc'i~;:1.1Jas \,,-:\11 have tsp:UJ.cd ovep! 

into the neg<.1. t.iv f.' f'Pf:qUC:;:DCY 1:'[·;.I1£;C, Tl1l..'w the :::.ymrnotry of tJI8 \·J:i.ndoH 

pattern about the true peaks in the transform way be recover0d by 

€xtending tho computation of tbe pO'der spec'crum to nl~g8.tivc; 

f'r'cq uenoios • ~18 identification of th~ window pattern in the [ower 

. Sp0ct.pum is a u.seful Hlenns of ident:Lfy:Lng the J.oc~d;:Loll of a tr'ut: pee1Ie, 

pal~tjculnply \~hen the PO\lCl" t::~pectrI:1r, :i.~J compl:icatcd. It :Lf3 th8PGfor'c 

recommended tbut in sueh eel,so[J, cont.l"8.t·y to tbo w3ual P0(.!or~Hlt::nc1atj.on, 

the POHOl" E;peotrunl and YiinclOlI ";.re C(tch' computod fOl~ pod tiV8 ;.:w~(L 

l1egaUv(:) fr'oquc::ncies, even thou.gIl no add! t:Lonal .spect.ral infor'fnat:;.()ll 

is gained in the lwocess. 



,~ I )19 ~ 

Itl thc genersl O,"1.f)O of 8. fm1ci'.ion cord;,f:i.lli 1)[; f p(),'3.od:i.c: 

oomponcnll;r.> [}:'J.n:plcd Hj.th a ,<;P(;ctl:"[11 li5.ncJ.O\l ccnta.i.l.!:i i.lf!, P bici.r·;].oLuD; tho 

true peaki:\ in UJ(-l PO\'lG):" f:lpectx'ulll 1 computE:Cl over' po;~:LU.\'(·) :u.!Ct n(~G::!.t:i.v~j 

fpE?..:j LW1ICj et:.!1 occur' nt 

" - \ 1 ,., \--\- '-I \\." :-> -..) .j 
f\ 

and tb(,; qucusi· .. al:ior3 pevl<s 00 (;l1l.' at 

-1-. l ,-S"- .\- \,( ) 
- (\" W (\ :: l.J 1.)' .' .~. C.'!\'\ l .. ):~ \,.) 1.) . " 1) 

'Th:ts can be consi.d(~rcd as c\ gener'al:Lzation of the l;clJ. .. ·knc::;":I:.t p(.;lo.t:r,on 

betHGOl1 the tn)c I)Cr:i.ocl l' of 8. \'2.1'i<)])] c.' eJ[;tr'ClJO!i,:i.cal ob;l'cj-, ar,/; e • t.l~l n 

t T "1" 1"[> ,] " <, 1 .,.' .,.j J ,., Ii)' ~"''''I'' .\ .. 0 mOi:> , J ·,c:y ""P,l) .LOUS pel. ",o(.:')r e' n"Ii', ... ,) 

·t \. OD .t:'+ ('1 6,.21) 

( P
L 

whOl'e 1.0027 j,r; the r'ccd,pr'ocnl cf n sidol"0:'JJ. day 8XP:'O"!L!;;c\ :\.0. wean 

sol t:~r- day ;:~ ~ 

Hit-hin tlw :i.d(381i~~ed. f't'i.llrlc\,yoY'lc of iropulsn··ljkc 11"';;:.1::: :i):~ (be );U,ie'\" 

npGotrmu and \tjj l1clO\'l, the:, re1uU.ve p()I-!er in '(;pue W'i3L:: a)J("~ 

qua8i·"al:L<~SOf-'; may be li1"itt.un 

'1. 

~ c ~- ,-)(\) :...- (\ (\ 
\\ 

~~\)~' ~ ) j 

r \_',1::.. \ \\\ ~ ~\\.j) ]:0- ~ (y-(\) u? lIS'l.J) (\~.- I) 'C) , ., ~. 

G·':. \)1.) 
\. )) 

(L(i,?2) 

\'lhen the .'Jc:.l'Jp1:t;'!g Pf':)tJ8E'~3 :i.;,) finitr:'1 so t11:::.1: U~(~ pecks :11' 'c))(; po"r;-

~,.;PE':Ct.l"')J!l ~;nd ",/:i,r:dOlJ lwvc <OJ. f:i.ni to e:;;·'c(:nL. ~ 811d pcu,t:i C1)1.:.;)'ly \,!1·1en th c 

pC\\JGY' gpectp1.IHl :i s tnt~ji l:lf!ic><J ly eoruplJ'ca ted ~ t.hc~ :i.(ic:81 j:;',(::d, dQc·\cl}~i.r,~··:L('n 
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'1,6.3 Tho PO\'IOP Sp<:;otloiHl! of He;:,l JJcl.t8. and j,Ul Conipl:J.c,·IUOli::; 

The p01-)c<e :O)l0.cl:pum of r'co.J, Ullcql:21 Jy·,s8iTipled l r:H1J.Lj.ply"popiocUc 

data cliffeI'D in ;')c,vo)"r:;l :i.rfJpol'tco.nt. r'ei3peot.:::1 from the 2.dC);:11:lz0'd eXci iDplc 

(J:L~;ClJJ;[:cd in the pr,ev;lo\.w E.:8ct:i.on., 

As vias :::110h'11 in S(~cUons (1.)~) and (1,5), the eff(~ot of' saL1.pling 

and tl"uncu t:Lon i;3 t () broaden tllO foa.tuJ:"o::; 1n the PO\li:,).' spootl'llm c)nd to 

int.podu.oo qu;.:wi~·D.l:i.:i,i3 :::dd81obEs. 'J'be FOlJl:'J Oi' tt'clr;;.:lrJiL. (.V£,JlJ::\ t(~ci cit 

some ar'b:Lt.r·Dl'y frtX1UCDCY Vn to 
.;-. 

cD 

S(\'l)) :: j ~- l \Js - "I) \;,.l l \() ()\.\f (1.6.23) 

-c.!) 

Hhepp. 1" is the tplle FOUi."icr' 1t'a.ilf·fonn Clncl \-l is the sp'2otr'al \J:]ILclol'!. 

T~'11'" t·l-p l(\lr~,~ e'I'),.oO'-I"\'I·; ""'J~'lLJr"-C'Q' '1" 'r or)-)"'"" , ")1 EV/"""["':'rl'~' i!.ok} dlv ))\vL h,_"-.,.,L-.,~Ii \..~\c-~, .• cl.; .. c.L- \'e ,J .. l·t;;l .. I,U· .... : t:~ •• ·.·.1. .. J.f.' .. !.",).,t0 

00mpOli8nt due to 'interference', since F(v) :i.s non···,zej'·o for' v f. \18' 

(tbe f5:i_gnal :is lJluJ.j;,;L]2J~L P(~pjo(lic.) ~ 8nd \i( v) i[1 Lon"ZEll'O rOl' V/:. 0 8119._ 

v f:, v . w' 
,,'h"'r'o \' ·:.,nc.' "'].)"-' vi (k..\lol~(~"\ -:11 t,lle ";J'er"l:!'~-J ""j "(jo'·r. \1<,.,\:;' \' "1 U . .l v Vf<- ~~ 1...) ••• - -'-" ~ - ~- .b. _ of I''''L v .... _. ~ •. - ..... -. Iv ( In 

addi tion, a Y'c'al :Cl:i.gnal is inv21'iably' aceomp;·wicd by a stooilautJc, Or' 

'noj.SG component. c;:wscd by ob8er'vation21 ",nei i3t<.oU.rltical f)1:TO~;, Tl:.is 

component;. Hill alDC! c()nt).~j.l)\1te to the POll:C:)' spectr'uw evall~a ted 2.t v [}! 

Hl1ich :i.s tlH.:n?:l'or8 1,'(;011 to be cont.aminated. both by J.E:(]k<:~gE' fro:l] (Jtb2~' 

frc~~u0ncdes in the signal and by noi;;;(~. Leaving RS:i.clo pL"oblcin~:l viJth 

UH] idontificatiun of L'eul fCDtllr('[) in 1:bc POIlU)' f;p(;ct.rur~; tlli.~l f,ict 

has tHo iJ!)popt.ant cOnf;,equonccc" The fiY'~3t is that tbe pClI'Jet' ~:lflc0L!.'l!iO 

evallkl.'ccd ilt c: pODI fcatm"c 1 OJ f)'cquoncy v<,j j s not n 't,l'ue l'Gf'Jeetion 
I.) 

of t.he amI,l:i.tuc\p of that COlli)::(J)lenL. Thu3 the amplitude j.B not 

ac('urat.:.'ly d<:'fj 1J,:'d by thc~ E;::qll'op-oioYl Hll:l ('h ilpp1::.e.::, in the id: ,":L case 

of tlle pr'8V:lOVS [l8CU.OJ:!) llC'mEly, 



• 5? .. 

A ~ 
s. 

- - \h~ L \+ \)l~~~ ') j 
(1c.6t.?L}) 

althou[:,;h, of eo UP ["G 1 th:i.::: ()XpY'Cn~::i.oL i::J u~:lcful foJ:' gc:;in:J.ng o.n 

ap[lr'oxhl;~,t.e i.dea of the amplttude of t.he viir'iJlU.cJil. It i~:i.ll\ in 

gen8J:'ol f tond to cvercstiruatc the amplitude. The second con~~quen0e 

of leukage end !lO:U::8 is t.hat tile plwsc of Up:} F()ll,·it.'l~ tr'lill,~,f()r'm 

evaluatod at v wJll oontflin an 0xtpancuus component du p to the s . 

comb.i.noc] c:ffc:ct8 of the [~e(Jond.a~·y tlinclm'i lX\U~.(j;·n~j i:l.nd iJoi~:(: (;11; thnt 

fr'eq lwncy , Tl1us U1C pht:1.8G :Ln the J?CJl-!l'}.E;Y' tranr:-;fcrm at v C.r):ilpl"1~,~e,3 
s 

tIU'GO d:Lr.:i't:inot u(lmponel.!'c[~ .' tliG ph8JlO of the :,;if}Jc,l, thG pha,clc 

intr·oduCE!cl by tbe ;::pcctr'cll ,dr,deli :1.f Ulf~ d:=::t.<,. idm<",'\i ;i.s (.[~y[;l!lct,l~ical~ 

and the phD.Sf: contanlj md::ton c1ve to 1 and noise. Therefo~c, the 

phnse relatione3 eivorJ in t.he Pl"CNiou,:.; sf)ot~Lon cu'c not c(~(;quate fo:~ the 

aecur G,t.e Clld} ua t:Lon of' the phRDEl (Jf tile ",1 

The,:,o tHO fUi·Jdament.r:ll poi,nt,,] do not GiPpU1,r to r)l~ Ell, I,my s 

apppeciatccL FOlo Gxc;mple l B;-Jrb:i'('r:i. ct ,,1. (197'f) us(:,ci clir,;cr'c::t<: FOI).l'Jep 

tpans!.Ol'ms to :Lnv8,stiga te p(w:i.oclie:L L.Lu;, in S0))10 q U~ E',:i .. , F';t C!1 :1.& t, 

t .. "t . 'J"'\. G '. , .. ',,, '1" '" c,', ~,', " ,~, ..,', "" tl ",'" ' ~ .. '.' . F ( 7) C,. ,] o )JO~ 13. .,,1 Y OO!.l):,Ut;( ... l ,\ PO"I, .• , ,,[,C(.( .. l. UllJ j .ll.l .. lC,U I,O",ll.1.0n N '\. 1 d •. le . 

. loep.('~went(1(l the C!)lo:cl'vcd ]. i[:))t cur'va by 

{Lr-) - c:.. g,) ,I-

c ( 
\l ). Y' j ?-. ilL \1; ~ IV l v J -} '~():> lLn 0'.:. Ie ,- (d(,. h, .St[ ~ '~~-.)--J 

" \ l r.) L--\ " /d{!... OJ L 

('].6.2 15) 

Hbel:'o f :1;1 the J.1UI;;])er' of pcrJocl:ic ClOlnr;Ol1(:"'~;~' (;8 t()ctec: I·v 
'" 

u) f)j~ l' 

analy uj_~\ 1 FJr· 
\,L Clr>d FNTI aF(~ t.he ifJ1(;,[~:il.l(·l.J.'Y i)ljc1 rlo[~l par.'tt~ oZ ~~~;J(:! 

di[;cret.u Four'tel" \:.J":..l18ful"m and (1» is t.he !Jwo.n~ t:trn8.,~·8\) cr'~·jgE:d $' 

rn::J.gn.itude of the e,h[';ct'v(;d J.igbt CU{'V8, (The )"aUo (;j' lh(~ nt'l r'Y te, 

fIca} papts of tJl(~ F{)l.il'~t c;p tr'G.:r.u~:.f'orlrl} .1.,C-::' t.hf~ 8.pp~:)()rJ:l:!~C-:·.t.o e::i-·ii·(}~\te of 
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ph aso. v.'hen tho s:i.gnal j 13 ex)')' OD ;3()d as co s (l) - (\) ) , This procedure is 

not rocor01uul1ckd i:d.nce it: clOf'1D not. tr1kc :i,~lt.O [:,()co \)))t; U:c Gxtr'onoow'j 

POIle!' c'.nd pbasCl in the pOi'ler' SP(:j()tl'11l11 i'.:-, the El:i.gnc<L fpEcqucnc.·jor.) Or' 

indeed the plnl.i3c; f,;h:i.ft i.ntr·cdvcC3d by U:c complex spectr',lJ 1I1LC101':. In 

circum,stance::] of praotical intePGMt: involving wultiply-periodic 

varic:.t~:i ow::; F,mpl:i.tudcs and phas8s d:.oulcl o.lwayc3 be (:'st.i.matE'd by means 

of a l'C"g:eesf3ion of the pel"iodic ()OrnporJEJnt.i3 on. the cleo. ta 1 and the POHCl' 

spectr'\;'rQ .QIll.v_ mocd to e::.~t:jL:(:Jte the f'rcquenc:C0s of the pr)riodic 

OOmpOD.811tflu 

A fUl'thel" conscquer:.ne of tho oontaw:i.na tion of' the IXMCJ' E:p,,~ctl"llW 

by leakage and nO.i:~0 is that; this can cowJpirG to C8use a qUQ,'Ji"oaU.as 

peak to lwve mope pO\,el~ t.hou G'. re8~ pea.t f Emd tlj(n-cf'or'(;~ ""[;jOE-U to be 

mope Diqdficallt in the rX)Vl0i' sPOC!tl.-'Ulll. FUl'tb(:TIllO[,C, ehance 

correJ. CJ. t.:i. 0 m:: of noi:JG pee.les \~itb one conotbep &nd H;[ th qU8.;,;·i<,l:i_ai3E:E.: 

can enhanoe this form of i:1l1lbie;u:L ty) particuJ. ,:H'ly :tn lOH 

signal-to-noio0 power spectra. Tl:lLW the temptation, t.o CC;liflte the 

hic.bol:;t peak hi tho r:OWOl" ,spe(~l;.rum \'Ii',.:.)1 a peal pe!·':iJxti.c:i.ty t'\hould be 

l' esi f3t cel. In fact, eveD in the simplest pOi3s:i.blc ease of a ::,1n£,10 

1101;38· fPOG sinusoidal ,,::;i.gnal &8.mplc-,d unevenly t the hj.ghef.1t peak may 

not noce[),'38r:Lly OOC\).):' at the bign".l fJ.'cquenny. FUl."th(::l' te[:tD [·;houlcl 

be mado to eli.sed.minate:: boh-Ieon 1"ea1 foai;.Ul'ec: and their.' :J:Ldelob'2s~ ond 

these will be describGd in the next seotion. 

ThGre exists yet anothor' complic\l1t.ion fop the POH(-;P spcct)·W(' of 

real dC:'.ta Hhich if: of funcicuII(:!11htl :impor'cmlC!8, unci which has tC0D 

<1i ,',,(! us,' ecl by Lourno8 t ))ocE't:i,ng ('197 g) • Th:Lf3 compJic>:tt:i.ol1 ar'j.r~CI3 

boca.usc the pr'oj)2'H'ti8s of l:Lnc'-ld.ty and convolut:i.on, lil;:i.cb apply to 

'erie d:i::;crete F'ow:'ie.r tr·Fil1,~3fo).'1l1 and tJ:lG :'.lp8Ctl~c,1 1i:LndoH 1 do not, in 
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fcl.otl (o.pply to the l.:oHcr' ,')cpc'c['vm fJncl Po\!<':e \'I:ludoH, Thus t}:le PC118{' 

speotrullI of (,1. mul U.ply pel':i.odlc ,~d[:;nc)l :Lu the CI))Tv()lutioi') uf t.be 

true power speotrt® with the power window. 

Fop mathcc.ll1atical silJlpLLoH.y 1 Lonmof; &. J)c2nd n['. ('I ~I{ 8) oon~d.([Qr a 

doubly-periodic sienal, f(t)! givan by 

-t U:; " n t')A~' L'1Y\lS}:: ') .\- Al./). ... r:.., l't\[ 151 :t J, + ) ( 106 .26) 

Ivhich i.[J g~~1)j~.:LD1!',l1l.'"ly_ 8RmplE;d h,:ah [l (bt::J uindolJ of b:J))cl\·;·~_cl.th T: :30 

that tl)o speetJ~[Jl h":i~ndOhr .ts o1nc=-GhCtp:~d v 'tl".to ~)OHC.(j n~)e(d~rl.lf!l C'.[\P be 

written annlytj.nally as 

?C\.I) '" 
\'L '\"- .~ 1 \ {(' ),'- 'r -r' ( . r A - \ '1 1\ L. r -----, ( " \ 1 \/ ( (., c r),') 4."(\ ),.,\.Cl.\"II.\!.,UO-VI."U.JJ:d'\1.-DV\C L'n\ \<S-,(),-hUj. -',-h( 1.1),(..(. 

v .1 

Hhore 

x ~ 'lJ-\J\'\.-}'lA;<ct \\"--f ~,-)-0-o·~-I:.~,\·'-) J )~1)'\_L\_-t/--\ls--\r<, -l',,,r)j >< 

" C{f:, l rt-n 61_1 c'-'r .J, l:'(~J -~-~)-l 

rlnd 

\.1" () ::,_ CD-\ + 0" L-----) /l_ 
f:-:, if:::- \ \f\ - If'\> \ - \ "f 1~ - '--Ii) \ 

and t
o 

is the GLU1't time of the s(-llt1plJng Pl:'oc;(';c:J 1 

( 1 ,6 .? 8) 

, r , ann r) :IJI tho 

iniUal plia8c (1jJ'rC1'()r~(:e [,et-Heen tho t;T.;:Q ;:;j[~nal eClllpOl\(\j:ts,. I'Le 

G~·~r';(Ot~s:i.on fop t.J."!C f)()~J01' r~T:}pctrurD C()rlni.f_·~tt~ cf Li}G sinoe. ntTl')al'~jd 

funot:LoiLC~ ceilt.n:d (I,nel V
1 

Dj1c1 V,., that :',' the POh'<::P I-'l:Lnd()I) eonti.'(:c1 OlJ 
c. 

." ""1 rl, ,. _1 . "J-' .: .. , 1 {. (' 1-- rr; '-' 1-)_ C "" ('''- J, ---- -I" .' l' ---, ~ C" 'J ,- .-, f' ". . t 1 C' "'1 (J ... !._U '21 o.flu d l~·Lr!~.' l"';',,11, .:~! c .. J.; ~.,l ),_'l.) l('JJ.'Uls- \I.<.LCJ. l~·!...·L ..... I.,L... .I_J('l11 'J.l.·~ 

fe,l.lur'o of 'LlJe l:1_j)c<-~l":Lty a,ncl eonvoJl l l::Con tb eor' (-:) Iii::, to hc}~d , 

l'j\;\th(3r.~;:;t:i.C'1:; lYi tI1JS e:(lO;.:{~5 tt('l~;-:1 (:~.l~:tL'(:,~-; l)ccc\t~·r,~c (:or:'tl}lex 2pc/~:Lr~[~1 
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Hindo\'IS ape f::i.r·st 2.dded to 03.ch [.1"Eq )J(]tlOY 1.n tho sigrll1.1, cU1cl th C:l'J., 

th:L[J quant:i.ty is squDxed to give Lll8 pOHGI' spectnuil. ,3inoc 

mult.ipl:ica.tion and eonvolutioL' D.:.'(c:; not mutuaLLy l'l':J80C:Lt~.cive, that i::;, 

'2(_* l\c\Ck) t l~~, o)~ (1.6.~?9) 

the pr'OC(;[lS of oOllvolution Hith the spcctpsl ,~iL()(li') follo\18c1 by 

mulU.plj.OD.tion to get tl1l"l pO'l,yor' Dll0:ctnlro; inLl"oc\uce,'j tho or'o,c:,~, tOl'll). 

If A2 ~; 0, thon, fo):" pos:i t:Lv~) fl"(',querw:Les, 

r l \() ::- (J. ~ J:M~cl- ~_ TI--r L ~5- - IS l ')] (1.6.30) 

and so the pOlder' .spectrum of a continousJ.y oamplell sinUl:;o:Ldal E;!igrwl 

i3 equal to the ~:1;inc'·r3qua['cd pel-ie''!:' \J:i.llc10h' cerlb'c::d. on the rJgnal 

froeq ueney , The C[,03S tel'nl f'OJ.~ 8. doubly pel'i.odic :.dgno.l :U, Je1.>:;ndent 

on foul" quant:Lti8~'t the banchddtl1 of the da,ta Findo1;}, the 

semi-dj.ffcrCODc.e of the f')'{X1UeL.i(;;ic:J 2nd th(3:ir' iuitial [;J!.ns(' differ'onco , 

E'.nd thc-) stEl't-tilLG of the iC.::w!pling. It j8 8,1.so seOD tllat the po\-lcr 

spectPLlJil fo1" tb.e doubly pel'Jod5.c signal, (1.6 .2cr) I i~l synmot;pic o.])O\).t 

the ndd=pe;int of tho tHo frc:qucl1cie[~s v • o 

Whon the contribution of X to p(v) is such that a sicnificunt 

pedistl"ibution of p0\'181" is m'nJ$od by itD ii':.tJwf0)'Ol'lC'EJ \'J:i til tile 

sinc.-Gqual"ccl funct:Lons, spurious features may be introduoed, and 

tl1erefol'G 8llUl':lOUS popj,()dic:U; .. j.es detex'mint::d. This !Y:; com Oi:; mope Ijlcely 

as the spacing of tho tvlo f!'(:(lllOr.,(;jt=~[, d:i.rni:-d ,:;h'3S bcc8.uo() tbe p'cduct 

of' the tho ~3:inc h'H:T(tc> ir, (1.() c~!(;) \rJll be cE:)sC:trt,iaJ:ty ZCPO 1'01' v.'tocly 

"'p"nod l'"r(Vj'\O'11r;'L'('~ 'c.11clt ·ie..· X---":..') 0 ',r-i {'\> ... >-cf!0. Tl"""''-' Q··tt'·r.i-i011~ 1.-' C..tvx.-' ""\.,\".' \ ..... ~ ,_ L·S' l~ ._~I'y / I*'-I~ .>";; " ~~ ... .!.. \.dr. ~.~~L J I •. ,. v"'~ W 

08.n be cnvi82ged in \Jb:Lc;h the tHO fl":-lU(:nC:lor; Er'e (:t) (\omplGt;~J.y 
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Utlr-oc301ved s (:Ii) Dpnr':i.o1.wJ.y resolved) or- (Lin CCiliplntcJy x'e~;()lV(:d, by 

the bond\J:icltI-( of the c1.1ta vlindol:, The::;fl tbpee cc.t(jL(:1~jJ'.;'3 of f'r'(ilUency 

sepal'atic·n a.re l!.eM CLiSC\JBSfd ir] !lOme de taLL, 

(j.) If v'l cmel v
2 

cEf:Ccp by 1888 than ap)ll"oximatGly Lho hal[,c·\-,'idt.h of 

the uent!'Fll :Lobe in tJ18 specl:r'clJ. ,·d.Dde)\! s tlwt i~:, 

"'L- 0:,\5-

then, 

t'::' 
A...J 

\ /~c (1.6,31) 

all Ull'E:8 h;)'lilS in the exppc~j::;i(ll) for the pO\ler' Erect-rum 

(1.6.:n) \'lil1 CStWC tilE' reEk PO;':d' to occur c'.t the ),,:i.c;point fj'U.;llC('CY 

V 1'11u". ihe ·J'or.(~\·. C;I't:ctr'um of tr"o co:.')')'1 ("h~l v l'rll'(""'j'I'v"ec! fY'C)')uf"i"cde c, of> ~ >l,;)'1 -' " \'~ ,'£ k J •• --- .''''~ __ ~"-.!"!. __ ,,_C"'~--:~;:....-"";! •• _ .... _.~ •• -, ~., .;" ~ .......... J -" ~ ·1,,) 

iD a r~in.f~18 ponk r~t t·b("':j,}:' rliec:L fr'cqtlc:·tl\:~:j (\ 

Ud) If '\' 1 and v 2 differ' by on Hlilount' gl~('atm" tban ths b:otlf H:i.d'd.\ of 

the contr.::,] lob(~ j,1) tho r"llGcLpal\v:LncloH but by less them its )'1.11J. 

Hidt.h l, that is, 

J
"1-

L 
.-...' -L,. t\if L. '(

··r 
(1,6<32) 

then, the w,j,n pc:::k of ono ::dnc tor-'m ,,1111 ovelolnp \dth tlle fiY'~lt 

nogat:Lv'" .';;:i.dGlo1JfJ of the (JUlep in thee Fourier tnll1i.;f'or'n1. Thu::J at the 

signa.l f'x-'cq nencics V
1 

iJ..nd v ~ (tbc L'lax:i !ll2, of the ic:iLC functiops) tho 
c:. 

sino l)l"och:!ct \·ihich appUcH'r, :in tho Cr0138 tonG ( 1 "6,28) I,d J 1 be 

negat.i.v'~, Hm:evel', at the rntdpoint, v, of tlllO) signal fr'ccFCU::i.E':c, o . 

the ppoduct of the dnc functions ldll be posit:i\i'e rince tlley cli" 8 

SY1~11Tletr':i,c Cl.bout v o. It 1'0110'\18 that in tll:is car.:;o :x i~) [0: \ InuJ1p I 

centi'c:<l on v HiLl! ()lthep a w;xi.rJlllrn or rd n.i. mum. tl)(~l"8 depc:nrJJ.i.;g on 
o 

·1 c"l -, 0 tl"" . n' 'or" ,." ,'.', ,. "'[2'" ~ (T., ?j' ) '- 1'1 ·r,· "'.' t·, r ·v, H 1 >l/ ifl "'.' CO",J_L~ l.t.! 11'1 (,0,.:>. ,\ I;:,.'y . ,. ~- "0 ." T. t 1" ll(Lcd. ,.1" C C'. 

negative l'(>"'poct:Lv,::ly. A poc'i.t:Lvc: (·os:i.ne t.C{'[: UJ&!l:l 1([\(1;:; t.o ~!. 11(';('\1; L,t 

v, g:trniJ.ac to tho (!Qrnpl(\tcJ,y lU1)_·e~:·ol \ied ease, vlhr:;I'car) ;:1 n<:-:2/11.::.:i.vc 
o 
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cosj.i:;,O tcrTG Jcs,d[: to t¥:JO cornp],f:·tl':J ~/ [Jp!lt1 :i(}11:J l>~j(Jl:r:l v! and V~, plRcod 
I G 

symwAtrjcnJly on eithpr Qi10 of v • 
.- -"" '-". ~JQ_' - "4 0 Th, ''Jr' "(,'i "c, v '1"[ , ,e-.,' 0

'
" V I e, ",,1 v! 1 ,- ,_"ul.,j i., t,.i~~ ,~) .j of L'_(!~.. ? 

'J' 'C' l' ,0 )(1 f 1" r'r' I; ,. ., ' ~ ,.' .... ~ -' ,~ .' 

o 
apCl de t(Jr'y;15nE~d by the: \'t"] u(-;s of t.hE 

'it' 'r'\"~'V1"l V' .. - 1. t/~·1.h:! t. (),,~ 1 ;f; v and 'I'I ,L 1-,. '''! ,
(-

V;2" It: :1.[3 for Lh.tr; }-')8C~J;OH thbt the si 

frequcmc:Lcs ar.'e ,~)aid to be J<(...!.~J-'.:-~0:''-:IJ:0.':.-:'::· ":l 1'8:)01 \/cd (0 

Loumoi3 6; D88ming ('1 ~J{ £l) ShOH r':J.(;al1y thE't SPU1"iO\W v',pl:r: en'c 

Generally Dot ,;:igu:U'j.C(l.nt pr'OV:lr:\(H; t.lw.t the fraluenc,y ~'ep[l.l'8.ti.(»J i:3 

greatcr' t.han 1.S/T, llnd eonsequcntly th!~y (i(V;Jc"C trwt Udf rJlJ~~'\l:ld be 

the (!Pit(ll.":i.on U8E,cl to d"'f':i.uO the rf;,Clol t:tJuu :1 nhcren.t :i.n th S Pt.,;,)E';r' 

speotl"Uli1t a.nd noi; t.he Le'..1 f hi.Cth oj: the cc ;\:ral 1UI)C :.ll) the ::l)cc!;r)~J. 

v.':i,ndo\'J t 112lxloly 1/T. 

(:L:i.:L) If v'l cHld v,.., moe i'iepar'btCt1 by r:cre LllFU tbe full \ljdLb of t,))p 
t:. 

oentr';:.d. 101,1:.: :In the f:;pcut:('(31 Hinde)\' f tbc'd; i,~:, 

1.. 6~5-- ,?y., l·l-e ('i,6.:)~J) 

the fl"c'qucnc;LPIJ a1:'8 oC'flph.;l;cly cCf301vccl, sincs U;c (;ontpjbution Oi'll'i<:' 

cross tenJ to p(v) is insiGnifioant. 

'Th e p1"'o l.J10Hl of [\pur' ,LoUG PC:: 801 uti on of (;1 (I ~:e), y.~ r; PC'lC(c d i' r'0q U( Let c ;'" 

is not uniQtw to PO\!cr-c'::.n.~cctruT!: r:iJl:'1,lyb:~:: but :i.:':' r::});::,r'cuuy oU,.\")' 

teohn:i.q·0,GS such a.s phr~[5e dt:JpCY'::;r)l n1.r1"lj_m~.;.~~~(Jt5.onll Docause of the 

in!1ol:'cnt nO;l·'lineE')':l. ty ci,nd c()[;1plicatod nt,.LtLcrc~E(t:LU;:,J. p;"opOl't.i 1;'8 of 

thGf38 teehniqu0K1 it ib not a, [,:i.mpllJ r,',attel' 'r.c: <.,':::r:;iPl qU2t'tt;:,_l:2U've 

m·:ited.8. \-]hich I !:i. 1 1 pr'edict \lhc:L tjPU"'Jc,\;;, f" EQ):1. lr. ",1.'0 liLcJy to 

a P5.E:·fJ" Thj,'} is bo Ert In\rG[iLj~gcl tbc\ t-;-Plpj.r-:i_C(?,] ly j'().C '" (')~ given (latC', 

l1:i.l1dol'J. In contx'i)st I ci C;Ct.)lOc) fjl)C;il a,'" r[:1~ll'J. ,. fit L:i.r:g c'.f' ::,5 no lJ'.V8::O 

docs not Y:bVC, 8l'J;l c(;,solu'i:,:ion p~'obJ.(:ln:Sj but (Of8, l:'cqu:Lcc ';:.lla(. tho 

m)mbet' of, and al;pr'ox:i.rr'.;xl'.e V~;] U(!8 fop, t.h,,: )~:'l'i.~d~,c COliiponelli..n r;( (:,-',ont 
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in the da to. ape) loJ 0\1)) in adVi:l.ncc 0 The 8[J\xr'lou3 CJstiulates of the 

clOGE)1y n[)c'.c)GC: fp(::quenc:i.er:\ dor-ivGcl fYorn tIle po'V)er' SPE)ctY'U.Hl I.dll 

e;cnenl.lly provide adequate starting vc:<l Ufc1S fop tr' :Lgo now,; t;p in 

regr·es~:Jion l:1ctbodD, lwovicled they m'e appJi<xl :Lter'i.~t.:ivcJy. 

It is no'(J obv:!.cml that in ,1Jl but thE" lJl()~'t tr:Lv:i.<':l easelS, tho 

PO\" cr' .spect;PUlli of 1 ~. - . 1 . 
Ii'\!'" t:J.pJ.y··pCH':U)( ~e data containing r por'ioctLC! 

oomponents will not appoar as 2f' :3caled and t;Phmlu1;cd 

vE?rnions of the pCMer' HincloH. '}'he int(')xoanti"n bCc;tHC(:n the:s8 \iJn(lo\'/ 

pattor'tls, the Pl:'CS(;:DCle of Dcdr> 8 ancl the d:iL;jcwtion j;lj-,i'och,('C'ci by 

computing llor'm:liizcd P01,iC):' f'r'olll the FOl1J:'iGl:' fpan,~\for'm, Hill aLl. 

oombine to malw the H:Lndcilv syr'llilOtr·y le813 nppar'ent in the POHE;):> 

spentr'um. None the lcs~'l, th:Lg notion of th(~ [levier- spectrv!11 

appr'oxh18,['E)ly consisting of 2f scalecl and tr'8.l'l!:~latC(i \:h:r:1()\<' vat.'r,l'l'D::; 

:\.:3 (;onstr'uctiv('), and as \,l:l.l1 be SiJcMll in thG next sf!otio:l, whjcb 

desorJbes the int.Cl'p'(;tation and ['er1u~.:'cion of the pOI-ncr' Sf'N:tr'UIYJ 1 rna~r 

be usefully applied to c1:Lsopiminn.h:.; \)c;tvlGOn PC:,11 fHat\n'E','} and tllCir' 

s:LdeJ.obE~S. '1'110 :Lmplieatiorw of.' i'llC'l papEn~ by LOl;ill° ,c; Co lJeondL[ :L3 thc't 

U.18 consider'()t:Lcm; 'd:j(;l~Gjn aSSUlne ;i)1Jpol:'tanoo only in tho invu;tj.f;ntion 

0 ", ). olosely-spaoed periodioities such t"'-c:..' 
O.h..· the non"",r'c).cl~L(J pul ::,:.at5"OJ'lf3 

\~J1:tch ooeUl~ in, fop examplG, hot rr:r:dnmsequencc and po;:;t·-mo:i.n~"0('qt.\l'!.'cc 

vc.~.l"i.ablE: stal',(3!t It ,,!ill be G,hOI'il! in SC'ct.:i.Gn (1.605) that, if 

oonvontim:scl l'DCtllOds fop tho r'(3duc:tion of c\ pOhle!' spcot.!:'um, to lx, 

dosoPibed in th~~ t18Xt se c.t:l. on , E:{'C fblJ.ovlod J tllen! oontrnl:'Y to thi::, 

opinion, s1mHm." I)l'oblmr:.s can ar'j,,':lC in the t:'tnalysi tl of Flt11 t:Lp:Ly 

periodic data which dOBS not, jn faoti contain any closely s[noed 

frequenoies. 
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be oomputed aocording to 

c/:::. 

-<- (el) , .-9" ,) Q l,d \,Jp l ,,'- I') ,\0 (1.6 .31~) 

-60 

Vlber'e P if:) the POHCP spectr'lJm l \'J tho pC)\ier (·!indo\·J (,nel k L3 8 P . 

1101.~JJw.J.:i zation factor'. The el'o,sG~,cof1r'01at:ic.1I f\).lwtiou I,d J.1 ):2ve :L b'; 

hj.8he~:,t pea],3 (m2;;ii.i~um co)"Y'elat.ion bc't:.\·!cen r-01;;Cl" spcct.r'u1ll and pO,·l(l." 

\oJlndov.r ) at .:.tv", the moc,t oigni:fi.c('u:l'i:; per'iocUc COlilpOl:!.ent 'Ln th(~ d"t;cL 
o 

This procedure 18 completely an21o[oua to the oo~putntjon of a l"adi2] 

veloc:i. ty f by Cl'O[,::;.··(;(;r'r'clc:t:Lng thA r pl'ogl"erli.[,)1::: 1 :c:-.pr.;c:tr'l@ \-li'ch ::;on;e 

I t8i!lplnte t sp8c'cnnn (e ,g, S1mkir1 (197 if) 0 ILl tht'l pn;;:.;c.nt c.)':;pUc::ll:.:tcn j 

the tewulnto iE; tile pc·vex' vd.nllovl. 

( .. ",.) 'l'j c."" ~ r" '.'V"''' ·f·, '." "'t' , J.J..J.. ".le u.LgnJ, .I0udl." (I .. C.OulPt, ll1lc, pe8J:::s in 'dw pC;vJClP spnot rt;.fIl can b(.l 

t.e:;,t(:(i by moans of numer:i.ual es·~im;.1tc:s of the r:;oo(\nGss,·of',·f:i.t of tilE, 

COl'X'CSl.lOl1();i.ng :3JnuBoicl on tLe data. It i8 gCJ.)cl.'dlly iw~,\':m(;(i tho: ,[:-,U,c 

pen]: \ihict. g:i.'J r;;-. tlw 1.;,,<;t [JumoricnJ f:i t to thn d,Jtc~ 18 the lI108t 

significunt in the pov[c:;Y' i."'poct-rum " nrmevel'~ oon~:.;j.(k;r'ablo ('.':\ r'c mu~:,t be 

cxepcised Hhcn appJ yJU[ 'iJ1;i,1:: cl.'itol":i,on to l!lult~r\ly p(,)):loc1.:L0 dc:.'cn i 

sJnCG the lin(~8J:' regl:'Ci.l[;Jon of a ::i~.ngle i::~ine Ha.ve on daVl. eonsisli.ng 

of a DlllaLe):" of pSI"iodie eon:poncnts i~, {;heoret:Luhlly :ill v:irJllltton of o.n 

, j [iJplici t HSstlUlpti.on of 1"c[;,):'(:;.;::::iO:1 cinalY::li8, i18nJ(\ly! that tile rc~\iducl.Js· 

should be l'andOr;11y dist.L·:ibutcd. It :;,3 not 0n1',:; r'uly obvicm::; tbat ,,:bOtl 

th:ts hy f<oth OS1.~;; is v.io:U~tGcl! .] j' 1 m~crloa. CS;lru~~02 of gooiln8sG-cf-fil 

are as uf;"cful c')3 1>!Ol1.1d ot!icr'llL~e be tbe mJ.28 , 

(iv) The j nvnlciar;cc of tl"UO peal;;:; i.n the PO\'iCl' f;pectr'llrLl to dj.f'foP('nt 

Sh8P0,"; of spectral l:Jinclol'J can sOlJ)oL:Ll:icr; be ti,~:.;;L.,;d ('1ncl Ul(;)"cfu):"c t,,;:;cc:. 

to cUst:i.n::,:ui::ih bf:)'.:,,,;ceG 1:'Co1 p€r'iodic:it:icf~ Clnd thc:Lx' ::::idc).obns. 'J'L.i[; 

mo,y be achieved l;y a d~lt;.i suh:::ct :ri<)cr!~ tL~; ob;:;c:r'v(1t:~~ODfJ ~Lp 

l'w:.h a \'lay tJ)a/"' tllG nC;\i ::;p,';ctl',::l vd.ulov' :j f; '.:ne.mb:Ltuc>u;::ly d:iffe):'cr;i; 
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f:!:'om the 01' Dol speotrAl window. l).llJ,lmbigu.oiJ.:;lly d:Lfff~l'Cljt. :l.~·.~ 

nlGanl, U:at .'~,,;lLnir:i.(:c'nt pc,;):;,,: In th0) il8"v[ H'indoH f;houlcl. no I, oolncic1e 

\'lith ::,j,gn:Lf5.cCtDt peal:,:;. in t)'c; or:tgin,cJ, 1'I:),i1(\Ol1o 

(v) In m,;\)!y ca,,:r::c3 it :i,::; \i;,:c;fu] to COi (' thl rOlle)' ;::il:J('ctrT1L cf a :.:::i.lle 

\v8.ve C:.o10):'cspu)',clir,.(,:, to the; ,'SoJf!(~ted PC,jJ{) [mel \-fiL}~, t.he sa[ne 

clata I,Jincio\{ l);>;;:d to Elcqu:Lr(~ Uw c]),'icr'V<: LIon;':;. v;Jt.b ).~Cl~l'e::,i,;nt;:.:.L; no, 

r'cm(\olTl no;L:::3c nc1.df:cL Th:L.':l PUi'iCP hpectJ:Tliil C8.n. bo (:f)lnp8.ped \,J, ttl the dEl. ta 

pOvJ(,)P E'r)f,~ctrum1 and cowpeting pcoa\(g juclgc;cl necor'd;i.ng to their- 8t'C(!(',";::: 

ii, l'f:f:td:.:i.ng the f.llOpir':Lcal pmrol' spectnxm. 

SUbS(,;qlKnt to the [;;0;1l3c,tion of u. peel{ in l.hc pC~iCP Sl,(;;ctr'li(O 

aecor'ding to E10me 0),' <11,1 of tllc~)e d:i.niSllO,~Yl:,ic te:';h'l the l;doptt~d pea>: 

if:; fil tt:~r'(xJ. f['om the da t,::l in opdep to :Lnv c:::,tiga l;c :Li::fJ furtl!o[' popiodi Q 

oont.onto The fiJ.tcr'il'Jg P):'oc;ecluce is P0)ferl'E'd to EW Pl·G'~Hll:;,l;cn:i.r~gl i'l,)'lcJ 

m,:,y be rK'rforFl(~rl in e:l.tbc)' tbc: i'r'Eqw;n(;y dc,l"".:ill oX' the tir'lC r';'cl1l3.·,iJij 

but :Ls mo[~t cOL\)nonly c,u'l:iud out i.n tho L:l ttcr-, Tb<) pcl, t'fJ\;,I'L,: 1:'2: of the 

sinusohl \ih:Lch :Ls uscd to pl'e'~l!h:.t("ll tb'8 dJ.U: ::!,pe (,bU3.inec1 by 

rCGrG8si~L a sine wave with the udopted frc4Uen(~, v , 
f; 

on tLG data. 

After' I)I~e·~Hh:i.tC:15.r.'.g1 the.:; pOFor spc;ctr'um of the pr.'Q··\"!ll:i tOD::;(\ cia L8. :U:,; 

free of tll ~It penk .f}JL(~ all i.t::} ~1~:;f30c'i.rt(:;(~ Li(~clctet~ TLuD:. 

, pr'(}»vlh:i t:.'ninf~ e::I;:;C: nLi.nl1y l:'emoves tHO s(;aled \'1;i ndOH p~c t t c;en;c; en rltJ'u,: 

on +v i'r'cm t.he cktc'l l"Ot,"ey' ;::,')(;etr'UlI1, -- 2 t" t 

Tho nc~xt stnc(: cf the :Ll1V(:Bt:LG~ .. ttj.on COllSt::3tB of id.::-~ntify·5 .. tlg tho 

moot e.ip,n:tfJ.cant POCl1\. jn the PO'l';81' c';j}i,ctr'i:'D~ of tll";~ pJ:'e'~Fr.:i.tC:{K,d c'::::.t.Et; 

tbat ib, tbo u)oo)'1ch,xy IX,?l"iocu'c contoi.Jt cr tile rjcd;a, 8.cc,c,,',:ting to th(' 

five C!J:':iL~'r'iC't r)lltJ.:ine<i above. The P;'(",\!l::~t.C:ldr;(; ctr:d pE'c'k 8clcctjr;n 

P110(:01C;,qeC; uY'e tlj\':')} l'qicc:c'[(;c1 until no r;:i,gn:i ficnnt rCc:kb X'CT;l(O}ll :In tlJe 

POHC1' C3pl)ctnnl, '!'il))!] ),"(;pc.,Lit.:Lve pr'e,',\dJ:,;,t0nill/:: LLr,cI:, th;:~t tab~,e of 
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If tho data 81'(,) eqnHl1y ~:;p0ccd and tlFo sJgna,l ;1,:-; 8. n:H:dol,:: 

vaJ,'i.able baving 8, GOUSi31al1 pl"obabLLLty di,2b'ibu:,:;'Lon; the)), the pOI·rCl' 

sp8ctl.~um j,':', 5, t"K:l f a rar:dolil V;;-l.x>i8bl0 , t l)',')' 'j'" PC" ) - ,"" c. ,', " v 1 and PC v"») 
L 

(~r f; 

:tnderenclent of' G;C)cb othel', and the POHET' ,c;pcc-tl'l.lHl j;~: ('yponc;rd:.:I.2'Li y 

dfstd.bntcd (Gr'oth 197:;). '1'h),)[3, if' tlJe yat'io.r;ne of the nuj ;°;0 in tr',(\ 

'J 

tiliJe domnin i 0 rL ~nd tho r~~er ~.Q . .tt cooL .,..: ,,\." . spcetn;,l'l is p1uVc.(·,d :in l.Jl~dt:.:; of th:i.i; 

variance, 

-k ~ p (u) / (\1.-
\:: (1.6"35) 

then, the pr'obabil:Lty of obt.ainir:g E\ pO~ler' level Z gl'E:c:teY' than z iE.: 

(Groth 1 Y{ 5) ; 

f,,, ll) 2 ~ ~. OJ£f c--1) ( 'I ,(1 • J (i) 

and so, the likelihood U);:1'c 2 £,iven pOlleY.' 18V(;] :i.S dt\e to diannE! noif:\',) 

fluctuutions dcCr'(~a8eS .f~ln .. QnQIJ!_:iJ:-'J,Jy \'lith :Ln()l:'el.:,~~5.ne; pO\F,~r 'clJr'oiJ!JolcL 

If tho lllaxirnum in the noi.se pOI'fer' !3pcotr'um ov(;r' N n~l turnJ. f'pcc1 nen.o:i. r:-;::, 

is Z trW!) max' ) 

p" t 'J... 
-L~t'''''~'''£' ) 1~ 

N [ )J" -L-\ .. - \ \ -- QJ.cf) (-'// -0 
1-- Q.. (">--4))< (1.6.3'r) 

and. the expeC!tHt:LOl! y<J.t~(: cf Z (:(,:ii be E'liOHn to be (SC;:r'I.J.C 1983), max 

10 

L, '-t (~"; =- ~_.~ C \ / ~-) 
n-~ \ 

(1.6.38) 

Expror,3n:Lon ( " r: '-, <') I.~),j() is a lUBarithDi~~]Jy diverGent sericn hnlj 

tbcr'cfm'(';l :Lf enough r,;:ttural .fJ·'cq1)(,nc:Los C','('C :J.nq)e('t(,d~ thd-, :ii:!t if' 
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tho handv;j.dU) of' tho datel. \'):1.1'1(10H :i.D Lu'ge H 1;3.t'g:8 C~\n bc:! 

expecteel :Ln the ab,'.:encc of ))(31":)06.:Lc: :-:i 

If the EXlu2J.Iy,··:,pc1ccc) data c;on~;iiJt;3 of a 8i. .J:ll,J2EL a Gans:Jian 

noii30 componcm'c f hII1Gr-e the Dtgn<11"t;o, ))():t:,,(-; l'F.t:LO if:; Fi, th (~l\, the 

pl'obab:Llity of' ob'cain:Lng by uhanu:) a pm'iCH' h)veJ. cr'oat:C'r' th,Hl Z ;U; 

(SCCH"glc: '~983) 

f,,~ (l =t; ) -~ 1: QNr L'- ('/;.I( (,() 1 <-\) l1) \1,_) 

t'i!·!.OP0 ( 'I .6 ,:3 '0) 

(~( 11 \() ; 
Ii"" f·A. 
,--' c'- \) \ \ 
2--- ? __ . l' R. / L k l, \~ ~ ) 
t-,.' ... ::>(, \);;t.;-o 

\-Jit.h PG[,;8.):,d to tho r,,~·,xj.lUl.Jc: pcn!: in tLc rC\';'CT ",r'cc'cr'V);'i 

the zlgmll ~n P"8,c;(~i1t. a'c JUi:~t one fcc:c]u\}noy 

z ,,_ j P)"O'J J.dcd 
m,.-.x 

th c lJ n,:1. tur' al 

freql!>ono~LeEl inf!p;'Jc.ted, l,b,E.n f the c1JJn1'!~.(l,t~Lve d=LLt).'iLljtj>Gr~ furJ.l!t5.oi1 for 

Z :i. S (SCI'. PgJ 0 1 c: 8:) ) : max ' -. 

_ I,) vI . 

[ \ -- (!T>'k' l-1) J L \ ~ rUyCr L -' ll-1-{)-.) ~ 1 '-\; (1) R.) (1 • (, ,110) 

Hhep8 t.he (N~1) faotoPD [1 ~ ei~p(""z)J !'OD1..tl.t fl'om thE: (lic~1) 

frGqnnno~tGD (J.t L't~;"eh no E~:i gn.<:',l i.~: pr·c~-)cnt} E))Jd the: ):'(:IT(3:Lrd.r~r~ factor's 

[1·· exp[·,,(z -}- Ii)]] (z,R) r-e;;ult fr.'om Cite un];jlO',;)l ;-..iend lJ(~ni.;y • 

This enabl(~s the 1101[,'8 lc;v-eJ. :Ln tl:< () jJO'U('l' c.~p(!trTl~;·' of 

fq l\;:tlly· ;j.';.llnpl <: (J , dGt;~jpm:LIJJ.;;,;t.:Lc cb ti'. to bt.~ EJc.1tj '.:li,.l;E'U i'~[o(!l thC):'Ci'CJPf!t 

conf:i.llerJo8 If)V ul ,"J to 1)0 i". t 1.;6 cb cd t c; . Fe ;::.l 1);,' (:[i :Ln til (: PU\i cr' [qx ct r'\.'Li , 

TbJ~; topj,c h;1c; 01:;0 been c1:L:;cwt[J,d l'oyrc (IS'(C) for both G;Jt1sd':.n-~ 

8.nd 1'<:.;:i.:3t'on .. c1i::,tl"'ihutcd noL',e. 
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If the dat.a f;ampllng j",:; mWV0'11, the bciw.vJc'ur cf noi.;:;e rf)2~1('s in 

the pOIJe!.' [;pectY'uffi is gl'COt.Jy oompLj.t!a~·,f:!d, In j)artioulcu', tho pmJer 

SpOCLCWJl of uneql1allY-io2.)))plcd Gauf::c:icm no:U;;G is no lonf:;<~'r.' art 

independc~t vari&hlc, t~hat Hi I p( V'I) :;-~ coX'r-clatc-::cl vdtl1 p( V r) • 
~ . 2 

I · 1 (1 C'( 6) l' ~" ri· .. "1'" t "1' '""' ,'J "I •• ' • ". /' ".' •. " ", ,.'. \.,., .... (" ..• \'; ( ) "(111) ~ )C:l":' ,.;110\·lrl L-.Jd. l.·1C U().l!(;,.t.~L·).0n (~OCJ.l.LC.J.l;r.\\J <"l,'I·I.,,,b L v'l 

an(l P(v
2

) j.~l equc<l to tho nor·fi}c.J.J;;,ect pO'dor' \,dnuov) evaluatod at the 

f~('allAllny ~ - v • • I, '".' .... , 1 2' tl1at :1:; II (V
1 

- v
2
'), 

p -
Since the POHCP wjndow 

conta:Ln;::; the pathoJoc;y of thG c12.i:.a 8pr:((~·:.l.igt it j,::; e}J:(:i(' U1::l.i: the 

behaviour of na:Lf'''') :[n the PO,0Cl:' [.:'\r;cct~i;'um j.s [;tr'o{lgly dc"pendcllt on tIlE: 

pr'ec:Lfie natut'G of the o'3[U;lI:LLnc;, SccUTJ.n (1C)8:~) lu,)",,; r'8c1.cfincc: t11(; 

POH8r' t,j!,jctnllil in nuch a \Jay Uw.t tho nlodj f'led POilU:' spect!'l2n1 J0.I'g(.ly 

retain:::: the simplc1 s~:A.ti8t:i(nl belH.lfJo\.:x' of tbe (Cvbr,ly.·f;,(:r;~1·}Hl C:::::~,0, 

thel:'cby enabUilg si f:L,::,;::,)')u('; 1\:;"/01[3 t.o be atta0hecl. to ffJ<:\tW."0i'1 in tho 

speo'\;l"um. This wodi;fi.8Cl pOvJG)' speoLl"UlIl \.15,11 be d;i::~\;U{38€d frd'tLcr' :i.r! 

Sc:etj.on (1 b 7) v togcth.Gk" '('lith ~~·()rcc otbor' npnct)'al 0r3timatGs. 

The l!.oi::,o pl~oper·L;:!.(;fS of t.he pO'dcr spoetr1.lDl [!lrY be :i.nvt.ntiu~ lC,c\ ir, 

c.n empip:i.cal feni:)C ,dtbol.lt reCOU,;'i'8 tel any tL'.Jthcm(~.th;8.1 fOl'i'llul,C'tion, 

Tho mos\; fr'cq u8n'c lJoi."'.c cliRtl.~:i.blltj()n Hhi.ch C\L',1,'.;C;, :i.n p,:·"ct:J.ce 5;;:; 

Gauss:L~'~n~ or riol'lrrlnl}~r~;cl:iE~tr':lbut,Gd noii")c(> Th:{.~) dif~tpJbu·c-i('\n. 2}jre,)r~.~1 t.o 

de.scr':i.be tho di:::;t.ribution of l"Sllldom Ob~;(;cV8.'c:ion;3 fcw WO:3t (;y'PCY-:i.I!"mtc, 

and the adoption or GQUE;;:.;;i.E:() r,oi;;3'2 DJ~ t1 1':;(,(1011 for' ODE;()Y'\'''ct.:i.()1",1 CI':C'Ol' 

is not only jU2ti.fj.E:J ll(:ur :U.;t:L cally but alGo theoretically 

(o.g. Cl.~mJjeX' 'f96~j). The pr'obabl1Hy d:i.,·;t:d!n:tirJL l)[ tbe b:;[,hc,'d. m:-ise 

peel, in the POVitW ;::lrJectrm~ n,2,y tl1'xc:rorE: b8 il)Vf.';;VLr:Q'c:c·:c1 by c()r,)puting 

the pOHor spcc'cnnn of a num\)(~r' of ,~~le(.:l\enne~; of GH.\)I:1[:l:j;'Hl no] :';8 ;o.8·IDI)lu3 

t'-l1th tl1E~ ::3~~r\1r:1 data \'iiudohr E1.~} 'Hag U~Y2d l~O 8.CQlJ.:Ll'O tho obscpv~-:'._t:l.ot:G,.. In 

ol"c!()j' to det'ive r'c:liable r:t.2tJr~tj.(;[] 1'OY- the c1ii;)i:r'~.Ll)t:i.cn of tLc 
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f'.0.x:i.nnU[J POh('!j', tId.f", (xpex:Lr"cYiL LJiGul<l) :l.l1e8Jly, be r'Glk;c;,tc.d fop 

d5~f'.fcl"c:nt r).o:L,c;:~e ;=;~;qucnC!eD at. loa~}t, f:LfL
l
\, times o I;O\'JC;VC~l~ z ur;eful 

Jnforrn'c\,(,.:i,Ol1 concc tbe nc.ii~e }1:'Ve1 :in tl'](;· pOI·!eI' q.·c;C'tr'1.!J·: car' i't::Dl 

be obtained i'):'C'[11 i1 mueh ulHcillop nv,njY;i' of exper'irllcut.s, S8Y fivQ" 

Sinc,e the cl:lt-;t)~:i))ut:Lon of no:U,8 :i.n thtJ pO\ler i:;)X';CtJ.'L1.liJ i:''; d:U':['cr'(i'lt, 

\ibCll jL the pr;GS('r,c8 of L't iJ,e;m1J 9 ;it:i ~" Jmport8.nt to f!er'for't,t such 

noise Gxper'iYilentH by add:i.t1['; 8. !:1to':.:ba.r·:t:i.e: c())(pOnCtlt to the u\)J.~):o(Jnt 

periodio model, then oomparing its trRn~'orm with the data tran~form. 

If t110 tiEl(:l :30r'io::, CCt'b2.;:',tS 0:C' l,)-,otcn'!el;}.'.i.c Ob;-;Ol"vcl.t:lou"J then th" 

ob~;er\t:;UcnD of the; (;ol::'!lxl:dc';oL! [/t,;,u', \1htcb 1'1:1:1.1 )1,1\,C'. been r:cquipcc] 

l-LL th r~ d~. t.a \t;::i.ndoh' of' [~:lln~Ll8. r' ~;h ~~I,r)(? to th at 00 1"[.'lc:.) por:dj. ng to L t"l. (~ 

p:rO[~t'cJulUlC ;:;tc,j"P obl':-:C)··V8,t:l.or!'{J~ earl bo USf~d. to Q(lf:jt~c \:.b( nciL~E)-·,l·:;\;tJJ.. in. 

tbe pOHC1~ f:pectr'ulil, 

It is very Jr(lpol'tant to cun8.i.c1ex" the bE;)-) [l.i! JOL-(l" (.:f l"loif3f2 ~~n. the 

p()~"or DpeetpuHl i-ilY:n1 .3em'cb:Lng for' r~j gn.i11s Hith i)l'c,)';i(!sic:~<Uy :;(ll1 

sic;nal.,to,,·noi so r'ot:i.oi:': ,w;o :Lll the f:iLc!J 1'1" c .. " \-,1 1 d.tcr;;i. t![, ste.2;er: ('-' tL(' 

analy ,'::5. f: of D.ny t:i.nH:. l';e),j,():J: EC'; an :i.nd:ic;) LLo{l of i-ibcn tbe 

prQ"··\·JVI:Lt.cnj~11g BJ]u';llcl be t(:~r'n!in3t.E)d~. (It:·lCT'\·!:Lf;(~~ f(J,l~~~o Dtgnal:s i::!iJ.)'·· bo 

Idetcc:t;od' Of', alLclTti.\Uvcly" tl"UC; i"igr,D.ls nlc;y bn l~ojc;c;t[cl. 

Tho p;:~e"'~'lhJtcltLng Pl'10CC' (;;2j ho.::"; r3r,(.t·}·~~'r' rcte:ntiL!1:Ly' ;:;,c}''':1.Cl".f. ;::1((: 

effect 1"b:icL, u:J.f:u::. o.1.l:'c:,:r- (.",pc j;,. (');.C:t'cL.'c:c,:.i., H:ilJ ".t lX:DL r';:;d.:'Oc; i:1F;;; 

genentJ. 1':oj.2,e levc:l in tho j)()\!(T [~pcctJ:"Uli) (lbove th::-,'(, jm;t; o\1tlJ.))('d, (n° 

at:. \'7or'l~jt lead to the d_l:~tcctj C1':: 0,(, (!'1t:Lrc:; y :;l~·l.\!":iotu:· rE,ricd:Lcit::i_Cf~~ 

Tbin effect for"IT,s t.he bai.~ib of' Lh(;; d:ti.:~CU('jfrLc:u :Ln ti':.() 11l.?Xt Bc~ct:;.ono 
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1.6.6 Ir,(;Olilp}ed:o Pn>-uld 

COHs:Lclel" for~ slnlpl lei ty' tb (j singly·~"C pC::t':i.t1d:L C 

Jl L\;-) :-~\. 
-~ // 

}),i./u C l.--rru(t-; ._y c\,( l L· \, j 
('I.G,lID 

Hhieh In:; been ocl N times accol'cling to ::Xi)I]8 clC1.t;:;. \.;i1~dO'i'7~ fll'!cl fop 

Hh:Loh 8. POliCP ::::poctr'unl hew beon. ('H)nr3tl"Uct(;d. Ttl:t ~', })()1'f G PEP (. c t j'"'lJH1 

g:i.ves an 8:c:,t.:LlJlatc of the fr'c{j l1cri c:v of the slp,n.:d 1 
,.. 
'{ s} <lnd by 

pegpcsnJI.'g 8. s:Lnuaoid H:Lth th:i8 f'l'e\juc::noy on tl18 ()b::.:t?;!-'vo:.Ltorn'~! 

eBti~ateR for tho Jtude and pl!e.~,e of U,o fd l' 1:',\' eU"\cl .., 
~, '-Ir~ 

" \.J..~......... ", 
r,,;' 

ol:/cain0:d. 11.,'] outl:;r;f;d :i:n the prcv iou_E:'. ,:x:utiol!) t.ht; cI''tta cci.'C l.i,~:n 

P),1c=-t'Jh:Ltcnecl by thin tor',n in t:l uOftVC}] for' rf(t~{ f\nith(';l~ J,i0.rJ:tC)dj.(~ co!_'!·l-.(:r.d~ 

in tho r.:ignal. The pr'~}""~'Jh:L l;c!l1cd da ta oan by l~GPl"(?:wnV'(: by 

. --j /, - '" '\ -, 
V Lt., \ ~ {\- () '-I\. \ 1.:l\ IS;. -t .. \- ~ / -i- (:\ s' j')\(~ \ 1::1\ l <, \:"' -\~J -\~ Ii- \ 
\)\.-\ - v) '_, l .-' L I > . _. L- I S _~ 

('1,.6, I}~!) 

Hl101'e i :;; 1) 2 j , •• N. 

Tn ae't1Q)1(~1 \7 ~ n ...., C) \". ~'.~., S j;; V S s· A ;t it and 
s s ,t\, i: /,'

h.. I 
~Dd so) ~n t-h~ aLo0n08 of 

" 1 I~:' 

a.ny seeorlr!clX'Y pCl':Luclic cont.ent) tl!(~ pl'o,,\-711:itenc1Q (latn H:;.] J (;c't);c.i.c;j: (:1' 

tHO .91.E~1~_J~!._ spaced pGr-;Loclie: term:.'; i'ihof:l6 at;es diff(-:"'y· !)y i'v 1 &J
o 

Tl1jr.:; 

effc;()'C. \,Y.l.l1 1 ,,~ 
1..1', called il1C!ompJotc pl:'e·~·\ILi. t( .. ~-d.u.ry,1 si~ae tho pc~lodiu 

content of the poak 8t frequency v~ in th8 power spectrum hos not been 
" 

removed cntLr'cly fl~om thc~ obi:JCx'v~~·U_on,s. '1tn_lfi) Vlholl U,i(! V)~,[(;t' ,c;r;octru;::, 

of tho pr·e.I·Hl'.lit":lllc:,,J date.!. :i.s COYllpl!tcd 1 il 111ay 8uf'fUi' t.he pl'~;])l{;;;[;lc; 

encountered fop uJo:-!{,ly .':;p~~,C!cd fpc'lu.cn~,do~; do;::cp:i,bNl in .')o;;c~,:L()n 

(1.6.:n 1 that :.LU thc' fpcq ucncy CHi\'Ol' F:l~~y ho L~ptn~ionrJ_y )"'(~201'V8d 

J.ei1.(i~t.ng to <'lll 'c. J {'ely false peaKs ~ n i.-he POI·Wt· t:r:ectI,U;,l. TJ1.)~S 

POf)f:1:i..b:i.Li.ty i.1;:; OnhfJ.:lced since;; th8i:\·,ro cloSE.~ly Lei:,},i~"~ 2t).'\~; 
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approximately in antj-phas8. Jl;, Vlould tlwcoi'o.CG 2.ppC<iC tlHl.t an 

impli.cit assumpLLon lDQdo at eu.eb pP(;""Hllitening :Jtc1[,,8 ir:; th~1t t11(: 

(WOUl.~a(jy \Ii ttl i·ll1icb. the fl"cXj uenoy of a ,C\if,))jflcant j".";t':i.odie COlJlpul1cnt 

is knot-J!1 j.s .'itwh thtct the fpcquenoy 8Pr'O)" J ~~} complot(~ly un i." to ~;ol v("d 

Hith the banchd.dth of the datct \,d.nd(yv,o Itdl', fundz~)ileiltnl po:Lnt (100);'3 

nbt appeor to have Loun disoussed in the literature. 

In situations of praotioal interest thin criterion lDay not be 

achieved. t"b.ny authOl~S C1.dopt 88 the fpcq \)::"nc:y of' 2. p(~J.'io(Uc: oOLlponr;nt 

that freqlJ.CDcy Hld eh correfJponcls to tho lli8.x:;.mun1 POl1(;)r' :i.n t.he 

COPr'Elsponclj, ng fCel tm~e in the po\ior [:pect)'Dll ,. Cloci. thin fpE:'q Ileney 

estimnte oan be in Gl~lOOP by a oon81clo;:~E,<bJG amount :Lf ,signifJcant 

redistribution of power has ocoupred dU8 to leakage and nojsEl, as 

discussed in Seotion (1.6.3), so that. t11e fl'eqU8tlC:Y error' oW.y l)fl 

spur'iou.sly !:'csolv<:::d,. The pm're!' tlpectn:U"J1 :iJJ, of eo Ul:' c1('! , computed at 

d:i.~wrete intel'vals Av t\. y so that the erTOr- in th9 dete','mj.natLm of v co 
,.0 

by this method can be as lapge w:; L.v/2, even if no rcdi~)tribiJ.LLon of 

pOHer hag oc(:urr'ed. If tb.8 fr'o=lL1t1ncy g~~:i.d on Hh:LclJ thG pO\'ler spc,ctn1.[[, 

:lS computed is not i3uffici.cmtly fin<:3 1 tlli.s er'):"or wny be epm':i.o\H31y 

resolvod in the power speotrum of the pre-whitened data. The.::; urJu2tl 

recommendation for' 8.i1 appropr'iate choico of /~ v :i.s D'I':'rely that. it 

should be mwh as to mak3 the P,)(·]c)' speotnUl~ 8.pp':;-,;::(P :"mootl1 pe12tiVG to 

its speoti'ELl features Deom;t.ng (197~)) simply rGcommends that !:-..v 

should not be too lm"G8 I, In p1'D.ctioe it ii'i found that smoot.h POV18[' 

speotra are obtnined with a frequenoy sampling interval given by 

D.v ~o 1/gT Hhcn't:l g is gx'o[J.tcr' than rv5) DO thnt the lXMor spectr'w!1 J;3 

OVGJ."i:',amplec.t .lith J:'<:c;spect to its natm"c;.l fl"fXltlC:ll1.cie;3 by a factor- of 

more tl1an ~), vlith [!; ~, 5 and T ~, 5 c\;:)Y[l, /IV:; O.O)! c/day an( tb(~ 

wo['['\L fr('X:j uency 81'1'0)" due lJole:Ly to the cho:Lce elf gY':\.d flt<~e :j.l:i 
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0002 a/day. It HiLL bf:) ""hudn ;»);ol,tly that th:l.s en"Oi.' C8,n Esive r'isC' to 

r3pUl't{)U~1 PC-H-1J.(f3 l,dJo::;c Grt"lpl:LL\.1dt~:~) 8J'!('; tn f;>:C~;S;~{ of tE~n pep (~nnl: or tl1(~ 

ampLitudo of the l'Gc~l porlk. 

An j,n:Lti"J. tnvcstigCl,i::ton Jilto the affects of ir,l. U()Lli)l (~ t·(~ 

p'r (-)",\1 li1 L en:L ng "ll)rl r'nl'l'l{-l l')'P(,'I'j rl)'j r):c] j·'Y·'· )"(':;1)'! L',' "·''''·l j'-Il'l) r'", ni' ("l1 J.'\('»"(' '--~ .'=~ ')'-J". _ ~ :'_ ',Q. L~' ... ", _ ,_,,_ "". ,,) 1 __ -,,, ,_ " • .-L '- -",.1' '... _. _". "j 

obtainod using A comput~r codG, POLSAn t which wi).l bo dcscribsd in 

Seotion ('1.9), An er'r'op<of)"cw flinG \1e'V("1 g:Lvon by 

-t l t:)" (). 0 C;'Nf~'/ l'LY\\) st: -\- \), '\ ,';'\- ) 

(1 .. G,113) 

Hitb v s ;: 8.6 cl<\ay HelD gencJ'8.tod 1 w!d i3Ctmpl ed ,d. tL th c r,,;' 'F', dc'. til 

v:incloH [lD VIas v.sod to fJ.Oqu:LY·(~ tho }0eD:SOD 1 t obS8r'Vet:tOYJE; 6f tj)(~ Deltr:~ 

Souti var'.i.able Inl)OO~5 (seo Pe'l{a 81'. nlc 19U3) " Th:L;:; [:;Jcnnl ea n ["t, 

,.,.' "., ,.,(' t 1'" OJ Om Or: 1" i, , . ,- ... ' •. ,.' ,·l··· , ,,'," ,'1 ;}" .' ~'r ,: ' ... , n-" oon",.LUcrE.d 0 JEJ c,, •. J p~1.)"G,.n8t.l J,e V8., .1''''v.LO,) .,;uu11J"cu, UJ.l· . .l d 'YP.J,···,·d. 

I EtfJ'i.:ponom :Leal! iJpoetl'::t:L "Tin.doH, 00 ntn.i ni ng ;:;trong i onr::; • .-c1ay I 

sidelobr~r;" The pOl'lOr' SP(WGPtlll1 of thOi::C noise~·fpc() dFl,'i;() ~ C(1:J\]:'uted in 

the fl'(;q11011oy :i..nLcl.'v81 ("-1Si1~)) a/d,w:i.s 8hO'~m in F:igm'o 1D, c,nd the 

assoc!iatGd POHOA' \'JinclO\{ $ oomputo(\ :i.n th (; ,~'2iG8 frcq t'.(.ney :i.ntoPv0.1? is 

811 OH 11 in Figm'() 1 b. Note '(,1:1.:.: POi'f'out exh::.t):L t'ld by both t.he 

pI/Her- ;:;pcct:(,Unl and pO\'J01Y' ,vindcYi"/ about. :;:'('r"O fr'cqnency, l'!ote als0 1 

hOvJever'~ tho,1;, tlH" JXH'i(')i:' r;pccti'wll in tJrU: CD :;0: of a [;~:P\p10d 1 

n.oiso~fpQ(~) sino \};:1\,,8 d.o(;r~ n.ot con~;j, st Gx:~\(~t,ly of tho pCH,.:ef' "Ji,n.d:)v! 

cent)'cd (;n .:y.S'(i c:/day, Sor~;(:l Y'cdL"t.),' Jbut:Lol1 of £lO\.' OJ' in the [)jJcct·r·um 

has (JocuPl'cd nl110 n[)Ji; tho pouk •. t dne to 'eli. 'liT L1u~.\l01 'LntEwfcx'cncu. Not((c' 

the le;:;t3 1 F.i.gl..ll:'0:[" 'Ia and 'ib (;1)'0 gcc,d i:Uu:~·;;r'c~i:.:i.ons of the baf:,:\cl 

d(~,~:Jccipt:.tol') of' a PO~}2l~ f;r)E~ctr!;)!(J cL~j beJne ~-\·!.'rn·'(,\x:i.lji~.i.t(~ly l:!J~:c t~'JO SC8.J.C(~, 

,-u.~ .. d (.s:-,ant3J.c:ctccl 1't:i,nc1cH'1 p8.t'l .. :~:!l)n~~ ecntl-cJ on th(-. poc<ctJ.vo :ti.1ci rH~g~lt1ve 
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fr'cquencios inhepcnt t.o the clcl'l~8. 

The length of the data Hin60,", fCJ]~ thor~0 [-lynthctic c:,8.'c.,:\ is 

5.093 day:J so tllG IJ,)lf"~Hidth of tho (lent-PHl lobo :'~tl the IdndoH is tlH~ 

:LnVCP8C of this, o. 1S6 35 u / ck y , To ilTl'e;d.,ige,te the effc()1;IJ of 

innompleto pre-whj,tening, tho data wero pre-Hhitoned fJ, [~in8 pave of 

frequcrJ.rJ.l' 8,55 a/days that 1.;5 Hlth St fl'CqUOHC;Y epr'm' of 0,05 e/dDY, 

The pOI'le:e speotl'um of the Pl:'8-\Jl:dtenecl dat[~. is sbm·JD j,n Figuro 2, '1.'hc 

f'rcquonuy of the ldghE:8t. pc C'1I: , \Jl1iob ;;.u pUl:'ely an ar'tei'8et of tho 

incomplete pr8'~\'lbJ. tord.l)g~ 1.:3 8,676 o/dc.1Y. Hr)pcatinu; tho prcw,\,;'h:;,l;crJiYtg 

and peak S8J.cot.:Lon PPOC()t)s Jyac1.fj to tIle fol101.·r:tng moclel for' tbE.: 

sinusoic18.1 <lata: 

Frequency limpli,t.ude Phase (Cyc:18:J) 

[3,.550 o ,01i6 ,,0.1 E.2 

8,676 0.0'19 +0.326 

8o!I~)9 O.O1!1 ~O .lPlfl 

8,862 0,003 -0.JI02: 

8.265 0.002 .. 0.193 

The foul' spur-:iOU::3 term;" in t.h:LD tc,blc }Jnve at:lpl:j.t.uclo~3 libicb Rn~ 

thiJ:''l:;y-e:i..ght, tHcnty.,c:i.ght, fo5.x 2nd four' PCl" cent. re!."pcc~tJ_vcly (If the 

tr've 8xnpl:i. tudeJ of the OY'iginal :s:i.ncl3oi<ial data, 2nd r<t,pc[!P 

approx:i.lOateJ.y equally ,spaced on either side of tho dom:i-nant pfO'alc 
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This Gxpnr':Lmcnt \~er:l y·cpoatcd for tvJ\) fw·t;llCl" V~11UC8 of the 

ini t.:Lal p),t1«vh:i.tOlliJIC; fr~'quon.cy of' 8,5 El c/day 2'.nd 8,59 e/dDY 1 

cor)re.~3pond:Lng to fx'cquency (,>1"1'OT'3 of 0,02 a/day ,mel 0.01 e/drl.Y 

Y'ospeetively, The lO.t-tel' Cll'r'or' :If) oquJ.valent to tile \JOPE;'C ex'r'op VJld.ch 

could. r'()fjul t from tho adoption of tlJG pmx."LlIJUm pO\'le)~ f)'cq twncy Hi th Cl. 

fl"equcl1('Y grid of 1/101'. Tho 8Dlplitudc.'3 and fl'cquonc1ol'l Y'Gsu.lting 

[POW ·~·he:'Y3 b,o ohoi08S of f'l'cqueilOjl C)~J:'C)r' Cl.re; 

Fr'eql1eney 

I.. 

8.850 

8.6 gil 

8.431 

8.5 go 

8. If'( 9 

8.700 

Alflplit,1.1d:) 

o .Oi16 

0.009 

o.oo~; 

o .Oi-!-9 

0.003 

0.00 1+ 

Ph(.;\!:'.e (cycl('O,s) 

-0.015 

-0.150 

~O.007 

+0 "OII~) 

~,o.3W; 

-0.3 'j 9 

ThUF) 1 \'lith an initial fr'c:quency or'Y'or' of 0,0', c/daY1 Nhjch :L.s 

equ:i.v31ont to just f1vo J)EH~ oent of' t~lC lH'IJ.f p:'Lclth of tho eonti:',-,l 10\)(') 

of tl:Je npeot!.'aJ. \-l:L.ndoll, and tll (,) pof 0;:' e r oom1idG}'·::d)1~' \dthin the 

I completely w.1l'(lsol \led \ or':i.tot'lon given b))" LOl!!110D &; DfK:m:Lnc; (197 n):, 

spUl.~:Lous pealm HhOI3,~ amp.l:t.tudef;3 ap8 c:lght. pop cent and f31x P(~r' oc:rl 0:<' 

the tn~e amplitudE)} pc'~'.ult fr'orn :LncorJiplete pr·u~l'!h:LtGi.)j_ng. lUth(1)gh 

Lhor38 p;~C\Ls d:iJfEH" i'pom tbe fi.'(XjUency iOtdopLcd ror' tho j',r'uG pen'.{ by an 

amount le[JS than 1. 5/T! and \-lou1d not y thcr'e:fuJ.'c, be Hceeptcc1 (1.:3 b(,~:i nr, 

r(-)al (0.8. pcslllLing fr'om l~ottJt:ional DpLi.L of non-radial. stellar 

oseillRt.JOl1s) I tbey cl.r' 0 hi.,sIJo):" th,uJ thrJ no:ti3G p:?;('Jk,'3 :i.n tho Po\-.10L1 
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speotnh11 of GawJ3ian no:1..~x:) ui.th ZO:l'O llloe,)) ""nd clt.andct:cd dev:L"','c,ion of 

om 01 [:>'(.·n(':1"",-1'(\'1 ('\'j lhfl ""Die:' (1"1"1 1,/] nrlcY\'l (' t ~IJ·· __ l .. '.\.' ,I, ~" I.!J. __ , ,,'-~ .;(,., " .. Ie. f 

Tho an;;1.1ys.i.t3 Has r-epeated fox' tIJ. tJ::lWG sig,t.I~-),J. H:Lth th:i.n nO:1.f:iG 

sequr::nc('; [I.deled, and yi.cldl-:;d. )J:'C'z,dy :Ldc,nU(',nl r'e8ult~;i although the 

sma11of"O[1Ynpl i tudo GPu:c :LOU,'3 pu[l1u\ h'e:('e mOIne 8asiJ y confw:;cd Hi t.h Uwl r' 

sidGlo])33$ ,c;:tw:LJ <~p oxpuV'im8nts, ,-lith ctiffepcnt f:ccquenoJo2 and 

dn 1:,Q-HJndoH len[;Ul ") indicated tl:1Gt tIle lll(l[it :i.mllor'tant critcr:l.on in 

defln5.ng the rnagnit.udG of tbc-3 effect Js t!lC! B:i %~ ("3 of the frocq l1t~nuy 

eJ:'l'Ox" in relation to tlJe half,~\,d.dLh of' i)'IC ccntr'al 1000' in U;f, PO:'.I8[· 

windo\:i. 

The:3G numcl.':lC:i:ll expeY·:!,1iH:;\!.ts f:;ugeest tJ.H3.t f'rcq ,'enuy crl~ors 

cons:Ldcn'Rbly Drn.J.l1el:" thGt!l the c:P:i,Le.f":Lor~ given by 

LOOJTIOS f, Deeming (1 ':11 [3) fop completely wH'01301vccl f'1"("(lu8r.Hd(';';9 Hll] 

signif:i.ccl.nLly enhance t.he pOv;(')P Gpect.)'u,rn noj.f}O loy cJ 1 [:l;i.ncn CelCh 

spurious ponk will bo associated with an entire wjndow pattern, soa10d 

and tr'c1,nslatcd to the looi'lt.i.on of 0.:;(;11 SPUJ.'iC1Uf: p(!,)k. TIJ.lJ~:1 n 

pro-\lhH.ontne; oycle,s can intr'cHJu.CC" 2n BC'31(:d and tr'cuwlatc;c\ H~n(101.J 

patt.011 nn, cadJ consisting of m PC[J];,:J. Tl1CfJ8 2lJDJ ont:i.)'81y ~-;pur:lO\);S 

peakR lTlB,Ji ooc~~eL1te ,,:i'::;11 one. DTJotllcr', \-lith t tr'UG \ noj:.:;o lYjc~ksj \-d,th 

signal p02ks ~nd with tho sidolobes of BigD~l pG2ks, ~o it is clearly 

eSi,~c:nt:i8.1 to 0t1S1).r0 that all fr'cqucnwy CL')'Ol'i3 ::11'0 m:Lnil!1:i.;:-;ed \-;:t,L1Jill 

eaoh PI' e," uhi t cn:1. ng cycle. Some: gi,1iclc1111'3[3 :Cor' detecting and 

minirn:i.z:LnG inCCl)\lploLo PPE)"\'ih:i. l:C:)\tng 0.:(,0 1'1(\;;-1 g:Lvon. 
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The fr'cqucnny of a s:i.nu~;oi(; \ill:iol1 is to bn u;::;cd to pi.°e.-o\J!Ji t:eu 

data should not bo j.clontlfj(;cl Hith tho frE:quctlc;/ co:C);'c,'3pond:Lng to 

maxiWUlll rOvJOP in tho f3PH::tr'8J :f'c:.1<).tur'Oj even for' a verT f:Lno fl'cqucnoy 

gr:i.d) since thiD dc:pond,';1 on only i'l. single fr'cquon.cy point in the pOI'J8x' 

n'peotl'Urrl' InstE1ctd, :it is muoh lJctt6f' to \lilO a fpcquency c~oL:i.mat0 

Hh:i.ch is clel'iv(;'d f:com D.n integn'ited I)l~Operty of the npeotpal :C(),0tlJ,'e~ 

for oXc1lnp10) Jts oGntl:'oid, TlJe lona tion of D, spnctpc<L foc\l:'lU'(: can l)(~ 

de l":Lvecl by fitt:i fig e:L thor' (l Ganss:i.cUi OP p3.P8.bo:Uc fuuo'c:i.on to ~~h8 

central part of the f0oturc 1 anrl acsoojoting the centroid of the 

funetion \'jitl1 th(-) uency of th(~ featw'Go ExpeY':i.oncEJ \·d.t:h "'Yl"tchc"LLo 

data sh 0\1 i;;; that this apPr'oach e;:i.VGS a olncoi:' approximation to LtJG tr'110 

fl~(O.'(p{8r.t('y than doo[=; the m:.ixirnumc~povler' fr'(;quenc:y, A COlI1pJ.cmcnt8.ry 

fpequency esL:i.rnate can be obtainod by fitting the pUl-ieJ' H:i.ilclOi·) to the 

PQi!J(')P spectr'uDl, using the Cl'08[~·,o(.lt'pelation Lechn:LquE: as out1Jned in 

Seoticn (1.6.4). Pr'ovidGd t.he fJ."t;quenoy gpiel is fJu:Ltably finc) i3ay 
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1.7 Other Spectral Estimators 

1.7.1 The Modified Power Spectrum 

As was discussed in Section (1.6.5), the power spectrum of 

evenly-sampled Gaussian noise is exponentially distributed. 

Scargle (1982) has shown how this simple statistical behaviour can be 

retained in the power spectrum of unevenly sampl ed data, by deriving a 

slightly modified version of the power spectrum. His redefinition of 

the power spectrum, further modified here to include observations of 

unequal precision to \-lhich normalised weights w. ('2:..w.= n) have been 
J i J 

assigned, is 

'L-

[i- w~ {,Lt)LO') 'l.--tr~ l~~-"{,~ 
nv)= 't.-L.. w. (.Jr.)'\..'l..~\J'"'L\::: --c) . ~ ~ 

~ 

-t-

'L l If w~ tl~j)~1..-TfV'~-<)J 

'L L W4 ~'\...t."I'(\J'"' Lt-· ---G) 
• ,J ~ 
~ 

tv:!t· I) 

where the time-delay, -r, is given by 

huv LUr~ if -c ') :: %-~. ~\I."\i\r\:;; / L. w~ W:> lni\J'tj 
~ ~ y ~ . (1.7.2) 

(The normalisation of the modified power spectrum differs fran that of 

the classical power spectrum by a factor n). The purpose of the 

time-delay is to preserve time-translation inv&riance in the power 

spectrum, that is, to ensure that the val ue of the modified power 

spectrum evaluated at freq uenoy v is independent of any arbitrary 

epoch, to' inherent to the observation times, t j . Scargle shows how 

the (unweighted) modified power spectrum has a statistical behaviour 

that is 'vir·tually identical' to that in the evenly sampled case, and 
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furthermore, that in the limit of equally-spaced data, this definition 

of the power spectrum is equal to the definition of the equally-spaced 

power spectrum. He also shows that the modified power spectrum is 

formally eq uivalent to the least-sq uares power spectrum, which will be 

discussed in (Section 1.7.2), so that the statistical properties of 

the modified power spectrum al so apply to the least-sq uares power 

spectrum. 

In practical computations of the modified power spectrum, care 

must be exercised to ensure that the functional behaviour with 

freq uency of the time-delay, ..-c, does not contain discontinuities 

arising from the '3600 ambiguities' in evaluating the inverse tangent 

function (1.7.2) • This problem is obviated by imposing the condi tion 

that the inverse tangent function increases ~sly with 

freq uency, v. 

Scargle shows that when the modified power spectrum is normalised 

to the observational nois§,) in the data, that is, when it is plotted in 

units of the variance of the (Gaussian) noise, PZ(v) = P(v)/s
2

, the 

exponential distribution of the noise in the modified power spectrum 

means that a signal detection threshold, zo' can be defined by 

Zo = -In [1 - (1_ Po)1/N] (1.7.3) 

where N (=n/2) is the number of natural frequencies searched in 

frequency space. The parameter PO is referred to as the 'false-alarm 

probability' and merely signifies the probability that a peak in the 

power spectrum exceeding the critical level, zo' is due to nois~ and 

not signal. For example, with PO= 0.01, 
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Zo = 4.6 + ln N (1.7·4.) 

and so, with N=30, the normalised power level, PZ(v), must exceed 8 

for detection of a signal with 99 per cent confidence. As Scargle 

points out, this signal-to-noise ratio in the modified power spectrum 

for N=30 may, at first sight, .appear to be a severe criterion for 

detection of a signal at the 99 per cent level of confidence, but when 

transformed to an amplitude signal-to-noise ratio in the time domain, 

it corresponds to a modest ratio of approximately unity. In fact, 

this point provides an excellent illustration of the basic 

justification for the use of the power spectrum in the detection of 

periodic signal, which results essentially from the different 

properties of periodic signal and Gaussian noise in the freq, l.1ency 

domain. With the normalisation of the power spectrum adopted by 

Scargle, the expected power due to a signal, of amplitude A, at the 

signal freq uency, v , is s 

p(v ) = nA2/4 
s 

whereas that due to Gaussian noise is the noise variance, 

signal-to-noise ratiO, R, in the power spectrum is 

2 2 
R = nA 14s 

(1.7.5) 

2 s . Thus the 

(1.7.6) 

and, as more observations are acquired, the signal-to-noise ratio in 

the frequency domain improves, so that 'hidden' periodicities in 

'noisy' observations may be detected if sufficient observations are 

acquired. 
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It is important to realise that the statistical properties of the 

modified power spectrum only apply to the natural frequencies and not 

to the interpolated values which result from the deliberate 

oversampling in frequency which is necessary to ensure smooth spectral 

features. Furthermore, it only applies to sampling schemes in which 

the power spectrum evaluated at a given natural frequency is 

uncorrelated, or at worst only weakly correlated with the evaluation 

at some other natural frequency. Thus these probability estimates 

should be considered only as fopmal calculations that do not 

necessarily reflect in a rigorous way the statistical properties of 

the smooth peaks in the computed power spectrum, but which, none the 

less, serve to indicate in an approximate way the significance of 

features in the modified power spectrum. It is important to check 

these calculations independently by generating power spectra of noise 

sequences and of randomized data sequences, as described in the 

context of the classical power spectrum in Section (1.6.4). 

1.7.2 The Least-Squares Power Spectrum 

An alternative method to computing discrete Fourier transforms 

for the detection of periodic content in unequally-spaced time series 

is to fit, py linear regression, sinusoids directly on the data. The 

fl~eq uency dependence of SOIDe goodness-of~fit estimate, suoh as tht; 

reduction in the sum of squares of the observations, then leads to the 

identification of the periodic content of the data. This approach was 

first considered by Barning (1963) and discussed in a generalized 

fashion by Lomb (1976). The reduction in the SUIll of squares is 



defined by 

b. R(v) = 2 2 [f(t.)] - e (v) 
J 
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(1.7.7) 

where e2 (v) is the variance of the residuals from the regression of 

the sinusoid of frequency v on the data. The plot of AR(v) against v 

then constitutes the least-squares pO\>/'er spectrum, which, as was 

pointed out by Scargle (1982), is formally equivalent to the modified 

power spectrum. The least-squares pOvler spectrum can be normalized to 

lie between zero and one for all values of v by dividing the reduction 

in the sum of sq uares by the data variance, 2.~ [f(t .)]2. Although 
.1 J J 

Lomb (1976) derived some of the statistical properties of the 

least-squares power spectrum, his discussion is not repeated here 

since its equivalence to the modified power spectrum means that the 

statistical properties discussed in the previous section apply 

directly to the least-sq uares power spectrum. 

The basic formulae for the computation of the least-sq uares povler 

spectrum, quoted by Lomb (1976) and modified to incl ude weighting 

factors w. ('2.\>1.=n) are: 
J . J .) 

6.fJ...I,;s) ::: 
c. 1(.. 1'1 (SS/D -~S/D] t1" j u·,:\-·g) 

-c..S/D c..c...-/o ~> 

2 
where D = CC.SS - CS , and where the weighted matrix elements are 

given by 

c. c... ~ t I.e) ~ '-<f.) 1..1..\i trcj '"' • 'l-Sos. = L- W. J::).A. 'I,.:m.r \::; • 
~ .l j 

c. s.:; t w ~ <.C";) "L -n: I.f t; i Ji,v 1..-q I.f' \::; ~ 

~~:: ~ Wi {l\:;1) lP.> 'L-t\1S" ~i j 
~ 

y!)::. ~ w-'\ {L~~) -",M. 'W IJ'\:;-. 
l J J j 

l\·":\-·,\) 
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In the limit of equally-spaced observations this definition of the 

least-sq uares power spectrum is identical to the eq w.lly-spaced power 

spectrum. 

Another spectral estimator \-1hich is very closely related to the 

least-squa.res power spect.rum is the Fouriergram (Faulkner 1977) 1 which 

is defined by the freq uency dependence of the reduction in the sum of 

squares when the fitting function is a truncated Fourier' series 

(Section 1.2). The Fouriergram is of particular interest in the 

analYSis of non-linear time series such as radial velocity 

observations of binary systems with eccentric orbi ts, or in the 

analysis of distorted light curves. In such cases the Fouriergrum 

gives more accurate period estimates than does the pOHer spect.rum. 

However the method is computationally inefficient and is not 

recommended for extremely non-linear time series (e.g. Algol-type 

light curves) where high-order truncated Fourier series are necessary 

to reproduce the basic s!lape of the time series. In such cases phase 

organization techniq ues yield faster results, although I in pl'inciple, 

power spectrum methods could be used to find an approxi,mation for the 

period and this estimate then refined using a Fouriergram computed 

over a restricted frequency range. 
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1.7.3 The Date-Compensated POyler Spectrum 

The irregularities in the sampling of a time series precludes the 

existence of a complete set of orthogonal basis functions for the 

discrete Fourier transform of such data, that is, the sine and cosine 

factors are not orthogonal with respect to summation over the 

uneq ually- spaced time series. Although this mathematical 

consideration does not, in general, lead to serious difficulties, it 

could result in poorly-determined power levels in the power spectrum 

and ill-conditioned covariance matrices in the least-squares power 

spectrum algorithm for some sampling schemes of data containing a 

number of periodic components. Ferraz-Mello (1981) proposed a 

spectral estimator which is closely related to the least-sq uares power 

spectrum, in which an improved least-squares fit of sinusoids is 

obtained by orthogonalizing the sine and cosine phases over the time 

domain of the observations. This is achieved by means of the 

classical Gram-Schmid~ vector or th ogo nal iz a ti on techniq ue 

(see, e. g. Arfken 1970). The resulting weighted spectral estimator, 

which Ferraz-Mello refers to as a 'date compensated' power spectrum, 

is given by 

lev) 2 2 = c
1
(v) + c2 (v) (1.7.10) 

where the compensated regression coefficients 01 and 02 are given by 

£.\ 1IJ' ) -: Q.\ t W ~ t ll:-) <P:> 1.-qv-\c i 

~L\J")::. o.."\.-~ w~ tl~') )~~./\;·(rlft-. - ()....I a.. .... ,-, L ~ w· ~'t."t\\)''c1 c.~ 'l::r\ISJc~-
~ -l ~ j ~ ~ J J l\·~·\0 

- a.~ ( t Wi ~'l...-nISt;~J ( r Wi (p)'l;~ns\ ')] 
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and the coefficients aO' a1 and a2 are recovered from the 

orthogonalization procedure, and are 

Qt. =-
0 

Q'\... -
I -

Q,-'\.. 
1; ::-

2,W' 
~ J 

'\... "\.- < '\"'--t w~ US) 'L:~\~~ - "-0 l t w~ ~ 'L'\f1S" ti ) 
"1.-( • \'--t w~ ~'\.-1..'TfI.Jt"~ - A.c \. t l..}~ ~1J~\YIc) ) 

l,·,:\-·\1..) 

-~ [ t lJ~ ~1>n\)t;l ~ l.~v\:;'~·-~L tWi ~1.~4X. tW~ L~ 1-~U~~ )]'\.. 
The spectral estimator, I(v), is such that 

O~I(v).s.Q (1.7.13) 

where 

Q=2!.i(t.) 
. J J 

(1.7.14) 

~ 

and therefore a normalized spectral estimator S(v), which lies between 

zero and one for all frequencies, is given by 

S(v) = I(v)/Q 

This normalised estimator is referred to as the coefficient of 

spectral correlation. When f(t.) is composed of Gaussian noise only, 
J 

both c
1 

and c
2 

are normal variates and so I(v)/s2 follows a chi-square 

distribution with two degrees of freedom. Ferraz-Mello then adopts 

(n-1)S( v) as a test variat6, and tests the significance of a given 

spectral feature, SF' by computing the probability of obtaining that 

result with Gaussian noise only: 

prob(S(v) 2. SF.) 
2 

~ prob(X2 ~ (n-1)SF) (1.7.15) 
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He does not, however, discuss the distribution of the highest peak in 

the power spectrum. The date-compensated power spectrum is identical 

to the classical power spectrum in the limit of equally spaced 

observations. 

Ferraz-Mello also considers the application of the Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalization procedure to pre-whitening, that is a harmonic 

fil ter for a given freq uency is 'designed' within this mathematical 

framework to give a consistent filter even in cases where the matrices 

in the linear l'egression of the pre-whitening sinusoid become 

ill-conditioned. The orthogonal1zed harmonic filter is 

.... I' A llU=f) -:.. 0-0 -t"' eli ~ '\..~\S \:;~ + o..1-}).I..A..-'l"t'(U'-t;~ (1.7.16) 

where 

d.o:: - Q~ (ell 4. W. U>') 1..1\ ~ -t. -\- eli- 2.. w. ~'br(~ ~~ '\ 
~ j j ~,) oJ) l \'+' \-=t-) 

eL,:: ct, '-I +- d" G\.~ La.~ l t w~ (P.) 'L"11~ lv~ X t LJl ~'t;'n~t)- tlJ~ ~'lrt\t-~ ~c;.1.~~~SJ 

d.'\...:;. ~ LV-

The advantage of the orthogonal1zation procedure in pre-whitening is 

that, since the basis is complete, the coefficient of spectral 

correlation of the filtered time series evaluated at v is S(v) = o. 

In the case of p:,e-\{hitening by a linear least-squares sinusoid, the 

non-orthogonality of the basis functions means that this is not 

strictly true. However, in many cases the differences in the filtered 

time series that result from the two forms of pre-whitening are 

negl igi bl e. The exact choice of pre-whitening frequency for the 
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filter is generally of greater importance than are the effects caused 

by the application of non-orthogonal filters (see Section 1.6). 

1. 7.4 Discussion 

The analysis of a time ser'ies with the three algorithms discussed 

above proceeds in the same fashion as already described for the 

classical power spectrum, that is, identification of the most 

significant peak in the power spectrum is followed by pre-whitening of 

that term from the time series, and the process repeated until no 

further periodic content remains. 

None of the spectral estimators described in Section 1.8 is 

expressible in terms of a convolution with a spectral window. 

However, for each algorithm a pseudo window function can be determined 

by computing the response of the algorithm to a pure sinusoid whose 

frequency is sufficiently high that overlap between contributions from 

negative and positive frequencies is negligible, and which has been 

sampled with the same data window as f(t.). 
J 

This pseudo \vindow will 

have the same general characteristics as the classical window, 

consisting of a central lobe which defines the resolution in the 

corresponding power spectrum, and sidelobes and quasi-alias peaks, 

which define the quasi-alias structure in the power spectrum. The 

pseudo window therefore has the same importance in interpret~ting the 

power spectrum as does the classical window with regard to the 

classical power spectrum, and can be cross-correlated with the power 

spectrum as an aid to differentiating true peaks from their 

quasi-aliases. As tvith the classical power spectrum, filtering a 
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given component from the time series removes the corresponding signal 

peak and its associated sidelobes and quasi-aliases from the power 

spectrum of the fil tered data. 

Expel'ience with each of the four power spectrum algorithms discussed 

in this section shows that in general the differences between them are 

small but that the least-squares pm'ler spectrum and, particularly, the 

date compensated power spectrum do give better representations of the 

power level of a given spectral component. However, all four 

algorithms give comparable estimates of the location of a given 

spectral component, that is the frequency of the periodic term. The 

relative amounts of processor time required by the four algorithms 

incl'eases in the order in which they have been described in this 

chapter, and can become prohibitive for large amounts of data. The" 

substitution of recursion relations for the evaluation of the various 

sine and cosine summations in the power spectrum algori thros will lead 

to a significant reduction in processor time. The use of recursion 

relations is possible because the pm.,rer spectra are computed on an 

evenly-spaced freq uency grid, A v, so that 

vk = vk_
1
+ A v (1.7.18) 

The recursion relations follow Simply from the trigonometric 

expansions for sin(A+B) and cos(A+B), and are 

tC..t:f> 1..~ v ~ -\; ::. L..cY> 1..."\1 If \2.-1' CP::> 1t\ l>vt- - ~'\.:ri uL -\::; -~ 'l"t\ 6-.r\::; 
wI 

Jv.../v 'L~ u--.... \:;- '::. <-en "L-T\ ~'trf . ~ 1_;t\ 61ft +~ 'L~ I,.(~t· ~ 1..~ ~~'t::-
(\--=t-\,,) 

Kurtz (1985) has applied these recursion relations to the numerical 
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evaluation of the classical power spectrum, and finds that the 

computation time is reduced accordingly by factors of 4 to 6. 

Al though the use of recursion relations will cause truncation errors 

to accumulate, Kurtz finds such effects lead to negligible error in 

the power spectrum. These recursion relations can also be used in the 

evaluation of the other power spectrum algorithms. 

Further reductions in processor time can be achieved in the 

computation of the three spectral estimators described in 

Section 1.1'. By referring to the analytic expressions for these 

algorithms, it is seen that many of the factors therein do not depend 

on the data f(t.) whose spectrum is being computed, and therefore need 
J 

be computed only once for a given data window. Since the analysis of 

a time series generally involves several pre-whitening cycles and, if 

incomplete pre-whitening is suspected, the computation of a power 

spectrum for a number of filtering freq uencies, a large saving of 

processor time is achieved by storing all terms that are independent 

of f(t.) in temporary disk files. Although this procedure enhances 
J 

the storage requirements for the analysiS of the time series, the 

saving of processor time gained far out\Oleighs this disadvantage. By 

storing the temporary files as binary files (as opposed to ASCII 

files) the temporary storage requirements will be reduced by a factor 

of at least two, and access times to these files will also be 

reduced. In this way, computation of the modified, least-squares or 

da te compensated power spectrum for the seccnd and subseq uent times 

for a given data Hindow requires similar amounts of processor time to 

the computation of the classical power spectrum. 
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For very large amounts of gapped data, considerable saving of 

processor time may be achieved at the expense of spectral resolution 

by applying 'segmental averaging' techniques, that is, by computing 

individual power spectra for the intermittent data strings and then 

'stacking' the individual power spectra (see Hesser et al. 1969 and 

0' Donoghue & Warner 1981 for a variation on t.his approach). 
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1.8 The Regression Model 

When a table of frequencies has been derived for a time series 

according to one or more of the pOvler-spectrum algorithms discussed 

hitherto, a model for the observations can be defined by 

{lJ<)" Ao +- i f\~ "",-,("",~ «--to)' ~J (\'fH) 

t\,::.~ 

where AO is the time-averaged value of the time series, and to is an 

arbitrary epoch. 

For the reasons discussed in Section (1.6.3), the amplitude and 

phase of each periodic component in the model is found from a 

regression of (1.8.1) on the observations, and not directly from the 

discrete Fourier transform. 

A given table of frequencies may not be unique, due to possible 

confusion between featur~s in the power spectrum which has not been 

fully resolved in the frequency domain analysis (Section 1.6.4). The 

identification of the true model is obviously of paramount importance, 

since the adopted model will be used in formulating a theoretical 

discussion of the physical processes 'l-lhich give rise to the observed 

variations. 

In this section, techniques for distinguishing critically bebleen 

competing solutions, and of deriving the optimum model parameters, are 

discussed. 
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1.8.1 A Strategy for Model Selection 

In defining a strategy for model selection when given a number of 

alternative models, four criteria may be identified by which the 

relative merits of the competing models may be judged. These four 

criteria are: the goodness-of-fit, parsimony, theoretical consistency 

and predictive-power of the models. The importance of these criteria, 

which are used for model-selection in fields such as economics, 

warrants a brief discussion in the context of their application to 

studies of multiply-periodic astronomical phenomena. They are, of 

course, complementary to the diagnostic tests which are applied in the 

freq uency domain. 

(i) Goodness-of-Fit 

The regression model seeks to describe the variations in the dependent 

variable of the observations so that a model which is well-specified 

should have residuals which are random. The criterion of 

goodness-of-fit is concerned with finding numerical estimates which 

describe the success of the model in representing the data in a global 

sense, and with performing diagnostic tests on the residuals fran this 

model to ensure their randomness. There are several numerical 

estimates of goodness-of-fit and these will be described in Section 

(1.8.3), along with some diagnostic checks which may be applied to 

model residuals. Different model s may be compared in terms of their 

goodness-of-fit properties, but it is appropriate to point out that 

the model which exhibits the best global goodness-of-fit is not 

necessarily the best specified of all competing models. 
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(ii) Parsimony 

The 'principle' of parsimony reflects the philosophically-appealing 

notion that the best model to adopt in the event tha.t one or more 

alternatives exist, is the simplest model that is consistent with the 

observations. In the present context this may be taken to mean that 

there exists a preference for the model containing the least number of 

periodic components which adequately describes the data. If two 

equally-simple models fit the data equally well, then it may not be 

possible to identify the 'true' model without acquiring further 

observations. 

(iii) Theol'etical Consistency 

This criterion attempts to incorporate the model into some existing 

theoretical framework which has been constructed from A ~~ 

knowledge 

thought 

model. 

of possible causative processes, and therefore can be 

of as providing physical constraints on the parameters of the 

Failure of a model to be theoretically consistent within this 

framework clearly invites its rejection. 

(iv) Predictive-Povler 

The ability of a model to predict. future observa.tiona, that. is, 

observations acquired in the so-called 'post-sample' period, is 

perhaps the most stringent criterion by \,lhich the pelative merits of 

models are judged. This criterion is quite distinct from the 

predictive-power of the model within the regression sample, which is, 

of course, the goodness-of··fit of the model. The predictive-power of 

a model can be defined quantitatively in terms of its' prediction 

errors' and competing models compared numerically in terms of 

prediction statistics. 
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In order to take advantage of predictive-power tests, a 

representative sample of the observations, say 10 to 15 per cent, 

should be excluded from the power spectrum and regression analyses, 

and reserved for the sole purpose of performing predictive-power 

tests. When the model that best adheres to the four criteria of 

goodness-of-fit, parsimony , theoretical consistency and 

predictive-power is selected, it can be regressed on the complete 

observational sample to give the final model parameters based on All 

the available data. This model is, of course, still subj ect to 

predictive-power tests with respect to truly future observations! 

The model (1.8.1) may be conveniently rewritten as 

{\l:) ~ 11, + i. L a. ~ ""'-'L~ if. lb -b,) -<- b, '"' 'L<fif, lb-~. ')] 
1\::'1 

L\,'6'1..-) 

where 222 
and tan f. = b fa . The model may be a trunca ted A = a + b , n n n f\ n n 

Fourier series (singl.e- or multiple-mode) , or a general 

multiply-periodic model, but at this stage in the analysis the 

different forms of the model need not be distinguished. Both 

representations of the model are non-linear in some of the model 

parameters; (1.8.1) is non-linear in v and ,.h , and (1.8.2) is 
n Tr\ 

non-linear in vn• 

The technique of multiple non-linear regression, the application 

of which would be mandatory if the associated equation of condition is 

to be resolved for all the model parameters, is inherently more 

unstable than is the technique of multiple linear regression, which 

applies to a model whose parameters appear in linear form. The former 
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techniq ue is also subj ect to false sol utions through convergence to 

local minima in mul ti-dimensional parameter space rather than to the 

req uisi te global minimum. This problem is particular'ly serious in 

those circumstances when a good approximation to the true sol uti on is 

not available. 

The fractional uncertainty in a frequency estimate is, in 

general, consj.derably smaller than that in either an amplitude or 

phase estimate. Thus a two-stage pt'ocess in the selection of the 

optimum model parameters can be envisaged, where, in the first stage, 

all frequencies are assumed to be exactly known and are held as fixed 

quanti ties in a linear regression involving the second representation 

of the model (1.8.2), and this is then follo-vled by a second stage j.n 

which this linear solution is optimized with respect to all its 

parameters, including those that appear in non-linear form. The 

attractive feature of this approach is that the availability of' a good 

preliminary solution endows the non-linear process with well-defined 

convergence properties. 

This two-stage process is adopted here. The linear solution is 

determined with the aid of the four model-selection criteria outlined 

above, and, when a satisfactory linear model exists, this is then 

optimized to give the best set of amplitudes, phases and freq uencies. 

If necessary , the four model-selection criteria can be used 

selectively to investigate competing optimized linear models. 
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In the following section the estimation of the linear regression 

model is discussed, together with the derivation of the formal 

uncertainties on the model parameters. This is followed by a 

discussion of global estimates of goodness-of-fit, and several 

diagnostic check procedures which should be applied to the model 

residuals. Finally, two methods·for optimizing the linear solution 

are described. 

1.8.2 The Linear Regression Model 

This solution is derived by applying linear regression techniques 

to the second representation of the model (1.8.2), with the f 

frequencies assumed to be known ey~ctly, and bearing in mind the 

strategy for model selection outlined in Section (1.8.1). If the 

dependent variable, f( t i ), is non-linear, fOl~ example, if it is based 

on a magnitude scale, a transformation to a linear scale should be 

made prior to performing the linear regression. In practice, however, 

errors introduced by neglecting to do so are negligible provided the 

peak-to-peak variations in the time series are less than ~Om.5. 

The methods of linear regression are well documented (e.g. 

Bevington 1969), and their application to (1.8.2) is summarized here 

briefly for completeneBs. In the interests of both oOltlputational 

expediency and clarity of notation, (1.8.2) is written in the form 

{~) ~ ~o ~ol\::-) k L, ~ L\;{) -\- .... -I- L-\:> ~pL~) (1.8.3) 



where 

'r ~ ~ 1,) •••• vs 
foL~) -::. \ 

Y~l~) ::: S ~1..r(ifr~ 
L <.if) 1.'1\ if\>~ 

(.0 -:.- (to 

.t.~ -;. ~ "'~ 
l bp_~ 
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'r::. I) 1..) '" j 
p:: S\-I) ~lr 1.) - •• l.-J 

po<- ~1.)'" 1-
P ~ t-'tl) &-il.-) .• 1..:r 

This may be written succintly as 

t~) ::: 2: ') ~r lk) 
p~o 

(."<6-4) 

(1.8.5) 

With this notation, the nth periodic component is written simply as 

c F (t) + C f F f(t) n n n+ 11+ 

The weighted sum of squares of residuals is then 

): f. [Wo L{,Lt,) - ~L~ r~ lI<)f J 
where w. is the weight associated \,lith the 

l. 

.th 
l. datum 

series (t.,f(t.», and is normalised so thatL,w.= N. 
l. l. . l. 

'-

L" ~·Io) 

(1.8.7) 

in the time 

The linear-regression solution is then obtained by resolving the 

system of (2f+1) linear equations which results from the condition, 

justified by the Gauss-~~rkov theorem, that 

'0$ - 0 l - 0, . " 1- 1--- > r-:.;) J 
~Lf 

(1.8.8) 

that is, the condition that the weighted sum of squares of residuals 
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should be a minimum with respect to each parameter c. 
p 

Differentiating (1.8.7) and rearranging leads to the (2f+1) normal 

equations 

t-Cw" tl~,) ~p l~,)] ~ L t t ~y" ~? L\;) f~ l~,)1) 
~~ p:::-t> 1..::', _ 

where p = O,1,2, •.. 2f. 

(1.8.9) 

The resolution of this system of linear equations gives the optimum 

set of linear regression parameters cp and hence, by the ordering 

scheme given by (1.8.3), AO' an' bn and, consequently, by (1.8.2), An 

and f n· 

For computational convenience, the normal equations (1.8.9) ape 

written in matrix form as 

~ ~ ~ ~ L\· s· \ 0) 

where ~ and C are row matrices of degree (2f+1), and where d... is a 

symmetric matrix also of 

curvature matrix. 

(c\\~ :: ~H' ), 
r th 

The p element of 4 is 

N 

~\>' ~ LW~ {,ll;-J I. l\;) J 
and the (pI, p) th element of J is 

"'I>'r 0 t, l We fV l~,Hpl\;J J 

degree (2f+1) , called the 

(1.8.11) 

(1.8.12) 

According to the rules which govern the manipulation of matrices, 

~~ :: i l C~ "\r) 
P':::.o 

(1.8.13) 
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Multiplication of each side of (1.8.10) by the inverse of the 

curvature matrix, ~, gives the desired solution for the roo matrix _~, 

namely C = ~~, and the regression parameters foll~~ as before. In 

computing E (called the error matrix), the inverse of P\, an 

elimination scheme with pivoting is used to minimize numerical 

instabilities caused by the propagation of rounding errors. 

" 
The formal uncertainties (standard errors) on the model 

parameters follow from Gauss' formula (Bevington 1969), and are 

"\.. 'l.. ('" 

t> ~ ,/;) ~ fF 
'f 

where 

~~ l'1-1-I) 

rJ "\.-

~ W~ Lt Lb-~} - t L\=~) J 
~=-I 

~ 
-1> ::. 

<"H?·(4) 

(.\-'6.10:;') 

is the unbiased estimate of the variance of the parent population, and 

where 2f+1 has been subtracted from N in the denominator since 2f+1 

degrees of freedom are lost in the process of estimating the 

regression solution, f( t. ). The corresponding errors on AO' a and b 
J. n n 

are derived from the ordering scheme, (1.8.3). Since the model is 

usually expressed in the form (1.8.1), it is necessary to derive the 

standard errors on A and"h • Assuming the uncertainties in a and n In n 

bare uncorrelated, the standard errors on A and ~ are given by n n ~n 

the rules for the propagation of errors 

L.. 

GPr ~ 
f\. 

0" "L- ('dA )'L--i.\~ 
1\ 'do.. +-

(\ 

~ ~~ )'\.-c)'o ---L-
(\ '0'01"\ 

(1.8.16) 

'L 

C" tf'. :::- "L ~;d-.h )"\.. \.- ('dJ
') 'L.-<:5"0.. ~ +- IS"b ~ 

(\ ~(\ .. ~b(\ 
(1.8.17) 
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Differentiating 

A2 = a2 + b
2 

n n n LH~' \g) 
and tan rl-> = b /a Tn n n 

and l'earranging, leads to the foll(Ming expressions for the standard 

'" 
errors on A ,.\,: n' In 

'- ~ \- '- '- "t-l Ic,-
CiA-II.;:: L 0...1\ t5"""'1\ +- 6" ()Io" J/ A(\ (1.8.19) 

and 

cr; :c ~ b~ rr:- -r a.."1- 5"" :--l(A 4-
~ L n ~ p"J (\ 

(1.8.20) 

If the amplitudes An are assluned to be normally di.stributed, then an 

immediate impression of the significance of a given periodic component 

is available from the ratio A / QA' The probability that errol'S give 
n n 

an amplitude exceeding An is equal to 

~r(--A~!~ ~AI\) (1.8.21) 

and therefore the five and one per cent levels of significance occur 

for A / ~A = 2.448 and 3.035 respectively (c.f. Lucy 1976). 
n n 
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1.8.3 Goodness-of-Fit and Prediotive-Power 

Quantitative measures of goodness-of-fit in multiple linear 

regression have been disoussed extensively in the literature 

(e.g. Bevington 1969). A brief summary of the standard teohniques 

adopted in the present study, and of estimates of the predictive-power 

of a model, are given in this section. The tests described serve 

three distinct purposes; a) to measure the adequacy of a model in 

representing the observations in the regression sample, b) to estimate 

the significanoe of specific periodio components within a given model, 

and c) to distinguish between competing models. 

(i) The Chi-Square Test 

The linear regression model seeks to minimize the l'leighted sum of 

squares of residuals from the model. The simplest numerical estimate 

of goodness-of-fit is the variance of the fit, i, g.i.ven by expression 

(1.8.15). For a particular model, s2 is comprised of two distinct 

components, namely, the dispersion of the observations about the 

parent funotion (the function to be modelled), and the difference 

between the model and the parent function. The aim of the regression 

analysis is to milumize the contribution of the latter effeot to s2. 

If the val'iance of the parent population about the parG~t 

f t ' , 2 unc loon J.S 0" , the ratio (5/0-)2 is a measure of the success of the 

model in representing the parent function. The quanti ty 

[N - (2f+1)] (5/<»2 
'I... 

is di stri buted 1 ike rx with ~ = N - (2f + 1) 

degrees of freedom, and therefore the significance of a partioular 
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value of (s/rr)2 can be tested at a given level of significance. The 

reduced chi-square, defined by 
"\.. 

'Xy\ ::. "-
t<.:./es-) (H~·1 .. ;v) 

should be approximately equal to unity for a 'good' fit, and assumes 

larger values for a 'poor' fit. In general, a reduced chi-square of 

1.5 or less may be taken to imply that the model is a good 

representation of the parent function. 

" 

Al though cr is often known, for' example, from observations of a 

comparison star in photometry, this is frequently not the case, and 

other estimates of goodness-of-fit are needed. 

(ii) The Coefficient of Multiple Determination and F-Tests 

The coefficient of multiple determination, R2, is defined by 

'\.. 
. ~ -:. 

where 

J '1.-

,L.. [tLtJ -AD 1 
\,."-1 

t L {Lt;~) - ~o ] 
\":::'\ 

AO is the mean of the observations, 

L\'~'~) 

f( t.) is the i th da tUID and 
J. 

r(t.) is the model evaluated at t .• Obviously R2 lies between zero 
J. J. 

and one, and it can be interpreted as measuring the proportion of the 

variance of f(t.) that is 'explained' by the model, 
J. 

,., 
f( t

i
) ; the 

numGl'ator in (1.8.23) is the v aI"ianca due to the model, and the 

denominator is the total variance. Thus, the closer R2 is to unity, 

the 'better' is the fit. 
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The significance of R2 for a given model may be tested against 

the null hypothesis of no such multivariate correlation in the 

population by means of the F distribution, and this is achieved as 

follows. 

j 

Expression (1.8.23) can be rewritten, after some manipulation, as 

1.. 
\- ~ = 

and so 

fl1-

\_ ~'L 

N 1.-

~ L tlb-~) - {Lt;~) 1 
tJ v 

~ L {lbJ - Ao 1 
\,":' ( 

l\. <6.1-4.) 

rJ .... 

~[{L~~)- Ao 1 
~-( 

L\·~·1.-() 

~ L{L~J - tlb:J]" 
" :'\ 

, v 
in (1.8.25) is distributed like ~ with 2f degrees of The numerator 

freedom, and the denominator is distributed like rx'" with N - (2f+1) 

degrees of freedom, and furthermore, the two distributions are 

independent. Thus the ratio 

f ':. 
(L 

f('" [N - L 1.--)- + \) J 
l\-\?-. ... ) 1.-1 

(y~.-u,) 

has an FC»1.-) ).),) distribution, where ))1- = 2f and Y, = N - (2f+1). A 

large value of FR indicates a !good' fit, since F R-~':;'O as n~-;':/ 1. The 

F-test for the stat.istic FR is a test that. the amplitudes A , n 

n = 1,2, ••• f in t.he model are.9.ll.. equal to zero. If FR exceeds the 

critical val ue at a given level of significance this indicates that 

the coefficients are non .. zero, wherea.s if FR does not exceed the 
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critical value, then at least one component in the model is not 

valid. 

One objection to the use of R2 as a criterion for goodness-of-fit 

is that the addition of further periodic components will invariably 

cause R2 to increase. Obviously increasing R2 by incl uding more 

periodic components indefinitely is undesirable, since this is at 

variance with the principle of parsimony. Two methods of testing the 

significance of an additional periodic component in the model are now 

described. 

The coefficient of mul tiple determination may be corrected for 

the number of degrees of freedom, thereby malting allowance for the 

number of independent variables in the model. 

coefficient, R2, follows from (1.8.211), and is 

'\... 
\- ~ ~ 

·N A ]1"';' t. [ t U;~) - t LtJ y N- l1.\+ t) 

;s 

~[{L~~)-
~,... 

1\0' V \\I-I 

The corl'ected 

U·<6·'\..~ ) 

where the llULl) erator and denominator have been normalised to their 

respective degrees of freedom. Thus, "if is given by 

~). ::: \ - (1-R.1-2 IN..-\ 2 
N - l'Lt+-l) 

(\·R.~) 

-R2 has the important property that it can decrease when further 

pepiodic components are inel uded in the model, so that the pl~ocess of 

including further periodic components ceases when? first decreases. 

The global significance of this model (with the 'not-significant' last 

term excluded) can then be tested against the F distribution. By 

analogy with the discussion for FR ' the statistio 

r:- ~ 
\Z. 

\-~ (\. ~.1..'\) 
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has an F(»\)),» distr'1bution, where ~ = N - (2f+1) and »1 = N-1. Once 

again 

of 

the comparison of F_ with the critical value at a given level 
~ 

significance is used to test the null hypothesis An= 0, 

n= 1 ,2, ••• f. 

-' 

A second test, which tests specifically for the si~1ificance of 

the inclusion of an additional periodic component, follows by analogy 
~ "\...-

with Bevington's discussion for polynomial models. Let "A (m), X (m-1) 

denote the dispersions of the observations about regression models 

contaj.ning m and (m-1) periodic components respectively. Then 'X'\...(m) 
"\... 

has N - (2m+1) degrees of freedom and rx (m-1) has N - (2m-1) degrees 

of freedom. Thus, assuming the lineal' nature of statistics whioh obey 

the chi-square distribution, 
~ ~ ~ X (m-1) - 'X (m) must follow a 'X 

distribution with ~ degrees of freedom, and the ratio 

rj\ ::. 'X'I- (:} - \ ) - 'Y. 1, (.U 
'X'-(t)/ lrJ--l'vr~\)) 

(1-'2-10) 

has an F(y\.t)Y
1

) distribu.tion, where)..{:: N - (2m+1) and ~ = 2. The 

ratio FA should be large if the inclusion of the mth periodiC 

component improves the fit significantly. The F-test for FA is a test 

of the null hypotheSiS that the amplitude A is zero. 
m 

When a particular model, containing f periodic components, has 

been determined, the significance of each of the periodic components 

can be tested using (1.8.30), by excluding each term fran thcmcdel in 

turn thereby testing its significance in relation to the remaining 

(f-1) components. Of course, significance of a periodic component 

does not imply significance in an absolute sense, but only that this 

model is significantly improved by the addi tion of that particul ar 
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term. 

(iii) The Durbin-Watson Test for Serial Correlation in Residuals 

A further test of the adequacy of a model in representing the 
-' 

regression sample consists of testing the residuals fran the model for 

randomness. If the model contains fewer periodic components than does 

the parent function, the residuals fran the model will be serially 

correlated. 

The analysis of residuals fran regression Llodels for serial 

correlation was investigated by Durbin & Watson (1950, 1951, 1971). 

If the residuals fran the model are represented by 

A, 

elt:l.) ~ {,Lt-:.) - {LlcJ L\'«?'~I) 

then the Durbin-vlatson d-statistic for serial correlation is defined 

by 

~ ~ 

~ L eL~J - e.. Lt;,_,) } 
d.:--

,.j '\... 

L [~U::JJ 
L:I 

Durbin & Watson (1950) showed that, 

correlation in the residuals e(t.), 
~ 

l\. g.],.1..-) 

provided there is no serial 

i= 1 ,2, ••• N, then d is 

approximately equal to two, whereas d tends to zero if the residuals 

exhibit a positive serial correlation. It is important, therefore, to 

test the significance of a decrease in d below d = 2 for the residuals 

fran a model. Unlike the statistics discussed hitherto in this 

section, which have well defined distributions, the distribution of d 
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depends on the matrix of regressors for the model, and therefore its 

exact significance levels cannot be tabulated. However, 

Durbin & Watson (1951) shO\o/ed that the distribution of d is 

asymptotically normal, with a mean of 2 and varianoe of 4/N, and 

conseq uently the significance of an observed val ue of d in the large 

sample limit may be tested against the normal distribution. 

Fortunately in the study of astronomical time series, the amount of 

data available generally permits this approximation to be adopted. 

A one-sided test against positive serial correlation is based on 

the critical region for which the null hypothesis of no serial 

correlation in the residuals is rejected whenever d falls below this 

critical value. Since the distribution of d is asymptotically normaJ. 

with mean 2 and variance 4/N, the 0.05 and 0.01 levels of significance 

in the large sample limit are given by 

d5 = 2.0 - 3.2898/(N1/ 2) 

1/2 
d1 = 2.0 - 4.6526/(N ) 

L\-~'Tl) 

For example, if N = 100, a value of d less than 1.535 would indicate 

the presence of positive serial correlation at the 0.01 level of 

significance. 
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(iv) Predictive-Power 

The predictive~·power of a model may be quantified in terms of a 

prediction error, sp' on the Np-point prediction sample, and used for 

the twin purposes of distinguishing between competing models, and 

testing the performance of a model outside the regression sample. The 

prediction error is 

... \ ./,) = -
f rJ~ t'f ~-:( 

where r. is the difference between the j·th datun 
J 

1\ 
sample and the model, f(t

j
). 

CI'\S''1\+) 

in the prediction 

In comparing competing models, the model with the snallest 

prediction error is favoured. If the variance of the parent 

population, 
"\.-

l... 
t), 

~rJ -distribution, 
f 'L 

tested. If!J is 

is known, then the quantity (s/(),,)2 will have a 

and the adequacy of the model predictions can be 

unknown., the ratio (s/s)2, where s2 is the variance 

of the fit within the regression sample, will have an F( v~) "V,) 

distribution, where ~ = N-(2f+1) and Vs- = Np• 

When applying the various tests described in (i)-(iv), inadequacy 

of a model within the regression sample is generally taken to mean 

that further periodic oonter..t exists in the time series, and this 

invites continued frequency ana~ysis. Thus the time-domain 

statistical tests of goodness-of-fit are complementary to the 

frequency-domain tests for the significance of features in the pO\'Jer 

spectrum. 
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When a model has been selected and optimized (Section 1.8.4), a 

final test of 'goodness-of-fit' may be applied. A synthetic set of 

observations, f (t.), s l. 
with Gaussian noise of variance ~~(or s2) 

added, is generated according to 

,. 
fS(t i ) = f(t.) + g(c?-) 

l. 
U'~':1~) 

and its power spectrun computed and compared \,li th the power spectrun 

of the data. If the features in the data. power spectrun are not 

matched adequately by those in the synthetic power spectrum, then the 

model should be considered to be mis-specified, and other models 

considered. 

1.8.4 Optimization of the Linear Solution 

(i) Multiple Frequency Fitting 

Having selected a well-specified linear solution, the final task 

in the analysis is to determine the optimum set of model parameters, 

including those that appear in non-linear form. Many authors exclude 

this step from their analysis and adopt the linear solution as their 

optimum modsl. This approach is not recommended, hO'vlever, since 

experience sh~ns that the differences between the linear solution and 

the optimized linear solution are significant, often exceeding one or 

two standard errors in the parameters, and, furthermore, the global 

goodness-of-fit is alway s superior for the optimized sol ution. 
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One method used for optimizing the linear solution was proposed 

by Harmanetal. (1979), and is called multiple~frequency fitting 

(mff) by its originators. Briefly, this method entails performing a 

simultaneous linear regression on the data of £ll periodic terms in 

the linear sol ution, with the added characteristic that each 

frequency, vn ' is varied in snall increments, Ii v, over a range 

v n + R. A. v, and fixed at that new value, v~, which gives the best 

improvement in the global goodness-of-fit. Hhen this process has been 

completed for all f periOdic components, a new solution AO' v~, A~, 

r ~ exists. Experience with synthetic data shows that excellent 

resul ts are achieved \,li th this method provided it is treated as an 

iterative procedure, that is, it is applied m times until the solution 

m m 
converges to some AO' vn' Am 

n' 
m 
n· The major disadvantage of the 

method is that it can be rather prohibitive of processor time, since 

it is not an efficient algorithm for searching multi-dimensional 

parameter space. If the number of frequency increments in the 'sweep 

range' is (2R+1) , then m iterations require a total of mf(2R+1) linear 

regressions of the (2f+1)-parameter model on the N-point data sample. 

Usually m is less than five, but for f = 10 and R = 50, an iteration 

cycle will take approximately 5-10 minutes of processor time for 

N ~ 200 data points. 
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(ii) Differential Corrections 

The existence of a good preliminary solution for the model 

parameters means that, in principle, a Newton-Raphson iterative schene 

could be adopted for convergence from the linear solution to the final 
1 

solution. This is essentially the procedure adopted in such 

non-linear processes as the determination of the orbital elements of a 

spectroscopic binary sy stem (see Appendix 2). 'fhis procedure involves 

the expansion of the model as a first-order Taylor series about the 

linear solution, and solving the normal equations based on the 

equation of condition for the differential corrections to the model 

parameters, which are then used to correct the initial parameter's. 

The equation of condition, and hence the normal equations, are linear 

in the differential corrections, and may be solved for the correctors 

using the methods of linear regression. The potential advantages of 

this appproach over mff are that it is considerably more efficient 

with regard to processo~ time, convergence taY~ng seconds as opposed 

to tens of minutes, and that it returns standard errors for the 

freq uencies in the model. However, the overwhelming disadvantage of 

the method is that tests with synthetic multiply-periodiC data 

indicate that it is considerably less stable than mff in respect of 

convergence, and that, in general, the results achieved with mff are 

more reliable. 

For completeness, the equations of condition for the method of 

differential corrections are given for the cases when the model is 

a) a truncated, single-mode, Fourier series, and b) a 

multiply-periodiC model. (Bearing in mind the large number of 
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freq uencies involved in a multiple-mode truncated Fourier series, 

application of the method to such a model would be extremely 

ill-advised) • The derivation of the equations of condition for both 

of these models proceeds in a similar manner to that outlined in 

Appendix 2. 

1 

a) Truncated, Single-Mode, Fourier Series 

The model is written 

{,lI;) ~ "0 + t (\." ~ l '-"""'f" .r,p" ) 
(\:> l 

C\.~.JI.,) 

where v F is the fundamental frequency. Writing 01\::' ·1.:tI1'\0f'-t .-rtn.' the 

equation of condition is 

~t~)::. bAo -+ t l~A{\1)N\,9C\ -r D.u~1..-t\(\IlF\;' .f\1\ur.:>9-1\ 
1'\=( 

-+ I:>~ 1\ Ct 1\ (JJ) 9-1'\ J 
(\''6.\4-) 

where 6J.... is the differential correction for parameter 0{ 

b) Multiply-Periodic Model 

This model is written 

{~) =- Pro + t 1\-" ~ l1.11if,-\; -+- t J l\-8':]'~) 

1\:>( 

and the equation of condition is 

4~)::: bAa -\- i l~r:\~ ~f\. k 6.U'". 1"", ~ .C\". lQ)Q-" 
f\~ \ 

..\- b.<p", .AI'\UDQ-~ J (\·<6·3.00 

where 

If,,, ~ 1.. r\if 1\ -t-+ cp 1\ 

(Hh+c) 

The resolution of these equations of condition for the linear 

correctors proceeds according to the methods outlined in 

Secti on (1. 8 .2) • 
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1.9 Sane Time Domain Techniques 

Al though this chapter has been concerned predominantly with 

freq uency-domain techniques of time-series analysis, some time-domain 

techniques of period finding, which have been applied elsewhere in 

this thesis, are discussed briefly in this section. 

1.9.1 The Lafler-Kinnan Technique 

This non-parametric technique for period finding was introduced 

by Lafler & Kinnan (1965) in their analyses of RR Lyrae variables. 

Application of this method to a time series proceeds by phasing the 

observed magnitudes m. to a trial period, sorting the phased data in 
J 

phase order and then computing the statistic, e- , given by 

e-~ 

~ lMS - r4~lr\) 
;) 

t.-

~ lM~ _ ~ ) "\.. 
~ 

(1.9.1) 

where M = Z m./ N. Theta is approximately eq ual to tHO for 
~ J 

uncorrelated observations, and decreases as the phased observations 

became correlated. The plot of theta against trial period then forms 

the period estimator, and the best period is taken to be that 

corresponding to a minimum feature in this graph. An example of this 

plot is shown in Fi·g. 3 for AL ScI, P=2.445083 (Chapter 2). 

The denominator in (1.9.1) is independent of trial period and 

therefore need only be computed once. The major contribution to the 

processor time requirements of the algorithm comes from the need to 

sort the phased data for each trial period, and considerable savings 

may be achieved by the use of efficient numerical sorting algorithms. 
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In principle, it is possible to apply the Lafler-Kinman technique 

to multiply-periodic data. Because the technique is non-parametric, a 

form of pseudo pre-whitening may be effected by fitting the phased 

observations by a cubic spline under tension, and subtracting this 

representation fram the data. However, this form of pre-whitening is 

subject to inaccuracies and the Lafler-Kinman technique is perhaps 

most useful in the analysis of sharply non-linear time series with 

single modes. 

Lafler & Kinman give a discussion of the statistical properties 

of their technique, but, since their discussion is model dependent, 

and has been generalized by Stellingwerf (1978) (see below), it is not 

repeated here. 

1.9.2 Stellingwerf's PDM Algorithm 

Stellingwerf (1978) described a generalization of the 

Lafler-Kinman technique which increases the utility of the algorithm, 

permits an ar'bitrary degree of data 5lloothing by increasing its nunber 

of degrees of freedom, and which provides rather general statistical 

information for significance testing of possible periodicities. 

Stellingwerf denotes a set of observations Qy the vectors~, X, 

and wri tes the unbiased variance of X in the usual way as 

'\... 
() 

2... b<(. - £ ')"-
L 

W-I 

whcl"'e X = 2.,x .IN. . ~ 
~ 

For an arbitrary subset of X, 

c.. \. "\ ."\... ) 

2 
the variance s , may 
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be defined similarly. For M distinct subsets fran X, having variances 

i (j=1,2, •• M) and containing n. observations, the overall variance 
J J 

for all subsets is given by 

'\.. 

5 : 

~ lC\· -I) s:V 
~ ~ ~ (\·"·1) 

.2.". M 
stellin@/er; takes a trial period, P, and computes the phase vector, 

f =.t. mod (p). He then selects M samples from X, subj ect to the 

criterion that all members of sample j have similar r i. The variance 

of these samples then provides a measure of the scatter around the 

mean light curve, which is defined by the mean val ues of the xi in 

each sample, considered as a function of 4. The test statistic j.s 

given by g. = i 1 ~ 2, and the plot of 9 against frequency is referred 

to as a 19- -transform'. If the trial period is not a true period, 

then i -v cr- 2 and so C)..-v 1, whereas in the vicinity of a true period the 

9 -transform reaches a looal minimum with respect to neighbouring 

periods. Thus the technique seeks to minimize the dispersion of the 

observations at constant phase, and simultaneously yields the best 

period and best least-squares mean light curve. It can be oonsidered 

to be a Fouriergram of infinite order, since i!l.l harmonics are 

synthesized in this mean curve. 

The choice of bin structure is of paramount importance in 

practical applications of the algorithm. Stellingwerf defines a 

standard bin structure, denoted (Nb, Nc ) I by dividing the phase 

interval (0,1) into Nb bins of length 1/Nb, and then taking N c 

I covers' of the Nb bins, each' cover' being offset in phase by an 

amount 11 (NbNc ) from the previous one. Thus there are M ::: NbNc bins, 

each of length 1/N
b

, whose mid-points are unifcrmly spaced at 

intervals 1/(NbNc ) in the interval (0,1), so that each observation 
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falls within N bins. This form of binning has the desirable effect c 

of anoothing the e- -transform. The Lafler-Kinman statistic differs 

fran the G- -transform only by a factor of two when a (N/2,2) bin 

structure is adopted, provided the bin widths are adjusted so that 

each bin contains .tHQ observations. 

Stellingwerf presents a discussion of the statistical properties 

of the algorithm. If the population of possible observations is 

normally distributed. then e has a probability density given by an F 

distribution with 2:. n.-M and N-1 degrees of freedom. 
~ J 

Thus the 

significance of a given value of 9 at a probability level p may be 

tested against the F distribution in the usual manner. If N is large 

tr (x) IV CS"(X) and the significance of e is tested against the 

rx'l.... distribution with L n .-M degrees of freedom. 
J 

Stellingwerf also 

discusses the statistical properties of e. at the centre of a 
m~n 

feature in the ~ -transform, and the effect on this of different bin 

structures, sample sizes and signal-to-noise-ratios. However, 

Horman (1980) has shown Jhat some of the assumptions implicit in 

Stellingwerf's statistical analyses are generally not fulfilled. For 

example, it is generally not true for multiply-periodiC. data that the 

data population has the same variance in each phase bin. Thus, as is 

the case \-lith the power spectrum algorithms, the statistical results 

should be viewed as being formal calculations only, which apply in an 

approximate way tol the non-ideal conditions met in most practical 

applications. 
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The sidelobe structure of the 9 -transform may be investigated by 

computing a pseudo 'window function' in the same sense as discussed in 

Section 1.7.4, and this pseudo window applied in the usual way in the 

interpretation of the transform. 

A particularly attractive feature of the algorithm is the close 

similar'i ty of the 9- -transform for two extremely different time 

series, namely a sine wave and saw-tooth function, as illustrated in 

Fig. 1 of Stellingwerf's paper. The technique may be applied to 

multiply-periodic data, since pre-l'lhitening is easily achieved by 

reference to the mean light curve using linear interpolation between 

the bin means. The technique is of particular use in the analysis of 

small quantities of non-sinusoidal data in which the signal-to-noise 

ratio is low. It is arguably the most sophisticated of the time 

domain folding techniques presently available, and provides a useful 

complement to Fourier transform methods. 

1.9.3 Auto-correlation 

A common feature of the power spectrun and fol ding algorithms 

discussed in this chapter is that they are are designed specifically 

for application to strictly-period or multiply-periodic time series. 

In many exampl es of astl'onOLIlical interest, a time series may be 

quasi-periodic, or may have a constant period but be subj ect to random 

phase changes, so that power spectrum and folding techniques will not 

give reliable estimates of the characteristic timescales in the data. 

Useful insight into the intrinsic properties and evolution of a time 
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series is provided by the so-called sample auto-correlation 

coeffici ent 5, which define the correlation that exists between 

observations at different times. The sample auto"correlation 

coefficient, r k , corresponding to a lag k is defined by 

tJ-'R.. 
L. l?<c- -x.)l')C.~~~ -=i) 

N 
f\(~:' v=·' 

~ l")(.: - ~ ) 1,..-

~;:I 

(",\-4-) 

In practice the auto-correlation coefficient at lag k is oomputed from 

r k= ck/cO' where ck is the auto-covariance coefficient at lag k, given 

by 

rJ~L 

.t.R. -: .L L l':l\-'i: )L?:.l~Q..-~) 
l.:, ( 

L \''\'S) 
tJ-~ 

A plot of r
k 

against k, for k=1,2, •.. n (n < N) i.s called the 

correlogram or empirical auto-correlation function of the time 

series. 

The auto-correlation function is usually stable o~ly for the 

first tv N/4 lags, and f.or data that is evenly spaced, or at worst, 

nearly so, for example, 'jittered' sampling. For a stochastic time 

series the auto-correlation function may be used to derive the 

probability model which generated the data, and for quasi-periodic 

data it reveals the characteristic timescales of the underlying 

physical processses giving rise to the observed behaviour. 

Auto-correlation is, therefore, an important tool for assessing the 

properties of a time series and extensive theoretical discussions arc 

given in standard texts on time series analysis, for example, 

Jenkins & Watts (1968). 
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Burki et al. (1978) have developed an auto-correlation method for 

the analysis of the photometric variations in supergiants, these being 

characterized by variable periods and intervals of quiescence. They 

consider a sample of n observations, m
i

, distributed between times to 

and t
f

• A second sample at a given lag k is then constructed from the 

('v observations according to m!(t.) = m.(t + k), 
J. J. J. 

and is distributed 

between times t o+ k and t f + k. These two samples are then sorted in 

order of increasing t so that there are s(k) < 2n measurements, mi, in 

the range (to + k, t f ), which are common to the two samples mi and 

m! • The statistic 
J. 

~(\z.,)_\ 
II /~) '"L-

e(~) :.- L ( t't. -M~I) ,'2-. l II -II) C. \ .'\. b) 
... .1,\ 

ML - M 

~ .. ( l:; I 

is an auto~correlation variable, which has the properti as that, when 

the observations have no trend as a function of t, e- (k) is 

approximately constant and roughly eq ual to two, whereas if the data 

follow a quasi-periodic curve, Q-(k) increases fran its value at k ::: 0 

until a lag k = P/2 is reached, where P is the 'semi-period' of the 

variation. For example, if the data al'e a sinusoid of period P, G-(k) 

has a series of maxima at k = P/2,3P/2,5P/2 .•. and a series of minima 

at k = P,2P,3P ••. For observations in which the period is not 

constant, only the first few maxima and minima of 9' (k) will be 

detected. It must be em ph asiz ed that this al gori thm is not sui ted to 

the accurate determination of periods in strictly periodic data, which 

should be analysed either with power spectrum or folding techniques. 

An example of an auto-correlation diagram is shcy • .m in Fig. 4 for the 

supergiant HD14489 (P"",35.3 day, Burki et al., 1978). 
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1.10 Computer Code 

An interactive computer code, PULSAR CE.eriodic and mJ1L.tiperiodic 

.s.ignal .Analysis .Routines), has been developed Hitbin a VAX environment 

to carry out the analyses of unequally spaced time series described in 

this chapter. The package, which is approximately 14,000 card images 

in length and has a disk-storage requirement of 1.2 11 bytes, is 

divided into a nunber of d:i.stinct programs written in FORTRAN, each of 

which carries out a specific task, and t-lhich is linked to interactive 

graphics written in the GHOST graphics system. These independent 

programs are controlled by a command interpreter, PULSAR, written in 

the Dec Control Language (DCL) , which performs a number of additional 

functions such as providing HELP facilities, access to BATaI queues 

and logging details of terminal sessions. The command interpl"'eter is 

I transparent' , so that most of the V AX SYSTEH commands are available 

from within PULSAR. 

An important feature of the package is the file naming convention 

adopted, in which the file type xxx of file <filename>.xxx indicates 

the contents of that file. Thus the power spectrum of the time series 

stored in file <filename>.DAT is written to a file called 

<filename>. IWR, 

is stored in 

this time series pre-whitened by a peri.odic· component 

a file called <filename>.IWD, and its correlogram is 

stored in file <filenamc>.COR, and so on. 

A brief description of the main commands available in PULSAR is 

now given. 

~: This command lists a Slmffiary of the package options and 
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input/output file details for each command. The relevant LOCAL part 

of this GLOBAL help facility may be accessed in executing a particular 

command • 

.TIlAN.: The computation of the four power spectrum algori thros and 

their spectral windows is effected by this command. The computations 

may be sutmitted to one of the BATaI queues available on the V AX 

computer, or run 'on-line'. A fast Fourier transform algorithm for 

equally-spaced data may be executed as an option in this command. 

.flJIT.: This command executes a program for plotting and measuring a 

power spectrum or spectral windovl. The plots may be made with linear 

or logarithmic axes, the latter option being useful for examining the 

noise level in a power spectrum. Features in the pm-ler spectrun may 

be measured by 'reading' the cursor position or by fitting parabolic 

or Gaussian profiles to the cores of such features. 

FIT: This command performs the regression of the periodic functions 

on the observations, and is linked to interactive graphics. A sing]. e, 

double or triple mode truncated Fourier series, or a number of 

independent periodiC functions may be fitted to the data. A time 

series may be pre-whitened by a linear least-squares sinusoid or by an 

orthogonalized harmonic filter, and the pre-whitened data saved in a 

disk file for further processing. A solution may be sampled with the 

data window and Gaussian noise added, thereby simulating an observing 

run. All 

re-plotted 

graphical plots are saved in grid files 

with the GHOST post-processor commands. 

and may be 

Freq uencies 

derived from the power spectrum may be optimized by multiple frequency 

sweeping, with each frequency being swept over a specified grid within 
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a simultaneous regression of all periodic components. A nunber of 

statistical measures of goodness-of-fit are computed for each 

solution, namely, chi square, coefficient of multiple determination, 

R2, and the corrected value -2 R • An F-test of the global 

goodness-of-fit is computed for R2, and an F-test for the significance 

of the last periodic component in the solution is also computed. The 

Durbin-Watson d-statistic for testing for serial corr'elation in the 

residuals is tested against the normal distr'ibution, and the 

prediction error for a particular sol uti on extrapolated on to the 

prediction sample is computed. 

A detailed summary of the resul ts of a fitting sequence are 

written to an output file, but a 'quick-look' summary file of the 

output may be listed using the command AMPS. 

CORR: This command generates a correlogram of a time series either 

as a BATCH job or 'on-line'. The correlogram may be displayed and 

measured using the PLOT cpmmand. 

PDM: This command generates the Lafler-Kinman theta statistic as a 

BATClI job or 'on-line', and a graphics option permits this graph to be 

displayed and measured. Stellingwerf's PDN algorithm may be executed 

within this command, using a program kindly made available to the 

author by Dr. R.F. Stellingwerf, and modified to be consistent with 

PULSAR and its associated graphics. 
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In addition to these commands, a number of complementary facility 

commands are available for phasing data to a specified period and 

epoch, interrogating PULSAR files, performing polynomial and 

cubic-spline interpolation of a time series, invoking the VAX 

calculator mode and TIDYing the PULSAR work directory at the end of a 

terminal session. Finally, a record of the date, time and 

user-identification for each terminal. session is written to a log 

file, together \'lith a record of the amount. of processor tiDle used. 
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Summary • Photometric and spectroscopic observations of the hot, 

extreme helium star BD-90 4395 are presented. These data confirm that 

it is varoiable in both light output and in l'adial velocity, but no 

colour variations are discernible. Although the number of photometric 

observations and their distribution in time are not sufficient for' a 

concl usi ve f'req uency analysis, the resul ts of such an investiga t.ion 

indi.cate that the light curve is multiply periodic. It is proposed 

that 
o 

the variability of BD -9- 4395 be attPibuted to non··radial g-mode 

oscillat.ions of the star. Spectroscopic ev.idence for' non-,uniform mass 

loss suggests a phenomenological link \<lith the R Coronae Borealis 

stars. 

1 Introduction 

LOH-amplitude light variations have been reported for several 

merabel's of the small group of hot, extpeme helium stars, also knOim as 

extreme hydrogen-deficient stars (see, e.g. Hill 1969; Landolt 1968, 

1973; HaUwr & Kilkenny 19BO), but only BD+ 13°3224 (V6 52 Her) has a 

clearly established period. Land0lt (1975) observed BD.:-1303224 to 

vary Hith an amplitude < 0.1 mag and period of NO.10B day, and 

subsequently Hill at ale (1981) showed this variation to be due to 

radial pulsaU.on. The ephetllGl'is vms impl"Oved by Kilkc:)nny & Lynas-Gr8.y 

(1982,1984), Hho found that the pulsation period :l.s deCl"easJng at a 

rate .. 9 -1 of ~. 6x 1 0 day cy 01 e • Lynas-Gray et a1. ( 1984) emvloyed 

ul tl'aviolet measurements to obtain effeotive-temperoature and 

angulm~~diametel' var'iations of the stUl' ovel' a pulsat:l.on cycle, and 
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estimated its mass to be O.7Me., Jeffery (1984) constructed models 

identifying BD+13°3224 with a star contracting touards the helium lIlain 

sequence, in which a hydrogen-burning shell at the base of a 

. helium··rich envelope prov ides most of the luminosity. These resul ts 

o 
for BD+13 3224 cannot, however, be used to infer masses for other 

extreme helium stars because it has a markedly higher hydrogen 

abundance (n
H

"" 1 0-
2

, Hill et al. 1981) , and a lower 

luminosity-to-mass ratio (log L/M tV 3.2 solar units, Lynas-Gray et a1. 

1984) than other extreme helium stars with similar effectivo 

tempel~atures, forWhiChl1
H

.\710-3 and 3.8~~logL/M~lt.11 (based on 

log g's from Heber (1983) and log Teff's from Drilling et al. 

(1984». 

SChonberner (1977) suggested that the extreme helium stars are 

remnants of po st-asympt.otic gia.nt-branch (post-AGB) stars contracting 

to become white d\o[arfs, and postulated an evolutional'Y link betv!aen 

the extreme helium stars and the hyd~'ogel')-deficient R Coronae Borealis 

(R CrB) type variables. HO\>Jever, Schonb8rner (1979) Has unable to 

account for the extreme helium stars by the ejection of the 

hydrogen-rich envelopes of post-AGB stars via stellar \'finds. 

Alternative explanations for their origin, involving coalesced wi1i,te 

dHarfs (VJebbink 1984) and close binaries Hith components of 

intermediate initial masses (Iben & Tutukov 1985), could place the 

R erE variables and extreme heliUm stars on a pre-Hhi te dmu'f cooling 

track similar to that calculated by Scb~nberner (1977). The 

hypothesis of an evolutionary link betHeGD the extrerue helium stars 

and the R erE stat's is supported by the disoovery that tho pulsa t:Lon 

pedod of tho R erB star RY Sgr, 38.6 days (Alexander et, aL 1972) I 

may be deer'eusing at a i:'ate of 5x10-
4 

day Cycle- 1 (KHlcermy 19B2, 
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Marraco & Milesi 1982) t consistent with Scnonberner's evolutionary 

calculations for a contracting one solar lllass helium star. 

Since it is sometimes possible to derive a distance-independent 

mass estimate for stars Vlhich pul sa te, searches for pul sa tion amongst 

other extreme helium stars ape important in order to determine whethel' 

they are related to the R CrB stars. HOYlever, recent searches for 

periodtc variations in the extreme helium star BD+10
0

2179 fa.iled to 

detect any photometric or spectroscopic variations (Hill~ Lynas-Gray & 

Kilkenny 1981~j Grauer, Drilling & Schonberner 1984). 

The extreme helium star BD-9
0

4395 was disoovered to be 

hydrogen-deficient by MacConnell, Frye & Bidelman (1972). A 

quantitative spectl'oscopic analysis by Kaufmann & Sch~nberner (1977) 

gave -3 log g:::2.6±0.2 and nn':: 1.5x10 , while Drilling et ale ( 1981!) 

have combined ul traviolet and broad-band photometry to obta.in 

Teff:::23000±7000K. The values for log g and T . eff lndicate that 

BD-90 4395 lies in a region of the log g vs. log Teff diagram '<1hioh is 

traversed by t.he evolutionary tracks of star's \'lith condensed CIO copos 

and pure helium envelopes (Schonberner 1977). Comparison with these 

tracks yielded values for the mass, radius and luminos:i. ty of MIMe::: 0 .8, 

R/Re=7.4 and log L/Le=4.25. Kaufmann and Sch5nbernep noted that 

non-LTE effects may be present in t.he spectrum of BD-90I~395, ard 

proposed the existence of a oipcumstellar envelope. High·-rGsol ution 

ul traviolet spectl'oDcopic observation::; by Hamann, Sch'clnbernec & H8ber 

(1982) confirmed t.he p!'esence of a supeJ.'ionized stellar ,-lind v;i.th a 

, -1 
terminal veloei ty of N 600 km s and an '~stiDJated mass-loss rat.e of 

~8 -1 
'" 1 0 1-18 yr Photometric observations of this scar by Landolt (1979 

private communication) and one of us (DK) indicated its variability, 
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suggesting that systematic photometPic and spectroscopic monitoring 

should be carried out •. The latter observations appeared to rule out 

short-period variations, however, and implied that the variability 

occurs on a time-scale longer than N1 day. 

2 Photometry 

2.1 Observations 

Photoelectric observations of BD-90 4395 were made at the South 

African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) on 28 nights during a period 

covering some 52 nights in 1984 Hay-July. The 0.5m telesoope and 

pulse··counting People's Photometer Here used to obtain uvby 

observations which were reduced to the standard Stromgren system 

(Crawford & Barnes 1970; Gr9nbech, Olsen & Stromgren 1976), usually 

with observations of 20 or more standard stars per night. Each 

observational sequence normally consisted of a series of measurements 

of BD-90 4395 (Vr) and two comparison stars, BD-9° 11385 (C) and 

BD--90 4389 (Cld, in the order CVrCVrCkVrC. Integration Umes for each 

filter were chosen to obtain approximately 100 000 counts for the 

comparison stars and 30 000 counts for BD-90 4395 in the sequence 

'yvbuubvy' . Sky mea3urements were made at least once during each 

sequence and more frequently when the moon was present. The total 

sequence occupied appl~oximately forty-five minutes. 
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FolloHing reduotion to the standard system, each observation of 

BD-904395 and BD-904389 was further reduced to a differential 

, magni tude in the sense <Vr>-<C> and <Ck>~<C>, where <Vr> is a mean 

magni tude obtained fr'om a sel'ies of measur'ements within an obsel'vation 

sequence. Mean magnitu.des and colours of the three stars dorived fpom 

all obsel~ations are: 

<v> <b-y> <m1> <c 1> 

BD··904395 (Vr) 10.506 0.133 -0.012 -0.071 

BD-904385 (C) 

BD-904389 (Ck) 

(032) (007) ( 011) 

8.121 0.071. 0.092 

(012) (012) 

9.004 0.297 

(008) (006) 

( 013) 

0.158 

(010) 

(016) 

0.587 

( 011) 

0.717 

( 015) 

n 

93 

93 

81 

where figures in parentheses are standard deviations about the means 

in millimagnitudes. 

The joul"nal of the photometl"ic obsepvations is pr'esented in 

Table 1. Times given thepein are the mean heliocentrlc Julian da to at 

\-ihich BD-90 l1395 was obsGPved, HhUst an entpy of zepo denotes that 

pJ.lOtometl~y of the eheck star has been omitted. The data of TablA 1 

are part1ally illll:::1trated in Fig. 1 Hhich ShO!4:;3 that. BD-904395 5.s 

v8.l'iable over a pange of NO.15 mag. The 8tnndal"d deviations of the 

differential mugui tudes and differ'entiaJ. ('.olol1rs of the comparison 
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stars, in the sense (Ck-C), are eachwO.008 mag. This value is not 

exceeded significantly by the dispersions of the differential colours 

of o BD-9 4395, and therefore represents an upper limit to any colour 

variations of the helium star. 

2.2 Frequency Analysis 

It is evident from an inspection of Fig. 1 that the photometric 

variability of BD -90 4395 exhibits a complex behaviour and that, if 

the variability is periodiC, it is multiply periodiC. Although the 

number (n = 93) and timespan (52 days) of the observations are small, 

the differential y-fHter data were subjected to a power-spectrum 

analysis in an attempt to identify their per-iodic content, that is t.o 

derive a representative model for the photometric variations of the 

form 

N 

Av. r, Vo + LAo""" ('br-\ l~-1:.) -\- 'Pc) 
\.::, 

Hhere b.V is the mean differential magnitude, N is the number of o 

periodic components, f. are their frequencies in c day-', A. are their 1 _ 1 

amplitudes in magni tudes, 1t- are their initial phases in radians, t. is 

the heliocentric Julian date (HJD) and t is an arbi.trary initial o 

epoch, taken here to be t = 2445800.0. These data are not suited to o 

searching for short-period variability, so the analysis was restricted 

-1 to the freq uency range 0 to 1.75 c day • 
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The frequency analysis was effected using the least-squares 

Fourier method (Barning 1963), which is considered by Lomb (1976) to 

be a natural generalization of the Fourier-transform method for data 

whose spacing is not constant. The analysis was carried out using a 

computer code developed by one of us (IS) on a VAX computer at the 

University of St Andrews. The reduction scheme proceeds by 

identifying the most significant feature in the power spectrum and 

estimating its frequency by fitting a Gaussian profile to its core. A 

sine wave corresponding to this spe<;ltral component is then regressed 

on the data and filtered from it. The resultant pre-whitened data are 

investigated in a similar manner for secondary periodic content and, 

if this is present, both sinusoidal terms are regressed simultaneously 

on the data. This process of multiple-frequency pre-\'lhitening is 

repeated until. the data are deemed to contain no further periodic 

content, a condition which is diagnosed by the application of three 

checks in each pre-whitening cycle. A Durbin-Hatson test for' serial 

correlation (Durbin & Watson 1950,1951) is applied to the pre-whitened 

data, and the coeffioient of mul Uple determination, R2, \~hich 

quantifies the proportion of the variance in the differential light 

curve explained by the current model; computed for each regression. 

Since the inclusion of further periodic terms invariably causes R2 to 

increase, the significance of the increase in R2 brought about by the 

inclusion of each nevi periodic component is tested against the F 

distribution (see, e.g. Bevington '1969). The frequency analysis is 

stopped when the feasibility of further periodic content is vitiated 

by either of these statistical tcsts at their 0.01 levels of 

significanoc, or Hhen the peal{s in the pOHer spectrum fail to exceed 

2.5 times the adopted pOHero-spectrum noise level. In the present 
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application the adopted noise level in the pOHer spectrum Has defined 

by the highest peak in the pO\olel~ spectrum of the diffel~ential 

comparison-stap data, whose standard deviation of 0.008 mag is taken 

to represent the observational error inherent in the data. 

In this type of analysis it is often difficult to select 

unambiguously a peak from the power spectrum, even fop populous, 

well-distributed data samples. For example, it may prove difficult to 

distinguish between a true peak and those s:Ldelobes which occUP by 

interference Hi th the sidelobes in the spectral \·lindo\.,r (the transform 

of the data windoYl). In such cases, it is prude nt to defer final 

selection of the optimum peak until a later stage in the ana.lysis, 

that is, to adopt each peale in turn so that a number of models are 

derived. These 'competing' models can then be compared statistically, 

for example In tel~s of their' goodness-of-fit, and the optimum ruodel 

selected. 

Expepiments on the truncation and subdivision of the differential 

y~filter' data fop BD-901~395 indioated that the amount of data and its 

distribution in time are not adequate for a unique determination of 

the frequency speotrum, so that the derivation of the periodic content 

of the light ourve must be regarded as prav isional. In particular, 

aftep the second pre-\'lhitening stage there is oonsidepc:.ble ambiguity 

in the seleotion of peaks, even though the existence of' further 

periodic content is supported by each of the above-mentioned ohecks. 

The fl'equency analysis Haa therefore applied to the complete data set. 

and, despite the paucity of observations, to three distinct subsets of 

the data formed by excluding approximately 15 pep cent of the data 

respeotj~ely from th~ beginning, middle and end of the entire data 
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set, in order to derive the parameters of the optimum model for the 

photometric variations. 

The pOHer spectrum of each data set 8ho,"IS a dominant peak at 

-1 
'" 0.090 c day , 

by this primary 

and the po\<ler spectrum of each data se t pre-whitened 

-1 component shows a secondary peak at NO .284 c day • 

Since these two periodic compcnents are present consistently 

throughout the entire data set they are a.ssurned to have been 

determined unequivocally. Due to the ambiguities concerning selection 

of the tertiary and subsequent frequencies, a total of six competing 

solutions were derived, each containing seven periodic terms. This 

serves to underline the difficulties surrounding the determination of 

an adequate solution fr-om such sparse data. 

Three criteria Here applied in the selection of the optimum model 

from these six solutions. These were (i) the goodness-of-fit of each 

model on the relevant data set, (ii) the affj.nity between the pm-lel' 

spectrum of a model evaluated at the times of observation and that of 

the relevant data set, defined numerically by their nns difference in 

the frequenoy range 0 to 1 c day-1, and (iii) for those models derived 

fpom the three data subsets, the success of each in 'prec!icting' the 

discarded da ta, defined by the rrns difference between the model and 

these data. The performance of each model was then assessed by 

allooating a scor-e of 1,2,3 ••• for aohieving fi!'st, second, third ••• 

rank j.n a given test, and the modol \<lith tho lowest total score 

adjudged to be the optimum model. 
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The parameters of ·the optimum modal, computed from a regr-essicn 

on the complete data sample, are st.m1marized in Ts.ble 2. This solution 

is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the pOH.er spectrum of the data (solid 

line) and of the solution (broken line) are compared in Fig. 3. The 

coefficient of multiple determ'ina tion for this regression is 0.902 a.nd 

the standard deviation of the residuals is 0.011 mag. The 

uncertainties quoted for the amplitudes and phases in Table 2 are 

standard errors. Because of the inoonclusive nature of the fr€Q.uency 

analysis, the unoertainty that HC associate Hith each of the 

frequencies in Table 2 is the frequency resolution of the complete 

data set, defined by 1.5/T, Hhere T is the timespan of the data windo\'l 

(Loumos & Deeming 1978), 
-1 

and is equal to 0.029 c day • Although the 

theoretical curve mimics the general featw8s of the light curve 

moderately well, in some places the agreement Hith the observations is 

unsatisfactOl"y, emphasizing the inconclusive nature of the solution. 

It is seen that the ratio of amplitude to standard erpor exceeds 

3.7 for all terms in the adopted solution, and this implies a high 

level of signifioance for each amplitude. This ca n be te f3tecl 

rigorously follovd.ng the procedure def3Cl"ibed by Lucy (1976), in Vlhich 

the null hypothesis that an amplitude is zero is investigated by 

t.esting s ag3.inst the F distd.bution, Hhether the excluslon of th2.t 

term from the solut10n significantly incres.ses the sum of squar'(~s of 

the model residuala. The greatest probability that an observed 

incl'easG eould ooem" by chanoe vas found to be -4 1.7 x 10 for 

exolusion of the highef:t fr'equenoy component, and this olem'ly 

confinus the high signif:i.oanc.3 of 811 tho amplitudeso \18 emphasize, 

hOHev 81" , that this qoes not imply signifieance in any labsolutc l 
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sense, but only that this particular solution is significantly 

improved by the inclusion of each of its tenlls. 

A final check was applied to test the method of solution. 

Synthetic data oorresponding to the adopted solution were generated on 

the same data windoH as the observations, and Gaussian noise, with 

standard deviation equal to 0.008 mag, added. These synthetio data 

were then analysed using the prooedures applied to the l'eal data. The 

resul t of this experiment was encouraging, oonf irming that 1 t is 

possible to recover thc fl'EXJ.uency str:ucture from such sparse 

observations. Nevertheless, this does not constitute a confir'mation 

of the a,dopted solution, Hh1ch should be regarded as being in the 

nature of a '\-lorking model' only, and not 8.S the definitive frequency 

description of the photometric variabE i ty • More extensive 

observations are needed to verify the desoription of the fpequency 

str'ucture of the light curve. 

3 ,Spectrosoopy 

Spectroscopic observations of BD-90 4395 were made with the 3.9m 

Anglo-Austr>alian Telescope using the Image Photon Counting System on 

the Royal Greem.;ioh Obser-vatOl'Y spectrograph in 1979 J:i'ebruar-y and 

July! 1980 Hay, 1982 July (3 nights) and 1984 April (4 nights). 

Speotr-a were obtained using the 25 em'camera with reciprooal linear 

o -1 0 -1 ( dispersions of 8 i\' mm (1979 Febnmry) and 16 Jl. mm 1979 July and 

1980) in the wavelength region 4150 i to 4600~, and with the 82 om 

o --1 
o~mera at 10 Ii mm in the rogioll 3900 ~ to 4150 ~ (1982 and 'j 984) . 
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Both regions contain strong neutral-helium lines and a number of lines 

of' intermedj,a te st.rength of CII, OIl, NIl, SiII, SiIII, SiIV and 

SIlL A normalized, rectified spectrum of a tungsten lamp \\las used to 

correct the speotrum scans fop small-scale sensitivity variations, the 

baokground was subtracted and individual scans were combined into a 

one-dimensional spectrum. The wavelength oalibration was derived from 

a compapison spectrum of a coppel'-Brgon hollm-l-ca thode lamp, recor'ded 

before s betlVeen and after pairs of stellar exposures. Data obtained 

in 1979 and 1980 Hope reduced using the SDRSYS package on AAO 

Interdata 70 computers, and the reduction of data obtained in 1982 and 

1984, and all of the radial-velocity analysis, were cal'ried out using 

the STARLINK package SPICA on VAX computers of STARLINK and the 

Univepsity of st. Andrews. 

The projected equatorial rotational velocity, vesin i, of 

BD-901~395 is small. The half-Hidths of well-formed, 

intrinsioally-narrow lines in the spectrum are comparable to the 

half-Hidths of similar lines in the compar'iBon spectrum, and this 

enables us to deduce an upper limit to v sin i of N30 km s-1. 
e 

Radial-velocity shifts Vlere determined by cl'oss-correlation 

against templates formed from the sum of each set of spectra. The 

method, desoribed in detail by Kilkenny, Hill & Penfold (1981), was 

modified by replacing the strong neutral··heliunl lines and the 

intepstellar CHII lines vlith an interpolated continuum befor'e 

cross-correlating the spectra, in order to avoid aliases frem the 

inter-stellap oomponent and the line Hings. The velooi ties of the 

templates were determined from 21 (1979 & 1980), 7(1982) and 8 (1984) 

unblended Ij.nes using stand:l:cd vlavclongths fl'cll1 U18 Revised Hul tipl.et 
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Table (Moore 1945) and the Selected Tables of Atomic Spectra (Hoore 

1965, 1970~ 1972, 1975) .. The resultlng heliocentrio raditAl velocities 

are listed in Table 3, and the 1980, 1982 and 1984 data illustrated in 

Fig. 4 • Standard errors derived f.rom the uncertaint.y in the 

l'lavelength calibration and from the cross-correlation function 

indicate the internal errors for eaoh set of velocities. The rms 

errors in the template velocities are given separately. 

These data enable us to test for- radial~veloci ty variat.ions in 

BD-90!1395 on the time-scales of hour~ and days. This j.s accomplished 

by testing the ratio, s/o, of the standal'd deviation, s, of 3. set of 

observations to the standard deviatio~1 ~, expected under the null 

hypothesis of no variability (see, e.g. Trumplel' & Heaver 1953; 

Andersen & Nordstrom 1983). For H observations, the quantity 

~ 

(n-1) (s/<.r) fo1J.OH8 a distribution with (n-1) degrees of freedom, 

and therefore the critical value of s/rs- at a given level of 

significance can be computed. Forty-three radial-veloel ty 

observations of the constant-velocity extreme helium star BD+ 10°2179 

( Hill, 

1,'7 km 

Lynas-Gray & Kilkenny 1984) have a standard deviation of 

-1 s Since these data \-lere acqvired and redvoed under f.Jimilar 

circumstances to the data presented here, -1 \Ve adopt ()"::; 1.7 km s as 

representing the expeoted standard deviation of OUP obs8f'vatioL1s. The 

observed standard deviations of the 1980 f 1982 and 1984 data sets are 

-1 -1 -1 2.1 km s , 4.8 km sand 11.0 km s respectively, which resul t j.n 

corresponding values for the test statistic of 1.24, 2.82 and 2.35. 

These values lead us to conclude that the 1980 data do not support 

va).'iability on the tillio-·scale of hours even at the 10 per cent level 

of slgnificano8 1 \'lhor-eas the 1982 and 1981\ data do support val'iability 

OD the time-scale of days at the 0.1 per cent level of significance. 
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Al though the distribution of the radial-veloci ty data sets is un sui ted 

to testing for periodicities, it would seem peasonable to assoc;j.ate 

these small-Cll.1plitude variations \'Tith the photometr'ic variability 

,discussed in the previous section. 

The appearance of our spectra confirms the peculiarities noted by 

Kaufmann f.: Sch.onberner (1977) I namely that ell 4267 ~ and HeI 3889 ~ 

are filled in by superimposed emission, and that erI 4267 R is 

variable. In normal B stars this line is one of the strongest of the 

singly-ionized carhon lines, but it is hardly visible in our spectra, 

except in one Hhere it exhibits a definite P OJgni profile (Fig. 5) in 

which the abSol'ption core is blue-shifted by 27±5 km s-1 and the edge 

velooi ty is rv100 km 
-1 s Since the other Clr lines in the observed 

spectral region are normal, the mechanism for exci tine; en 4267 ~ 

Hould appear to be selective. 

The 3d 2D - 41' 2FO 4267 ~ tran~:l. tion in CIl may be campa red HUh 

the 2p 1pO _ 2p2 'D transitions in NIV (1718 R) and OV (1371 R). Each 

of these lines involves a transi ti.on from tho upper level of a 

resonance line, and tho latter are both frequently observed as P Cygni 

profiles in sufficiently dense stellar winds. Olson ( 1981) has 

computed theoretical P Cygni line profiles for transi tions from 

exei ted levels, ""hioh he pa1'2Jueterised by a veloei ty-lavr index ~, and 

an optical-depth stl"ength parameter T. The quantity T is related to 

the mass-loss rat.e by a number of atomic constants relating to the 

subordinate and resonance lines in question, c'.nd by a number of 

stellar' papameters, inoluding the monochromatic flux at the Havelength 

of the resonanoe line, the terminal vel.oci ty of the wind, the stellar 

radius and thE! fl'aOU.ono.l abundanoo of tbe ion in the \.Jind. The 
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parameter T for the ell 11267 ~ line may be related to the mass-loss 

rate in BD-9
0

4395 by 

. -6 
M::1.1x10 T ( -1 Me yr ) 

where the stellar radius and composition given by Kaufmann & 

Schonberner (19'77), and the terminal velocity given by Hamann et al. 

(1982) have been adopted, and where the monochromatic stellar flux at 

the Havelength of the ell 687 ~ resonanoe line has been derived from a 

model atmosphere computed by the SAH1.4 pr'ograJn (Wright 1975), using 

the surface gravity given by Kaufmann & Sch·onberner' and the effective 

temper'ature given by Drilling et al. (1984). A comparison of the 

theoretical profiles \-lith the observed P Cygni prof He of ell 4267 ~ 

in the 1979 February spectrum failed to yield unambiguous values for 

the veloci ty-laH index f and the optical-depth str'ength parameter T. 

However H is notable that the best match betvleen the theoretical and 

obsel~ved profiles is likely to occur Hith f >1, in genel'al agl'eement 

Hith the empirical velocity laH determined by Hamann et a1. (1982) , 

and Hith T(O.1, for which theoretical profiles were not published. 

Adopting T:O.1 He may estimate an upper limit for the instantaneous 

-7 -1 mass-loss rate to be ,.., 1x1 0 Me yr We therefore suggest that the 

instantaneous mass-loss rate in BD-9 0 4395 at the time this particular 

spectrum vms tako n may exceed the value obtaine.d by Hamann et ale 

(1982) by as much as an order of magnitude. 

~Ie Pl'opose tllat tllc occa:Jional appearance of a P Cygni p1'ofile in 

elr 11267 ~, and the goner'al variability of this line, indicates 

non-unifol~m mass loss \.Jhich mo.y derive fporn the underlying stellar 

pulsation. Although . l~rge brightness variations are not observed in 
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BD-904395 1 this ·bears a qualitative similarity to the R CrB varia.bles 

Vlhose luminosities are characterised by rapid declines of up to 8 or 9 

magnitudes in V, believed to be due to obscuration by carbon-rich 

material ejected from the star (Feast 1978). The behaviour of 

CII 4267 ~ in BD-901.1395 therefore strengthens the suggestion of 

Kaufmann & Schonberner (1977) that this star is related to the R CrB 

stars. 

VIhile considering line transfer in a dense Vlind to be the 

prinoipal cause of the emission in CII 4267,~, we note that the upper 

level of the 3d 2D - 4f 2FO transition in CII is coupled directly Vlith 

2 ° 22o the upper level of the 2p P - 2p D 1334,5 A resonanoe-doublet 

transition via the 2p2 2D .~ Ilf 2FO 1063 ~ transition, This transit.ion 

differs in Havelength by only 0.06 per cent from the 3p 2pO _ 3p2 2D 

1063 ~ resonance tpansition in srv. The latter line has been observed 

to display strong .p Cygni profiles in high-resolution Copepnicus 

scans of other hot stars (see, e.g. Morton 1983). The coincidenoe in 

\-lUvelength of these tVlO lines leads us to suggest that the uppep level 

of the crr 4267· ~ transition may also be over-populated thpough the 

flyor-escenoe of CII 1 063 ~ with SIV 1 063~. HOHever, the oscilla to!' 

strength for the ell 1 063 ~ line is f:mall (Nussbaumer & Storey 1981), 

and detailed calculations would be necessary to ascertain the relative 

impol'tance of t.his mechanism in contributing to the obser'ved behaviour 

~f CII 4267 ~. 
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4 Disoussion 

The photometric variations of BD-9
0

4395 appear to be multiply 

periodic and the complexity of the light curve confirms that the star 

is not pulsating in a single 'radial mode as seems likely in the cases 

of o BD+13 3224 and RY Sgr. In the follovling discussion rle attempt to 

elucidate the cause of the variablity in BD -9
0

4395. 

-3/ 11 Since P cC g for pulsating. stars whioh obey the per'iod-raean 

density relation, P ~/2= Q, the expeoted time-scale for radial 

pulsation in BD-9
0

4395 can be est:j.mated from the known periods in 

o BD+13 3224 and RY Sgr. Lynas-Gray et ale (1984) gave log g = 3.7 for 

BD+13
0

3224, and Sch·onberner (1975) derived log g = 0.65 for RY Sgr. 

Bearing in mind the caveat imposed by the different hydrogen 

abundances and evolutionary states of these stars t and assuming 

similar masses for all three stars, the two estimates for the 

time-scale of radial pulsation in BD-9
0

4395 are 0.7 and 1.3 days. 

The periods suggested by the frequency analysis considerably 

exoeed both of these estimates, and this, together with the absenoe of 

concomitant colour, and hence temperature, changes, implies that 

radial pulsation is not the cause of the obsepved variability in 

o 
BD-9 4395. The absence of colour variations is in contl'ast to 

BD+130 32211, Hl1ioh displays considepable colour' changes, papticularly 

in (u-b). Furthermore, the radial-velocity val'iations in BD-9
0

4395 

are small in amplitude, and this is also discordant ''lith the observed 

variations in BD+13
0

32214, ",hich cover a range of ",70 km s-1 (Hill et 

a1. 1981) • 
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The pulsat.ion constant Q, \-Thich can be expressed as 

Q p 3/4M-1/4 , = g aay, is eq ual to 0.033 and 0.056 day respect.Jvely for 

BD+13
0

3224 and RY Sgr, assuming a ma.ss of 0.71-1(') for BD+13°3224 

(Lynas-Gl'ay et a1. 1984), and 1.0M@for RY Sgr (Schonbel."ner 1975). 

In the case of BD-90 4395, assuming a mass of a.8ME) as suggested by 

Kaufmann & Schonberner (1977), the Q-values corresponding to the 

proposed frequencies lie in the range 0.1~96 to 0.081 q.ay. Although 

only the luminosi ty-to-mass ratio is reli.ably known, and not the 

luminosity or mass independently, the values of Q depend only weakly 

on the assllilled mass so that, for example, an assumed mass of 101-1(3 

would only halve the values computed for Q. Theoretical Q-values have 

been computed for other classes of hot, luminous pulsating stars, for 

example the ~ Cephei variables (Lesh & Aizenman 19r
( 4), and super'giants 

(Lovy et a1. 1984) • Both these categories of variable stal's are 

characterized by small-amplitude light and radial-velocity varj.ations, 

and indeed, \'lith ~ol =-5.9 mag and Teff=23000
0

K, BD-9
0

4395 lies i.n the 

vicj.ni ty of both groups in the HR diagram. Al thot1gb. the 

luminosity-to-mass ratio and chemical composi tion of BD-9014395 differ 

appreciably from the ~ Cephei and supergiant variables, a comparison 

of their pulsat.ion constants iss none the less, instructive s since 

theoretical Q-values are rather insensitive to changes in stellar 

parametel'S (cL, Cox 1980). Lesh & Aizenman (1974) give Q=O.038 for 

the fundamental radial mode and Q=O.026 fof' the first overtone radial 

mode of pulsation in the ~ Cephei stars. The cOl'l'esponding values for 

the supergiants, according to the computations of Lovy et aI, (1984). 

are similar, the mean values for the B supergiants in theil' models 

being 0.039 and 0.029 1"8spect:Lvely, although the :range is somewhat 

greater than for the ~ Cephei variables. The non-·radial f·-mode for' 
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the f Cephei models has Q::O .032 while the non-radial P1-mode has 

o Q=0.028. The agreement of the observed Q-values for BD+13 322)-\ and 

RY Sgr, both of Hhioh are radial pulsators, lolith these theoretioal 

values for quite different stars is remaPicably good. The oonsiderably 

larger Q-values observed for BD-904395 therefore provide further 

evidence that radial pulsatiorr, and indeed, non-radial f- and p-modes, 

should not be invoked in the interpretation of its observed 

photometric behaviour. 

Non-radial g-modes, on the other hand, have no upper limit to 

their spectr'um of discrete eigenperiods. A comparison with the 

Q-values computed for . non-radial g-modes based on linear, 

non-adiabatic analyses of non-radial oscillations in poly tropes, and 

tabulated in Cox (1980), indicates that the observed variability in 

BD_9° 4395 oan be oonsistently interpreted as being dUG to non-radial 

g-mode osoillations in a partially radiative stal', that is, a star 

with polytropic index n > 1.5 • 

There is one further piece of obs81'vational evidenoe which lends 

support to the 'non-radial' hypothesis. The most striking feature of 

the frequencies derived in Section 2.2 is that, with the exception of 

the term at 0.422 0 day~1, they occur in pairs with a mean separation 

of ",0.041 c day-1. The simplest interpretation of this phenomenon, 

other than it being an artefact of the frequenoy analysis, is that it 

suggests the effect of stellar rotation in splitting the f!'equenoies 

of non-!'adial oscillations by lifting the degeneracy of each mode Hith 

respeot to tho azimuthal spherical hal'monic index, m. This frequency 

splitting, 

radiUS, 

Id, is given by f:,.f ::: (1-C)mv I-I\on Hhere R is the stella!' _ e 

v is its equatorial rotational velooity and C is R constant 
e 
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(Ledoux 1951 ) • Hith C =0.15 the eq ua torial rotational vel oci ty is 

V :: 59.5 R Mlm, and so the upper' limit to v which is compatible with e e 

the observed splitting is ",18 km s-1 This is consistent with the 

upper limit of"t30 km s-1 placed on v sin i fl'om the appearance of the e 

spectrum in Sectibn 3. If this interpL'etation of the fr'eq uency 

structure were confirmed it would provide iprefutable evidenoe that 

the oscillations in BD~904395 ape non-radial. 

Variability has been established in a number of extreme helium 

stars over a wide range of the effective temperature scale defined by 

Drilling et al. (1984) • In addition to BD+13
0

3224 (26500
o

K) and 

BD-904395 (23000oK), photometric variability has been firmly 

established for HD160641 (31900
o
K) and HD168476 (12400o

K) by \'Jalker' & 

Kilkenny (1980), and for BD+104381 (95000
K) by Jeffery & Halaney 

( 1985) • Of these 1 HD1606!11 appears to have a pedod of NO.7 day, 

BD+104381 a period of 11.1'21.3 days and HD168476, in addition to its 

photometric variabHi ty, shows small-amplitude radial-velocity 

variations (Walker & Hill 1985)~ but no periodicities have been 

detected in eithel' its light 01' radial~vclocity variations. On the 

other hand, BD+10
0

2179 (17700
0
K), as noted in Section 1, 8.nd 

HD1244~8 (15500
o

K) (Hill 1969) show·no evidence for vapiability, so 

that variability is clearly not a propsl'ty of the class as a Vlhole. 

In tllis context we note that Saio, Wheeler & Cox (1984) point out that 

the conoept of an 'instabilit¥ str:lp' fop stars with high 

lumlnosity-to-mass ratios has little meaning because the blue edge of 

the instability region tupns sharply blue~~ard;j at a luminosity l1h1eb 

is a function both of stellar mass and oomposition, the oritical 

lUl11inosi t.y increasing with increasing mass but. decreasing with 

inoreasing metal ab~ndance. Tbe dichotcmy betv;c(~n variability' and 
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non-variability amongst the extreme helium stars may, therefore r be a 

consequence of theip different compositions, since Hebep (1983) 

reports that the heavy metals in B])+10
0

2179 are underabundant compared 

to H])168476 (Walkep & SchBnberner 1981) by one dex, the former star 

having a luminosi ty-to-mass ratio which is lower by 0.6 dex. A lapger 

sample of abundance determinations and. further variability studi(~s, 

both observa tional and theoretical, are needed to test this 

hypothesis. 

5 Conclusions 

We have established that the extreme helium sta!' BD-90LU95 is 

variable in both light output and radial velocity. A fr'eq uenc.'y 

analysis, 

variations 

although' not conclusive, indicates that the photornetp:l.c 

are multiply pepiodic s and the time-scales of Lhe 

variations, together \'i'ith an absence of detectable ternpel'ature ohanges 

accompanying the pulsation suggest that the varia.bility arioes from 

non-padial g-rnode oscillations in the star. Although the det.ails of 

the fpequenoy analysis are ul1Qertain, this general conclusion is valid 

because the tHo ppincipal ped.ods, namely 3.5 and 11.2 days, have been 

determined unambiguously. 

One objective of Ou!' continuing studies of variability in hGlium 

stal's is to explore their 8vol utionary links with the R erB stat's by 

findi.ng distanoe-independent masses~ 

considered premature for these data, 

attempted here. 

Such an exel'cise mU8t be 

however', and bas not been 
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A considerably greater body of observational material is 

necessary to confirm the frequency structure of the photometric 

. variati·ons in BD-9
0

4395, and to assist in the identification of its 

modes of pulsation. Furthep sea.rches for ev ide nee of radial and 

non-radial pl)ls:-t t:i.on in other extreme helium star's are impor'tant in 

0rder to define the extent of pulsational instability in the group. 

Theoretical models, which should explain the existence of extreme 

helium stars \'1i th similar effective temperatures exhibiting radial) 

non-radial or no oscillations, and which establish the nature of t.he 

operative ins'c.<l;bility mechanism, are also required. 
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Table 1. Differential magnitudes from SAAO uvby photometry. 

Variable (Vr) BD _9° ~395 Comparison (C) BD -~ ~385 Check (Ck) BD -9°4389 

HJD C Vr - C Ck - C 
-2~~5800 V b-y v-b u-b V b-y v-b u-b V b-y v-b u-b 

39.498 8.130 0.089 0.150 0.899 2.398 0.066 -0.022 -0.743 0.886 0.225 0.292 0.710 
39.535 8.129 0.086 0.153 0.895 2.393 0.068 -0.034 -0.731 0.879 0.232 0.285 0.693 
41.361 8.139 0.080 0.159 0.902 2.384 0.060 -0.039 -0.733 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
41.443 8.146 0.078 0.152 0.901 2.392 0.058 -0.049 -0.752 0.875 0.227 0.292 0.715 
41.577 8.122 0.085 0.148 0.904 2.404 0.052 -0.034 -0.745 0.875 0.223 0.291 0.711 
42.309 8.112 0.066 0.167 0.913 2.425 0.058 -0.043 -0.735 0.885 0.230 0.286 0.707 
44.451 8.101 0.065 0.159 0.903 2.413 0.059 -0.041 -0.747 0.872 0.219 0.288 0.710 
44.507 8.120 0.070 0.168 0.914 2.427 0.054 -0.044 -0.735 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
44.536 8.119 0.065 0.166 0.915 _ 2.425 0.059 -0.041 -0.735 0.876 0.228 0.288 0.710 
44.562 8.127 0.071 0.165 0.915 2.422 0.066 -0.047 -0.741 0.867 0.224 0.290 0.713 
46.329 8.124 0.066 0.170 0.921 2.358 0.072 -0.044 -0.748 0.880 0.235 0.286 0.711 
46.406 8.107 0.061 0.160 0.901 2.374 0.061 -0.038 -0.741 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
46.462 8.100 0.062 0.153 0.885 2.392 0.051 -0.025 -0.736 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
48.305 8.111 0.066 0.160 0.905 2.366 0.063 -0.022 -0.731 0.877 0.224 0.298 0.724 
48.370 8.119 0.067 0.159 0.918 2.358 0.055 -0.029 -0.692 0.874 0.223 0.291 0.712 
~8.450 8.126 0.065 0.163 0.910 2.352 0.064 -0.038 -0.742 0.883 0.224 0.292 0.708 
48.517 8.124 0.067 0.158 0.904 2.356 0.060 -0.0~4 -0.745 0.885 0.217 0.295 0.718 
49.298 8.105 0.073 0.165 0.915 2.355 0.069 -0.052 -0.749 0.890 0.231 0.280 0.701 
49.328 8.114 0.069 0.16~ 0.913 2.369 0.059 -0.051 -0.745 0.888 0.223 0.291 0.717 
49.437 8.120 0.070 0.162 0.909 2.383 0.059 -0.046 -0.747 0.886 0.226 0.281 0.706 
49.476 8.116 0.074 0.158 0.909 2.389 0.055 -0.037 -0.740 0.881 0.226 0.290 0.709 
49.519 8.114 0.072 0.163 0.908 2.384 0.072 -0.046 -0.748 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
49.554 8.111 0.077 0.161 0.904 2.387 0.070 -0.040 -0.741 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
57.378 8.122 0.068 0.160 0.910 2.370 0.062 -0.051 -0.763 0.887 0.225 0.297 0.726 
57.426 8.121 0.067 0.164 0.916 2.365 0.060 -0.047 -0.760 0.889 0.220 0.288 0.710 
57.522 8.123 0.068 0.162 0.911 2.361 0.061 -0.050 -0.753 0.883 0.224 0.292 0.718 
58.292 8.112 0.068 0.162 0.921 2.359 0.059 -0.046 -0.755 0.891 0.225 0.293 0.721 
58.373 8.116 0.070 0.162 0.915 2.345 0.069 -0.046 -0.750 0.884 0.225 0.299 0.710 
58.525 B.118 0.067 0.160 0.916 2.337 0.070 -0.047 -0.757 0.880 0.233 0.284 0.703 
59.304 8.106 0.065 0.164 0.911 2.303 0.066 -0.045 -0.753 0.888 0.228 0.286 0.716 
59.384 8.112 0.069 0.162 0.909 2.302 0.061 -0.039 -0.749 0.887 0.227 0.288 0.712 
59.482 8.117 0.070 0.161 0.907 2.292 0.059 -0.034 -0.747 0.888 0.224 0.301 0.717 
59.515 8.119 0.072 0.164 0.914 2.302 0.059 -0.046 -0.757 0.886 0.226 0.279 0.710 
60.301 8.119 0.070 0.166 0.925 2.395 0.057 -0.049 -0.748 0.891 0.222 0.293 0.725 
60.381 8.120 0.069 0.163 0.912 2.398 0.054 -0.036 -0.728 0.881 0.227 0.299 0.707 
60.472 8.123 0.073 0.163 0.907 2.415 0.048 -0.043 -0.731 0.884 0.229 0.294 0.721 
60.499 8.126 0.069 0.162 0.910 2.403 0.059 -0.039 -0.735 0.884 0.223 0.297 0.706 
61.268 8.130 0.073 0.172 0.932 2.437 0.055 -0.030 -0.723 0.897 0.231 0.301 0.734 
61.360 8.135 0.075 0.162 0.915 2.433 0.060 -0.027 -0.720 0.878 0.226 0.297 0.729 
61.486 8.131 0.068 0.168 0.916 2.438 0.057 -0.046 -0.729 0.879 0.233 0.289 0.718 
62.280 8.117 0.077 0.159 0.927 2.426 0.041 -0.045 -0.751 0.888 0.223 0.305 0.734 
62.305 8.113 0.078 0.161 0.925 2.394 0.062 -0.048 -0.756 0.873 0.221 0.300 0.714 
62.351 8.111 0.072 0.167 0.918 2.410 0.052 -0.051 -0.761 0.894 0.219 0.287 0.735 
62.425 8.106 0.071 0.168 0.912 2.370 0.066 -0.053 -0.746 0.873 0.221 0.292 0.713 
62.485 8.119 0.068 0.163 0.912 2.363 0.066 -0.044 -0.739 0.862 0.226 0.286 0.723 
63.265 8.104 0.078 0.162 0.918 2.405 o .076 -0.026 -0.726 0.893 0.216 0.319 0.729 
65.268 8.113 0.065 0.162 0.910 2.366 0.067 -0.031 -0.709 0.879 0.234 0.285 0.709 
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Table 1 (cont.) Differential magnitudes from SAAO uvby photometry. 

HJD C Vr - C Ck - C 
-2445800 V b-y v-b u-b V b-y v-b u-b V b-y v-b u-b 

65.303 8.121 0.063 0.161 0.910 2.393 0.060 -0.038 -0.736 0.877 0.227 0.302 0.714 
65.332 8.123 0.065 0.166 0.908 2.386 0.063 -0.045 -0.720 0.895 0.237 0.274 0.714 
65.361 8.132 0.064 0.165 0.910 2.384 0.074 -0.030 -0.721 0.900 0.217 0.316 0.721 
66.259 8.124 0.069 0.169 0.923 2.382 0.054 -0.063 -0.750 0.901 0.221 0.286 0.681 
66.298 8.121 0.070 0.165 0.918 2.367 0.068 -0.036 -0.754 0.888 0.222 0.295 0.704 
66.354 8.125 0.065 0.169 0.911 2.373 0.061 -0.051 "-0.754 0.884 0.228 0:287 0.710 
66.390 8.124 0.064 0.170 0.913 2.376 0.055 -0.040 -0.756 0.879 0.230 0.294 0.704 
66.414 8.122 0.071 0.161 0.906 2.379 0.051 -0.055 -0.749 0.893 0.214 0.295 0.714 
66.441 8.122 0.073 0.162 0.906 2.369 0.057 -0.037 -0.747 0.881 0.223 0.290 0.716 
66.490 8.124 0.066 0.162 0.911 2.356 0.052 -0.028 -0.733 0.873 0.220 0.298 0.725 
66.510 8.122 0.065 0.169 0.913 2.367 0.075 -0.059 -0.748 0.883 0.223 0.279 0.707 
73.251 8.122 0.074 0.164 0.922 2.405 0.063 -0.038 -0.740 0.879 0.217 0.295 0.716 
73.366 8.123 0.070 0.164 0.906 2.387 0.066 -0.041 -0.737 0.875 0.225 0.292 0.726 
73.500 8.128 0.067 0.163 0.911 2.381 0.051 -0.033 -0.737 0.872 0.234 0.282 0.702 
74.233 8.120 0.081 0.168 0.923 2.354 0.056 -0.051 -0.750 0.882 0.217 0.299 0.723 
74.351 8.120 0.071 0.166 0.907 2.361 0.058 -0.043 -0.745 0.883 0.227 0.290 0.720 
74.491 8.121 0.069 0.163 0.905 2.371 0.068 -0.044 -0.746 0.882 0.229 0.298 0.722 
75.226 8.112 0.068 0.171 0.928 2.475 0.059 -0.048 -0.742 0.885 0.229 0.285 0.706 
75.334 8.114 0.066 0.166 0.918 2.475 0.059 -0.043 -0.733 0.882 0.229 0.291 0.707 
76.234 8.104 0.070 0.178 0.931 2.417 0.069 -0.050 -0.755 0.883 0.228 0.280 0.706 
76.285 8.107 0.069 0.165 0.915 2.414 0.057 -0.037 -0.740 0.878 0.235 0.293 0.698 
76.334 8.103 0.068 0.166 0.913 2.418 0.054 -0.039 -0.741 0.883 0.224 0.292 0.718 
76.386 8.106 0.070 0.167 0.906 2.407 0.066 -0.047 -0.754 0.880 0.227 0.287 0.712 
76.477 8.122 0.067 0.164 0.911 2.399 0.071 -0.042 -0.746 0.870 0.224 0.292 0.718 
77 .224 8.106 0.069 0.163 0.926 2.373 0.061 -0.025 -0.739 0.877 0.225 0.299 0.713 
77 .271 8.110 0.071 0.170 0.917 2.382 0.056 -0.049 -0.744 0.889 0.216 0.293 0.714 
77.483 8.129 0.071 0.166 0.914 2.386 0.065 -0.046 -0.742 0.884 0.225 0.282 0.718 
78.230 8.129 0.068 0.173 0.935 2.442 0.068 -0.041 -0.750 0.874 0.237 0.283 0.707 
78.485 8.130 0.069 0.170 0.918 2.407 0.062 -0.050 -0.742 0.882 0.228 0.287 0.711 
79.224 8.131 0.069 0.168 0.930 2.381 0.074 -0.039 -0.743 0.890 0.224 0.294 0.709 
79.274 8.119 0.069 0.161 0.913 2.376 0.071 -0.041 -0.737 0.885 0.228 0.294 0.721 
79.293 8.116 0.063 0.159 0.912 2.387 0.062 -0.040 -0.748 0.889 0.232 0.298 0.704 
79.323 8.127 0.064 0.161 0.914 2.376 0.064 -0.035 -0.747 0.885 0.236 0.296 0.716 
79.341 8.141 0.069 0.166 0.917 2.376 0.070 -0.038 -0.740 0.894 0.229 0.290 0.716 
79.3871 8.123 0.061 0.162 0.898 2.365 0.072 -0.047 -0.745 0.888 0.229 0.283 0.710 
79.406 8.147 0.065 0.173 0.915 2.367 0.080 -0.047 -0.738 0.892 0.239 0.281 0.722 
79.430 8.158 0.075 0.169 0.922 2.368 0.058 -0.037 -0.741 0.884 0.219 0.297 0.721 
79.448 8.156 0.075 0.171 0.917 2.365 0.048 -0.047 -0.749 0.864 0.224 0.291 0.723 
79.472 8.157 0.078 0.153 0.916 2.380 0.048 -0.032 -0.749 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
84.293 8.120 0.070 0.165 0.913 2.382 0.058 -0.050 -0.754 0.878 0.227 0.291 0.715 
84.401 8.116 0.072 0.162 0.905 2.378 0.051 -0.034 -0.739 0.889 0.208 0.309 0.717 
85.421 8.125 0.071 0.161 0.918 2.433 0.065 -0.037 -0.728 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
86.421 8.132 0.070 0.162 0.916 2.427 0.065 -0.045 -0.742 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
87.431 8.124 0.173 0.163 0.914 2.372 0.058 -0.043 -0.741 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
89.424 8.123 0.069 0.163 0.915 2.424 0.060 -0.043 -0.739 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
91.359 8.113 0.074 0.161 0.913 2.366 0.067 -0.047 -0.758 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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Table 2. The adopted freq uericy sol ution for the differentia.l 
V light curve. The terms at ..... 0.28 and,.,0.09 c/day are unambiguous, but 
the remaining five terms are provisional. The uncertainties quoted 
for the amplitudes and phases are standard errors, and the error 
associated wj.th the frequencies is equal to the frequency resolution, 
0.029 a/day. Phases are computed from the epoch t :: 2445800.0. For 
each frequency, the corresponding period and va£ue of the pulsation 
constant, Q, are given in days. 

-1 Frequency (c day ) Amplitude (mag) Phase (rad) Period (day) 

0.28445 0.033! 0.002 5.254:t0.059 3.516 

0.08917 0.028~ 0.002 3.482 ~0.O79 11.215 

0.42222 0.023 ~ 0.002 2 .53 5 ~ 0 .084 2.368 

0.13772 0.019 ~ 0.002 4 .056 :I: 0.1 07 7.261 

0.31530 0.016 iO.002 1.447~0.132 3.172 

0.50462 0.011 ± 0.003 5 .630 ~ 0.227 1.982 

0.54870 0.010:1: 0.002 0.163 ='0.201 1.822 

Q (day) 

0.156 

0.496 

0.105 

0.321 

0.140 

0.088 

0.081 
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Table 3. Radial velocities of BD -90~395. 

A ALJ...91.UJILY~ 2: HJD R. V. (kmfs) e (km/s) 

2441106'{ .009 -69.10 1.47 
2441106'{ .147 -63.95 1.56 

.~AT 1980 J'iay 25.: HJD R. V. (km/ s) e (km/s) 

24114384.957 -,69.15 1.93 
24114384.961 -75.03 1.24 
241!1B 811. 96 4 -69.69 0.98 
2441138 1L 96 8 -69.52 1.42 
24411381+.971 -70.02 1.52 
24 1t11384.974 ~71.60 1 .119 
241.14384.979 -68.68 2. 110 
2444384.985 -70.30 1.11 
2444385.075 -67.72 1.35 
21PPB 85.0'79 -66.84 1.48 
2114~385.082 -68.71 1.67 

Error in template velocity is 1.~3 km/s 

A/l.T 1982 JtUy: HJD R. V. (km/ s) e (kra/ s) 

21145152.945 -72.70 0.87 . 
2445152.951 -72.05 0.87 
24115153.102 -64.05 1.12 
2445153.107 -64.21 0.87 
24115153.915 -67.24 1.02 
2445153.920 -67.75 0.99 
21145154.8118 -64.2 11 0.84 
2114515)L'857 -64.79 0.80 
2411515 11.926 -64.35 o .'{5 
2 4 1151 5 II • 93 4 -63.86 0.49 
24)~5155.172 -55.99 1.30 
2445155.182 -58.52 1 .51 

Errol:' in template velocity is 3.07 km/s 

AA'l'-1984J12.ril: H.TD R. V. (km/ s) e (kra/s) 

2445806.065 -71.65 1.23 
2445806.071.1 -71. 77 1. 31 
2445806.258 -72.07 1.73 
21PI5806.267 -68.78 1.61 
2445Bor( .072 -70.48 2.39 
2445807.080 -70.48 1.91 
24115808.039 -78.8'1 1. 41 
21145808.0 Lie -80.01 1.58 
21145808.281 -76.81 1.63 
21116808.289 -80.64 1. 91 
211115811. '112 -'75.08 0.95 
21~45811.126 -73.20 0.81 
24458'j 1.297 -77.23 1.119 

ErrOl~ in tcmpla te vel ooi ty is 1.93 10a/ s 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 

The differential photometric observations. The data illustrated are 

the differential V light curves and differential (b-y) colour curves 

of the comparison stars (Ck-C) and BD-904395. The zero point for each 

curve is arbitrary. 

Figure 2 

The differential V light curve of BD-904395 and the light curve 

predicted by the frequency solution given in Table 2 (solid line). 

The broken line refers to the solution based solely on the th'O 

unambiguous 
-1 

components at 0.09 and 0.28 c day • The size of each 

data point is 0.008 mag. 

Figure 3 

The power spectrum of the differential V light curve of BD-904395 

(solid curve) and of' the adopted solution (bl'oken curve). The 

ordinate is amplitude in magnitudes and the abscissa is frequency in 

-1 c day • 

Figure 4 

Radial velocities of ~D-904395 in 1980, 1982 and 1984. The size of 

each do. to. point is the standard error in the velocity' moasure[]]ent. 

The 1982 and '19811 data a1'(; shown combincJu in pair's. 
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Figure 5 

The rectified spectrum of BD-90 4395 in the region of ell 4267~. The 

1979 spectrum Has obtained at a reciprocal dispersion of 8 ~ mm- 1 and 

reduced as descr'ibed by Lynas-Gray et al. (1981) , "lith the 

instrumental profile removed using Fourier techniques. The 1980 

spectrum Has obtained at a reciprooal dispersion of 16 ~ mm- 1 and has 

been normalised to the same continuum of 1000 and offset by 400. 
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Non-radial Pulsations in the Extreme Helium Star HD 160641+ 

A.E. Lynas- Gray1, D.KilkenQY2, Ian Skillen3 ,4 & C.S. Jeffery4 

(1) Department of Physics and Astronmy, University College London, 
England. 

(2) South African Astronomical Observatory, Cape Town, South Africa. 
(3) Armagh Observatory, Armagh, N. Ireland. 
(4) University Observatory, St. Andrews, Scotland. 

+ Based on observations made at the South African Astronomical 
Observatory, and on observations by the International Ultraviolet 
Explorer collected at the Villafranca Satellite Tracking Station of 
the European Space Agency. 

Dec lara tion 

The author's main contribution to this paper is the Fourier analysis 
described in Section 5. The remainder of the paper was written by 
Dr A.E. Lynas-Gray, and· is included in this thesis to put the Fourier 
analysis in its proper context. 
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Summary. Simultaneous radial velocity and photometric observations 

are reported for the variable, extreme helium star HD 160641. 

Non-radial pulsations in the fundamental 1 = 4 mode are found, 

enabling a Wesselink radius determination of R=8!2R0 · A derived 

luminosity of log L/L~ = 4.8+ 0.2 is consistent with Scnonberner's 

evol utionary model for a 1 Me extreme helium star. 

1. Introduction 

Among the blue extreme helium stars studied by Drilling et 

ale (1984) and considered to have photospheric abundances (by number) 

of N(He) = 0.99 and N(C) = 0.01, HD 160641 (Landolt 1975, Walker & 

Kilkenny 1980) and BD+01 0 4381 (Jeffery & Malaney 1985) have been 

reported variable and approximately periodic, and Jeffery et al. 

(1985) have detected non-radial g-mode oscillations in BD-90 4395. 

While the atmosphere of BD+01 0 4381 remains to be analysed, the only 

quantitative analysis of HD 160641 is by Aller (1954) who derives an 

effective 

Drilling 

o temperature (Teff) of 31500 K; 

et ale (1984). Hamann et 

this has been confirmed by 

ale (1982) find the 

SiIV 1393, 1402 ~ and CIV 1548, 1550 ~ resonance doubl ets to exhibit 

P-Cygni profiles in an International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) 

high-resolution spectrum of lID 160641; their comparison with 

. 
comoving-frame calculations suggests a mass-loss rate (M) of between 

10-7 . 2 and 10-8 . 2Me yr- 1 
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By contrast, BD+13
0

3224 is the only extreme helium star with a 

well established periodicity and predictable times of maximum light 

(Kilkenqr & Lynas-Gray 1982, 1984). BD+13 0 3224 is different from the 

stars surveyed by Drilling et al. (1984); it has a relative hydrogen 

abundance by number of N(H) = 0.01 (Hill et al. 1981), and a 

luminosity L/Le= 103.03tO.12, (Lynas-Gray et al. 1984) . For the 

stars studied by Drilling et al. (1984) a luminosity of L/LQ = 104 •1 

is suggested by Schonberner's (1977) track for post-asymptotic giant 

branch evolution of double-shell source stars that have lost their 

entire hydrogen envelope. Nonetheless, ever since Hill et al. (1981) 

derived a pulsation mass for BD+13 0 3224, there has been considerable 

interest in identifying a pulsating extreme helium star on 

Schonberner's (1977 ) track and deriving a pulsation mass for 

comparison with the evolution mass. 

HD 160641 appeared to be an obvious candidate for study in this 

respect because Landolt (1975) and Walker & Kilkenny (1980) suggested 

a period in the range d d 0.6-0.7. Simul taneous photometric and 

spectroscopic ground-based observations were made with a view to 

determining a pulsation mass, and low-dispersion ultraviolet spectra 

acquired to monitor 'colour' changes in this spectral range. 

2. Photoelectric Photometry 

Photoelectric observations were made in 1979 June and 1982 June 

wi th a "People's" photometer attached to the Cassegrain focus of the 

0.5-m telescope at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO). 

Pul se-counting techniques were adopted with a S13EMI6256 

photomul tiplier. Stromgren filters were used, the standard stars 
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being selected from the lists of Crawford & Barnes (1970) and GrpnbeCh 

e t al. (1 97 6) • On each night, 20 or more standards were observed, 

wi th one or two over an appreciable range of airmass to check 

extinction coefficients. Standard stars were observed with 10-s 

integrations in each filter using the sequence ybvuuvby (star) 

followed by uvby (sky) . HD 160641 and Landolt's (1975) comparison 

star, BD-17 0 4880, were observed with six 20-s integrations (star) and 

one 20-s integration (sky); 105 counts per observation were thereby 

obtained, corresponding to a theoretical photometric accuracy of 

m o .003. 

Mean extinction coefficients and zero-points for each night 

(obtained from the standard star observations) are used to derive 

differential magnitudes in the sense ~m = m(HD 160641) - m(BD 

o -17 4880). Differential corrections to colours are found to be 

inSignificant when compared to the photometric errors and are 

therefore not applied. Four-colour observations of BD -17 0 4880 

obtained in 1982 are listed in Table I, where the final column gives 

the number of observations in each night; standard deviations in 

milli-magnitudes are quoted in parentheses. In de riving b-fil ter 

(1979 data) and y-filter (1982 data) magnitudes for HD 160641, the 

mean photometric indices for BD-17°4880 given in Table I are used. 

Four-colour Stromgren photometry obtained in 1982 is presented in 

Figure 1. 
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3. Radial Velocity Measurements 

Spectra covering the wavelength range \\3900 - 4400 ~ were 

obtained with the Image Tube Spectrograph (ITS) and Reticon Photon 

Counting System (RPCS), attached to the Cassegrain focus of the SAAO 

1.9-m telescope. A dispersion of 30 ~ mm-1 was used, with an 

integration time of 1000-s. Simul tanei ty with O. 5-m Str'omgren 

photometry was achieved on the nights of 1982 June 9th/10th, 13th/14th 

and 14th/15th. As a check on instrume~al stability, BD-17°4880 was 

also observed at freq uent i tervals. o Because BD-17 4880 and HD 160641 

have very different spectra, the former appearing to be an AOV star 

and the latter having a hot extreme helium star spectrum as described 

by Bidelman (1952), spectra of B-stars (listed in Table II) were 

obtained as a further check on ITS/RPCS stability. 

Star and sky spectra are obtained simultaneously in two windows. 

Each pair of integrations was bracketted by a 50-s exposure of Cu/A 

comparison lamp in both windows. A flat-field correction for each 

night, derived from the mean of tungsten-lamp spectra obtained at the 

beginning and end of the night, are applied to star and sky spectra 

before subtracting the sky background. Arc spectra are used to 

calibrate and linearise the wavelength scale of the bracketted 

spectrum; standard techniques used are indicated by, for example, 

Lynas-Gray et ale (1981). 

Radial velocities are determined with the cross-correlation 

method (CeM) of Tonry & Davis (1979). The application of CCM to 

variable stars has been discussed by Kilkenny et ale (1981), and only 

a brief description is presented here. For each night, templates for 

HD 160641 and BD-17°4880 are formed by adding individual spectra 
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rectifying and apodizing the ends with a cosine bell. 

spectra are also rectified and apodized before 

cross-correlating with the template. A radial velocity relative to 

the template is thereby obtained for each spectrum. Template 

velocities are measured by fitting Gaussians to the line-cores in 

template spectra, the results are summarised in Table III where the 

velocity errors are standard deviations and the final column gives the 

number of lines used. In the case of HD 160641, HeI 4026~, all and 

eIII 4069~, Hell 4100 ~ and NIl 3995~ are excluded because their 

velocities are ~stematically different from the mean in all three 

templates (see also Bidelman 1952). 

Radial velocities for field B stars in Table II are determined 

both by cross-correlation with the BD-17°4880 template for the same 

night (column 2), and from Gaussian fits to individual lines (column 

3, with the number of lines used enclosed in parentheses and the 

standard deviation cited). As these velocities are in reasonable 

agreement with each other and published data, the GGM used with 

ITS/RPCS spectra is considered to give radial velocities with a 

systematic error -1 0 < 10 km s BD-17 4880 has a constant radial 

veloci ty (= -19 + 7(sd) km s-1) within the errors of the template 

velocity (Figure 2); the comparatively large standard deviation is due 

to the paucity of lines available for velocity measurement. HD 160641 

velocity variations seen in Figure 2 are therefore considered to be 

real. 
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4. Ul traviolet Spectrophotometry 

Low-resolution ultraviolet spectra of HD 160641 were obtained 

with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) Satellite on 1979 

July 14th/15th and 1983 May 14th. Exposures in the two cameras were 

alternated so that, for instance, a Short Wavelength Prime (SWP) 

exposure (1150 ~ < ~ < 2000 ~) was obtained while the Long Wavelength 

Redundant (LWR) camera (1900 ~ < ~ < 3300 ~) was being prepared. 

Images of HD 160641 obtained by other workers are also used. Details 

of available images are summarised in Table IV. 

Geometric and photometric corrections to the raw images are 

applied with standard techniques described by Boggess et al. (1978). 

All images are then processed with IUEDR (Giddings 1983) to give 

absolute fluxes as a function of wavelength, camera defects and reseau 

marks being removed in the process. When necessary, corrections for 

errors in the Intensity Transfer Function are applied using the method 

of Cassatella et al. (1980). 

SWP and LWR spectra obtained consecutively, and selected to 

minimise the time difference between them, are merged using the 

STARLINK program DIPSO (Howarth 1984). Resulting ultraviolet spectra 

are dereddened, adopting ~-V = 0.40 (Drilling et al. 1984), using 

Seaton's (1979) formulae. All ultraviolet spectra are then compared, 

the maximum difference is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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5 Frequency Analysis 

Photometric data from the two seasons (1979 and 1982) are 

investigated independently in a power. spectrum analysis with the aim 

of deriving a model of the variations of the form 

M ~ Me + ~ A~ r:.~ (J .. n .. t, LI::--to') -+ 'fi.) 
... =c 

(1) 

where m is the mean magnitude, 
o 

N is the number of periodic 

components, f. are their frequencies in c day-1 , 
~ 

A. are their 
~ 

amplitudes in magnitudes, ~i are their initial phases in radians, and 

t is an arbitrary epoch, taken here to be t =2444036 d.O . o 0 

The power spectra are generated using the algorithms described by 

Deeming (1975) and Scargle (1982), and the frequency search confined 

to -1 the range 0 ~ f ~ 10 c day . Th e de tail ed agreement between the 

algorithms is excellent. The classical power spectrum (Deeming 1975) 

and spectral window for the 1982 observations are illustrated in 

Figures 4a & 4b for the frequency 
-1 range 0-4 c day . The spectral 

window is clean, containing only a significant peak corresponding to 

the 1 -1 c day aliases, which have approximately 66 per cent of the 

height of true peaks in the power spectrum. The spectral window of 

the 1979 observations has a similar shape, with 1 c day-1 aliases 

which have approximately 75 per cent of the height of true peaks. 

The analysis proceeds by identifying the primary periodic 

component in the power spectrum and estimating its frequency by 

fitting a Gaussian profile to the corresponding peak. A sinusoid with 

this frequency is then regressed on the data and subtracted from it. 

The resulting pre-whitened data are analysed similarly for further 

periodic content, and the observations pre-whitened by a simultaneous 

regression of both sinusoids. The process of multiple-frequency 
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pre-whitening is repeated until no further periodic content remains, a 

condition which is tested statistically in each pre-whitening cycle by 

application of three criteria, two in the time domain and one in the 

frequency domain. In the time domain, a Durbin-Watson test (Durbin & 

Watson 1950,1951) for serial correlation in the residuals from the 

regression is applied, and the significance of the increase in the 

coefficient of multiple determination, ~, which quantifies the 

proportion of the variance in the observations explained by the 

current regression, is tested against the F distribution (Bevington 

1969). In the frequency domain the features in the power spectrum are 

compared to the 0.01 'false-alarm' probability (Scargle 1982), and 

only peaks exceeding this critical level are considered further. The 

period search is stopped when at least one of these tests refutes the 

possibility of further periodic content. 

In the 1982 observations the dominant peak occurs atN1.4 c day-1 

(Figure 4a), and on pre-whitening by this term, the highest peak 

occurs at NO.9 c day -1 
, with another peak of height 85 per cent of the 

former at NO.1 c day -1 Al though it is most likely that the 

low-freq uency peak is the c day 
-1 

sidelobe of the high-freq uency 

peak, it is possible that the reverse is true, with the low-frequency 

peak being somewhat suppressed in the power spectrum because of the 

shortness of the data window (T=12.2 days). This hypothesis is tested 

by deriving two models for the photometric variations based on the 

different interpretations of the secondary frequency. The model 

derived with the low-frequency component contains five terms whereas 

the final model based on the high-frequency peak requires only four 

terms and, furthermore, gives a significantly better representation of 

the observa tions. Thus considerations of parsimony and 

-1 goodness-of-fit lead to acceptance of the 0.9 c day component. On 

pre-whitening by the 1.4 and 0.9 -1 c day components, the next 



significant 

that the 

- 1 ° -

-1 peak occurs at ",0.6 c day • It is noted in this respect 

-1 -1 c day alias of a real peak near 0.5 c day would also 

occur at 0.5 c day-1, and this would conspire to artifically enhance 

the importance of this component. Nonetheless, since the peak at NO.6 

c day-1 is 1.5 times higher than any other in this power spectrum, it 

is considered to be real. The observations pre-whitened by the three 

peaks thus identified give the highest peak at ",3.9 -1 c day , with 

another peak of 95 per cent its height at ....... 2.9 c day-1. Al though the 

high-frequency term in this instance is dominant in the power 

spectrum, the model which includes the low-frequency term results in a 

better goodness-of-fit to the observations, and is adopted as the true 

peak. No further periodic content is evident in the 1982 

observations. 

A similar analysis applied to the 1979 observations, for which 

the length of the data window is T=6.2 days, yields similar results, 

the three primary frequencies corresponding closely to those found in 

the 1982 observations. One noticeable difference, however, is that 

the term a t ~ 1 .4 c day-1 is only third in significance after 

components at ",,0.9 -1 -1 c day and ~0.5 c day in that order. The power 

spectrum of the observations pre-whitened by these three terms has its 

highest peak at N2.6 -1 c day and the second-highest peak at N3.6 

-1 c day • Simil ar considerations as applied to the 1982 data lead to 

the 
-1 

adoption of the 2.6 c day term. Again there is no evidence for 

further periodiC terms in these data. 

The four frequencies derived from each season are optimised using 

the technique of mul tiple-frequency fitting (Warman et al. 1979), in 

which each frequency is swept independently in a multiple regression 

of the model on the respective observations. The adjustments made to 

the frequencies derived from the Gaussian fits in the power spectrum 



-1 are all less than 0.006 c day • 

- 11 -

The optimum set of frequencies, amplitudes and phases for the 

1979 and 1982 observations are summarised in Table V and illustrated 

in Figures 5 & 6, where the broken lines refer to the optimised models 

based on the selection of the 3.6 and 3.9 
-1 c day terms. The 

goodness-of-fit of the adopted models are characterised by values for 

the coefficient of multiple determination and standard deviation of 

residuals of 0.980 and Om.008 for the 1979 observations, and 0.882 and 

Om.009 for the 1982 observations. The uncertainties quoted for the 

amplitudes and phases are the standard errors derived in the 

regression analysis. The half-width at half-power of the central lobe 

in the spectral window is 0.06 c day-1 and 0.03 c day-1 respectively 

for the 1979 and 1982 observations. However, bearing in mind the 

possible confusion between some peaks and their sidelobes, and noting 

that the observations are 'gapped', it is considered more appropriate 

to adopt the frequency resolution in the power spectrum, 1.5fT (Loumos 

& Deeming 1978), as representing the uncertainties in the frequencies 

derived from each observing season. The respective figures are 0.24 

-1 -1 c day and 0.12 c day for the 1979 and 1982 observations. 

The differences in the frequencies given in Table V for the two 

seasons are believed to be an artefact of the relatively short 

times pan of the observations. The differences in the amplitudes and 

phases greatly exceed their standard errors, but again these 

differences may be an artefact of the shortness of the data strings, 

since the standard errors in the amplitudes and phases are derived 

from the scatter about the theoretical fit and may not, therefore, 

accurately reflect the true uncertainties in these quantities. Whilst 

the possibility remains that these differences, particularly in the 

relative change in the amplitude of the 1.4 c day-1 component, are 
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real, the evidence from these data in support of this conjecture is 

not concl usive. 

The mean colour of HD160641 computed from the mean magnitude, m , o 

in the freq uency solution of the b-fil ter (1979) and y-fil ter ( 1 982) 

observations is (b-y)=Om. 212 • 
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6. Discussion 

From optical photometry (Fig. 1) and ul traviolet 

spectrophotometry (Fig. 3) there appears to be no observable colour 

change associated with the magnitude variations. Jeffery et 

al. (1985) have found a similar phenomenon in BD-090 4395. The absence 

of detectable colour variations, particularly in the Ul traviolet, 

indicates that a constant effective temperature prevails during the 

optical variation; this precludes the possibility of radial pulsation 

being responsible for the light variations. It is also implausible 

that the iregular light curve coUld have originated from eclipses in a 

binary system. Light variations in HD 160641 are considered 

to be dominated by geometrical distortions of the 

projected stellar disk; this will occur when motions in the stellar 

envelope transverse to the line-of-sight dominate over those along 

it. Small radial-velocity variations observed 

compared with BD+13
0

3224 (Lynas-Gray et al. 

for HD 160641, as 

1984), confirm that 

line-of-sight motions are not an important cause of stellar disk 

distortions. HD 160641 is therefore a non-radial pulsator with the 

mode 1 being even and non-zero; odd values of 1 are precluded because 

they occur when the light variation is entirely due to surface 

brightness changes, because the projected area variation is zero 

(Balona & Stobie 1979, hereafter BS). 

Dziembowski (1977) and BS have discussed Wesselink methods of 

radius determination (for non-radial pulsators) using simultaneous 

measures of light, colour and radial velocity variation. While 

Dziembowski's method allows for the case where 1 is odd, it is 

dependent upon a knowledge of changes in the bolometric absolute 

magnitude. The BS method is applied in this paper. Beca use colour 
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variations are not observed 

l::. \) :: '( 5 t; V dX' 
~ I'( 

o 

(2) 

where ~ = -2.5(10g10e) f~/Ro in the BS notation, (t - t ) is the time o 

interval over which the variation occurs and V is the mean radial 
1" 

veloci ty of the proj ected disk in the stellar rest frame. In terms of 

the observed radial velocity (V b ) and the centre-of-mass velocity o s 

(V ) (1) becomes 
cm :t 

J-. S V Lt') d..\:;t ~ 
L~ -l;~) b' Cl\.~ 

to 

\ tv Lie) -t" \]UrN 
\[ -Cb --tt») 

enabling "( and V to be derived from linear regression. cm 

(3) 

Johnson magnitudes (V(t)), at the epochs (t) of radial velocity 

measures, are deduced by interpolation in the Fourier fit to the 1982 

V-magnitude observations. 

da tes) of t = 2445130.510, o 

Reference epochs (in heliocentric Julian 

2445134.560 and 2445135.500 are selected 

for the nights on which simul taneous photometry and spectroscopy were 

obtained, corresponding to the mean value of V(t) so that l\.V(t) = 

V(t) - V(t). Trapezoidal integration is used to evaluate 1/(t -
{; 0 

t ) (' V b (t' )dt' ; this is plotted, with the least squares regression 
o ~, 0 s 

1 ine b for comparison, agai nst b. V ( t) / (t - t ) in Figur e 7 for da ta 
o 

obtained on 1982 June 13th/14th (HJD = 2445134). V = 68.192+0.245 cm 

km/ sand 'b -1 = -6.081+1.23 km days/sec/magn are derived from the 

least squares linear regression line, for which th e correl a tion 

coefficient is 0.79. Uncertainties are the formal least squares 

errors. Data from the nights of 1982 June 9th/10th and 14th/15th are 

not sa tisfactorily represented by linear regression, because 

variations in magnitude and radial velocity are comparatively small 

and comparable with the measurement errors; they are consequently not 

used for the radius determination. 
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The radius of HD 160641 is given by R = 0.82(1.0=0.2) ftRQ where 

in BS notation 

~ ~ 'l... L'1....f2 - -V Q,") 
\ i (~.2. -\-- J..~ .. J)...) 

and 

t:A \ - C:rM 
\-1 :. c:;: "\.- - l..) \.. R,'1 

( 4) 

( 5) 

Values of PI' ql' 
~I$'t 

uI~are tabulated for I = 0, 1, •.. 8 by BS for the 

Eddington limb-darkening law. Buta & Smith (1979) have shown that 

when geometric effects dominate the light variations, 
~ 

tha t is, (I. there 

is no detectable colour change as in the case of HD 160641, the 

dimensionless angular frequency t.J is given by 
o 

'l.. 1/1-
£...)0 ~ -2. -¥ L\"'-I-k.l.Q.+\)] (6) 

As argued above, I is even and non-zero. Furthermore, I cannot be 2 

since a negative ~SL would resul t in R < O!. For I = 4 or I = 6, cl H 

is respectively 0.34 or 0.21 corresponding to R = 8!2R0 and 69!14R0 ; 

the latter is improbable because of the implied luminosity. 

HD 160641 appears, therefore, to be a non-radial pulsator 

oscillating with mode I = 4 and having R = 8!2R0 . With the effective 

temperature and angular radius obtained by Drilling et al. (1984), 

the corresponding luminosity and distance are log L/L0 = 4.8+0.2 and 

3.3+0.6 kpc. Errors larger than those quoted may by present because 

of the assumption of Eddington limb-darkening. Evolutionary tracks 

computed by SChonberner (1977) and Paczynski (1971) show a 1MQ 

extreme helium star to have a log L/LG) = 4.6. The luminosity derived 

in this paper is therefore consistent with Schonberner's evolution 

model. 
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Assuming a mass of 1M0 for HD 160641, the fUndamental pulsation 

frequency for the 1 = 4 mode is given by (4) and (5) as 0.65 

cycles/day. Frequency resolutions of 0.24 c dayl (1979) and 0.12 c day-) 

(1982) are present in the reported observations. Consequently, the 

lowest observed frequencies of 0.4974 -1 c day ( 197 9) and 0.5811 

c day-1 (1982), are entirely consistent with fundamental 1 = 4 mode 

pulsation. 

undetected 

Lower frequencies could be present in the data but remain 

because of the limited duration of observing runs. 

Accordingly, it is not possible to ascertain as to whether the higher 

frequencies are overtones or the result of rotation sPlitting. 
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7. Concluding Remarks 

HD 160641 has been found to have a luminosity consistent with 

that expected for a 1M0 extreme helium star from Schonberner' s( 1977) 

evolutionary model. Moreover, observed pulsation frequencies are 

consistent with 1 = 4 fundamental-mode non-radial pulsation of a 1MQ 

extreme helium star in which there are no colour variations. 

Neglecting the uncertainty in the mass determination, the surface 

gravity . 1 63+0 . 25 
1S og g = 2. -0.20. It is important that log g also be 

derived from a spectroscopic analysis for comparison. Simultaneous 

ul traviolet spectrophotometry, ground-based spectroscopy and 

photometry should be obtained as a further search for colour 

variations. 
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Table I. Four-Colour Observations of Landolt's (1975) Comparison Star 

ED -17
0

4880 

1982 Date V (b - y) (v - b) (u - b) n 

June 13/14 9.405( 7) 0.120(4) 0.208(6) 1.444( 6) 12 

June 14/15 9.403( 6) 0.11 9( 5) 0.215(5) 1.448( 5) 10 

June 15/16 9.394( 6) 0.120(6) 0.212(5) 1.444(10) 15 

June 17/18 9.401(11) 0.120(4) 0.213(5) 1.448( 7) 18 

June 18/19 9 .404( 11) 0.120(7) 0.209(6) 1.444( 7) 19 

June 19/20 9.407( 6) 0.117(6) 0.211(6) 1.444( 8) 18 

Mean 9.402( 5) 0.119(1) 0.211(3) 1.445( 2) 
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Table II. B Stars Observed Spectroscopically to check Systematic 

Errors in Radial Velocities 

Star 

HD159376 

HD159975 

HD160186 

CPD-72 1184 

HD125924 

HD195455 

HD177566 

HD127493 

Notes 

CCM 

km/sec 

-20 

-19 

+16 

-206 

240 

0 

-149 

Line 

km/sec 

-231+8(13) 

+232+18(9) 

0+17(10) 

- Adams & Joy et al. (1923) 

2 - Frost et al. (1926) 

Published Radial 

V el oci ty ( km/ s ec) 

-12 

-18 

+6 

-218 

+233 

+12 

-131 

-26 

Reference 

2 

3 

4 

5 

5 

5 

4 

3 - Neubauer (1943). Kilkenny & Hill (1975) find that 11.8 km/sec has 

to be added to Neubauer's radial velocities to bring them into 

agreement with Radcliffe radial velocities; when applied to HD 160186, 

this correction results in agreement between Neubauer's values and 

those presented in this paper. 

4 - Kilkenny & Hill (1975) 

5 - Hill (1971) 
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Table III. Template Velocities for HD 160641 and ED -17
0

4880 

Star 

ED -17
0

4880 

HD 160641 

Heliocentric Julian 

Date 

2445130 

2445134 

2445135 

2445130 

2445134 

2445135 

Heliocentric Radial 

Velocity (km/sec) 

-20+8 

-22+10 

-16+6 

+69+7 

+71+4 

+74+8 

n 

7 

7 

6 

13 

13 

1 3 
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Table JJl. IDE Low Resolution Images Used 

Image No. HJD +2440000 Observer 

LWR 4885 4050.9266 Klinglesmith 

LWR 5049 4069.4538 Lynas-Gray 

LWR 5051 4069.5726 Lynas-Gray 

LWR 7602 4354.5488 Kli nglesmi th 

LWR 8467 4460.2822 Soh onberner 

LWR 15936 5468.5355 Jeffery 

LWR 15937 5468.5820 Jeffery 

LWR 15938 5468.6084 Jeffery 

LWR 15939 5468.6542 Jeffery 

LWR 15940 5468.6993 Jeffery 

LWR 15941 5468.7452 Jeffery 

LWR 15942 5468.7917 Jeffery 

SWP 5635 4050.9183 Kli nglesmi th 

SWP 5800 4069.4684 Lynas-Gray 

SWP 5801 4069.5788 Lynas-Gray 

SWP 8824 4354.5329 Klinglesmith 

SWP 9741 4460.3037 Sohonberner 

SWP 19976 5468.5424 Jeffery 

SWP 19977 5468.5868 Jeffery 

SWP 19978 5468.6480 Jeffery 

SWP 19979 5468.6924 Jeffery 

SWP 19980 5468.7396 Jeffery 

SWP 19981 5468.7862 Jeffery 

SWP 19982 5468.8237 Jeffery 
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Tabl e V. Optimum Frequencies Derived for HD 160641 

Data Frequency Ampli tude Phase 

(cycl es/day) ( magni tude) (radian) 

1979 0.8928 0.046+0.002 2.259+0.032 -
0.4974 0.049+0.003 2.387+0.062 

1.4169 0.040+0.002 5.325+0.043 -
2.6428 o .0 18+0. 001 2.884+0.078 -

1982 1 .4154 0.029+0.001 4.167+0.043 

0.8945 0.021+0.001 2.256+0.064 - -
0.5811 o .0 1 8+0. 00 1 3.675+0.074 -
2.9549 0.009+0.001 o .7 80!0 • 11 8 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 - 1982 Stromgren four-colour photometry of HD 160641. 

Figure 2 - Radial velocities of HD 160641 (filled circles) compared 

with BD -17 0 4880 (connected open circles). 

Figure 3 - Maximum (SWP 5801 + LWR 5051: thick line) and minimum (SWP 

19982 + LWR 15942: thin line) ul traviolet fluxes observed for HD 

160641, dereddened with E(B-V) = 0.40 and presented in 20 ~ bins. 

Figure 4 Power spectrum and spectral window for the 1982 

observations. 

Figure 5 - 1979 June Stromgren b-magnitude observations compared with 

the Fourier representation for the following heliocentric Julian dates 

a) 2444036, b) 2444037, c) 2444038, d) 2444041 and e) 2444042. 

Figure 6 - 1982 June Johnson V-magnitude observations (derived from 

Stromgren y) compared with the Fourier representation for the 

following heliocentric Julian dates a) 2445129, b) 2445130, c) 

2445133, d) 2445135, f) 2445136, g) 2445138, h) 2445139, i) 2445140 

and j) 2445141. 
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Figure 7 - The observed radial velocity integral as a function of V 

for the night of 1982 June 13th/1~th. 
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Summary • Orbi tal elements have been detex'mined from measurements of 

forty·,six high-dispersion spectrogra.ms obtained betHeen 1970 and '1980 

of the double-lined eclipsing binary AL Scl, and the publi,'3hed 

radial-velocity data of Archer and Feast ( 1958) have been 

redisoussed. The secondary speotpum is deteoted only in the lines of 

ea II K and Mg IIA44~1, and four measurements of high-resolution 

Reticon spectra of the former line are included in the final 

speotrosoopic sol ution. The orbit is confirmed to be non-circular 

(e::0.O'r4) , and the components are sho,,,,n to be rot8.ting 

non-synchronously. The possibility of a third body is discussed but 

not firmly establi.shed. 

Approximately 2800 uvby observations, obtained between 19'r 8 and 

1981, for'm the basis of a photometrio solution using the synthesis 

oode LIGHT (Hill 1979). Since the system is found to be detached, the 

explana tion of small disturbanoes in the light ourve, vlhioh do not 

appear to be intrinsic to either component, is not stl"aightfol"YIapd. 

The absolute dimensions derived for the B6v primary component are 

. in good agree[Jlent Hith the oompilation of empirical data, for 

early""type binaries given by Poppel' (1980), but the mass (1.'71t-1e) 

derived for the B9V seoondary is 10Her than expeoted. A oomparison of 

the absolute panlllleters i'lith evol\ltionapy tracks (Hejlesen 1980) 

indioates the ago of the system to be 1.6 :x: 10
8 

years, and suggests 

that its henvy··olernent oontent may be somc\vhat lOHer than normal. 

Key Words: eolipsi,Dg binaries - spectroscopic binapies - eaply-type 

stat'S - stel18.r evolution. 
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1 Introduction 

The star AL ScI (HD224113, HR9049, J 1950 :: 23
h

52li1.'7, 'b 
,950 

_320 12 1 ) was discovered to be variable in padial velocity by NeufJ8.u01' 

(1929) • Some years later, Al'oher' and Feust (1958; hereafter ealled 

AF) extended the radial-velocity obs6rvations, and derived an orbital 

period of 2d .44452, together vlith the ot.her· spectroscopic elements. 

Al though the presenoe of a faint secondary spect.rnm \:"as suspeoted on 

several of their spectrograms, no measurements of thj_s component \-H~)'e 

reported. 

The spectrum of AL ScI has been classified by several 8.uthops. 

The· various spectral·~type determina ti.ODS are B5V de Varl'Joulem"sl 

1957 ; Slettebak and Brundage, 1971), B6V (Hiltner at 8.1'1 1969; 

Levato, 1975; Hoffleit and Jaschek, 1982), and B7V (Bond ot 

a1., 1971). 

It would appear that the optioal vadabHity of this syst.em has 

been detected independently on thr·ee occasions. The f:i..rst 

announcement Has made by Balona (1977)· who reoopct9d a large part of a 

pr:lmary minimum. Subsequently, Burki and Rufener (1980; hereafter 

called BR) pu.blished a li.ght curve consisting of N100 measurements :tn 

the Geneva photometric system. They improved the period determination 

and redisoussed the orbital elements gIven b1 AF. Finally, Haefner-

(1981) r·eport.ed N 19'70 uvby meRsure;ncnts obtained bet\,~cGn 1978 and 

1980, and WJ~J h:Cgh-clispel','3ion speotl'oscopic dRta secured 1n 19'79 and 

1980. He also gave prel:i.m:i.nary photometric and spect::ooscopic 81€:m(~rlti) 

based on the~e data. HOHever, the sal:Lent fG,~ture of his study I,;a.a 
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the detection of the secondary spectrum, \'[hioh manifested itself by 

the presence of weak Co. II K and Hg II :)..11481 lines. Since the system 

shows eclipn0s, this, of course, enables ito physical parameters to be 

derived in absolute units. 

There is still an urGent need for reliable empirical data, 

concerning especially the masses and radii of early-type gtars, in 

order to provide a check for the theoretical computation of stellar 

models (Andopsen et 0.1., 1980). In a revim-l ar'ticle, Popper (1980) 

lists data for only abolJ.t tHo-dozen early··type syst.ems knovlU "lit.h 

sufficient accuracy. A comparison of these data \'iith reference data 

(e. g. Allen, 1973) indica tos that the masses and radii of these stars 

are systematically lower than was pl"evious1y adopted. Nevertheless, 

these old8r data are frequently cited and utilized even in recent work 

(e.g. Russo and lii.lano, 1983; Chaubey, 1982; GiUl~j_cin cmd 

Mardirossian, 1981; Dean and Laing, 198'1). Al though AL ScI does not. 

adhere to the strict oriteria outlined by Andersen et ale (1980) for 

the determination of the most accul'ate stellar parameters, it, 

nonetheless seemed WOl't11Vlhile to complete the photometry and extend 

the speotros(Jopy, and to reduce these data using modern techrd.q ues, 

,d'th the aim of oontributing a further dEl. tum t.o our empirical 

knoHledge of the masses and radii of early-type stat's. 

In the interim, t.wo further papeps concerning AL ScI have been 

published. Giudcin and l1al"dir03Sian (1981) presented an a:'la1Y8is of 

the phot.ometr'ic ObS81'Vations of BR using Hood r s (1971) light-cw"ve 

synthesis model, and Dean and Laing ('1981) obtained ,,-,120 UBV (mostly 

V) measurowents and adopted the Russell-·Harrill nomogram method of 

;3olution. Both w01'ks, however, failed to acbieve the roq uisi t.e 
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accuracy because of the adopted method of analysis and/or the paucity 

of data. Moreovel', the absence of radial-velocity measLU~eznents of the 

secondary component sever-ely constrained these solutions since most of 

the important results Here perforce based on quanti ties whj.ch could 

only be estimated. 

2 Observations and Reductions 

2.1.1 Spectro~copic Observations 

The spectroscopic observations \vere carried out at the European 

Southern Observatol"Y, La Silla by MdG and RH. The photographic 

spectra used for the determination of the spectroscopic paramete~'s 

were taken at the coud'6 focus of the ESO 1.52 m telescope, in the blue 

spectral region at a reciprocal lineal' dispersion of 12.3 ~ mm- 1• The 

forty-six spectrograms secured can be divided into two gl'OUps. DU1'ing 

the period 1970 to 1976, t,.,renty-two -spectrograms Here recorded on 

,11a-O emulsion vJith a typica.l exposure time of ten minutes and 

widening of 0.4 mm. Between 1978 and 1980, a further t\V0nty-four 

spectrograms Here recorded on baked IIIa~J emulsion with a typical 

exposupe time of tHenty-five minutes, and Hidening of' 0.8 mill. The 

joupnal of these observations is presented in Table 1. 
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In order to search fop the spectrum of the secondary component, 

hvo red spectrogpams, taken on 098 emulsion, and a further ten 

infra-red spectpograms, taken on baked IV-N emulsion, were secured 

during 1979 and 1980. It vTaS found, hO\"lever, that the only lines 

detected from this component vlepe those of Ca II K and Mg II A4481. 

Al though the Balmer lines do not appeap distinctly double, they do 

exhibit a variable asymmetry in their wings, Hhich is attributed to 

the presence of the Balmer lines of the secondary component. An 

additional interstellar component is seen to be present in the Ca II K 

line. 

With the aim of studying the weak lines of the secondary 

component in greater detail, an attempt was made to acquire 

high-resolution spectra in the regions of Ca II K and Hel,. using the 

Coud~ Echelle Spectrograph (CES) fed by the ESO 1.4 m Coud~ Auxiliary 

Telescope (CAT). The deteotor employed Has an 1870-diode Reticon 

arr'ay with a resolving pO\'ler of 50000. The vlavelength ranges covered 

vlere 31 ~ and 57 2 at dispersions of 1.1 ~ mm- 1 and 2.0 2 mm-
1 

respectively for Ca II K and He:."'-. To achieve a good signal-to-noise 

ratio, the respective exposure times ,."ere approximately 160 minutes 

and 120 minutes. Unfor'tunately, due to inclement weather oonditions, 

only seven useful exposures were obtained (Table 1). One additional 

spectrum was kindly prov ided by Lindgren (1982). 
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2.1.2 Line Selection and Measurement 

The spectrographic plates \Olere digi tized in 1 Or- steps using a 

computer-controlled Joyce Loebl null-balanoing m:i.crodensi tomete]' at 

the Uni versi ty Obse rva tOl~y , St Andre\oJs, and analysed, usi!1g the 

interaotive radial-velocity reduotion code VELMEAS (Hill et al., 

1982), by IS on a VAX 11/780 computer at St Andre-vls. In this program, 

line positions ar'e determined by fitting a parabola to the C0re of 

eaoh line prof He. The use of a stand~rcl pl;3.te 

(position VB. wavelength), in the form of fifth-order polynomial 

ooefficients derived fop the related spectrograph from t.he measurement 

of a number of spectrogpams, enables the positions of both 

comparison~arc and stellar lines to be predicted. This dlspensE:)s \-lith 

the time-consuming task of line identification, and permit.s the option 

of an automatic measuring modeo In practioe, this option l'las ueed for 

the measurement of comparison-arc lines, but 2.11 st.ellar lines 'i{6r' 0 

measured interacUvely. A correction curve for the dispersion 

relation of each speotrogram related to the standal'd plate is thon 

approxima ted by a third- or foupth~ordep polynomial. The 1"1n8 sea t tcp 

iri the measurements of arc lines about the oorrection ourve was 

generally under 1/"" for the IIIa-J speotrograms, but beb-leen 1rv and 

2r for the IIa~O spectl'ogl'an1s. This l'cflects t.he coo..rser gr'ain size 

of the IIa-O emulsion, and also the fact that some of the apes on 

these plates WGl'e not opUmally exposed. Subsequent to weasux'ing the 

positions of the compal~ison-,apc and stellar lines, the der-ivaticl1 of 

l'adial veloei ty by VELl-'lEAS pl'oceeds in t~ tl'adi tional fashion. 
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The speotral lines measUr'ed in the speotrmn of the primary 

component included those recommended fop B stars by Batten (1976). In 

addi tion, the He I triplet' lines at A3819 and j\386 8, and the Si II 

lines at ),3856 and ~3863, \.;ere measured for all speetrograms. Tho 

Balmer lines were clearly seen to undergo blending \'lith the seoondary 

spectrum and consequently were excluded fpom the final line list. The 

Ca II K line was blended with its relatively strong interstellar 

oomponent in selected speotra and rlas also rejected from the final 

line list. Radial veloei ties derived from the lines of neutral helium 

were also checked for any blending effeots, Vlitl1 the exoeption of' the 

triplet lines at 'A3819 and ~3868, whioh \'lere therefore r-ejeoted as 

useful lines, no such effects were found. The speotre1 type of the 

secondary component is believed to be B9V (Section !\). Since lines of 

singly-ionized silicon are expected to reach maximum st.rength neal" 

this spectral type, radial veloci tics derived from S1 II :A 4128 and 

'). 4131 lvere checked for possible blending effeots Hith othel'wise 

undetected S1 II ~4131 and ~4128 lines respectively, arising from the 

secondary component. Again, 

detected. 

ad'opted 

The final line list, 

Havel engths, is given 

no evidenoe for such an effect was 

consisting of ten lines, and their 

in Table 2. A further oriter-ion 

regarding the aoceptability of these lines was applied i whenever' the 

radial veloei ty of a line deviated from the mean plate vclooi ty by 

more than 1.96 standard deviations, it was excluded from that plat.e 

(Chauvenet's orited.on for sample size of ten). 
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As already noted in the oontext of the wavelength oalibrations, 

the l1a-0 spectrograms have a signal~to-noise t'atio inferior t.o that 

of the lIIa··J spectpograms. This is also reflected in the 

line-to··line soa t tet' of the respective l'adial-veloci ty measur·ements. 

The internal er1'Op of a radial-volooi \~y measurement, defined as the 

mean error' of the ten or reHer individual line measurements, \-las 

-1 ~1 
generally 1.5-2.5 km s fot' the 1IIa-J plates, and 2,5-3.5 km s fop 

the 1Ia-O plates. The repeated measurement of a single spectrogram, 

including the digi tization and. Havelength~cal ib!'2.tion stages, yielded 

a standapd deviation fpom 7 measurements ~f 3.1 km 8-
1 fop a IIIa-·,] 

spectpogpam, -1 and 4.2 km s fop a IIa-O speotpogt'am. These latter 

values wepe taken to be realistic estimates of the external erpor of 

the pespective data sets. 

2.1.3 The Seoondal'Y Spectrum 

'1'he only lines detected explicitly in the secondal'y spectl'um W2re 

Ca II K and Mg II ~.I~LI81. To minimize personal bias in DlE:!8.8Uring tilis 

spectrum, the folJ.Ol'ling preoautions \"lere taken: (i) measuroments of 

the secondary spectpum Hepe made Hith no 1"ecord at hand of eit.her the 

veloci ty derived for the primary component or of the phase of the 

spectr'ogram, (ii) for those spectrograms on which both Ca II K a~d 

Mg II 'A4481 H6pe detected, the moasurements \'/01'8 made independently Cl.t 

different times under the 0011d1 tions desor:Lbed in (i). None of th8 

I1a-0 plates pel'mitted measurement of JVJg II ;.. lj11 81 , ,:~l though its 

presenoe Has suspected on several. The Ca II K line alone was 

measured on tHonty-three plates, and both en II K and ~1g II .A~11f\1 \{el'8 
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measured on a further thir'teen platen, giving, in all cases, results 

consistent with each other'. 

The pr'imal'Y spectrum contains a line due to singly-ioni7.ed helium 

at 3935.9~. Although this line is "leak (log gf ::: -2.T{8, Kurucz and 

Peytremann 1975), its effect on the Ca II K line from the [lecondary 

oomponent in the phase interval 0.0' to 0.5 oould seriously influence 

the determination of t.he semi~,amplitude of the secondar·y 

padial-velooity ourve. At fir'st quadrature (phase (').25), hOHGver, 

blending 'flith this line is minimal, since, assuming K1 = 87.3 km s 
-1 

-1 
K2 ::: 1 85 .4 km s and V 0 

6 -1 :: ·-2. km s (Section 3.1), He I 3935.9 i in 

the primary is shifted to 3934.8 ~, and Ca II K of the secondar'Y is 

shifted to 3936.2~, oorresponding to a difference of 1.4 i in 

wavelength and ,,-,107 km 8-
1 in velocity. With the exception of plates 

G10833, G10834 and G11551, the velooity separation of these lines on 

double-lined spectl~ograms in the phase interval 0.0 to 0.5 is greatep 

-1 than lV30 km s in the same_ sense as at phase 0.25. Thus, blending 

with He I 3935.9 ~ is not expeoted to be a serious influence on the 

derived radial-veloei ty measurements of the secondal'Y component, and 

this oontention is given some support by noting that on those plates 

Hhere both ~1g II~4481 and Co. II K \'lere measured, no systelfJatic 

diffel'ences in velocity Here found. 

The ReUcon observations 'vlere reduced Hith the Image Handling and 

Processing System of the ESO HeadquBTtel'S in Gar'ching by RH. Figure 1 

Hlust.l'ates the Ca II Kline COtnI)lox for different orbi t.al p!W.S0f:'. 

Radial veloei ties Her'e determined fpom the[;;e profEes using an 

interactive simul taneous least=squares fi t f01~ multiple spectl'al lines 

(Figure 2). 
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The resul ts of all the radial-velocity mec,surements are 

summarized in Table 1. 

2.2 Photometric Observations 

During the period 1978 to 1981 a total of 27 '~6 uvby measurements 

vlere obtained by RH using the ESO 50 em telescope equipped with a 

standard singl'e-channel photometer. The photometer was operated in 

automatic-repeat mode in which a given sequence of filter settings can 

be repeated automatically a number of times, and in whi.ch the 

individual integrations are terminated according to some 

mean-deviation stop criterion. To achieve an accuracy of 0.2 per 

cent, the integr'ation times were betHeen 10 sand 20 s per f11 ter. 

Normally, tho filter sequence was repeated five to eight times 

depending on air mass, moonlight and \-lea ther conditions. 

The near'by star HD224112 (2' North of lI.L Sol), of spectral type 

B8V (Hoffleit and Jaschek, 1982), 
" ';"\. 

served as a comparison star, 

Determina tion of its magni tude and oolours gave V = 
m 

6 .851! b-y :: 

In 0 -0 .03 , m
1 

:: Om. 109 and c
1 

m :: ,0.711. On at least one or two 

ocoasions duping each season a set of standapd stars was observed in 

order to transform the measurements of AL Sol into the syst.em of 

Crawford and Barnes (19'70), magnitudes in the u,v and b filters then 

being derived assuming y=V. 
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OD224112 has been claimed to be possibly variable in radial 

velooi ty by Andersen and Nordstrom (1983a) • Radi2.l·-vc,loc::L ty 

measurements of this star \olere also pep'Jrted by AF (individual data 

kindly provided by Feast (1983)), and during the p::'8sent campaign. 

The ten individual radial velooities, listed in Table 3, have a mean 

value 
-1 

of 3.7 km s and a standard' deviation of' 3.7 km -~ 1 s The 

hypothesis of oonstant radial velocity vIaS tested formally by tosting 

the ratio, sit), of the standard deviation, s, of tht' obs8PvnUorw, to 

the standard deviation, ~, expected under the null i~pothesis of no 

val'iabili ty • For n ObS61'Vations; the' quantity (f,··n (s/CT')2 follo'HlJ a 

~ 2 distribution with (0-1) degrees of freedom, and therefore the 

cd.tical value of shs- at a given level of signifiearwe oem be 

computed (cf. Andersen & Nordstrom 1983b). If U' ;<;> ... ,,, 8. "·Slllfl ed 

conservatively 
-1 to be 3.0 km s (the sd of 7 repeat(~d mensur'ementG of 

the IIIa-J spectrogram), the obserr{cd value of s/rr l 1.2:B, does not 

support variability even at the 10 per cent IGvel of significance. 

Moreover, the oonstancy of the tr'al1;,;\formed photometric meastJ'clDcnts of 

this star was genePRlly around, or better than) Om.005 (sd) for the 

individual runs. This is the error expected from the chojoe or the 

integration stop criterion. It isconoluded that the available 

observations of HD22LI112 do not establish a 1'80.1 val'iaUon in either' 

its radial velocity or bd.ghtness. 

The journal of the photometric obsG['v13.tiol1s of A.L ScI, 1'Ihi<:11 are 

published in full elSGHhere (Haefner', 19n~), is pl'cr.snt.ed it'!. Table, 4. 

Included are some meaSUl'emei1ts kindly provJ.d.t-:d Ly Schobel' (1gB?) and 

those published by starken (1982); these data havA been inoluded j.n 

the final analysLs. The l!lean magnit'J.de and. oolour',':! of tbo sy::t.<;~m at 
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m 8 c1 = 0 .5 9. 
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= 6m
.102, b-y = m . 

-0 .038, m1 
= Om. 1 06 and 

The photometric pepiod,' detepmined using the algorithm of Lafler 

and Kinman (1965), is 2d .4115083 .± Od .000010, and is slightly longer 

than the speotr'oscopic period of 2d .114452 given by AF, but very neaply 

equal to the speotposcopic value of 2d .445094 derived by BH, and the 

photometric value of 2d .41!508 derived by Dean and Laing (1981). The 

epoch of pd.mary minimum in the light curves, estimated using the 

method of Kwee and van Woerden (1956), is 

T1 = 244369Bd.5130 .± Od.OOOBs 

TIl = 2443699
d

.6742 ± Od. 0004 

and the epooh of seoondary minimum is 

The observed y-filtel' light curve, and the b-y, u-b, m
1 

and 0
1 

colour-index curves are shown in Figure 4, where the phases were 

oomputed using the linear ephemeris: 

HJD2443698.5130 + 2
d

.445083.E 

+8 ±10 

whioh has been used throughout the photometr'ic and spect.roscopic 

analyses. Reflection and elliptioi ty effects, as well 8.S 

\'laVelength-dependent distol"'tions, although small, are definitely 

present. The displacement of the secondary minimum to phase 0.475 

cleal"'ly dClJ1ot1strates a non-zero eccentrioi ty of the orbit, and 

disproves the r'esul t of Lucy and Sweeney (1971), \'lho proposed a 

circular orbit on the basis of a statistical-significance criterion in 

their' redisoussion of the spectroscopic observations of AF. 
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3 Spectroscopic Elements 

3.1 Derivation of Elements 

The spectroscopic period, determined from a third-order 

Fouriergl'am analysis (Faulkner 1977) of the oombined radial velocity 

data, including the Reticon data and those published by AF f is 

d d 
2 .445082±0 .000003, and is in excellent agrGement \-lith the 

photometric period given above, which has been adopted as a fixed 

element in the adjustment of' the orbital elements. The remaining 

elements '-lere investigated initially using progpammed versions of the 

classical 
/ ' 

Lehmann-Filhes (1894) mgthod and Sterne's (1941) simplified 

method for orbits of Im·/ eccentricity. As "las noted in the previous 

sectj.on, the displacement of secondary minimum to phs.se 0.475 confirms 

that the orbit is non-circular. The preliminary orbit solutions, 

based on the ne\'l data presented' here, consistently gave the 

ecce ntrici ty as being '" 0.07 • 

As is Vlell known, a fundamental 'problem is encountered in the 

application of the Lehmann-Filh~s technique to opbi t.s of Ewall 

eccentriCity, namely the indeterminacy of the longit.ude of periastron 

passage, VI, and its correlation \'lith T, the epoch of periastron 

passage, Hhich intr-oduces a large mean error' in T even though the 

or'bi tal phases are Hell knovll1 (see, e.g. Petrie 1962, 

Andersen 1983a). Although Sterne's simplified method obviates this 

difficulty by adopting T , o 
trI8 epoch of the mean longitude, as the 

zero-point in time, Andersen (1983a) has ShOral thRt this method is 

only adequate fo):' Ol'b:Lt.al eccentr-icitfes of less than to.J 0.03, and that 
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it consistently under-estimates the semi.-amplitudes of systems with 

eccentrici ties similar to AL Scl. Thus nei ther of these algorithms 

was judged to be suited to the adjustment of the spectroscopic 

elements of AL Sol. 

A computer code based on Sterne's (1941) rigorous formulation of 

the equation of condition for orbits of any eccentricity, \'lith To as 

the zero-point in time, was developed by one of us (IS) on the VAX 

computer at St Andrews, and used in all subsequent analyses. As an 

option in the ppogram, the time of primary mini.mum of the light curve 

can be incorporated into the adjustment of the spectroscopic elements, 

so that the computed T. is consistent with that actually observed. 
ml.n 

This is achieved according to the precepts of Carpenter (1931) and 

Popper (1963), with appropriate modifications made to their formulae 

for use with Sterne's rigorous equatiohs of condition. 

Comparison with the solutions based on Sterne's simplified method 

confirms Andersen IS (1983a) findings concerning the under-estimation 

of the semi-amplitude. For example, the value of K1 determined in the 

simplified method for the IIIa-J spectrograms is 86.9 km s-1, \'lhereas 

. the value determined in the rigorous formulation (T. not specified) 
m~n 

is srr .3 -1 km s The discord bahTeen the other elements for this data 

set is -1 
0.1 km s in Vo ' 0

0
.9 inw, 0.002 in e and 5.4x10- 4 day in 

T. Furthermore, the computed curves.based on the clements derived 
o 

from the t\W algorithms differ by up to -1 0.8 km s These 

differences, as pointed out by Andersen (1983a), partioularly in the 

most important element K
1

, nre not negligible in the analysis of good 

quality data. 
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Five orbit solutions for the pl'imal"Y component, based on the data 

published by AD' (hereafter called data set I), the IIa~O spectrograms 

(da ta set II) and the IIIa-J spectrograms (data set III), Hnd three 

for the secondary component, based on data sets II, III and the 

HeUcon observuUons, are summarized in Table 5. Because of the large 

elapsed time bet\oleen acquisition of da t.a. sets I, II and the light 

curves, solutions based on these data were made without the constraint 

that the prGdicted T. should be consi[;.tent wUh that observed, since 
m~n 

small er['or8 in the period Hould accUlDulate to bias unduly the 

spectroscopic solution. (Trial solu~ions with this oondition 

enforced, however, \oTere generally in agreement with those prfJsented in 

Table 5 to within the formal errors). Since the time intel'vals of the 

aoquisition of both data set III and the light curves oven'lapped, 

these data Here analysed vlith and \c,lithout this const1'8cint, and both 

solutions are given in Table 5. 

Bearing in mind the 10vl preoision of the radial velocity curves 

of the secondapy component, and folloHing the reoommenda tion of Popper 

( 197 ~) f the solutions for the secondary component wepe computed 

sep£\l~a tely • Solutions based on combinations of the three data sets 

were not considered further beoauDe of the significant increase in the 

scatter about the computed curves and in the standard errors of the 

elements in such solutions; this being attl'ibuted to the d:Lfferent 

syGtemic velocities derived from the independent data. sets ([;80 

Section 3.2). 
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In Tabl e 5 sol utions 1 and 2 refer t.o dB. ta se t 1. Sol ution is 

based on the complete data set in "lhich the Heights 8.'jopted by AF have 

been retained, although their four'th datum has been excluded on the 

basis of its large deviation (-110.4 km s-1) from the computed OUl've 

(of. BR). The elements derived in this Bolution cl08ely reseruble 

those given by Bn, 13.1 though they tpea.ted the period as a free f1!.ement 

in their investigation. However the standard er1"OPS Vlhich they quote 

fop the elements, in papticular for K1 and \,1, 8J'G considerably sroaD.or 

than those quoted by AF and in the present sol ut:lon, 

AF, whose spectrograms Here taken at oispe1'810ns of mostly 

o -1 29 1\, mm o -1 and 49 A mm , do not indicate Hhioh Hnes Hope used in 

their detel'mina tion of the radiaJ. veloci tiese Velooities based \'lholly 

01" in part on the Balmer lines would be seriously affeoted by blending 

with the secondary speotrum, particularly in the lowr"dispepslon datl'l. 

Solution 2 in Table 5, thspefore, refers to the ~elve speotrograws iD 

data set I taken at 29 i mm- 1 plus one additional spectrogram at 

o -1 
21 A mm It is seen that the semi-amplitude in this solution 

-1 -1 (87.3 km s ) is greater by 1.1 bn s (1.3 per cent) tha~ in the 

pr'evious solution, \o1hic11 suggests that the lOH-dispel'sion data. aI'e )jot 

unaffected by blending effeots. The eooentricity in the second 

solution is t\1ice as large as that del':i.ved in the fil'st, and i,s in 

better agreement l'Jith the values derived from data set~; II and HI 

(see beloH). 
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Solution 3 refers to data set II, frem Hhioh plates G3245 and 

G6134 Here excluded on the basis of una.cce ptabl e deviations 

-1 -1 (-31.6 km sand +16.1 km s' ) from the computed ourve. Both plates 

were underexposed and, furthermore, are close to phase zero and 

therefore subject to a rotational distortion effect, although this 

does not amount to more -1 than ,.., 6 km s for AL ScI. The IIa-O 

spectrograms marked (*) in Table 1 ~'lere given half weight in the orbit 

solutions on the basis of having poorly-exposed arcs and/or' stellar 

spectra, or of exhibiting unusually lar'ge line-to-line scatter. 

Solutions 4 and 5 ape based on data set III, with plate G'i0833 

given half ~veight. Solution 4 was made without the constpaint that the 

computed value of T. should be consistent HUh the observed vaJ.ue, 
m~n 

Hhereas sol ution 5 ylaS made yd th this condi tion enforced. As is seen 

from Table 5, these two solutions are entirely consistent with each 

other'. The 6 Reticon measurements of the Ca II K line in the primary 

component show no systematic deviations from solutions 4 and 5. Theil~ 

inclusion in these orbit solutions did not alter significantly the 

elements (K
1 

decreases slightly to 87.2 km s-1), and it is concluded 

that the primary radial-velocity curve based on the photographic dB. ta 

is not subject to any serious systematic effects such as line 

blending, ~vhich Hould, of coupse, cause the stellar masses t.o be 

under-estimated. 

Solutions 6 and 7 refer to the f;lecondary·~component padial 

velocities derived from data sets II and III respectively. In these 

sol uUons only K2 and V 0 '-Jere treated as free elements, Y·rith e and 

WI (= W . + 1800
) fixed to the approppiate values in the solutions sec pp~m 
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for the primary component. The final solution for the secondary 

component, solution 8, Has computed by oombining the 21 measurements 

of the secondary in data set III \,/ith the Retioon observations of the 

Co. II K line,. once again sol vj,ng only fop K2 and V 0' Hith the other 

elements fixed as in solution 7. The Reticon measlU'ement at phase 

0.816 was excluded from this solution since it deviates from the 

-1 
theor(~tical cupve by 50.7 l<:m s 

An external check on the consistency of the spectros00pic 

elements "dth the light curves is obtained by compaPing the 

spectroscopic estimate for e cos iv Hith the photometdc value derived 

from the light curves. The latter estimate is given by 

1\£/ ( 1 +cosec
2
i) (Kopal1959), whep8 f: is the mean displacement of 

secondary minimum jon the four light curves, and is 

e cos \'l ::: -O.0388±0.0003 for AL Scl. Thus only the soluti.ons based on 

the IIIa-J observations ape consistent in this respeot f \'lith 

solution l~ (T. not specified) giving the best agr'eement.. nun ---
This may 

reflect the presence of a small residual erpop in the period and/or 

estimated time of minimum Ught. Noting also that the observations in 

data set II adequately cover' only one quadr'ature (the observation 

lvi'ndolv "ms based on the ephemeris gi\>CI1 by AF), solution l~ is, 

therefore, taken as the adopted solution for the pr:lmary component. 

'rhe 4 Reticon measupements of the Co. II Kline :i,n the secondapy 

spectrum near second quadratupo appear to be systematically displaced 

from the computed curve based'on solution 7 by rV10h.'ms 
,~ 1 

Thls . 
suggests that the velocities derived fr'om tlH~ photographic spectpa mC\y 

be over'-,estiraated by a feH km s -1 t ",hieh "lOuld leacl. to the mass patio, 

q, being underestimated. Tho adopted solution for the seoondar'Y 
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component is, therefore, taken to be solution 8, based on the 

combination of the IIIa-J and Reticon observations. 

The mass ratio computed from the adopted solutions is 

q :-: 0.471.:1:0 •009, the corresponding minimum masses are 

m,sin3i = 3. 1l7±0,10 Me and m2,Sin3i :: ·1.64±0.04 Me' and the projected 

semi-major axis of the relative or-bit is a sin i = 13.1 11±0.15 Re, 

where the uncertainties quoted are formal standard errors. The 

adopted solutions are illustrated in Figure 3a, and the solutions 

based on the I1a··0 spectrograms are illustrated in Figure 3b. 

3.2 The Systemic VelOCity 

Although the systemic velOCity derived from the secondary 

radial-veloci ty curve is in good agreement \'lith thi3.t derived from the 

primal'y j.n eaoh of data sets II and III, the differences betHeen the 

values of V derived from the primary radial veloei ties in the three 
o 

data sets are disooncerting. The difference in V betHeen data sets 
o 

II and III is of particulap concern sinoe both sets of spectpograms 

were taken at the same dispersion and reduced in a uniform manner ,"lith 

the same adopted line list. 

To ascertain if instrumental effects m.:i.ght explain the 

disOl~epanoy bet\{een the different estimates for the systemic veloci ty, 

it is noted that the five observations of HD224i12 reported by AF have 

a mean value of !l.2 km s -1, and single measul'ements of this star in 

each of data sets II and III gave values 

respeotively (see Table 3). Furtbermore, 

of 6.8 and 6.0 km 
-1 s 

meaSlU"ements of the 
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interstellar component of the Call K line on spectrograms of AL ScI 

near quadratures (and therefol'e free of blending with the stellar 

components) gave mean velocities of -1.0 km s -1 and 
. -1 

+0.2 km s 

respectively fop data sets II and III, while the Reticon observations 

-1 
yielded a value of -1.1 km s Thus the differences in 'V cannot be o 

attl'ibuted to instrumental effects. Since the system is detached 

(Section 4), and there is no direct spectroscopic evidence for the 

existence of gas streams (Section 5.3), systematic distortions of li,ne 

profiles, and hence measured radial velocities, are also an unlj.kely 

cause of the disparity. 

The possibility exists that the differences in V are a real 
o 

effect caused by the physioal interaction of AT.. Scl with a thir'd 

body. Interaction with the comparison star, HD224112, can be rulAd 

out as the cause of the differences in V , since, with a total mass of 
o 

rv8.5 11
0

, and assuming a circular orbit at the dist.ance of AL Sol 

(200 pc, Table 8), the orbital period \'lould be in excess of 10
6 

yr and 

the orbital velocity under 1 km 8-
1., A thir'd-body period oft say, 100 

years, with a velocity-amplitude of ",,7 km s-1 as might be inferred 

from the trend in the systematic' veloci ties, +10.3, +3.4 and 

. -2.6 km s -1 over the baseline of 27 years, is also improbable, since 

the mass of the third body in this case Hould be in excess of 5 HE)' 

and, if a normal object, would contrjbute perceptibly to the tot.al 

luminosi ty of the system, contrary to t.,rhat. is observed 

spectr'oscopioally and photometl."j.oally (Section 4). 
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To test tho hypothesis of a lUI-I-mass third body, an orbit 

solution based on the 19 spectr-ogr-ams in data set III aCQll.ir'C:1d in a 

four~day interval HerE! oomputed (to minimizG the pertul"bi.ng effect of 

the hypothetioal t.hird body on the elements) sand i'0siduals of alJ. the 

radial-velooity meaSU['ements from ·thi.s solution searohed for' 

pel'iodici ty using a p01rler~spectl'um teohn:i.q U6 (Lomb 1976). Al though a. 

very 10\-/ significance peak corresponding to a rH31'iod of (;2
d

.5 vdth 811 

amplitude of N6.0 km 8-
1 was detected for- pesiduals' comp'J.te<i in this 

way in the trial solutions made \-lith the Lehmann-FHh-es algOL'ithm 1 no 

significant pepiodici ty Has found when St.Clrne! S l'igor'ou.s IDei:.hod '\-Jar:! 

used. The 62d.5 peak cor'responds to a third..obody mass of only O.li 11", 
w 

assuming that the three--body system is' coplanar and adopting a. mass of 

5.3 'Me for AL Sci (Sect10n 4) t but the dependenoe of thi.'3 periodicity 

on the method used in the adjustment of the (~lel1i(mts put[~ :L 1,3 

significance in doubt. It is conceivable that this pariadioity 

resul ts from a modulation imposed on the l'''e&icluals hy a 

poorly-determined epooh parameter's T t in the LehmG.nn-Filh~.'S solution, 

The r'esiduals of the 5 speotrogPanls in dnta sot III rlhich Hore 

excluded in the restpicted solution show no evidence for 2 systematio 

displacement from the computed curve - three aPG po;::\itive and tHO are 

negative, and the mean residual is only -0.3 km s~1 Fll.x .. ther·mo:c'o, the 

elements computed in the restricted RolutioD do not diffci' 

significantly from those given in solution 4, Noting also that the 

scatter about the theorotical ourves in solutions 3 and 4 for dat~ 

sets II and III is not. siEn:Lficnnt.ly gl'eatOi: than the: r'8speul:.hB 

measuring erpOl~s, it .i.s conoluded lhat tho th:l.l'd-body hypothesis is 

not ppoven. 
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An al terna tive explanation fop the discrepanoy in V involves the o 

well knol-ln fact that poorly deter'Ulined valus of e and v! can induoe an 

error in the computed value of V (sea, e.g. Batten 1973). o 

spectrosoopic values of e cos w fr'om sol utions 2, 3, and 

The 

I~ in 

Table 5 ape -0.0251, -0.0755, and -0.0390, whereas the photometrio 

value is -0.0388. Thus, as already noted in the prey j.ons section, 

only the solution based on the IIIa-J spectrograms yields acceptable 

agreement \'lith the light curve in this respeot, and' it is conoluded 

that e and/or w derived from data sets I and II are poorly 

determined. The difference in K e 60S w for solutions 3 and 4 is 

3.2 km s-1 in the §a.Jll.§. sense as the computed difference in Vo ' and so 

it would appeal." that the difference in'V between data sets II and III o 

may. be reoonciled, being attributed to a poorly determined value of 

e cos H in the former data set. Ho\-/ever, K e cos w in solution 2 

differ'S from that in solution 4 by 1.2 km s-1 in the .oPDosite sense to 

the computed difference in V, and,· since the phase distdbution of o 

data set I is nearly uniform, the H··e1'r'or in the phase-dependent term 

K cos()J + W) Hill not contribute a large systematic err'or to V. Thus o 

the difference in Vo of 13.0 km s-1 between the adopted solutions for 

data sets I and III r'emains unexplained .• 
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4 The Photometric Elements 

The light curves were analysed by IS using the synthesis code 

LIGHT (Hill 19'79) on the VAX computer at st AndpGl'ls. Each light CUi've 

was repl~esented by 70 normal points - the normal points Hithin eclipse 

"lere determined by cubic spline interpolation, a.nd those outside 

eclipse Here selected by averaging the observations in phase bins. In 

forming the nor-mal points, the observations most strongly affected by 

the photometric disturbances wep8 excluded and; because of the 

scarcity of observations, only one normz,l point (at phase 0.7) was 

derived in the phase interval 0.54 to 0.81. The normal points used in 

the analysis are listed in Table 6. 

Secondary eolipse is nearly tot.al ai1ci, therefore, bearing in mind 

the small luminosity ratio, the effective temperattu'e of the primary 

component can be estimated from the photometric indices at secondar-y 

minimmu. (The errol' in T 1 oaused by ignoring the contrj,bution of the 

secondary component is estimated from its fr'aotiona1. lUfilinosi ty during 

eclipse, computed in the photometric solution: to be less then 

-0 50 K). 

resul ts 

The, Co ~. Teff calibration of Davis and Shobb!'ook (1979) 

in T1 :: 13530 OK assuming E(b_y)::Om .02 (,rable 8) f Hhilst their 

[u-b] ~ Teff calibration gives T1 :: 13560
0

K. Accor'ding to the 

calibration of Popper' (1980) t this cOl'responds to a spectf'al type of 

B6v for the ppimar'Y component. 
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In each photometric solution the effective temperature of the 

primary was fixed at 135500 K and the mass ratio q=O.471 derived in'the 

spectroscopic analysis adopted. Theoretical non-linear limb-darkening 

coefficients 'Vlere taken from Hill's ( 1979) analysis of the 

Carbon-Gingerioh model atmospheres (Carbon and Gingerich 1969), and 

gr'avity-darkening exponents appropriate to radiative envelopes, namely 

~ :: 0.25, were used for eaoh component. For the primary component, 

an e1ectr-on scat tePing fraction of 0.1 (Hutohings and Hill 1971) was 

specified. Black-body radiation 'VlaS assumed in all solutions. 

The four' light curves 'ioJere solved independently ivi th e cos w 

fixed to the apPl.'opriate' value derived from the displaoement of 

secondal~y minimum in each light CU1've (see Table 7). (The present 

light curves a1'e not suited to the independent solution of e and \\' 

since t.he relative durations of the eclipses are simBa!"). Initial 

solutions wel'e made \'lith the inclination, relative radii and the 

secondary effective temperature as free parameters, their starting 

values being ta.ken from the prel iminar'Y resul ts quoted by 

Haefner (1981), and assuming synchronous rotation of the components. 

,These preliminary solutions gave the relative radii as r 1 "V 0.25 and 

1" 2 rv 0.11, confirming that the system is detached, sinoe the radii of 

the Roche lobes, with q=0.471, are 0.45 and 0.32 respeotively for the 

primary and seoondary using the ;formulae of Eggleton (1983). The 

inclination in these preliminary solutions \'las tv 79
0

.5, and the 

secondary temperature derived from the v, band y light cur'ves 

o 
",,10200 K, indicating a spectNu type of B9V for the secondary 

(Popper 1980). 

CUl've, however, 

The effective temperature dGl'ived fr-om the u light 

Has lOVIer than tbis o 
by '" 500 Ks although the 
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geometrical elements derived from these data vlere consistent I .. ith 

those derived from the v, band y light curves. A s.tmul taneous 

solution of the v, band y light curves gave good agreement flith their 

individual solutions, but it was not possible to achieve an acceptable 

solution from the simultaneous analysis of all four light curves, 

presumably because of the discl'epancy' involving 1'2 derived fl"om the u 

light curve. It is possible that this discrepanoy r'eflects the 

adoption of black-body radiation in the solutions, v)hich does not, of 

course, ppovide for the existence of the Balmer discontinu:L ty, this 

being expected to be a strong feature for the combination of spectral 

types in AL Sol. However, solutions made with the 'built-in' model 

atmospheres of Kurucz et a1. ( 1974) gave distinctly inferior fits for 

all four light curves, and so the solutions ba~ed on black-body 

radiation are preferred. 

The effect of non-synchponous uniform rotation is accounted fop 

in LIGHT through the rotation parametors F1s2' that is, the l'ospective 

ratios of rotational to orbital angula.r velooity of the components. 

Several estimates of the pl'ojected equatol'ial rotational velocity of 

AL Scl have been published i the values given by Levaco (1975), 

Hoffleit and Jaschek (1982) and Holff et a1. (1982) are 300 km s -1 , 

199 km s 
-1 and 90 km s -1 r'espectively. The latter estimate Vlould 

appear to be the most reliable since it was derived from 

high-resolution spectra, and is in better agl~eement Vii th the 

statistical argument.s of Levato (19'(6), and, indeed, with the 

appearanoe of the data uned in the ppGsent st. udy. The proj ected 

rotation velocity of the secondary component Has estimated from th8 

Reticon spectpa by comparing the half-Hidths of the Ca 11 Kline 

profiles of the prima11 Y D.nd seoondary 'as d.et.ermined l.>y a least·-squares 
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fit of Gaussian profiles (see Fig. 2), and :i.8 v'lsin i 
~ 

~1 
:: 103 km s . 

Adopting the geometrical parameters found in the 1n1 tial phot.ometri.c 

solutions, the resul ting values of the rotation pUr'am0ters are 

and F1 ::: 1.379 

synchronously. 

F2 :: 3.l.J35, and 30 neither component rotatos 

Solutions made assuming these values fop the rotation p2.l'2.Illeter,,:; 

differed slightly from the in1 tial solutions in that the re18.tiv8 

radii were smaller by NO.005 and the inclination Has gr-eatEH' by .o.J1° in 

each light curve, The representation of' ingl'e~JS and eO'Gss at both 

eclipses was also noticeably bettor in these solutions, particularly 

at secondary eClipse. It is also noted that} as expocted s the value 

of the critical potential in the non-synchronous solutions ohanged 

towards that of the surface potentials of the components. The 

rotation parameters \.;rere l"ecomputed using the modified geometrioal 

parametel~S, resulting in F
1
=1.357 and F2:.:3.600, but. DOli solutions 

based on the modified values were not changed appreciably. Again the 

independent solutions of the v,b ~nd y light curves were consistont 

with each other and with their simultaneous solution, and tho 

discrepancy in Elffeotive tempel~atupe in the-; u l:tght curve DcluU.cn \·las 

. seen to persist. 

The possibility of a third body in the system Has dif:cussed J[I 

Section 3.2. Solutions in Hhich t.h;trdlight Has incli.1ded, hO~levcr', 

indicated t.hat 110 third light is required to desor:Lbo the light 

curves. 
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The individual solutions are summarised in Table 7. The adopted 

geometrical parameter's are the means from the foUl' individual 

solutions, and the adopted secondary temperature is the mean of the 

individual v, band y light curve values. The uncertainties quoted are 

the standard deviationa of the individual solutions. The theoretical 

light curves based on the individual solutions are illustrated in 

Figure 4, and the residuals of the observations from the theoretical 

light curves are illustrated in Figure 5. 

disturbances in the light curves, 

Despi te the 

the agreement 

photometric 

betHeen the 

photometric solutions and the observations is, in general, good, 

particularly in the most important featupes, namely the eclipses. 

HOvlever, there are some· clear discrepancies in the areas outside 

eclipse, notably in the phase intervals 0.06 to 0.15, 0.25 to 0. 115 and 

0.8 to 0.95. The discordant observations in the phase int0r'val 0.06 

to 0.15 were not included in forming the normal points and provide the 

most extreme example of the photometric disturbances. Al though the 

existence of these transient and wavelength-dependent irregularities 

in the light curves is not accounted for in the synthetic solutions, 

their influence on the determination of the absolute parcuneters is not 

. expected to be serious. This Has confirmed by running solutions based 

on several different selections of normal points outside eclipse, 

these yielding only insignificant changes in the system parameters. 

It is concluded that the photometric parqmeters of the system ape Hell 
I 

determined deepi to the discol'dances botHeen t.he observations and 

theoretical light curves outside the eclipses. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Abaol ute Parameters and Evol utionary Status 

The spectrosoopic and photometric resul ts may be combined to 

determine the fundamental physical parameters of AL ScI (see 

Table 8). Because of the small luminosity ratio, the standard 

photometric indices of the secondary component are not Hell defined. 

Therefore, in computing the astrophysical data, i~he effective 

temperature adopted for the primary component is taken to ba that 

estimated from· the standard photometric indices within secondapy 

eclipse, and, for the secondary component, the value given by the 

well-determined temperature differ'ence derived in the photometrio 

solutions. Bolometric corrections have been taken from Popper' (1980), 

and the uncertainties cited for the absolute parameters aJ:'e comput.ed 

from the formal standard errOl~S quoted for the spectroscopic and 

photometr'ic sol utions. 

The absolute parameters derived for the components of AL ScI wa.y 

be compared vlith the compilation of the most reliable recent results 

for masses, radii and temperatupes given by Popper (1980), and the 

empirical mass-luminosity r9lat:lonship based on these data 

(Smith 1983). Although the prima!'y component fits these data 

extremely \-lell, the mass of the secondary component (1.7'l±O.04!'le) :Ls 

somGVlha.t 10'de1" than expected for a B9V star', A ppobable cause o~ this 

discrepancy is the cxj.stence of a systematic Cl'ror 1n the 

semi-amplitude of the secondary radial-veloci.tycurve. HowevAt't in 

this cage K2 \oJould have hp,d to be undel~-estimat9d in the analysis f 
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vlhereas the TIeticon observations indicate that K2 may, in fact, have 

been slightly over-estimated in the photographic data (Section 3.1). 

It is also noted that the pr-eliminary measurement of the IIIa-J 

spectrograms 
-1 

by RH (Haefner 1981) gave K2 :;: '190km s in vel'''} good 

agreement v1i th the measurements Y'eported here, made independently by 

IS. 

Since the system is detached, both components evolve from the 

main sequence as do single stars, and can therefore be compared 'tlith 

stellar evolutionary models (8. g. Hejlesen 1980). In the log Te-Mbol 

and log T -log g diagrams, 
e 

good fits are obtained with Hejlesen's 

model for the chemical composi tion and age 

(X 1 Z,t) 
8 

= (0.70,0.01, 1.6x10 yr). This chemical composi tion is 

roughly in acoordance with results for some early-type stars reported 

by J9rgensen (1980), who obtained (X,Z) :: (0.70,0.02). AL Scl d08S 

not fit the Z=0.02 model as well as the Z=0.01 model, hOHever, so that 

the heavy-element content in AL ScI may be somev/hat 10~'ler than 

normal. The primary component is seen to Uoe close to the 'S-loop' 

part of the maln sequence evolut.ionary track, t.hat is, it is near the 

phase of core hydrogen exhaustion. The secondary component lies close 

, to the ZAHS and is essentially un8vol ved. 

5.2 Non-Synclll~onous Rotation 

In Section 4 it Has shO\m that neither component f'otates 

synchronously. The time·-scales for synohronisa tion of axial rotation 

with the orbital motion and for circularisation of the orbit, due to 

tidally-induced turbulent friction, can be derived using the formulae 

I) 
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of Pl'ess et al. (1975). The synchponisaUon timG~scale is equal to 

(J2x 10
6 

yr for AL ScI. The estimated age of the system 
8 (1.6x10 yr) 

exceed,,;; this timo-scale by a factor' of fV GO, and thorefore the 

obsGPvation of non-synchronous potation is someHhat unexpeoted. A 

similar phenomenon was repopted by Andersen ('1983b) for the B-type 

systems V539 Al'El and J Phe. The titrJe'~3cale for oircu.larisa'cicn of the 

orbi t in AL Sol is tv 108 yP, and this is noL inconsistent Hith the 

small residual ol'bi tal eooentrici ty of 0.074. 

5.3 VaPiability of the Light Cl.U'ves 

The time- and Havelength .. dependent na turo of the light-curve 

distortions is evident when considering the da t.a undel~lying Fj"gU1'8 4. 

The region near phase 0.1 :Ls a superposition of runs I!, 8, 12, 16 and 

26, obtained at one-year intel~vals. Near phase 0.6 tho light curves 

ape covered by runs 11 and (paptly) 30, again one year apart. The 

scarce data obtained by BR and by bean Cl.nd Laing (1981) do not allol'J 

any defini to oonclusions to be dl'mm in this respect. 

'l'I'10 of the photometric runs (numbors 9 and 17 in Table !.j) 

completely encompass secondary eclipse. Since t.he pt'imary is ne"iC the 

end of core hyd!.'ogen bur'ning, the reslduals in 88.ch of these puns fr'om 

the LIGHT analysis of the y-filtep. light ourve were Rubjected to an 

auto-carr-elation analysis (Jenkins and Vlatts 1968) to invc;:tigate the 

possibility of :::hor't··period intrj.nsic vari8.b.i.lity in this oOHlponent 

being the cause of the distupbanoos in t.he IJght our've. No 

signifioant val:'iability in the l'csicluals fpom ei'cbel~ of these puns 1;18G 

found. ,Since the timE::,-scale for fundamental~mode radi<?,l pulsation in 
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the pr'imary, given the physical pal'ameters in Table 8, is tv 2.8 hr, and 

t.hepe is no significant variability in either' of tHO runs each last.ing 

thpce times longep than this, pulsational instabilHy of the primal'Y 

is an unlikely cause of the'disturbanoes in tho light curve. Engberg 

(1983) has indicated that variability amongst normal A stal'S is a 

fai.rly common phenomenon. HOI-leVer, intpinsic variability of the 

secondary component is also an unlikely oause of the distupbances in 

the present case because of its l'elatively sma.ll ltuninosi ty; fol' 

example, a val'iation of Om. 15 in this component. Hould produce a change 

in total light of < Om .01. Therefore, unless the prima1'Y componei1t is 

subject to some long~term fluctuations, the disturbanoes in tho light 

curve do not appear to be intrinsic to either' COlllpOnont. 

Since the system is detached, and neither' gaG st.reams nor disks 

are expected as Hould be the case in a semj.-detaohed systeril, the 

inteppl'etation of these phenomena in terms of inter-system matedal is 

not stl'aightfol'Hard. Although it is knOim that both non~'8ynchl"onous 

rotation and an eccentpic orbit fcWoup mass exchange in ulose binary 

systems (Kl'uszevu3ki 1963, Batten 1973), IlL Sel, \-lith 1'1< 0.25, is not 

considered to be 'close' and, indeed, thero is no spectposcopio 

ev'idence 1'01' a disk or gas stream in the system. In partioular, no 

H~ emission vlas d.etected on the infra-ped and red spectra obtained at 

various ol'bltal phases. 

Irpogulapi ties siwilar to those of PJ. .. ScI, al though on 8, longer 

time-scale, have been repot-ted for thG semi-detached system RV Oph by 

VJalter ( 1970) • Tl'ansient photometl~i'o distut'banoes in such systems, 

ocourring mostly duping eolipses, 388m to be rather comnOD (Olson, 

1982) and can be related to episodi.o mass-tP8,lwfep events. Hall and 
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Hubbard (1971) proposed the existence of a transient opaque cloud as 

the cause of the time-dependent irregularities in the light curves of 

the detached system HS Her, an explanation \vhlch has been adopted in 

general for all detaohed systems by Piotrowski et a1. ( 1974) • 

~lhereas Hall and Hubbard did not speculate on tho physical nature of 

this cloud, Piotrowski et al. favoured the idea that dust grains are 

the constituents, and may be a relic of the star-formation process 

(see Burke and Silk, 1976). Although the lifetime of graphite grains 

in a hot gas has been estimated to be infinite for runbient 

temperatures up to 4x105 oK (Burke and Silk, 1974), it is difficult to 

propose a sui table mechanism to overoome radiation pressure and keep 

the dust grains so close to the system. Moreover, the assvmptions 

concerning the position and variability of such a cloud within the AL 

Scl system, needed to explain the observed irregularities, vlOuld be 

rather artificial. Hence, the puzzle of the light-ourve cJ.istortions 

remaj.ns un sol ved. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 

Reticon observations of the Ca II K iine complex for three consecutive 

nights. The centre spectrum was obtained near conjunction, the other 

t"IO spectra at times Hhen quadrature Has not fully' achioved. The 

indices 1,2 a.nd 3 refer to the primary, seoondary and inter-stella)' 

components respectively. 

Figure 2 

Example of a least·-squares Gaussian fit to theCa II K line complex 

( Heticon observations) • A radia.l velocity determination is possible 

even for incomplete separation of the lines. 

Figure 3 

The orbit solutions (Table 5). The adopted solutions, based on the 

IIIa-J spectrograms and Reticon ooser'vations, are illustrated in 

Fig.3a, and the solutions based on the IIa--O speotrograms are shoi'm in 

Fig. 3b. 

Figur'e 11 

The y-fi.l tar light, and Stromgren colour~index: curves of fJ ... ScI, and 

the adopted photometric solutions (Tab'le 7). 
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Figure 5 

Residuals of the uvby observations from the synthetic light curves 

(Table 7). 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 

The joupnal of the speotroscopic obser'vations and l~adial veloai ties of 

AI.. Sol. Phases are oomputed \vith a period P == 
d 2 .445083 and are 

referred to the epoch of primary minimum in the light cur've, 

Tr =_2443698.5130 

Lindgren) • 

(Observer-s: DG :.; de Groot, HA:: Ha8fnel', LI ::; 

Table 2 

The adopted line list used in the radiaJ>-veloci ty study. 

Table 3 

Radial velocities of HD224112. Observers: AF :: Archer and Feast, AN 

:: Anderse.n and tJordstrom, DG :: de Groot, HA :-:! Haefner. The (internal) 

uncertainty quoted fop each plate is the mean el'ror of tho ind:Lvidual 

line measurements. 

Table !~ 

The jou1'na.l of the photometrio uvby measurements of AL Sol. Given for 

each obsepving run ar(~ a) the he1io08nt1'io Julian date of beginning 

and cud of r~n, h) the corresponding phases referred to the time of 

primary minimum as pbase zero (p ::.: 2d.I-!115083~ T - ~1111~)'608 ~1~O) - I - (- t'-i < ;; • ..J <' , 
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c) the munber of uvby measurements, d) the obsel'vcrs: HA :: Haefner, 50 

em ESO t.elescope, SC:: Schober, 61 em Bochum telescope (ESO), ST:: 

St.epken, 50 cm Danish telescope (ESO). 

Table 5 

The orbit solutions. Solutions 1 and 2 are based on the published 

obser'vations of AF, solutions 3 and 6 are based on the IIa-O 

solutions !!, 5 and 7 are based em the nIa-J spectrogNl.IIlS, 

spectrograms, and solution 8 is based on the IIIa-J and Reticnn 

spectrograms. The adopted solutions for' the ppimal'Y B.nd secondar'Y are 

solutions 4 and B respectively. 

Table 6 

The not'mal points used in the analysis of the four light curVE;~S. 

Table 7 

The photometrio parameters of AL Scl. 

Table 8 

The fundamental physical parameters of AL ScI. 
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Table 1 

Plate HJD- Phase V
1 

n
1 

V2 
n2 (0-C)1 (0-C)2 Observer 

2440000 kID s-1 kID s-1 kID s-1 kID s-1 

G1461 0784.8914 0.375 -51.9 9 141. 7 -4.8 24.7 DO 

01548 0868.6538 0.632 70.4 10 -147.9 -0.4 -5.7 DG 

G2018 1138.8775 0.149 -72.2 10 193.8 4.7 11.4 DO 

• G2050 1140.8523 0.957 25.5 9 2.4 DO 

G2427 1223.6044 0.801 73.2 10 -127 .3 -5.6 12.5 DG 

02447 1225.5988 0.617 67.3 9 -147.1 0.6 -14.0 DG 

G3245+ 1497.9238 0.994 -28.4 8 -31.6 DO 

• G3338 1518.8381 0.547 36.0 10 -5.4 DO 

• G3344 .1519.8059 0.943 38.2 10 8.0 DO 

G4970 1874.8530 0.152 -76.2 9 162.6 1.5 -21.6 DO 

G5024 1927.7136 0.771 84.1 9 -165.1 1.3 3.4 DO 

G5046 1934.7647 0.655 81.2 10 -162.7 5.3 -9.2 DG 

G5065 1945.6553 0.109 -60.0 9 138.2 0.2 -7.6 DG 

• G5073 1946.6431 0.513 27.9 10 2.3 DO 

G5088 1948.6780 0.345 -56.6 10 147.1 4.7 -1.0 DG 

05100 1949.6836 0.756 83.0 10 -170.1 -0.8 0.7 DG 

G5219 1993.5164 0.683 82.0 9 -160.4 1.3 3.7 DO 

G5226 1994.5325 0.099 -60.5 9 145.5 -5.1 10.4 DO 

• G5229 1995.5208 0.503 19.5 10 -1.3 DG 

G6134+ 2309.6531 0.978 27.9 8 16.1 DO 

G7708 2917.9131 0.747 81.9 10 -170.1 -2.3 1.5 DG 

• G7722 2918.9009 0.151 -84.5 9 176.7 1 -7.1 -6.9 DO 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Plate HJD- Phase Vl 
nl 

V2 n2 (O-C) 1 (0-C)2 Observer 

2440000 km s-l km s-l kms -1 km s-l 

010820 4098.7210 0.678 73.4 10 -160.1 2 0.7 0.8 HA 

010827 4102.6763 0.296 -83.7 10 177.1 -2.1 10.3 HA 

010829 4102.7652 0.332 -66.2 10 132.4 2 3.6 -9.4 HA 

• 010833 4102.9211 0.396 -49.1 10 97.2 2 -6.1 12.4 HA 

010834 4102.9468 0.406 -36.3 10 84.3 2 1.8 9.9 HA 

011528 4475.6942 0.854 67.9 10 -131.9 2 1.7 15.3 HA 

011529 4475.7144 0.863 67.3 10 -134.9 2 3.8 6.6 HA 

011530 4475.7342 0.871 55.3 9 -136.6 2 -5.4 -1.2 HA 

011531 4475.9203 0.947 26.4 10 1.7 HA 

011536 4476.6064 0.227 -88.3 9 211.2 4.8 19.9 HA 

011537 4476.7047 0.268 -88.6 10 184.0 -0.3 3.0 HA 

011538 4476.8328 0.320 -77.2 10 150.4 2 -3.1 -0.6 HA 

011543 4477.6095 0.638 62.5 10 -140.1 0.2 -1.2 HA 

011544 4477.7387 0.690 74.0 10 -190.1 2 -1.1 -24.1 HA 

011545 4477.7568 0.698 76.0 10 -175.1 2 -0.3 -6.4 HA 

011546 4477.7759 0.706 78.6 10 -190.0 2 1.1 -18.8 HA 

011547 4477 .9297 0.769 78.9 10 -169.5 2 -2.1 9.1 HA 

011551 4478.7127 0.089 -53.6 9 121.1 6.0 0.9 HA 

011552 4478.7345 0.098 -66.9 10 121.3 -2.9 -8.2 HA 

011553 4478.7564 0.107 -70.9 10 123.1 -2.8 -15.2 HA 

011554 4478.7776 0.115 -75.8 10 126.0 2 -3.9 -20.2 HA 

011555 4478.9307 0.178 -89.1 10 181.1 2 1.1 -4.1 HA 

011560 4479.5960 0.450 -19.6 10 -2.5 HA 

011561 4479.7207 0.501 10.7 10 3.2 HA 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Plate HJD- Phase Vl nl V2 n2 (O-C) 1 (0-C)2 Observer 

2440000 kID s-l Ian s-l kID s-l kID s-l 

RCaIlK 4856.8119 0.725 80.8+ -167.1 1.1 9.0 LI 

R H 5178.9302 0.467 -5.4+ 4.0 HA 

RCaIlK 5179.7838 0.816 72.1+ -116.9+ 1 -3.7 50.7 HA 

R H 5182.7056 0.011 -13.4+ 0.3 HA 

RCaIlK 5182.8632 0.075 -45.0+ 111.7 1 7.2 6.5 HA 

RCa IlK 5183.8230 0.468 -2.5+ 6.3 HA 

RCa IlK 5184.7383 0.842 68.2+ -141.1 -1.6 13.6 HA 

RCaIlK 5184.8647 0.894 56.1+ -117.2 4.5 - 1.5 HA 

• + Half weight in orbit solutions 
Zero weight in orbit solutions 
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Table 2 

Havelength" (R) Identification 

3856.011 Si II 

3862.595 Si II 

3933. 661~ Ca II K+ 

4026.218 He I 

It 120.831 He I 

4128.051 Si II 

!1130.816 Si II 

4261.161 C II 

4388.005 He I 

4t!71.50'r He I 

~481.228 Mg II 

+ Secondary spectrum only. 



Table 3 

Date/HJD 

7.9.54 

7.9.54 

8.9.54 

20.9.54 

17.6.56 

24 110000+ 

1132.8836 

2312.7212 

2319.7376 

2372.6245 

41,02.8847 

-1 Velocity (km s ) 

1.9 

2.0 

5.1 

3.7 

8.11 

6.8 

0.5 

7.0 

-4.0 

6.0 
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(sd) 

3.0 

2.3 

1 .8 

2.0 

2.4 

1.8 

Mean Observer 

AF 

4.2 

DG 

AN 

1.2 

HA 
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'l'able 4 

Year Index HJD-2440000 Phase Number of 

Start End' Sta~t End Measurements 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1 3700.8222 3700.9451 0.944 0.994 

2 3701.8045 3701.9382 0.346 0.400 

3 3712.7806 3712.9355 0.835 0.898 

4 3715.7843 3715.9303 0.063 0.123 

5 3716.8934 3716~9163 0.517 0.526 

6 4090.6353 4090.8307 0.371 0.451 

7 4092.6611 4092.8897 0.200 0.293 

8 4094.6432 4094.9412 0.010 0.132 

9 4095.6295 4095.9372 0.414 0.540 

10 4096.6418 4096.9466 0.828 0.953 

11 Il467 .7537 4467.8068 0.607 0.628 

12 11468. '7 345 4468.9225 0.008 0.085 

13 41t69.6377 4469.9247 0.377 0.495 

14 41170.6570 41170.9183 o. 7 9)~ 0.901 

15 41171.6457 4471.6972 0.198 0.220 

16 111173.7295 4473.9180 0.051 0.128 

17 1+47 1105918 447 1l.9295 0.403 0.5 1\1 

18 4485.8162 41!85.8846 0.994 0.022 

19 4815.7513' !f815.7873 0.932 0.9 117 

20 4816.7941 4816.9318 0.359 0.415 

21 4817.7681 ~817.'7706 0.758 0.758 

~6 

100 

54 

97 

15 

87 

97 

199 

206 

207 

31l 

89 

64 

11-18 

6 

165 

278 

21+ 

30 

115 

5 

Observer 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

HA 

SC 

HP. 

HA 

HA 
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Table 4 (continued) 

Year Index BJD-2 tPiOOOO Phase Numbei" of Observer' 

Start End starot End Measurements 

1981 22 4818.7798 1+818.9373 0.171 0.235 169 HA 

23 482!1. 9040 4824.9381 0.675 0.689 25 HA 

21t 4826.8308 !!826.9303 0.464 0.504 7'7 HA 

25 4829.--(639 lW29.9026 0.663 0.720 50 HA 

26 4830.8!147 4830.9303 0.105 0.140 4Jt HA 

27 4831.7733 4831.9323 0.485 0.550 1111 HA 

28 lt832.7863 11832.919 110.899 0.954 96 . HA 

29 4833.7766 4833.9315 0.304 0.368 89 BA 

30 4887 .6190 !1896.5969 0.325 0.397 41 S'f 

+ UBV measurements 
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Table 5 

Element T K Vo e w s al,2sin i f(m) 
0 

2443695+ km s-l kID s-l deg km s-l RO MO 

SQlut;!,on 

1. 0.429 86.2 9.5 0.033 82.0 8.5 4.160 0.162 

± 0.010 2.3 1.6 0.026 47.1 0.111 0.039 

2. 0.436 87.3 10.4 0.070 111.0 10.4 4.206 0.168 

± 0.019 5.6 3.1 0.058 42.7 0.268 0.096 

3. 0.4108 87.4 3.4 0.077 168.8 4.0 4.211 0.168 

± 0.0077 1.7 1.1 0.022 12.5 0.080 0.029 

4. 0.4237 87.3 -2.6 0.074 121.8 3.4 4.204 0.167 

± 0.0050 0.9 0.7 0.011 10.2 0.044 0.016 

5. Tmin 87.3 -2.5 0.077 124.6 3.3 4.207 0.168 

± 0.9 0.7 0.008 9.5 0.042 0.015 

6. Tmin 
192.2 5.8 0.077+ 348.8+ 11.9 9.259 1.787 

± 3.9 3.2 0.190 0.330 

7. Tmin 
186.7 -2.4 0.074+ 301.8+ 12.1 8.993 1.638 

± 3.3 2.7 0.157 0.257 

8. Tmin 185.4 -0.9 0.074+ 301.8+ 11.7 8.933 1.606 

± 2.9 2.4 0.140 0.227 

+ Fixed in solution 
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Table 6 

Phase u v b Y Phase u v b y 

0.000 7.038 6.365 6.290 6.323 0.450 6.834 6.184 6.124 6.161 
0.005 7.036 6.362 6.285 6.316 0.455 6.840 6.192 6.133 6.171 
0.010 7.023 6.349 6.272 6.302 0.460 6.845 6.199 6.141 6.180 
0.015 7.001 6.326 6.252 6.282 0.465 6.848 6.204 6.146 6.186 
0.020 6.973 6.298 6.227 6.257 0.470 6.851 6.207 6.150 6.189 
0.025 6.940 6.267 6.198 6.229 0.475 6.852 6.208 6.150 6.190 
0.030 6.907 6.238 6.168 6.201 0.480 6.850 6.207 6.149 6.189 
0.035 6.876 6.210 6.141 6.174 0.485 6.847 6.203 6.1Q5 6.184 
0.040 6.851 6.186 6.117 6.151 0.490 6.842 6.198 6.140 6.178 
0.045 6.833 6.166 6.101 6.135 0.495 6.837 6.191 6.133 6.170 
0.050 6.826 6.164 6.095 6.128 0.500 6.831 6.183 6.124 6.160 

0.075 6.819 6.157 6.089 6.122 0.505 6.825 6.174 6.113 6.149 

0.095 6.814 6.151 6.085 6.119 0.510 6.818 6.164 6.101 6.137 
0.112 6.810 6.147 6.081 6.115 0.515 6.812 6.155 6.090 6.126 

0.138 6.804 6.142 6.076 6.109 0.520 6.806 6.147 6.081 6.117 
0.188 6.794 6.134 6.068 6.103 0.525 6.801 6.142 6.076 6.112 

0.213 6.791 6.132 6.065 6.102 0.530 6.798 6.137 6.072 6.109 
0.237 6.790 6.132 6.065 6.102 0.535 6.798 6.136 6.072 6.108 

0.250 6.789 6.132 6.064 6.102 0.700 6.788 6.130 6.002 6.102 
0.262 6.790 6.132 6.064 6.102 0.813 6.794 6.135 6.070 6.104 

0.287 6.790 6.132 6.065 6.103 0.837 6.797 6.139 6.073 6.106 

0.313 6.791 6.132 6.006 6.104 0.863 6.801 6.143 6.077 6.110 
0.338 6.793 6.132 6.067 6.104 0.887 6.804 6.146 6.079 6.113 

0.363 6.794 6.133 6.069 6.105 0.913 6.809 6.150 6.082 6.116 

0.387 6.796 6.133 6.070 6.106 0.938 6.813 6.154 6.01l6 6.121 
0.400 6.796 6.134 6.071 6.107 0.955 6.825 6.162 6.093 6.130 
0.405 6.796 6.135 6.072 6.108 0.960 6.843 6.178 6.111 6.147 
0.410 6.797 6.135 6.072 6.108 0.965 6.871 6.208 6.138 6.178 

/ 0.415 6.798 6.136 6.073 6.108 0.970 6.902 6.235 6.169 6.205 
0.420 6.800 6.137 6.075 6.109 0.975 6.932 6.205 6.196 6.233 
0.425 6.805 6.141 6.078 6.113 0.980 6.962 6.295 6.224 6.201 
0.430 6.809 6.147 6.083 6.119 0.985 6.991 6.322 6.251 6.287 

0.435 6.816 6.156 6.093 6.128 0.990 7.014 6.344 6.272 6.308 
0.440 6.822 6.165 6.103 6.139 0.995 7.029 6.358 6.286 6.321 
0.445 6.828 6.175 6.113 6.150 1.000 7.038 6.365 6.290 6.323 
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Table 7 

.E..1..lJ<.m: u v b Y Adopt 

Parameter 

i
O 80.5 80.2 80.3 80.2 80.3±0.1 

~1 = f2 
0.25+ 0.25+ 0.25+ 0.25+ 0.25 

T oK 
1 

13550+ 13550+ 13550+ 13550+ 13550 

T oK 
2 9839 10293 10400 10243 10312±80 

Fl 1.357+ 1.357+ 1.357+ 1.357+ 1.357 

F2 3.600+ 3.600+ 3.600+ 3.600+ 3.600 

q 0.471+ 0.471+ 0.471+ 0.471+ 0.471 

e cos w -0.0390+ -0.0384+ -0.0391+ -0.0387+ -0.0388±0.0003 

L/Ll 0.0570 0.0795 0.0849 0.0898 

r 1 polar 0.240 0.240 0.241 0.241 0.241±.0.001 

r 1 mean 0.241 0.242 0.244 0.244 0.243±.0.002 

r
2 

polar 0.106 0.106 0.104 0.105 0.105±.0.001 

r 2 mean 0.106 0.106 0.104 0.105 0.1 05±.0 .001 

+ Fixed in solution 
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Table 8 

Parametep Ppimary Secondapy 

M/N0 3.63±0.11 1. 71±0. 04 

R/R0 3.24+0.05 1.40±O.o'L 

A/R0 13.33±0.15 

log g (cgs) 3. 98±0 .04 4 • 38±0 .08 

log T e 
4 • 1 32±0 • 0 11 4.013±0.015 

log L/LE) 2.51;!:0.06 1.30±0.10 

~ol -1. 53±0. 15 +1.50±0.25 

B.C. -1.17 -0.31 

Mv -0.36±-0.15 +1.81±0 .25 

E(b-y) Om.02 

Distance (pc) 200±-27 

Spectpal type B6V B9V 
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Summary. Radial velocities derived from 40 high dispersion 

spectrograms acquired between 1910 and 1981, and light curves based on 

440 UBV photometric observations, are presented for the ~ 

Algol-type system DM Persei. The spectroscopic data yield a mass 

ratio of 0.32±0.02 for the binary, and show that it is part of a 

triple system in which the third component is most probably a late-B 

star in a 98-day orbit with a semi-major axis of only 0.9 A.U. 

An analysis of the 3 light curves using the synthesis code LIGHT 

confirms that the binary system is semi-detached and consists of a B5V 

primary and an A5III secondary. The parameters of the primary 

component concur with the empirical mass-luminosity relationship for 

detached systems. 

DM Per joins the small group of short-period early-type 

semi-detached massive systems, which include V Pup and u Her, whose 

characteristics differ significantly from the classical Algols, and 

which may result from case-A mass transfer. 
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1 Introduction 

The star DM Persei (HD14811, 
o 

BD+55 616) was discovered to be 

variable by Hoffmeister (1943) who classified it as an Algol-type 

eclipsing binary • A preliminary ephemeris was determined by 

Deutsch (1945) from times of minima found by Gaposchkin from Harvard 

plates. This ephemeris was used by Deutsch in his analysis of the 

orbital radial velocity curve of the primary component. The ephemeris 

was later improved by Kukarkin & Ghiz (1949) from photographic 

observations. Two-colour photoelectric photometry of DM Per was 

carried out by Colacevich (1950) using the 13-inch reflector at 

McDonald Observatory. These observations required a slight adjustment 

of 0.00002 day to the period given by Kukarkin & Ghiz. Colacevich 

attempted to explain the shape of the light curve resulting from his 

observations in terms of an atmospheric eclipse effect caused by gas 

streaming from the cooler component towards the brighter component. 

On this hypothesis, he derived preliminary geometric elements of the 

system. Koch, Plavec & Wood (1970) suggested that improved 

rectification of the light curve would provide a better solution. In 

an attempt to resolve the matter, new photometric and spectroscopic 

observations of DM Per were obtained by RWH in 1970. A very 

substantial delay in the analysis and publication of these data was 

necessitated by the discovery that DM Per was part of a triple system 

and hence an accurate representation of the spectroscopic orbit could 

not be provided until the two orbital motions were resolved. In the 

meantime, further photometric observations and/or light-curve analyses 

were published by Scaltriti (1976), Giuricin et al. (1981), 

Sezer (1983) and Murad & Budding (1984). 
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The system is important not only because it joins the small group 

of hot semi-detached systems (Popper 1980) whose characteristics are 

significantly different from classical Algol systems, but also because 

we show that it is part of a triple system in which the third 

component is most likely a late-B star in a 98-day orbit with a 

semi-major axis of only 0.9 A.U. 

2 Observational Data 

2.1 Photometry 

2.1.1 Observations 

All photometric observations were obtained on 11 nights in the 

interval 1970 September 16 - October 5 by RWH and DMC using the 

30 cm. Cassegrain telescope at the Sierra Nevada Outstation of La 

Cartuja Observatory, Granada, Spain. A single-channel photometer was 

employed, incorporating standard UBV filters and an uncooled EMI6256 

photo-multiplier. Output was recorded on a strip-chart pen recorder, 

each integration lasting 20 secs. Further details of the 

instrumentation may be found in the paper by Epps (1972). 
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On each night, observations of DM Per were made relative to a 

nearby comparison star HD14827 and a check star HD15559. In addition, 

some observations of UBV standard stars were made at the beginning of 

each night to check the zero-point of the photometric system. 

Transformation of the data from the instrumental system to the 

standard UBV system was effected by means of the very well determined 

mean values of transformation coefficients, second-order colour 

coefficients and extinction coefficients derived from two years of 

observations with the same equipment by Epps (1972). The zero-points 

for each night were then determined from the standard star 

observations. For both the comparison and check stars, no evidence 

was found for intrinsic variability greater than Om.01 in V and 

accordingly mean values of V, (B-V) and (U-B) are given in Table 1, 

together with the corresponding indices for DM Per at phase 0.25. The 

differential V-magnitudes and colour indices for DM Per in the sense 

(variable minus comparison), and transformed to the UBV system, are 

given in Table 2 with the corresponding heliocentric Julian dates of 

observations and orbital phases calculated according to the ephemeris 

derived in Section 2.1.2. 

The complete differential V-magnitude light curve and the 

colour-index curves are illustrated in Fig. 1. The binary system 

displays somewhat irregular light variations seen most clearly outside 

the eclipses where more than one night of observations have 

overlapped. These findings are in agreement with the results from 

Scal triti (1976) and Sezer (1983) who note that night-to-night 

differences m at the same phase interval may amount to 0 .03. However 

our data show no evidence for the 'standstill' in the light curve at 
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phase tV 0.1 reported by Colacevich (1950) and confinned by 

Scaltriti(1976) and Murad & Budding (1984), . although there is a 

discrepancy 
m of NO .02 in the U light curve at phase ",0.12 where data 

from two nights (Sep. 21/22 & Oct. 02/03) overlap, which is not seen 

in either the B or V light curves. A further distortion is evident in 

all 3 light curves in the phase interval 0.55-0.70 (Fig. 1), based on 

observations from the nights Sep. 17/18, Sep. 25/26 and Oct. 03/04. 

Regrettably, our data cover mid-primary eclipse on only one night 

(Sep. 18/19) and where these data overlap on the ascending branch from 

phase 0.015 with data from Sep. 29/30 there is a small discrepancy 

amounting m to ",0 .015. In secondary eclipse, we again have data from 

only one night (Oct. 03/04), which shows a pronounced asymmetry on the 

ascending branch. With these caveats, we cannot expect to represent 

accurately the detailed shape of the observed light curve with a 

theoretical light curve; deviations of up to 
m m o .02-0 .03 may be 

expected. 

2.1 .2 Ephemeris 

The single epoch of primary minimum estimated from our 

observations, together with a further thirteen determinations taken 

from the literature are summarized in Table 3. An unweighted least 

squares solution applied to the listed epochs results in the 

ephemeris: 

JDe2441920.4550 + 2.7277425 E 

±17 ±15 
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which is in good agreement with that derived by Scaltriti (1976) from 

6 epochs of primary minimum. The formal uncertainties in the present 

determination are rather large, reflecting the relatively large O-Cls 

from this ephemeris which arise in part from light travel time effects 

across the third body orbit (see Section 3.1). There is no indication 

of any trend in these residuals such as would result from a changing 

period of the binary system. 

2.2 Spectroscopy 

The first series of spectrograms in this study were obtained by 

RWH using the 1.52 m telescope and coud~ spectrograph of Haute 

Provence Observatory, France during the week 1970 November 19-25. A 

o -1 total of 12 spectrograms were secured at a dispersion of 20 A mm on 

baked IIa-O emulsion and with exposure times of the order of 30 

minutes. The stability of the spectrograph was confirmed by means of 

observations of radial-velocity standard stars, the results of which 

have been reported elsewhere (Hilditch 1972). 

These OHP spectra were measured for radial velocity by RWH at the 

Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, Victoria, Canada using the 

ARCTURUS oscilloscope comparator. The primary component displays a 

B5V spectrum whilst the secondary spectrum is visible in the always 

blended H lines which suggests an early-A spectral type for this 

component. The results from the 12 spectrograms confirmed the 

semi-amplitude of the velocity curve of the primary component 

determined by Deutsch but the systemic velocities differed by 

-1 
~52 km s I Since there was no indication of any peculiarities with 
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either the OHP or McDonald spectrographs, it was concluded that DM Per 

might be in orbit around a nearby companion. Accordingly, a second 

series of spectrograms were obtained by RWH using the 1.8 m telescope 

and Cassegrain spectrograph of the DAO during 1971-1973. Dispersions 

o -1 of 15 and 30 A mm were employed, together with baked IIa-O and baked 

IIIa-J emulsions respectively. These spectra were all measured on 

ARCTURUS with the radial velocities for the primary component being 

derived from the well-defined but rotationally broadened helium lines 

only. The wavelengths for these lines recommended by Batten (1976) 

were adopted together with the modification for rotational effects on 

the triplet series of He I as recommended by Pagel & Drew (1976). 

Weak lines of Mg II~4481 and Ca II~3934 attributable to the secondary 

component were occasionally measurable for radial velocity on the DAO 

spectra. The appearance of the lines confirms the early-A spectral 

type for the secondary component. 

Although these data confirmed that the binary system was part of 

a triple system, they did not suffice to establish accurately its 

orbital motion about the third body. Thus a third series of spectra 

were obtained in 1981 by GCLA using the same DAO equipment and IIa-O 

plates. These spectra were measured by GCLA on ARCTURUS and the same 

recommended rest wavelengths were adopted. 

A total of 40 radial velocities of the primary component are 

presented in Table 4 together with 10 determinations of the radial 

velocity of the secondary component. The internal (line-to-line) mean 

-1 errors of these velocities for the primary component are 4.3 km s 

for -1 the OHP data and 3.5 km s for the DAO data. The 40 

radial-velocity determinations of the primary component, phased to the 
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photometric ephemeris, are illustrated in Fig.1 , wherein the effect 

of the orbital motion about the third body is clearly demonstrated. 

3 Analysis 

3.1 Radial Velocities 

The photometric period was adopted as a fixed element in the 

analysis of the radial-velocity data. Plates GA357, 7312~ and 89061 

were excluded from the investigation since they occur near phase zero 

and are subject to a rotational distortion effect (cf. Deutsch 1945). 

The light travel time across the projected semi-major axis of the 

orbit of the binary system around the third component is < 2.5 min 

(see below), and, since this is small compared with the exposure 

times, light travel time corrections were not applied to the 

spectroscopic observations. Although Deutsch's (1945) investigation 

indicated an eccentricity of 0.11 for the binary orbit, 

Lucy & Sweeney (1971) and Scaltriti (1976) concluded this eccentricity 

to be spurious and adopted a circular orbit. The orbital analysis in 

the 

both 

present investigation was carried out assuming circular motion in 

the binary and third-body orbits. This procedure was 

subsequently 

binary and 

shown to be justified by application to the adopted 

third-body solutions of the statistical test from 

Lucy & Sweeney (1971) 

eccentricities. 

for the significance of small orbi tal 
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The orbital analysis proceeded by first cpmputing a preliminary 

solution for the primary component in its binary orbit from the 11 

'Series l' observations. Since these data were acquired in a 6-day 

interval, the effect of the third-body orbit on this initial set of 

elements is small. This preliminary solution was subtracted from the 

complete set of 37 observations to yield an initial radial-velocity 

curve of the binary system about the third body. A periodogram 

analysis (Lomb 1976) of these data indicated the third-body period to 

be "'98.0 day. A solution for the third-body orbit was derived from 

these data and subtracted from the original observations to give a new 

radial-velocity curve for the binary orbit based on all 37 

observations, from which an improved solution for the binary orbit was 

derived. This iterative procedure was continued, each stage giving a 

better solution for the binary and third-body orbits; convergence to 

the final solution was rapid, requiring three iteration cycles. The 

third-body period was also refined in each iteration cycle, resulting 

in an adopted value of 98.006±0.020 day. The binary period estimated 

from the spectroscopic observations is 2.727735±0.000008 day, and 

agrees with the photometric value derived in Section 2.1.2 to within 

the formal errors. 

The adopted solutions for the binary and third-body orbits are 

summarized in Table 5 and illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b respectively, 

with the binary orbit normalised to the three-body systemic velocity 

of -1 
-13.2 km s • The scatter about each solution is characterized by 

-1 a standard deviation of 6.7 km s The three velocities derived from 

plates GA357, 73125 and 89061 are included in these diagrams and 

provide clear evidence of a rotational-distortion effect through 
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primary eclipse. The predicted rotational distortion, assuming the 

parameters of the adopted model for the system and computed using a 

computer 

procedure, 

code developed by RWH based on Napier's (1981) synthesis 

-1 indicates a maximum distortion effect ofN21 km s , which 

concurs with the limited observational evidence presented here. 

One additional measurement of Mg II ~4481 from plate 73209 at 

phase -1 0.940 (+249.6 km s measured, +282.6 -1 km s corrected for 

third-body orbit) is included in Fig. 3a. This measurement is 

clearly not of the secondary component, nor does it constitute a 

detection of the third-body spectrum, whose predicted velocity on this 

-1 plate is N +50 km s • It is conceivable that this line arises in a 

gas stream flowing from the cooler to the hotter component, viewed 

longitudinally and seen projected on to the primary component. 

Scaltriti (1976) invoked a similar concept to explain a distortion in 

the light curve seen at small positive phases. 

Only ten measurements are available for the secondary spectrum, 

and since these do not fully cover both quadratures, a separate 

solution for the secondary orbit was not computed. The mass ratio, q, 

in the binary was computed from the ratio of the respective veloCity 

measurements of primary and secondary corrected to the systemic 

velocity, and is q = 0.32±0.02. This value was confirmed in an orbit 

solution using Irwin's (1973) method for circular, double-lined 

orbits. 
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for the binary 

3 m2sin i=1.73±0.07M@, 

components are 

and the projected 

semi-major axis of the relative binary orbit is a sin i=15.86±0.28Re. 

The third-body orbit solution yields a rather large mass function 

f
3

(m) = 0.37±0.05Me and a projected semi-major axis for the orbit of 

the binary system around the third component of a3sin i3=64.1±2.9Re. 

As is shown in Section 4.2, the third body has a probable late-B 

spectral type designation, and therefore its spectrum might be 

expected to influence the radial-velocity determinations of the binary 

components by line-blending. Consequently the predicted radial 

velocities of the third body were computed for each observation, 

assuming the orbital parameters in Table 4 and the 'co-planar' 

third-body mass, M3 = 3.63 Me (Section 4.2). For fifteen spectrograms 

of the primary component, and one of the secondary component, the 

predicted -1 third-body velocity lies within 30 km s of the measured 

velocity for the corresponding binary component. However, only 2 

spectrograms in the 'Series l' set of data are affected in this way, 

and, since the value of K1 determined from these 11 observations 

-1 (72.8±2.1 km s ), does not differ significantly from the adopted 

value -1 (70.5±1.3 km s ,Table 5), it is concluded that the measured 

radial velocities of the binary components are not seriously affected 

by blending with the spectrum of the third body. 

The projected semi-major axis of the binary's orbit about the 

third body is 64.1 Re and so the light travel time across this 

dimension m is ±2 .48. In Figure 4, the differences between the 

observed times of primary minimum and the predicted times assuming the 

linear ephemeris given in Section 2.1.2 are shown phased to the third 
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body ephemeris. The broken line indicates the theoretical error 

expected on the basis of light-travel time effects across the 

third-body orbit, given by e = 0.00172 sine day, where e is the 

phase in the third body orbit measured from the epoch of zero mean 

longitude, T03 = 2441904.B3±0.BO. Although the real errors appear to 

mimic the general trend of the theoretical curve, there is still a 

considerable amount of apparently random error which is unaccounted 

for by light travel time effects alone. The origin of this scatter is 

unclear, but it may relate to errors in the measured times of primary 

minimum imposed by the secular changes in the light curves alluded to 

in Section 2.1. 

3.2 Photometry 

3.2.1 Reddening and Intrinsic Colours 

To derive the interstellar reddening to DM Per and the effective 

temperature of the primary component, 4 four-colour Str~mgren 

photometric indices reported by Hilditch & Hill (1975) at phases 

0.47, 0.56, 0.79 and 0.B3 were corrected for the contribution of the 

secondary component by adopting monochromatic luminosity ratios in the 

uvby filters at the appropriate phases from preliminary solutions of 

the present UBV light curves made with the synthesis code LIGHT 

(Hill 1 97 9) • This procedure resulted in mean indices for the primary 

m m m m component of <b-y> = 0 .064±0 .004 and <c 1> = 0 .405±0 .OOB. Adopting 

the intrinsic colour calibrations of Crawford (197B), and taking 

m o .405 as a first estimate for c, two iterations result in final o 

values for the reddening m and intrinsic colours of E(b-y) = 0 .137, 
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m m m 
E(B-V) = 0 .185, (b-y) = -0 .073 and c = +0 .378. According to the o 0 

Co - Teff calibration of Davis & Shobbrook (1977) this corresponds to 

an effective temperature for the primary component of o 
T 1 = 16030 K, 

whereas the 

0 
Tl = 15700 K, 

(Popper 1980). 

mid-secondary 

(b-y) - T o eff calibration 

both corresponding to 

The present broad-band 

m 
eclipse give B-V = +0 .06 

of Popper ( 1980) yields 

a spectral type of B5 

observations evaluated at 

and hence (B-V) 0 
m = -0 .13. 

Secondary eclipse is partial, and the contribution of the secondary 

component to this colour index in mid-eclipse is 
m o .04, so that 

(B- V) 
o 

for the primary component is m 
-0 .17, corresponding to an 

effective temperature of T1 = 163200 K (Popper 1980). Failure to take 

into account the contamination of the colours of the primary by the 

residual contribution from the larger secondary at phase 0.5 would 

cause the effective temperature of the former component to be 

o under-estimated by ~2000 K. 

The reddening and intrinsic colours can be checked independently 

by reference to the reddening-free parameter, Q, computed from the UBV 

observations. With 
m 

U-B = -0 .44 at mid-secondary eclipse, and 

applying a correction for the contribution of the secondary component 

of Om. 02 , the value of Q for the primary is 
m 

Q = -0 .47 and hence 

m 
(B-V) = -0 .16 o 

and 
m 

E(B-V) = 0 .18. These values for Q and (B-V) o 

correspond respectively to a spectral type of B5 (e.g. Becker 1963) 

and an effective temperature of Tl = 15500
0

K (Popper 1980). Recalling 

the variable nature of the light curves and noting that the UBV and 

Stromgren observations are not contemporaneous, the agreement between 

these two methods is excellent. The mean of the above four 

o 
temperature estimates yields T1 = 15900±400 K, 

adopted in all subsequent analysis. 

and this value is 
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3.2.2 Solution of the Light Curves 

Corrections for light travel time in the third body orbit were 

not applied to the individual photometric observations, which were all 

acquired in an interval equal to 20 per cent of a single cycle in the 

third-body orbit. The light curves were phased to the linear 

ephemeris derived in Section 2.1.2, and an empirically-derived global 

phase shift of 0.002 cycle applied to each light curve to ensure that 

primary minimum occurs exactly at zero phase. 

The three light curves were analysed independently using the 

synthesis code LIGHT (Hill 1979), assuming synchronous rotation of the 

components, and with initial values of the geometrical parameters 

taken from the analysis of Murad & Budding (1984). In each solution 

T1 
o was fixed at 15900 K and the mass ratio q = 0.32 derived in the 

spectroscopic analysis adopted. Gravity-darkening exponents 

appropriate to radiative envelopes, namely ~ = 0.25, were used for 

each component, and theoretical non-linear limb-darkening coefficients 

were taken from Hill's (1979) analysis of the Carbon-Gingerich model 

atmospheres (Carbon & Gingerich 1969). An electron scattering 

fraction of 0.2 (Hutchings & Hill 1971) was specified for the primary 

component, 
o 

and third light correspnding to T3 = 13200 K and 

R3 = 2.65 RO was included in the solutions (Section 4.2). Preliminary 

solutions were run assuming both black~body radiation and the 

'built-in' model atmospheres of Kurucz et al. (1974). The latter 

option gave superior fits to the observations, particularly in the 

out-of-eclipse regions of the light curves, and hence the models based 
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on these atmospheres are preferred. 

Three solutions were made for each light curve. In solution 1 

(Table 6) where the inclination, i, relative radii, r
1 

and r
2

, and the 

effective temperature of the secondary component, T
2

, were treated as 

free parameters, a mean radius for the secondary component of 

r 2 = 0.282±0.002 was derived. This confirms that the secondary fills 

its Roche lobe, for which r L = 0.284 assuming a mass ratio q = 0.32. 

Because of the asymmetry in each light curve within secondary 

eclipse and the strong distortion of the light curves in the region of 

fourth contact for secondary eclipse (Fig. 1), the radius of the 

secondary component was fixed to that of its Roche lobe, and a second 

set of models run in which only r
1

, i and T2 were treated as free 

parameters (Solution 2, Table 6). This solution did not differ 

significantly from the previous one, all parameters agreeing to within 

the errors (s.d. of the individual models). A final set of models 

in which no third light was included were run, again with r
2 

= r
L

, 

yielding nearly identical geometrical parameters and temperatures 

(Sol ution 3, Table 6). Clearly, third light corresponding to the 

adopted third component is not a serious influence on the 

determination of the photometric parameters of the binary system. 

Solutions 2 and 3 are illustrated in Fig. 1, where the solid 

curve refers to Solution 2, which has been adopted for the computation 

of the astrophysical data for the components of the binary system 

(Section 4.1). The residuals from this solution are illustrated in 

Fig. 5, which demonstrates clearly the various irregularities in the 

light curves. Although the residuals at mid-primary and mid-secondary 
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eclipse are systematically displaced by N +Om. 015 , Scal triti (1976) 

and Sezer (1983) reported m secular changes of]VO .03 in the depth of 

primary minimum, so that the deviations from the present synthetic 

light curves are not greater than expected. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Absolute Dimensions and Evolutionary Status 

The results of the spectroscopic and photometric analyses were 

combined to determine the fundamental physical parameters of the 

components of the binary system, and the results are presented in 

Table 7. The uncertainties quoted are the standard errors derived 

from the formal errors in the spectroscopic and photometric 

parameters. 

The properties of the components may be compared with the 

empirical mass-luminosity relationship based on well-observed detached 

systems (Popper 1980), and with the theoretical evolutionary models of 

Hejlesen (1980) for single stars. The absolute parameters derived for 

the primary component indicate that its luminosity is not 

significantly different from that expected for a single star with the 

same mass. The secondary component, however, is overluminous for its 

mass by m 
f>J 2 .2, due to it being considerably larger than a main 

sequence star of the same mass. Comparison of the bolometric 

magnitude, temperature and surface gravity of the primary component 
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with Hejlesen's evolutionary models shows that it lies on its correct 

mass track for the chemical composition and age 

1 (X,Z,t) = (0.10, 0.03, 4 x 10 yr), and in all respects appears as a 

normal single star in the middle of the main sequence band. A normal 

star with the mass of the secondary and with an age of 4 x 101 yr 

would appear close to the ZA~~ in the theoretical HR diagram, with an 

effective temperature nearly identical to that actually determined. 

The actual location, however, compares with that expected for a single 

star 8 
of mass N3 Me and age ",3 x 10 yr, which has evolved beyond 

exhaustion of core hydrogen burning. Clearly the DM Per binary system 

has evolved through a phase of rapid mass transfer and suffered a 

reversal of its mass ratio. This, of course, means that the earlier 

comparison with the theoretical isochrones does not yield the true age 

of the system. 

4.2 The Third Body 

The mass function derived for the third body orbit (0.31 Me)' 

combined with the total mass of the binary system (1.65 Me)' leads to 

o a minimum mass (i3=90 ) for the third body of 3.53 Me and an estimated 

o mass, assuming coplanar orbits (i
3
=i=18 .1), of 3.63 M~. Comparison 

of the latter value with the empirical mass-luminosity relationship 

yields log L
3
/Le N 2.24, and comparison of this with the ZAMS of 

Hejlesen's (1980) models for the composition (X,Z) = (0.10,0.03), 

yields o Teff ",14900 K, corresponding to a spectral type of B5-B6 

(Popper 1980). However the empirical data for detached (B5-AO) 

m 
systems (Popper (1980) lie '" 0 .15 above the ZAMS line, and, adopting 

a 'mean' empirical log Teff- log L/Le line yields o 
T3 '" 13200 K, 
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corresponding to a spectral type of B1, with Mv3""om.o• Thus the 

third body is m most likely ,...., 1 .2 fainter than the primary component 

and of a similar luminosity to the secondary component. The failure 

to detect the spectrum of the third component, especially on the 

IIIa-J spectrograms, would appear to rule out a luminosity much 

greater than that of the secondary. It is probable that the 

third-body spectrum could be detected on high-resolution, high 

signal-to-noise spectra. Measurement of its radial-velocity curve 

would, of course, lead to an explicit determination of the third body 

orbital inclination and third body mass, since the total mass of the 

binary system is known. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

The results of our analysis for the absolute parameters of the 

components of the binary system are in close agreement with those 

presented by Murad & Budding (1984), but contradict the more recent 

parameters adopted by Budding (1985). Our solution disproves the 

tentative suggestion of Guiricin et al. (1981) that DM Per might be an 

abnormal semi-detached system, which they proposed because their 

estimated masses, 9.4±4.6 and 2.3±1.0 MG, are at variance with the 

spectral types of the components. Their solution was recently adopted 

by 
, 

de Greve & Packet (1984) in an attempt to trace the progeni tor 

system of DM Per by following the evolution of a 9.0+5.4 M9 model. In 

reality, the total mass of the system is only half that assumed for 

this model. 
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The binary components of DM Per join a 

short-period early-type semi-detached massive binary 

rather different characterics from the classical 

small group of 

systems having 

Algol systems. 

Whereas the Algol systems have small total masses, large differences 

in the spectral types of their components and small mass ratios, the 

early-type systems are massive and have more similar components with 

mass ratios of the order of 0.4. The evolutionary history of this 

group, which includes V Pup (Andersen et al. 1983) and u Her 

(Hilditch 1984), 

(Webbink 1976). 

may have involved case-A mass transfer 

Although DM Per is undoubtedly a member of this 

class, it differs from V Pup and u Her in that its secondary component 

is larger than the primary, in common with the classical Algols. 

Furthermore, its mass ratio of 0.32 is lower than found for any of the 

other massive semi-detached systems (cf. Popper 1980). 

Finally, we note that with the assumed parameters for the third 

component in the DM Per system (Section 4.2), the semi-major axis of 

the relative third-body orbit is only "'200 R0 , or ",0.9 A.U. The 

evolution of 

common-envelope 

system. 

this configuration of massive stars through a 

phase will presumably result in a quite bizarre 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 

The light and colour-index curves of DM Per. The solid curve refers to 

the adopted photometric solution, derived using the synthesis code 

LIGHT, in which third light corresponding to a B7V star was included 

(solution 2, Table 6). The broken curve refers to a solution 

(solution 3, Table 6) in which third light was not included. The 

deviations of the observations from the synthetic light curves do not 

exceed the magnitude of the photometric distortions discussed in the 

text. 

Figure 2 

The three series of radial velocity observations of DM Per phased to 

the photometric ephemeris. Symbols: 0-1st series (1970), n -2nd 

series (1971-1973), f,. -3rd series (1981). 

Figure 3 

a) The radial velocity measurements of the primary (0) and secondary 

(0) corrected for the motion of the binary around the third component 

and phased to the photometric ephemeris, and the adopted orbit 

solution for the primary component. Three observations of the primary 

(A), which were excluded from the analysis, demonstrate a rotational 

distortion effect through primary eclipse. A single measurement of 

Mg II~4481 (~), which may reflect the presence of a gas stream in the 

system, is also included. 
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b) The radial velocity curve of the motion of the binary in its orbit 

around the third body, and the adopted orbit solution. Phases are 

computed from the epoch of mean longitude zero T03:2441904.83, and the 

symbols are as described for Fig 3a. 

Figure 4 

The o-c residuals of times of primary minima from the adopted 

photometric ephemeris phased according to the ephemeris of the third 

body solution. The broken curve illustrates the predicted error due 

to light travel time effects across the orbit about the third 

component of the binary system. 

Figure 5 

The residuals from the adopted photometric solution (solution 2, 

Table 6). 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 

Catalogue data for DM Per and the comparison and check stars, and our 

photometric indices, transformed to the standard system. 

Table 2 

Differential V-magnitudes and colours of DM Per used in the 

photometric analysis. 

discussed in the text. 

Table 3 

Phases are referred to the linear ephemeris 

Observed epochs of primary minimum and residuals from the adopted 

linear ephemeris. These residuals, phased to the orbit solution for 

the motion around the third body, are illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Table 4 

The spectroscopic observations. The photometric phase of each 

observation is indicated, together with the number of lines measured 

on each plate. The residuals from the adopted solution for the 

primary component in the binary system are also given. 

Table 5 

The adopted solutions for the binary and third body orbits. Both 

solutions assume circular motion. 
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Table 6 

The three photometric solutions for DM Per. Solutions 2 and 3 are 

illustrated in Fig. 1, and solution 2 has been adopted in the 

computation of the astrophysical data for DM Per summarized in 

Table 7. Errors cited are the standard deviations of the solutions 

from the three light curves. 

Table 7 

Astrophysical data for DM Per. Errors quoted are standard errors. 
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Table 1 

DM Per + Compo Check 

HD no. 14871 14827 15559 

R.A. (1950) 02h 22m.4 02h 21 m.7 02h 28m.6 

Dec. (1950) +550 52'.7 +55 0 01'.7 +55 0 14'.3 

V mag. 7.88±.0.01 7.61±0.01 6.74±0.01 

B-V mag. +0.08±.0.O1 +0 .01±0.0 1 +0.33±0.01 

U-B mag. -0.38±0.01 -0.20±0.01 -0.04±.0.01 

+ phase 0.25 
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T'lble 2 

II. J. D. Phase A.v h.( B-V) A( U-B) H. J. D. Ph'lse &V !( B-V) ,i( U-B) 
2ltltOOOO+ 2ltltOOOO+ 

Blt6.5217 0.292 +0.269 +0.065 -0.206 BltB.4723 0.007 +0·933 +0.099 -0.076 
8116.5273 0.29lt +0.265 +0.070 -0.201 848.lt76lt 0.009 +0·91B +0 .108 -0.086 
8lt6.5375 0.298 +0.262 +0 .069 -0.198 8lt8.lt808 0.010 +0.904 +0.110 -0.086 
8116.5504 0.303 +0.263 +0 .068 -0.202 848.4854 0.012 +0.899 +0.098 -0.085 
8lt6.5622 0.307 +0.262 +0.070 -0.202 8lt8.lt896 0.014 +0.889 +0.09lt -0.094 
8lt6.5750 0.312 +0.261 +O.06lt -0.196 Blt8.4938 0.015 +0.883 +0.091 -0.101 
8lt6.6009 0.321 +0.260 +0.066 -0.181 8lt8.4979 0.017 +0.875 +0.085 -0.096 
Blt6.62lt9 0.330 +0.25lt +0.075 -0.IB2 BltB.5060 0.020 +0.B45 +o.OB3 -0.092 
Blt6.6353 0.334 +0.251 +0.073 -0.19lt BltB.51lt3 0.023 +0.B1B +O.OB2 -0.101 
B116.6lt65 0.338 +0.256 +0.070 -0.195 BltB.51B7 0.024 +0.79B +o.OB7 -0.11lt 
Blt6.6579 0.342 +0.26lt +O.06lt -0.191 8ltB.5231 0.026 +0.7Bl +O.OBI -0.115 
Blt6.6699 0.347 +0.266 +0.061 -O.IBB BltB.5275 0.028 +0.766 +0.075 -0.123 
Blt7.4095 0.618 +0.259 +0.065 -0.202 8lt8.5319 0.029 +0.743 +0.085 -0.131 
B117.lt 164 0.620 +0.256 +0.072 -0.197 8lt8.5363 0.031 +0.733 +0.076 -0.130 
8lt7.lt219 0.622 +0.256 +0.076 -0.199 8lt8.5407 0.032 +0.720 +0.063 -0.128 
8lt7.lt319 0.626 +0.261 +0.072 -0.201 8lt8.5509 0.036 +0.676 +0.058 -0.126 
Blt7.4ltllt 0.629 +0.26B +0.065 -0.196 8lt8.5613 0.040 +0.631 +0.058 -0.139 
Blt7.ltlt62 0.631 +0.265 +0 .059 -0.197 BltB.5673 0.Olt2 +0.60B +0 .06 4 -0.163 
Blt7.lt509 0.633 +0.269 +0.051 -0.199 B48.57lt9 0.Olt5 +0.5 B3 +0.067 -0.176 
8117.lt563 0.635 +0.265 +0.055 -0.201 8118.5811 0.047 +0.558 +0.071 -0.176 
8lt7.4760 0.6lt2 +0.261 +0.061 -0.208 8lt8.5856 0.Olt9 +0.542 +0.075 -0.169 
8lt7.4951 0.649 +0.262 +0 .061 -0.215 848.59B4 0.054 +0.504 +0.072 -0.168 
847.5005 0.651 +0.260 +0 .065 -0.220 8118.6109 0.058 +0.lt70 +0.069 -0.178 
8lt7.5057 0.653 +0.255 +0.071 -0.222 8lt8.6152 0.060 +0.463 +0.067 -0.201 
B47.51lt8 0.656 +0.251 +0.076 -0.221 8lt8.6199 0.061 +0.452 +0.058 -0.198 
8lt7.5239 0.660 +0.25lt +0.067 -0.208 8lt8.62lt5 0.063 +0.439 +0.056 -0.187 
8lt7.5287 0.661 +0.253 +0.062 -0.198 8lt8.6287 0.065 +0.428 +0.059 -0.196 
847.5334 0.663 +0.251 +0.064 -0.202 8lt8.6329 0.066 +0.412 +0.060 -0.185 
81/1 .5385 0.665 +0.2 119 +0.068 -0.205 8lt8.6374 0.068 +0.395 +0.063 -0.174 
8lt7.5532 0.670 +0.249 +0.070 -0.203 848.6420 0.070 +0.387 +0.061 -0.178 
8lt7.5678 0.676 +0.253 +0 .064 -0.202 848.6465 0.071 +0.386 +0.051 -0.18lt 
8lt7.5726 0.678 +0.256 +0.059 -0.203 8lt8.6509 0.073 +0.380 +0.052 -0.193 
8117.5773 0.679 +0.247 +0.065 -0.202 848.6552 0.074 +0.371 +0.058 -0.191 
847.5825 0.681 +0.241 +0 .065 -0.211 849.4234 0.356 +0.252 +0.066 -0.175 
847.599/3 0.687 +0.247 +0.065 -0.212 849.4288 0.358 +0.255 +0.063 -0.184 
847.6169 0.694 +0.242 +0.077 -0.206 8119.4340 0.360 +0.266 +0.058 -0.199 
B47.6217 0.696 +0.2 111 +0.077 -0.208 849.4430 0·363 +0.264 +0.058 -0.187 
8lt7.6266 0.697 +0.2lt6 +o.07lt -0.206 8lt9.lt524 0·367 +0.260 +0.059 -0.181 
8lt7.631lt 0.699 +0.2ltlt +0.077 -0.209 8119.lt572 0.368 +0.260 +0.065 -0.193 
8lt7.6361 0·701 +0.2lt2 +0.076 -0.206 8lt9.lt615 0.370 +0.265 +0.067 -O.20lt 
8lt7.6408 0·703 +0.2 117 +0.070 -0.199 849.4660 0.372 +0.268 +0.068 -0.215 
8lt8.3937 0.979 +0.7811 +0 .095 -0.121 8lt9. 4713 0.37lt +0.270 +0.066 -0.211 
8lt8.3991 0.981 +0.798 +0.096 -0.114 849.4765 0·375 +0.267 +0 .06 4 -0.201 
8lt8.lt036 0.982 +0.80lt +0.109 -0.091 8lt9.4807 0.377 +0.263 +0.065 -0.199 
8lt8.4079 0.98lt +0.817 +0.117 -0.090 849.4892 0.380 +0.264 +0 .072 -0.207 
8lt8.4122 0.985 +0.836 +0.113 -0.085 849.lt979 0.383 +0.267 +0.073 -0.206 
848.lt167 0.987 +0.853 +0.110 -0.08B 849.5023 0·385 +0.272 +0.063 -0.206 
8lt 8.lt262 0.990 +0.878 +0.122 -0.09lt 849.5066 0·387 +0.269 +0.067 -0.208 
811B.lt357 0.994 +0.902 +0.118 -0.076 8lt9.5111 0·388 +0.265 +0 .070 -0.205 
8lt8.4399 0.995 +0.912 +0.103 -0.062 849.5155 0.390 +0.266 +0.066 -0.207 
848.lt441 0.997 +0.923 +0.10lt -0.063 8lt9.5199 0·391 +0.275 +0.061 -0.212 
848.4482 0.999 +0.936 +0.104 -0.070 849.5244 0·393 +0.274 +0.064 -0.222 
8lt8.lt522 0.000 +0.938 +0.103 -0.078 849.5361 0.398 +0.266 +0 .07 4 -0.222 
8lt8.lt564 0.002 +0.936 +0.104 -0.064 8lt9.5519 0.lt03 +0.263 +0 .07 6 -0.221 
Blt8.lJ6lJ4 0.004 +0.937 +0.100 -0.060 B49.5567 0.405 +0.267 +0.076 -0.232 
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Table 2 (cant.) 

H. J. D. Phase f,V b.( B-V) f,(U-B) H.J. D. Phase AV t.(B-V) t..( U-B) 

211110000+ 211110000+ 

8119.5613 0.1107 +0.272 +0.073 ~.230 855.11875 0.579 +0.2116 +0.075 -0.213 
8119.5658 0.408 +0.268 +0.070 -0.219 855.5003 0.584 +0.2116 +0.083 -0.226 
849.5704 0.410 +0.261 +0.079 -0.213 855.5218 0.592 +0.259 +0.080 -0.234 
849.5749 0.412 +0.267 +0.074 -0.213 855.5417 0.599 +0.260 +0.069 -0.219 
849.5793 0.413 +0.274 +0.065 -0.210 855.5468 0.601 +0.257 +0.067 ~.207 

849.5960 0.419 +0.281 +0.063 -0.212 655.55111 0.603 +0.258 +0.010 -0.210 
849.6129 0.426 +0.286 +0.059 -0.213 855.5561 0.604 +0.260 +0.011 -0.212 
8119.6175 0.421 +0.279 +0.061 -0.208 855.5601 0.606 +0.260 +0 .069 -0.211 
849.6222 0.429 +0.283 +0.059 -0.199 855.5180 0.612 +0.253 +0.015 -0.208 
849.6212 0.431 +0.292 +0.053 -0.204 855.5956 0.619 +0.246 +0.080 -0.210 
849.6321 0.433 +0.293 +0.055 -0.210 855.6003 0.621 +0.250 +0.074 -0.209 
849.6366 0.434 +0.281 +0.062 -0.212 855.6046 0.622 +0.256 +0.065 -0.204 
849.6409 0.436 +0.284 +0.070 -0.224 855.6090 0.624 +0.258 +0 .063 ~.203 

849.6456 0.431 +0.289 +0.064 -0.221 855.6138 0.625 +0.210 +0.059 -0.215 
6119.6506 0.439 +0.302 +0.051 -0.220 655.6166 0.621 +0.270 +0.055 -0.214 
649.6553 0.441 +0.312 +0 .052 -0.211 855.6212 0.630 +0.262 +0.221 -0·394 
850.4138 0·119 +0.263 +0 .066 -0.191 855.6359 0.634 +0.256 +0.340 -0.525 
850.4196 0.121 +0.254 +0.011 -0.201 655.6411 0.635 +0.252 +0.116 ~.331 

850.4259 0.124 +0.250 +0.061 -0.191 855.6455 0.631 +0.258 +0.055 -0.198 
850.11301 0.125 +0.250 +0.055 -0.178 856.4326 0.926 +0.342 +0.074 -0.201 
850.4354 0.121 +0.251 +0 .066 -0.190 856.4316 0.927 +0.349 +0.010 -0.191 
850.4406 0.729 +0.254 +0.061 -0.195 856.4432 0.930 +0.359 +0.068 ~.184 

850.4459 0.131 +0.255 +0.061 -0.201 856.4490 0.932 +0.361 +0.012 ~.191 

850.4502 0.132 +0.252 +0.011 -0.206 856.4539 0.933 +0.383 +0 .062 ~.188 

850.4545 0.1311 +0.2118 +0.018 -0.201 856.11584 0.935 +0.391 +0.053 ~·179 
851.11026 0.082 +0.356 +0.0111 -0.187 856.4613 0.938 +0.417 +0.050 -0.112 
851.11011 0.083 +0.3116 +0.058 -0.200 856.11161 0.9112 +0.1131 +0.054 -0·179 
851.111,17 0.085 +0.329 +0.072 -0.195 856.11 804 0.9113 +0.447 +0 .063 ~.181 

851.11165 0.081 +0.325 +0.010 -0.181 859.11082 0.016 +0.850 +0.108 -0.105 
851.11262 0.090 +0.326 +0.059 -0.179 859·11133 0.018 +0.836 +0.100 -0.098 
851.11351 0.0911 +0.327 +0.0511 -0.182 859.11180 0.020 +0.824 +0.086 ~.0811 

851.11399 0.095 +0.326 +0.055 -0.180 859.42211 0.022 +0.804 +0.092 -0.095 
851.11441 0.091 +0.326 +0.058 -0.187 859.4266 0.023 +0.788 +0.093 -0.111 
851.111183 0.098 +0.332 +0.058 -0.203 859.113111 0.025 +0.768 +0 .093 -0.108 
851.11525 0.100 +0.329 +0.056 -0.192 859.11362 0.027 +0.758 +0.086 -0.108 
851.11568 0.101 +0.324 +0.056 -0.182 859.41152 0.030 +0.729 +0.071 -0.121 
851.11653 0.105 +0.325 +0 .058 -0.1811 859.11545 0.033 +0.681 +0.079 -0.145 
851. 47110 0.108 +0.322 +0 .062 -0.196 859.11590 0.035 +0.612 +0.075 -0.138 
851.117811 0.109 +0.321 +0.066 -0.200 859.11634 0.031 +0.653 +0.074 -0.128 
851.11828 0.111 +0.323 +0.066 -0.196 859.4682 0.038 +0.632 +0.011 -0.131 
851.11870 0.113 +0.322 +0.059 -0.191 859.4729 0.0110 +0.619 +0 .062 ~.1110 

851.11913 0.1111 +0.320 +0.058 -0.188 859.11712 0.0112 +0.598 +0.068 -0.138 
851.11955 0.116 +0.313 +0.068 -0.189 859.4812 0.0113 +0.582 +0.0111 ~.150 

851.11996 0.111 +0.311 +0.061 -0.185 859.11896 0.0116 +0.561 +0.066 -0.165 
851. 5119 0.122 +0.311 +0.054 -0.186 859.11982 0.0119 +0.532 +0.068 -0·111 
851.5238 0.126 +0.316 +0.058 -0.196 859.5025 0.051 +0.5111 +0.074 -0.111 
851. 5280 0.128 +0.319 +0.056 -0.196 859.50611 0.053 +0.502 +0.065 ~·113 
651. 5328 0.129 +0.317 +0.056 -0.193 859.51116 0.056 +0.1193 +0.058 -0.175 
851.5377 0.131 +0.3111 +0.058 -0.196 859.5191 0.057 +0.1183 +0.058 -0.1711 
851. 51124 0.133 +0.311 +0.062 -0.198 859.5234 0.059 +0.1172 +0 .051 ~.112 

855.11568 0.568 +0.218 +0.056 -0.205 859.5277 0.060 +0.455 +0.058 -0.118 
855.4619 0.510 +0.272 +0.052 -0.198 859.5320 0.062 +0.1141 +0.056 -0.188 
855.4610 0.512 +0.271 +0 .057 -0.210 859.5362 0.063 +0.1132 +0.060 -0.193 
855.11720 0.513 +0.270 +0.056 -0.212 859.5404 0.065, +0.428 +0.055 -0.192 
855.4768 0.515 +0.262 +0.063 -0.206 859.5447 0.061 +0.417 +0.052 ~.184 
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T'1ble 2 (cont.) 

H. J. D. Phase AV A( B-V) ! (U-B) H.J.D. Ph'1se I>V t>(B-V) t..(U-B) 
2440000+ 2440000+ 

859.5717 0.076 +0.380 +0.047 -0.174 862.4277 0.123 +0.313 +0.073 -0.185 
859.5989 0.086 +0.344 +0 .050 -0.185 862.4316 0.125 +0.316 +0.069 -0.188 
859.6038 0.088 +0.338 +0.058 -0.201 862./1354 0.126 +0.314 +0.067 -0.181 
859.6087 0.090 +0.340 +0.053 -0.189 862.4392 0.128 +0.316 +0.068 -0.182 
859.6130 0.092 +0.334 +0.062 -0.189 862.4462 0.130 +0.315 +0 .066 -0.186 
859.6173 0.093 +0.328 +0 .070 -0.202 862.4534 0.133 +0.316 +0.062 -0.190 
859.6215 0.095 +0.328 +0.062 -0.198 862.4572 0.134 +0.319 +0.058 -0.179 
859.6296 0.098 +0.323 +0.063 -0.186 862.4610 0.136 +0.320 +0 .06 4 -0.183 
859.6381 0.101 +0.316 +0.067 -0.186 862.4648 0.137 +0.316 +0.070 -0.197 
859.6427 0.102 +0.318 +0 .064 -0.188 862.4684 0.138 +0.313 +0.068 -0.190 
859.6475 0.104 +0.323 +0.064 -0.189 862.4721 0.140 +0.313 +0.062 -0.183 
859.6519 0.106 +0.330 +0.061 -0.195 862.4758 0.141 +0.313 +0.055 -0.181 
859.6563 0.107 +0.329 +0.060 -0.195 862.4795 0.142 +0.311 +0.056 -0.172 
859.6609 0.109 +0.339 +0.055 -0.207 862.4833 0.144 +0.307 +0.068 -0.181 
859.6651 0.111 +0.338 +0 .057 -0.206 862.4871 0.145 +0.305 +0.069 -0.182 
860.4088 0.383 +0.257 +0.068 -0.189 862.4945 0.148 +0.302 +0.062 -0.174 
860.4132 0.385 +0.260 +0.068 -0.192 862.5019 0.151 +0.305 +0.060 -0.18 /1 
860.4175 0.387 +0.265 +0.064 -0.193 862.5059 0.152 +0.311 +0.056 -0.194 
860.4218 0.388 +0.266 +0.060 -0.192 862.5098 0.154 +0.313 +0.053 -0.187 
860.4262 0.390 +0.266 +0.059 -0.192 862.5136 0.155 +0.309 +0 .059 -0.184 
860.4307 0.391 +0.267 +0 .060 -0.199 862.5175 0.156 +0.297 +0.071 -0.186 
860.4353 0.393 +0.267 +0.060 -0.194 862.5214 0.158 +0.301 +0.069 -0.193 
860.4447 0.396 +0.264 +0.059 -0.186 862.5252 0.159 +0.313 +0.062 -0.204 
860.4542 0.400 +0.265 +0.059 -0.191 862.5289 0.161 +0.312 +0.059 -0.189 
860.4587 0.402 +0.271 +0.058 -0.197 862.5639 0.173 +0.305 +0.056 -0.182 
860.4629 0.403 +0.274 +0.053 -0.194 862.5989 0.186 +0.300 +0.058 -0.191 
860.4675 0.405 +0.274 +0.050 -0.196 862.6026 0.188 +0.299 +0 .060 -0.199 
860.4720 0.406 +0.270 +0.058 -0.200 862.6063 0.189 +0.296 +0.062 -0.197 
860.4762 0.408 +0.265 +0.065 -0.205 862.6100 0.190 +0.293 +0.063 -0.192 
860.4806 0.410 +0.267 +0.061 -0.206 862.6137 0.192 +0.294 +0.063 -0.196 
860.4888 0.413 +0.271 +0.053 -0.201 862.6173 0.193 +0.292 +0 .06 4 -0.191 
860.4971 0.416 +0.273 +0.055 -0.202 862.6247 0.196 +0.284 +0.066 -0.180 
860.5016 0.417 +0.273 +0.063 -0.205 862.6321 0.198 +0.278 +0.069 -0.181 
860.5059 0.419 +0.268 +0.068 -0.198 862.6361 0.200 +0.279 +0.067 -0.189 
860.5119 0.421 +0.265 +0.067 -0.197 862.6403 0.201 +0.281 +0.070 -0.199 
860.5180 0.423 +0.271 +0.058 -0.198 862.6441 0.203 +0.282 +0.067 -0.195 
860.5223 0.425 +0.276 +0.054 -0.202 863.4000 0.480 +0·372 +0 .046 -0.239 
860.5267 0.427 +0.277 +0.059 -0.20 /1 863.4069 0.482 +0.378 +0 .047 -0.253 
860.5311 0.428 +0.277 +0.056 -0.193 863.4113 0.484 +0.379 +0.044 -0.231 
860.5388 0.431 +0.288 +0.052 -0.201 863.4155 0.486 +0.319 +0.046 -0.223 
861.5911 0.819 +0.288 +0.069 -0.199 863.4191 0.481 +0.381 +0 .049 -0.231 
861.6014 0.821 +0.293 +0.067 -0.198 863.4239 0.489 +0.384 +0.052 -0.245 
861.6062 0.822 +0.285 +0.073 -0.192 863.4282 0.490 +0.385 +0.052 -0.238 
861.6111 0.824 +0.281 +0.072 -0.196 863.4323 0.492 +0.394 +0.031 -0.226 
861.6153 0.826 +0.286 +0 .068 -0.196 863.4364 0.493 +0.395 +0.044 -0.244 
861.6195 0.821 +0.283 +0.065 -0.192 863.4438 0.496 +0.388 +0.049 -0.239 
861.6239 0.829 +0.289 +0.064 -0.202 863.4513 0.499 +0.381 +0.041 -0.226 
861.6282 0.830 +0.290 +0.070 -0.206 863.4557 0.500 +0.393 +0.0 /16 -0.226 
861.6337 0.832 +0.289 +0.064 -0.188 863.4622 0.503 +0.395 +0.046 -0.228 
861.6394 0.834 +0.291 +0.061 -0.186 863.4666 0.504 +0.390 +0.049 -0.229 
861.6442 0.836 +0.291 +0.062 -0.195 863.4688 0.505 +0.395 +0.038 -0.229 
862.4118 0.118 +0.325 +0 .058 -0.178 863.4732 0.501 +0.393 +0.036 -0.227 
862.4158 0.119 +0.324 +0.059 -0.115 863.4116 0.508 +0.394 +0.037 -0.224 
862.4198 0.121' +0.317 +0 .063 -0.184 863.4855 0.511 +0.391 +0 .041 -0.226 
862.4238 0.122 +0.314 +0.070 -0.186 863.4934 0.514 +0.384 +0.040 -0.219 
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Table 2 (cont.) 

H. J. D. Phase 6..V 6.(B-V) ~(U-B) H. J.D. Phase ~V A.(B-V) f:,( U-B) 
2440000+ 2440000+ 

863.4976 0.516 +0.376 +0.036 -0.199 864.5992 0.920 +0·331 +0 .067 -0.188 
863.5019 0.517 +0.362 +0 .050 -0.206 864.6032 0.921 +0·341 +0.062 -0.189 
863.5063 0.519 +0.355 +0.061 -0.223 864.6073 0.923 +0·347 +0.062 -0.198 
863.5107 0.520 +0.358 +0.051 -0.221 864.6115 0.924 +0.354 +0.064 -0.199 
863.5151 0.522 +0.363 +0.044 -0.223 86 /1.6155 0.926 +0.360 +0.065 -0.198 
863.5196 0.524 +0.356 +0.055 -0.221 864.6196 0.927 +0·363 +0.063 -0.193 
863.5276 0.527 +0.344 +0.060 -0.224 864.6239 0.929 +0.374 +0.054 -0.184 
863.5355 0.530 +0.342 +0.048 -0.222 864.6291 0.930 +0.384 +0.057 -0.190 
863.5397 0.531 +0.301 +0.080 -0.212 864.6342 0.932 +0·390 +0.060 -0.193 
863.5440 0.533 +0.297 +0.084 -0.212 864.6385 0.934 +0·395 +0.060 -0.187 
863.5652 0.540 +0.329 +0.050 -0.221 864.6428 0.936 +0.406 +0.061 -0.177 
863.5866 0.548 +0.318 +0.049 -0.215 864.6 /168 0.937 +0.417 +0.057 -0.178 
863.5912 0.550 +0.308 +0.053 -0.210 864.6507 0.938 +0.428 +0.059 -0.187 
863.5959 0.552 +0.305 +0.063 -0.221 864.6546 0.940 +0.437 +0.063 -0.191 
863.6005 0.553 +0.307 +0.061 -0.223 86 /1.6585 0.941 +0.445 +0 .067 -0.190 
863.6052 0.555 +0.299 +0.062 -0.220 864.6624 0.943 +0.455 +0.066 -0.189 
863.6099 0.557 +0.301 +0.058 -0.216 864.6672 0.944 +0.463 +0.071 -0.184 
863.6148 0.559 +0.302 +0.055 -0.213 864.6722 0.946 +0.478 +0.071 -0.180 
863.6196 0.560 +0.293 +0.061 -0.208 86 /1.6764 0.948 +0.494 +0.067 -0.178 
863.6242 0.562 +0.291 +0.057 -0.207 864.6806 0.949 +0.502 +0.074 -0.171 
863.6331 0.565 +0.288 +0.055 -0.214 864.6847 0.951 +0.512 +0.078 -0.174 
863.6433 0.569 +0.285 +0.055 -0.212 865.4298 0.224 +0.273 +0 .07 2 -0.190 
863.6489 0.571 +0.282 +0.052 -0.205 865.4341 0.226 +0.280 +0 .068 -0.187 
864.4184 0.853 +0.304 +0.071 -0.202 865.4381 0.227 +0.284 +0.060 -0.184 
86/1./1226 0.855 +0.307 +0.068 -0.191 865.4420 0.229 +0.281 +0 .061 -0.179 
864.4268 0.856 +0.306 +0.068 -0.191 865.4460 0.230 +0.278 +0.063 -0.174 
864.4311 0.858 +0.301 +0.072 -0.194 865.4501 0.231 +0.273 +0.066 -0.175 
864.4353 0.859 +0.302 +0 .068 -0.196 865.4543 0.233 +0.276 +0.065 -0.185 
864.4395 0.861 +0.308 +0.059 -0.187 865.4735 0.240 +0.276 +0.067 -0.191 
864.4436 0.862 +0.312 +0.053 -0.181 865.4925 0.247 +0.267 +0 .07 8 -0.185 
864.4475 0.864 +0.315 +0.056 -0.191 865.4965 0.248 +0.261 +0.079 -0.184 
864.4547 0.867 +0.317 +0.058 -0.194 865.5006 0.250 +0.261 +0.073 -0.180 
864.4617 0.869 +0.315 +0 .057 -0.187 865.5047 0.251 +0.261 +0.067 -0.175 
864.4660 0.871 +0.316 +0.055 -0.184 865.5087 0.253 +0.261 -10.067 -0.177 
864.4703 0.872 +0.323 +0 .052 -0.190 865.5126 0.254 +0.263 +0.066 -0.182 
864.4743 0.874 +0.316 +0.060 -0.199 865.5166 0.256 +0.261 +0.073 -0.185 
864.4781 0.875 +0.307 +0.068 -0.195 865.5206 0.257 +0.258 +0.081 -0.193 
864.4821 0.877 +0.312 +0.064 -0.185 865.5247 0.259 +0.259 +0.080 -0.193 
864.4862 0.878 +0.320 +0.059 -0.183 865.5289 0.260 +0.262 +0 .075 -0.181 
864.4909 0.880 +0.319 +0 .064 -0.192 865.5535 0.269 +0.261 +0.067 -0.178 
864.4951 0.881 +0.316 +0.068 -0.196 865.5784 0.279 +0.257 +0.065 -0.179 
864.5021 0.884 +0.322 +0.062 -0.184 865.5828 0.280 +0.261 +0.066 -0.185 
864.5098 0.887 +0.328 +0.057 -0.184 865.5868 0.282 +0.265 +0.062 -0.193 
864.5139 0.888 +0.326 +0.062 -0.194 865.5909 0.283 +0.264 +0.059 -0.194 
864.5179 0.890 +0.322 +0.067 -0.200 865.5950 0.285 +0.261 +0 .062 -0.185 
864.5218 0.891 +0.320 +0.067 -0.198 865.5990 0.286 +0.261 +0 .063 -0.181 
864.5258 0.893 +0.327 +0.061 -0.194 865.6031 0.288 +0.265 +0.055 -0.180 
864.5302 0.894 +0.330 +0.056 -0.187 865.6119 0.291 +0.259 +0.062 -0.181 
864.5349 0.896 +0.327 +0.061 -0.193 865.6205 0.294 +0.259 +0.070 -0.183 
864.5566 0.904 +0.330 +0.062 -0.205 865.6245 0.295 +0.264 +0.065 -0.184 
864.5780 0.912 +0.333 +0.060 -0.199 865.6287 0.297 +0.264 +0 .062 -0.182 
864.5822 0·913 +0.333 +0.062 -0.196 865.6332 0.299 +0.261 +0.069 -0.185 
864.5865 0·915 +0.328 +0.071 -0.204 865.6377 0.300 +0.258 +0.073 -0.192 
864.5908 0.916 +0.326 +0.071 -0.203 865.6419 0.3<12 +0.257 +0.070 -0.191 
864.5951 0.918 +0.327 +0.068 -0.195 865.6461 0.303 +0.259 +0.066 -0.190 
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Table 3 

No. H.J.D. E o-c (day) Reference 

33262.5988 -3174 -0.0015 Colacevich (1950) 

2 40848.4556 -393 +0.0034 T'1ble 2 

3 41609.4960 -114 +0.0036 Kizilirm'1k & Pohl (1974) 

4 41920.4575 0 +0.0025 II 

5 41980.4630 +22 -0.0024 SC'11triti (1976) 

6 42002.2857 +30 -0.0016 II 

7 42032.2924 +41 -0.0001 II 

8 42711.5013 +290 +0.0009 Pohl et al. (1976) 

9 43224.3140 +478 -0.0020 Buddi~ at '11. (1977) 

10 44506.3519 +948 -0.0030 Pohl at '11. (1982) 

11 44517. 2671 +952 +0.0012 II 

12 44566.3676 +970 +0.0023 II 

13 44855.5057 +1076 -0.0003 II 

14 I 44885.5080 +1087 -0.0031 II 
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Table 4 

Plate H.J.D. Phase v1 n1 0-C 1 v2 n2 
2440000+ 

GA 308 0910.538 0.761 83.9 4 6.4 
GA 310 0910.592 0.781 88.1 4 11. 4 
GA 3 ;6 0912.335 0.420 -29.9 4 -3.6 
GA 320 0912.507 0.483 -5.4 7 -5.5 
GA 3:23 0913.311 0.777 89.6 4 8.4 
GA 3:;6 0914.421 0.184 -49.1 7 1.6 
GA 3~:9 0914.545 0.230 -58.0 6 -1.4 
GA 31lO 0914.577 0.242 -58.7 8 -1.5 
GA 3114 0915.312 0.511 2.9 5 -13 .6 
GA 3116 0915.379 0.536 30.5 7 2.7 
GA 3~;5 0916.299 0.873 62.1 6 -5.2 
GA 3~i7* 0916.602 0.984 46.6 4 21.6 

729'·, 1272.825 0.577 -7.2 5 6.9 
7299 1 1538.973 0.147 -73.9 7 -2.3 172.0 
7310;- 1552.919 0.260 -104.9 8 6.7 202.9 
7310L 1552.965 0.277 -113 .2 8 -2.2 
7312~)* 1554.952 0.005 -34.4 5 8.7 
73209 1562.956 0.940 -18.4 8 -0.5 249.6+ 1 
7334: 1585.816 0.320 -67.6 8 11. 4 192.1 2 
7 351~: 1597.783 0.707 76.5 8 0.2 -206.2 1 
73580 1605.882 0.676 67.5 6 -12.7 
73641 1608.810 0.750 86.2 9 -3.9 -204.8 
74059 1708.612 0.338 -41.4 7 0.0 
74147 1721.617 0.105 -28.4 8 3.7 
75357 1909.892 0.128 -37.7 7 -6.9 
75376 1912.901 0.231 -44.8 5 9.3 225.5 2 
75406 1915.866 0.318 -51.4 8 1.9 201.0 1 
75475 1927.977 0.758 62.9 8 2.7 
75476 1928.006 0.768 61. 7 8 1.8 

89047 4859.9820 0.641 59.7 8 0.9 -181.6 
89061* 4861.0109 0.018 -27.9 5 -26.3 
89239 4891.9193 0.349 -101.1 7 3.5 
89243 4891.9978 0.378 -104.7 8 -8.0 87.3 
89250 4892.8433 0.688 15.0 8 -3.0 
89259 4893.0499 0.764 23.4 7 -0.7 
89262 4893.8798 0.068 -85.4 6 -12.1 
89392 4951.6908 0.262 -62.4 7 -6.8 
89396 4951.8089 0.305 -51.5 6 0.9 
89397 4951.8596 0.324 -52.5 7 -3.0 195.2 2 
89398 4951.9089 0.342 -33.4 6 12.4 

+ Spu~ious radial velocity measurement, possibly of gas stream. 
* Zero weight in solutions 
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Table 5 

v -13.2±1.1 km s 
-1 

0 

K1 70.5±1.3 km s 
-1 

q o . 32±0 .02 

K3 33.1±1.5kms 
-1 

T03 2441904.83±0.80 

6.7 km s -1 
s1=s3 

a sin i 15.86±0.28 Re 

m1sin3i 5.49±.0.23 Me 

m2sir3 i 1. 73±0 .07 Me 

a3sir i3 64.1 ±2.9 Re 
f

3
(m) 0.37±0.05 Me 

• • 



Table 6 

U B V Average 

Solution 1: r 1(polar) 0.238 0.250 0.249 0.246±0.007 

r 1(mean) 0.240 0.253 0.251 0.248±0.007 

r 2(polar) 0.266 0.263 0.265 0.265±0.002 

r 2(mean) 0.284 0.280 0.283 o .2 82±0 .002 

.0 79.2 76.7 76.5 77.5±1.5 ~ 

T oK 
2 7762 8738 8444 8315.±500 

T °K+ 
3 

13200 13200 13200 

r
3

(mean)+ 0.16 0.16 0.16 

nus (mag) 0.012 0.010 0.010 

Solution 2: r 1(polar) 0.240 0.243 0.246 0.243±0.003 

r 1(mean) 0.242 0.245 0.249 0.245±0.004 

r 2(polar) + 0.266 0.266 0.266 0.266 

r
2

(mean)+ 0.284 0.284 0.284 0.284 

i O 
79.3 78.4 78.4 78.7±0 .5 

T oK 
2 7716 8621 8335 8224±463 

T °K+ 
3 

13200 13200 13200 

r
3

(mean)+ 0.16 0.16 0.16 

rms (mag) 0.012 0.011 0.010 

Solution 3: r 1 (polar) 0.236 0.244 0.247 0.242±0.006 

r
1

(mean) 0.237 0.246 0.250 0.244±0.007 

r 2(polar) + 0.266 0.266 0.266 0.266 

r 2(mean) + 0.284 0.284 0.284 0.284 

.0 77 .3 76.4 76.4 76.7±0.5 ~ 

T oK 
2 7865 8653 8420 8313±405 

T °K+ 
3 

0 0 0 

r
3

(mean)+ 0 0 0 

rms (mag) 0.012 0.010 0.010 

+ ° Fixed in solution. T1=15900 K and q=0.32 adopted in each solution. 



Table 7 

Para,l)eter Primary Secondary 

M/M0 5.82±0.24 1.83±0.07 

R/R0 3 .96±0.1 0 4.59+ 

A/R0 16 • 17±0 .29 

log g (cgs) 4.0 1±0 .03 3.38±0.05 

log T 
e 4.20 1±0 .011 3.915±0.021 

log LlL0 2.96±0.05 1 .94±0 .08 

~Ol -2 • 65±0 .13 -0.10±0.20 

B.C. -1.50 -0.03 (Popper 1980) 

MV -1 .15±O .13 -O.O7±O.20 

E(B-'J) Om .18 

Dist~~nce (pc) 575.±32 

Spectral type B5V A5III 

+ Mea~ radius of Roche lobe 
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CHAPTER 6 

Spectl"Qscopic and Photometr1c Obser'vations of the Suspect.ed 

B1nar'Y Star HD123058 
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Speetr'oscopic and Photometric Observations of' the SusPected B:i.nary 

+ Star HD123058 

Ian Skillen 

and 

lJart de Gl'oot 

Armagh Obser'vatory and 
University Observatory 
Buchanan Gardens 
St Andl'EMS, Fife 
[(Y16 9LZ 
Scotland 

Armagh Observatory 
Colle[;e lUll 
ArmaGh, ET6 1 9DG 
Northern Ireland 

+ Based on observations collected at the European Southern 

ObSEll'vatory. 
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SUlJJwary. Spectroscopic and photometf'ic obscrvations of the F!~ ~tar 

HD123056 do not support the hypothesis that it is a spectroscopic 

. binary. Broad absorption lines in its spectrum are attributed to a 

rather high potation rate with vesin i = 61 ± 9(sd) km s-1 but no 

evidence is found for ehpolUosphepj_c activity. Tbe mean radial 

veloci ty derived fpom tHonty-three spectrograms is 

" -1 
v r ::; -5. 2 ± 4. 3 km s The photornetPi.c data combined \-lith publ lshed 

data are consistent Hith a spectpal classifiea tion of P1IV, anel, \oJhen 

cornpapetl Hith a model atmosphere grid, yield an effective temperature 

of 6670 oK. The metal abundanoe determined fpom hn1 is [Fe/H] ::: 0.02 

which indicates a probable age of less than 4 x 109 years, while the 

small value derived for the colour difference bC, sugGests that the 

star lies near tile zero-age main·sequence. The distance of HD123058 

is sl10\W to be 70 ± 6 pc. 

1 Intr'oduction 

HD123058 (CPD -60
0

5198, SAO 252606, ~(1950)=14h 03
m

.9, ~( 1950)= 

-61 0 19' .5) was proposed to be a probable spectroscopic binary with 

large velocity ~lplitude by Bond (1970) on tile basis of its appearance 

on the Michigan Curtis-Schmidt 108 2 ~w-1 objective-prism plates. The 

HIe spootr'al classifica tion i.:.~ given by Houle & CmTley (1975) as F3/F5 V 

and the apparent visual magnitude reported by Dond is V:: 7
m

.B. 

TVlar-og (1980a) I 

neighbOl1l'fJOod, 

in a study of the chemical 0volution of the solar 

gave its Str-olTIc;ren c.olour indices as (b-y);:; Om .279, 

Om 15'{ HI 16 d Vl
1

::.: • ,c (~ 0 • lOan ~:: 2
m 

.677. 
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Dond noted that the star possessed wide absorption lines. Since 

this is rare in a late-type star, and, if present, is usually caused 

,by increased rotation in a tidally interacting binary system, he 

considel'ed HD123058 to be a likely binary candidate. His photometric 

obsGr'vations did not establish any variability but he pointed out the 

possibility that additional observatiolU, might reveal eclip::;Gs. 

Because of the fundal!Jental importance to our undorst8.nding of 

stellar structure and evolutton of aoquiring basic stellar parameters 

fr'om I3tudi es of bina1'Y gtars, spect.roscopic and photo~net!'ic 

obser'v8tions rlel'e made vJ:i.th the aim of establishinG the status of 

HD123058 with regard to its proposed duplicity. 

2 Observations 

2.1 Spectroscopic Observations 

The Rpectr'oscopic obsel'vations ,.,rGl~e oal~ried out at the European 

Southern Observatory, La Silla during th8 period 1971 to 1976 by MdG, 

usinr:; the coud6 spectrograph of the 1.52 m telescope. A t.otal of 

tvHHlty~,thr'ee spoct.rogr'SITlS Here Decurod and 3.1'0 lj.sted in Table 1. 

Plate nlwbers preoeded by the letter F denote spectrogrEws of 

r'ee:Lprocal lineal' dispersic)n 20.0 ~ mro~'1 Hld.le the let.ter G denotes a 

" , 1 ~ 0 ·-1 01BperSlon of .2.j il mn; All speotrograms cover the blue spectral 

ranGe (3500?t to 5000~) and HeN) taken on Ea.··O 8uml.nion HHh triG 
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exception of plates F3091 and 06411 which were taken on IIIa-J 

emulsion. 

Addi tionally, regular observatio.ns \;fer'€) made of the thl'ee lAU 

radial-velooi ty st8ndal~d star's HD693, , HD136202 and BD2236 l17 in ol'der 

to provide an external oheck on the accuracy of the measured radial 

veloei ties. THenty,nsix spectr'oSl'ams Her'c Eieoured in this regard. 

2.2 Photometrio Observations 

The photometrio observations '>'lere also made by ~;dG at tbe 

Europoe.n Southern Observatory. Broad-band UBV observation::; \'lere 

secured on tHO nichts during 1972 Hi.th an EI·1I9502 SA phot.omultiplier 

mounted in a dry~ice oooled photometer attached to the Bochum 61 cm 

telescope with output to a strip ohart recorder. These data were tied 

to the standaI'd system by observations of seventeen standal~d stars 

taken fl'orn the list of Johnson &. t'lorgan (1953). 

Differential photometl'io rnonitorlng \ms performed for 

approximately tHO hours on eaoh of seven nights during April/Iviny 

1976. These observations Here made with the Danish 50 om t.ele::.:copc, 

equipped Hith ENI 62565A phot.oDlul tipller's and standard uvby filters an 

described by Grfnbech et aL (1976). Three intecrations, each of 

tHonty seconds duration it! pulse-counting mode ~ Here taken for each 

oJ)tJcrvation. The compari30n and chocle stars use.d lHn'8 HD 123131 and 

tiD 1228115 and nei thel' vJUS found tl) vary. 
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3 Reductions and Results 

3.1 Radial Velocities 

The spectrographic plates Here digitized in ten-micron steps 

using a computer-controlled Joyce Loebl IIIc null-balanci ng 

mioroclensi tometer at the University Obsel"vatory, St AndrE.'Ws. Visual 

inspection of both the spectrographic plates and their digital 

reprc36ntations confir'wcd the rathel' broad nature of the absorption 

lines. HOI"rever, no evidence VIas found fop line doubling Or' the 

presenoe of a secondary spectrum, nor Has there any indication of 

chromospherlc aotivity as manifested by emission C01"'es In the II and K 

lines of singly-ionized calci.urn. 

It was oonsidered that the most objective method for conducting 

the radial-veloei ty study Has the cross~correlation function (ccf) 

techrdqtie desoribed by Simkin (1914). This was effected using the 

interactive computer package SIPS (McLean 1981) operational on a 

PDP 11/23 minicomputer at the Univepsity Observatory, St AnGl'eHs. 

Each digitized speotrograrn HEW processed by Fourier noise filtering 

and normalized t.o i.t:;:; continuum. Next, a \·mvelength oalibration Has 

derived by fitting a third-order polynomial in terms of wavelength to 

the measured positions of the oomparison arc lines, and finally, 

radial velocities were obtained by measuring the positions of the ccf 

peaks which resulted from cros3-oorrelating each calibrated spectrum 

with a radial-velooity standard-template spectrum. The lAU 

radial-veloci ty starH{E.1k'd HD693 (F5V, 14.2 km 3-') was used as tbo 
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template spectrum. The computation of' the ccf Has restricted to the 

Havelength range 4120 ~ to LI330 ~ in order t.o avoid its distortion by 

the doninant hydrogen absorption lines. The resul ts of these 

. measurements a1"'e given in Table 1 togethel~ with heliocentric modified 

Julian dates. The comparison arcs on two spectrograms, G2709 and 

F3926, Her'S underexposed to such an extent that. they viers not sui ted 

to oomputer processing. Radial velocities were estimated for these 

spectrograms from long-scr€."v loicrometer measurement& and are enclosed 

in parentheses in Table 1. 

The spectr'ograms of the three lAD radial-veloc! ty standards Here 

measured using the computer-assisted line-profile fitting facility in 

SIPS. This resul ted in an rms deviation from their published 

velooities of 1.3 km 8-
1 and it is, therefore, conoluded that the 

present data are not subject to any systematic deviation from tlle 

standard radial-velocity system. 

Six measul"ements of a single spectrogram, G7712, including the 

digi ti.zation 

deviation of 

and Havelength-calil.Jration stages, 

-1 
LI.2 kIll S which, it is cwsumed, 

had a standard 

represents the 

uncertainty to be associated with the radial velocities in Table 1. 

This somEMhat·-large uncertainty is attributed to the high degree of 

potational smearing of t.he ccf peaks HI11eh render'S m011 e difficul t the 

accurate measurement of their posi t1ons, and henoe radial veloci ties. 

The rotational slneaping of the ccf penks is illustrated in Figuro 1 

\1h1ch shoHs the ccf peaks fop IlD123058 and a second speot.rogNtm of 

HD693. The relative widths of these ocf peaks. indicates that the 

projected equatorial.-rotation velocity, v sin i e ' 
is in excess of 

-1 
50 Inn s AQ analysis, based on the measured half-width of UIC 
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i14'{ 6 ~ Fe I line for' each speotrogram and i. ts cnlibratiotl in terms of 

v sin i e 
given 

vesin i = 61 ± gesd) km s-1 

by Slettebak ct al. (1975), gave 

The small dispersion in the measured 

. half-Vlidths of this line, and the absence of variaUons in the ccf 

peaks, \'lould appear to rule out line profile variations caused by the 

orbital motion of an unresolved, but similar, companion. 

The radial veloei ties presented in Table 1 do not appear t.o be 

periodic or variable. The hypothesis of constant radial velooity was 

tested formally by appl ica Uon of 
2 

the X -test for v2.r'iability 

('l'rumpler So He~ver 1953). 
. '1 

The obsel'ved value of ~'=-, 22.8, computed 

"lith the adopted measuring uncertainty of 
-1 4.2 km s does not 

support variability even at the 30 per cent level of significance. 

Because this t€st is extremely sensitive to the parClmaters of the 

orbi t, the possibility that HD12305fl is involved in an eccentPic or'bi t 

with longitude of periastron passage near zero degrees cannot be ruled 

out entirely, but this would appea~ to be unlikely. The mean of the 

tHenty-thrce radial velocity deterlllinations is 
-1 

v = -5.2 km s r 
and 

their standard deviation is 

3.2 Photometry 

The reduction of 

4.3 km -1 . s 

the broad-band photometl'ie obsorv2.tiol13 

pl'oceeded by assuming standard values for the second-order extinction 

and troansfonnatiotl coeffici(3nts, "'hile the niGhtly pl'imr.1r'Y e~,tincti()n 

coefficients und zero points were dcrived fran the standapd-atar 

obSCl'vations. A f)IlWll oorl'eotion for' the 11(1)··line81:' eff80t of t.hu 

Balmer discon~inuity on the U filter was applied to eoch estimate cf 
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the U-·B coloul" index in t.he manner deseribecl by Horfat & Vogt (1971). 

The mean magnitude and colour indices derived for HD123058 are 

m m V ::: 7 .77±O .02(sd), (D-V) = +Om. 42 ± OM.01 and 

m lil 
(U-B) = -D .02 ± 0 .02. 

The differenti.al photometr'i.c data Vlore corrected for differential 

extinction using a ~tandard value for thc extj,nction coefficient. No 

photometr"io variability was evident i the mean differential y magni tude 

in the instrumental system in the sen88 HD123058 rrdnlill coraparh1on star 

over' the seven nie;hts 
m . ill 

was ly = -0 .175 ± 0 .004. 

The Cra'tlforcl (19'(5a) calibration for F stars and the published 

indices of 'I\lBrog (1980a) resul t in colour differoencGs b c, =:; _Om .002 

and ~m1 ::: 
m +0 .012, and an int.rinsic colou!' index, (b-y) = +Om. 271 • 

o 

The colour excess is, 
m . 

therefore, E(b-y) = 0 .008 which corresponds to 

E(B-V) = E(U-B) ::: Om.D1 (Cral<!ford 197 5b ) • Thus, the intrinsic 

magnitude and colour's are V o 

() 
m _ ill 

and U-B = -0 .OJ + 0 .02. o --

m m - 7' .74 ± 0 .02, 

The calibration 

(D-V) ::: +Om. 41 + Om.01 o -

r-elat.ing (b-y) and o 

(D-V)O' dePived from observations of IC2602 by Hill & Perry (1969), 

confirms t.hat the intermediate- and broad-band colours are 

concorda nt. The broad-band colour' indices are consistent Hith a 

spectral type of FL[ (JohnGon 1966)" Hhile the small value for' ~C1 

indicates that HD123058 is unevolved and therefore must be near the 

zer'o-nge main sequence. Consequently, the calibrat.:lon relating ~ to 

H (ZMJS) (Cr':l.l.;i'or'd 1975a) may be used to estimate the absolute v " 

magnj. tude. This l'osul ts in ~. - ~,m 53 Opl 21'" '\r - .). ±' • . J, The distance modulus 

is, t1wref Or' e, 4ffi.21 ± Om.25 and· the distance, 70 ± 8 pc. The 

red.cloning-free values of 01 and (b-y), "hen sU[Jct"imposed on t,be model 

at.mosphere grid of DroEer (1977), yield an effective temperature of 



o 6670 K Hith log g = 4.33. 
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Finally, the calibration of 

Cr-aHford & PernT (1976) . relating the metal abundancE' [Fe/H] to bra
1

, 

gives [Fell-I] = 0.02, Hhich is consistent with a probable age of less 

than 4 x 109 yr (Twarog ~980b). 

4 Discussion 

The data presented here indicate that HD123058 does not val"Y in 

oi ther light output or' in radial velocity. The observed value of' 

V sin i is higher than .that generally associated "d. th an F4 dvlarf. 
e 

Fukuda (1982) has made a statistical study of stellar rotational 

velocities and quotes mean values of 52 
-1 

!em s 
-1 47 km sand 

36 km s-1 respectively for nor'mal, single and field F4 dHarf ~tars. 

AlthouGh these valuos ape averages for' stars of differinG ages, it is 

knoHI1 t.hat early F o\oJarf stars suffer' little spinuo\o/n during tho:Lr 

main-sequenoe lifetimes (Hartmann 1983). Thus, by directly oomparing 

the rotation of HD123058 HUh the resul ts of Fukuda, it is seen that 

HD123058 is not all excessively fast rota to):'. The absence of 

chl"ornosphcpic emission and photometric variabl1i ty, and particularly 

the d\oJarf classification, preclude the interpretation that its 

somoHhat-cnhanced rotation rate indicates an associat~ion \;Jith the 

FIC Comae class of stars (Bopp (;; Stencel 1981). In fact I t.he posi tion 

of HD123051J j.n the c1~ (b-~') diagram SllO\'lS that. it lies noar the 

boundary report.ed by Wilson (19GG) which separates stars into those 

vIi t:h high anGular- momenta and slnall convective zones and those \'I:L th 

1m·, angulap lIlomenta and extensive convective zones. This break in 

rotation rates resl.Il ts from a d8cr'ease in the effj.ciency of stellar 
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wind bl"akinE~ in early spectral types, Hhich, because of their anall 

convective zones, generally do not ShOH chromospberio emission 

(e.g. Hartmann 1983). 

Rotational line broadening cot'responding to v sin e 

HOllld not be detected on 1 08 ~ mm- 1 objeotive-prism 

-1 
i::61kms 

plates. The 

present spectroscopic cJata do not, therefore, oonfil'lu the deSCl~iption 

of the spectl"um given by Bo nd (197 0) • Houk (1981~, private 

communication) reports that the plate on which Bond based his 

observation i~l not of e;ood quality and, f9rthormore, on a subsequent 

pl.ate of 3upel'ior quality, HD123058 appears as a normal F star Hithout 

any spectral peculiar'Hies. Bond's propos2.1 that this star is a 

probable la!'8e-amplitude spectroscopic binary vlOuld, therefore, appear' 

to be unfounded. 

It is conoluded that HD123058 is a single, unevolved F4 star with 

a small convective zone but with H higher> tban usual rotation rate, 

and is perhapg vieT,ved at a hi8h axial inclination. 
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Table 1. Ra.dial Veloci ty Data 

Pla.te Hel Hod J D 
-1 Remarks v (km s ) 

r 

F1t94 41005.3899 -5.1 ·u 

F506 41007.3084 +0.4 u 

1"519 11101[2.2894 -15.2 U 

01985 111132.01119 +0.1 U 

02005 41133.0558 -11.7 U 

02026 111139.0242 -1.2 U 

020 il0 1111 1W.0676 -9.5 u 

02709 111384.3283 (-4) UC 

F7211 41385.2728 -2.8 U 

F733 41 1132.293 1 . -1.9 U 

F1026 1117 6 [) • 29111l -4.0 U 

1"1033 41769.3097 -6.9 u 

1"10 i l9 41855.0839 +0. 11 U 

F1053 4 1 8'( 4 • 0 110 6 -9.1 U 

G6411 42537.1728 ' -2.2 B 

06433 42538.1818 -4.2 B 

G61161 42550.2152 _1.11 B 

F3084 42553.2132 "n8.6 B 

1"3091 4255 11.1631 -9.3 BH 

F3922 42791.3368 -1.4 B 

1<'3926 112792.2903 ( -8) BC 

G7695 112917 .1663 ~4 .3 B 

0'7712 42918.0'{63 -9.8 B 

Herw.r·ks B - bakod emulsion 
U - unb2kcd ewuluion 
C - cor']I)C(rison f;1pcctr'um undoP0xpoLied 
II .~ hiU;h baclc[;;p()und 
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Appendix 1 The Synthesis and Deconvolution of Photometric Indices 

in Binary Systems 

The detailed shape of the emergent' spectrum of radiation from a 

star is governed principally by three. basic physical parameters - the 

chemical composition of the stellar -atmosphere, and its temperature 

and pressure structure. Geometrical considerations, such as stellar 

rotation or interaction with a close companion, will further modify 

the spectr-um. If the spectrum is known, the theory of stellar 

atmospheres can be used to model the observed energy distribution, and 

hence to deduce the physical characteristics of the atmosphere. In 

practice, hm-lever, this procedure is prohibitive in respect of data 

acquisition and its reduction, 

stars. 

and is impractical for very faint 

By an appropriate choice of filtel's it is possible to isolate 

features in the spectrum which are sensitive to the physical 

parameters of the stellar atmosphere. Correlations behveen the 

resul ting photometric indices and the basic stellar parameters can be 

calibrated using known stars, and then invoked to infer the gross 

physical attributes of programme 'stars. Thus filter photometry 

provides astrophysical information concerning stars in a manner- that 

is easily accessible to small telescopes and which involves a 

significant saving in labour. 

In this appendix, equations are derived for computing the 

combined photometric indices of a binary system in terms of the 

indices of its components. The invel"se procedure of detepmining the 

intrinsic indioes of the components in an eclipsing binar'Y is also 
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discussed. First, an outline of photometry is given l-/ith special 

reference to the UBV ap..d uvby~ systems. 

A1.1 Background 

A spherical star of radius R at a distance d which radiates 

according to Lambert's law, has a monochromatic radiation flux per 

square centimetre on the stellar surface given by 

fL~);; ti -:r;: U>.) 
(.~H) 

where I( ').) is the specific intensity of the radiation. The 

monochromatic 1 uminosi ty is 

t.Lt).) ':.. l!. -rr R. 'L ~l 'A ) (A\-1) 

and, if I} =2R/d is the angular diameter of the star, the flux at the 

Earth (ignoring interstellar extinction) is 

tl'.A):::- Ll'>-)/4.11~'I.- ~- g'l.. ~L~) 
~ 

(j\\- "3.) 

If Sx( ').) is the response curve of a photometric system 

(telescope + filter + detector) which incorporates a filter, X, then 

the measured flux, f X' is related to ~he ,incident flux, f(~), by 

'X'\.. 

ty,.:' j \ l f).) \ VA) a.':A \(1\' ~t) 
;.\ 

\'lhel~e (I)" \J defines t.he band-pass of the system. (In practice, the 

telescope ha.8 an aper'tul'e A cm2 and the meastu~ement is integr'ated for 

some time --C I so that the detector gives a reading, r, whioh is 
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proportional to f x) • 

By applying the mean value theorem to (A1.4) it can be shown that 

in the interval (')." 'AJ there exists a wavelength, )( called the 

isophotal Havelength, which is such that fx is a measure of f('). ) at 

the single wavelength ')(:-
... (Golay 1974). An approximation to the 

x 
isophotal wavelength is the effective 'Havelength, 'Ae.. , given by 

~~ ~~ 

~, ~ L ~ ). \u>-)-tll),)<l'>.] Ie j \ll).) tlo.)tl~J (();\.~) 
'>-1 ').. \ 

and it is seen that the effective wavelength of a filter is dependent 

upon the observed spectrum. Another approximation to the isophotal 

wavelength, which in general is less satisfactory than the effective 

wavelength, but which is independent of the observed spectrum and is 

therefore a constant for a given response 
X 

constant-energy wavelength, 'A ,defined by c... 
'>."\.- '). ... 

'>.:' U '>. s,. l'» &.'> J/ [ j \l'» d. ~ J 
')., ')., 

curve, is the 

U\\.I,,') 

For historical and physiological reasons, the brightness of stars 

is expressed on a logal'ithmic or magnitude scale, with the property 

that increasing brightness corresponds to decreasing magnitude. A 

heterochromatic magnitude in the X filter is then defined as 

').\... 

X ~ C~ - 'l.S- 9'4Y [ c.: 1 Sx(~) tll).)oJ).J 

where 

\ / c.~ 
'>.t.. 

:: S \ If).) J-I>
~ 

\ 

'>-1 

(1\\,1') 

(f\-\.,?) 
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and where the effect of the two constants, c~ and c;, is to normalise 

to some arbitrary magnitude scale, and to the width of the filter, 

respectively. 
x . 

The constant C1 is chosen so that an AOV star has zero 

magnitude. Thus the heterochromatic magnitude can be written in terms 

of relative flux as 

X -:. -1--~ ~o~k 
o -t~ 

lP\-\.,\> 

where f~ is the flux corresponding to a zero-magnitude star. 

Similarly, if observations are made through two filters, X and Y, a 

colour index (X-Y), which is a measure of the gradient of f(~) 

relative to that of an AOV star, is given by 

(x-I) -: -1:~ ~~ .r'\.·S-~6' .tT 
~j {y 

(AHIO) 

This can be rewritten in terms of the relative fluxes through the 

filters as 

t/.. -y) -; -1..' S" loa,. -tx 4- 1-' ~ .Q.6q...t: U\ \. \ \) 
o t1 0 -t; 

Monochromatic magnitudes and colours at, for example, the effective 

wavelengths of the respective filters are defined by equations (A1.9) 

and (A 1 .11) , with the fluxes therein- replaced by the monochromatic 

. values evaluated at the effective wavelengths of the filters. 

The acquisition of photometric observations must be follovTed by 

their reduction to values outside the. Earth's atmosphere, and then by 

transformation to a standard photometric system. The first procedure 

compensates for the extinction and reddening effects introduced by the 

atmosphere. The second procedul'e compensates for the fact that a 

photometric measurement includes the total response of the photometric 

system, which Hill vary vrith EKluipment and site. Thus transformation 
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of instrumental indices to a standard system pel'mitD comparison of 

indices acquired with different equipment at different sites, the 

standard indices having been calibrated with stellar parameters. The 

details of these fundamental pr'ocedures are reVi6i'led by, for example, 

Golay (1Y74), Hardie (1962) and Henden & Kaitchuck(1982). 

Although transformed photometric indices only define relative 

fluxes, it is possible to convert magnitudes to absolute fluxes by 

refel~ence to a photometric standard star whose spectrum has been 

calibrated in terms of a laborator'y standard photometric source. The 

AOV star, Vega, is the primary photometric standard in this respect, 

and flux-calibration factors for the UBV system are given by Johnson 

(1965). 

Three types of photometry may be distinguished according to the 

size of the filter band-pass (~~-~I) (see, e.g. stromgren 1966). 

Narrow-band photometry corresponds to (~'\.. - \),6 90 ~, wide-band 

photometry to (~,--).\) ~ 300 ~, and intermediate-band photometry to 

band··passes which are intermediate between these limits. Usually 

fil tel" systems are designed to study a particular problem and/or type 

of star. Three vlidely-used systems, the UBV and Stromgren wby and 

H~ systems, are discussed briefly in the follovTing sections. 
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A1.2 The UBV system 

'1'he UBV system Has established by Johnson & Morgan (1951, 1953) 

with the primary aim of designing a system that could be used to 

determine MK spectral types photometrically. It has since been 

extended to the infra-red by filters RIJKLMN in the wavelength range 

7000 ~ to 10.2, (see, e.g. Johnson 1966). The UBV filters have 

central wavelengths of 3500~, 4300 ~ and 5500~, 'with respective 

half-Hidths of 700~, 1 000 ~ and 900 ~ (see, e.g. Johnson 1963). The 

V filter was chosen to ma.tch visual magnitudes, the B filter to match 

photographic magnitudes and the U filter incorporates the Balmer 

discontinuity in its band-pass. The (U-B) colour index measures the 

strength of the Balmer discontinuity and therefore is an indicator of 

log g for A and F stars, and of temperature for O,B and early-A 

stars. The (B-V) colour index is the adopted effeotive-temperature 

indicator over the complete range of 'spectral types. AltnoUgh MK 

luminosity classes can be separated in a two-colour plot of 

(U-B) vs. (B-V), the primary luminosity indicator is the absolute 

V-magniude,~. Its calibration with luminosity class was achieved by 

observations of field stars with accur-,ately-known parallaxes, and of 

galactic clusters in which the main sequence in V VB. (B-V) plots Has 

matched to that of the Hyades cluster, whose distance is known. 

Intrinsic UBV indices are given as a function of HK spectral type 

in the calibpations of, for example, Johnson (1963), Blaa.UH (1963), 

Schmidt-Kaler (1965) and Fitzgel~ald (1970), ,and the compilation of 

Allen (1973). These empirically-determined indices are averages for 

stars of a given type, and, of CO Ul'se, do not suffep from the errol'S 
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inherent in theoretical indices derived from model atmospheres, caused 

by, for example, incorrect blaruceting in the models. 

Since the \}..i fil tel.'" lies in a region which is strongly affected by 

blanketing, the ultraviolet excess, b (U-B), defined as the ultraviolet 

excess relative to a Hyades star \-lith the same (B-V), is a measure of 

blanketing, and hence metallicity. The correlation of this index with 

the logarithmic metal abundance, [Fe/H], has been calibrated (see, 

e.g. Pagel & Patchett 1975), and therefore can be used to provide a 

photometric indication of meta1lici ty • 

The photo'rlletric indices used in each of the above calibrations 

with stellar paramcter::l are intrinsic to the star, that is, they ape 

corrected for interstellap ext.inction and t~eddening. An intrinsic 

colour index, (X-Y)o' is related to the observed index, (X-Y)obs' by 

the colour excess, E(X-Y), where 

f(x-l) =- l'><-I\>bs - ('1--'1)0 ((:\\'\1--) 

The total extinction in the V filt.er, AV' is related to E(B-V) by 

A,,:: e.", ~ u>-\} ) lPtI' \1,) 

\-lhere Rv"" 3 .2, assuming a standard extinction law for the galaxy. Tho 

effect of interstellar reddening on the UBV indices was studied by 

Johnson & Morgan (1953) and Hiltner &, Jolmson (1956) from observations 

of OB stars. They found that stars of a given HIe spectral type were 

distr1biJ.ted along a reddening line in the tHo-colour diagram with 

slope 

flu.- ~y\:: U1-\)) rv c''),L- tA\·\\.t-) 
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Thus the parameter, Q, given by 

Q-::: lQ-CS)ObS - O·':1-"LUS.-\,I)e>'o.s ,(A I-I~) 

is inaependent of reddening \'lithin the confines of the standard 

extinction law, is linearly correlated with spectral type, and can 

therefore be used to derive the intrinsic colours of a reddened star. 

This is not possible for stars later than AO, hOvlevel~, since the slope 

of the reddening l~ne becomes similar to that of the unr'eddened 

main-sequence in the two-colour diagram. However, Q is still 

reddening~free for stars later than AO, and has been used as a 

metallicity indicator in, for example, globular' clusters. 

The main advantage of UBV photometry is that the wlde filters 

enable it to be used to study faint stars Hith telescopes of moderate 

size. However, it also suffers distinct disadvantages, chief of Hhioh 

is ttle fact that it is not fully filter defined. The long-wavelength 

cut-off is determined by the response of the photomultiplier, and the 

short-l'lavelength cut-off by the atmosphere, and is therefore strongly 

dependent on the site. Furthermore, the position of the U filter 

makes its effectlve wavelength strongly dependent on the strength of 

. the Balmer discontinuity, thereby introducing a colour effect in 

(U~B), although this can be compensated for, to sorae extent, by 

following the precepts of Noffat & Vogt (1977). Finally, the uidths 

of the filters introduce second-order tepms in the atmosph0P:i.c 

extinction and tpansformation equations. These disadvantages are 

largely overcome in the Stromgren system and its extenSion, the Hi 
system. 
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A1.3 The stromgren uvby and H-beta system 

The intermediate-band uvby system (Stromgren 1963,1966, Crawford 

& Barnes 1970) and narrow-band Hf system (Stromgren 1956, Crawfor'd & 

Mander 1966, Crawford 1973) were designed to have maximum impact in 

the study of B, A and F stars, but extend to 0 and G stars. The uvby 

system, unlike the UBV system, is almost entirely fH tel' defined, 

being essentially inaependent of telescope, detector and site 

(Crawford & Barnes 197u). The peak transmissions of the uvby filters 

occur at 3500~, 411 0 ~, 4670 ~ and 5470~, with respective 

half-widths of 300~, 190~, 18u ~ and 230~. Because of the small 

band-passes, there are essentially no band-width effects and 

consequently no second-order colour terms intne extl.nction and 

transformation equations. 

The u fil tel' lies to the bl ue of the Balmer discontinui ty, but is 

entirely within the transparent region of the atmosphere. The v 

filter, r.J 300 ~ to the blue of the B filter, lies in a region of major 

line-blanketing for A and F stars, but which is free of blanketing for 

early-type stars. Both the y and b filters are in regions which are 

essentially free of blanketing for early-type stars, and are affected 

to a similar extent for A and F stars. The y filter can be 

transformed to give a V-magnitude by means of the transformation 

\J ~ 6' -\- E. lb-o) (A\'\~) 

where f; r-.J 0.02, and represents a small colour t.erm caused by the 

variation of the V-fH tel'l s effective HBvelength Hith speotral type. 
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Since the band y filters are similarly affected by blanketing, 

the colour index (b-y) is a measure of the slope of the Paschen 

continuum, and therefore is an indicator of effective temperatupe. 

This colour index can be transformed to (B~V) using the 

transformations given by, for example, Hill & Perry (1y69). The 

colour index (v-b) is affected by blanketing and so the index, m1, 

det'ined by 

t'\:: llf,\:') -lb-'a') (Prl' n .. ) 

is a measure of blanketing and henoe metallici ty for AF stars. It is 

essentially fl'ee from luminosity effects. For B stars, ill 1 is useful as 

a means of distinguishing reddened B stars from unrcddened cooler 

stars. Similarly, since blanketi.ng affects the u fil tel' approximately 

tWlce as much as the v filter, the index c
1

, defined by 

.(.., -;:. lv..-\S-) -ll..f - b) (AI'I~) 

is a measure of the strength of the Balmer discont.inui ty, and 

therefore is an indica tor of luminosity for A, F and G sta.rs, and of 

temperatUl"e for early-type stars.· It is essentially free of 

. chemical-composi tion effects. A further oolour index, (u-b) , Hhich 

oan be defined in terms of (b-y), m
1

, and c
1

, and is an indicat.or of 

effect.ive temperature for early-type stars, is 

Lv..-~) -:.. ~I ~ '\.-(1"'\, -I--L'o-I.-t) ) (C\\· 1"1) 
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Crawford (19'{5a) studied the effects of l'eddening on the 

Stromgren indices and gave the following reddening relations 

t;L'o-'Q)::' .\- ().""=t-~~ e-l~~\) 

~c..I'\) -::. - ()·1.L~ lb-~) 

t1 Lc.,)::.. +- O·U tjL\:'-~) 

~ llA.-6) -.:. + I· S'I.;- ~ Lb -~) 

((.\1'1.0) 

Thus by analogy with the Q-parameter in UBV photometry, the follmving 

reddening-free indices may be defined 

Ct-\] -=- V\ \ .\- ()- J.1-l'o -'15) 

('-\1 -:. .(..\ -()'L..O Lb-~) 

(l.I.-b'1:. lv..-b) -1'<;1-\-(.'0-0') 

t!\\.'l..-I} 

The H~ .narrow-band system is a frequently-used extension of the 

uvby system. It incorporates tvlO interferenoe filters with 

half-Hidths of 30 ~ and 150 ~, each centred on the H~ line at 

lj 861 ~. The na11 rOH filter samples the Hf line and the Hide filter 

samples H~ plus the adjacent continuum. Thus the index, ~ , given by 

~ -;. - 'L'S- ~()4n- (A-\.'!,1-) 

.-tw 
where f and f' are 

n w the fluxes in t.t1e narrolV and Hide filters 

r'espectively, is a direct measure of the equivalent vltdth of the H~ 
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line, and therefore is a luminosity indicator for OB stars and an 

effective temperature indicator for AF stars. A significant advantage 

enjoyed 

because 

by H~ photometry over UBV and uvby photometry is tnat, 

both. filters are narr~l and centred on the same wavelength, 

there are no interstellar or atmospheric extinction effects in the? 

index, and transformation of the instrumental index (A1.22) to the ~ 

standard system is simple. Hm'lever, because of the narrow filters, 

the limiting magnitude with a given detector and telescope is some two 

magnitudes brighter than for uvby photometry. 

To summarize, UVbYf photometry defines a visual magnitude a.nd 

provides indicators of effective temperature, blanketing and 

luminosi ty, and therefore affords a three-dimensional classification 

of stars, which is now discussed briefly. 

Although (b-y) is sensitive to temperature over the entire 

spectral range it is less so for early-type stars, and, of course, is 

affected by reddening. Thus for stars earlier than AO, the 

temperature indicator is [u-b] or Co (=01 - E(C 1» (see, e.g. Philip 

& Newell 1975, Davis & Shobbrook 1977). The luminosity indicator for 

th'e early-type stars is ~. For stars later than A3, the luminosity 

indicator is c1 and the preferred temperature indicator is f ' since 

(b-y) is affected by reddening, and is arfected 

blanketing. For nearby stars, hmo/ever, (b-y) can be used, 

particularly when f photometry is not available. The intrinsic 

the UVbyf systems have been 

given by CraHford (1975b, 1978, 1979') for F, Band (A4-A9) stars 

colour relations and calibrations in 

respectively. For early A-type stars (AO-A3) (othendse known as A 

intermediate stars), that is~ stars near the Balmer' maximum, \-.1he1'e 
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[u-b] or c1 alone are not good temperature indicators, and where f or 

c
1 

alone are not good luminosity indicators, the 2-D clasification is 

based either on linear combinations of these parameters - the (a,r) 

method of stromgren (1906) and its modification by GroSbfl (1978), or 

on the study of unreddened (B9-A3) stars near the North Galactic Pole 

by Hilditch, Hill & Barnes (1983). 
(ff 

As with UBV photometry, the interpretation of the photometric 

indices is dependent upon a knOi-lledge of the positions occupied by 

known stars in the fundamental photometric diagrams, such as 

c 1 vs. ~ , m1 ·vs. ~ and f vs. (b-y). As is shown in the papers of 

Crawford, and Hilditch, Hill & Barnes, these diagrams have well··formed 

lower envelopes which correspond to the intrinsic colour lines of the , 
ZAMS of Population I stars, and define the so-called standard 

relations. The displacement of an observed star from the 0f- f and 

m1- ~ standard relations for a given value of ~ , that is 

&"'\ l~)::. L\ (o'o::.a-<v<.L) - L\lotr~d..) 

bt-\\l~) -=- M, ls~~) - t'I\ lcto~cl) 
(A\·1.1) 

then for'm the basic luminosity and blanketing indioes for the A and F 

stars. The luminosity parameter ~C1 ( ~) is calibrated in terms of 1'\7 

for the A and F star's by Crawford and bm1 ( ~) is calibrated in terms 

of the logarithmic metal abundance [F~/H~ for the late-A and F stars. 

Calibrations for Tefr and log g ha.ve been derived from model 

atmosphere studies ~ e.g., o for Teff <.10000 K, by Philip & lvlatlock 

(1975) and Breger (1975), and for the entire spectra.l pangs O-G, from 

the theoretical investigation of tho Kurucz (1 Y7 8) model atmospheres 
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by Relyea & Kurucz (1978). The c and [u-b] temperature calibrations 
o 

given for B stars by Davis & Shobbroolc (1 Y77) are based on the 

empil'ical effective temperature scale determined by Code et ale 

(1976) from angular-diameter'studies of bright stars. 

Finally, UVbY~ photometry enables the ages of field stars to be 

determined e.g. from the age-metallicity relation for late-A and F 

stars (see, e.g. Twarog 1980) or by comparison with theoretical 

isochrones (see, e.g. Hejlesen 1980). 

A1.4 Synthesis of the Photometric Indices of Binary Systems 

The importance of photometric indices as diagnostic tools in the 

quantitative classification of stellar spectra has been established in 

the previous sections. The observed photometri.c indices of a binary 

system are a combination of the intrinsic indices of each of its 

components, and, in order to interpret the observed indices of binary 

systems w11ich do not show eclipses, it is necessary to derive the 

equations by \-/hich the combined indices may be computed. By 

constructing a grid of composite indices for various combinations of 

components, it is possible to constrain the range of estimates for the 

physical parameters of the components. Al though a unique combination 

will not be found, added constraints imposed by spectroscopic 

considerations, may afford a unique classification of each component. 
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In this analysis, the stars are assumed to be sphePical and, for 

eclipsing s)rstems, to be observed at a phase when there is no 

light-loss due to eclipse of one component by its companion. The 

analysis proceeds by finding the correction, bI, to be added to an 

index, I P, of the primary component to give the corresponding index, 

. IT, for the system. The notation ~I is used to specify the numepical 

dlffel'ence in index I betvleen the components in the sense IS - I
P

, and 

the symbols P, Sand T refer to the pr'imapy, secondary and system 

respectively. All system indices are expressed explicitly in terms of 

indices for the components. 

A1.4.1 Synthesis of magnitudes 

The system magnitude, xT, may be written as 

x"'f:: X P + f::I,. l~\''U~) 

whepe b:i is the coprection to be added to the magnitude of the 

primary component to yield the system magnitude. Recalling the 

definition of a magnitude as a relative flux (A1.9), and using the 

linear property of fluxes in combination, the correction !X may be 

written 

;-( P [d> I-~S .1 b. '1-;:. 'X - X = - 1: <; .Q.~ ~~~J (f)\' '\.S') 

that is 

~'t -:. -1;$ P-Oo- \_ \ + .. ~ / {% j lC'f\· ... ....l, ') 

If the 1lI0nochpomatic luminosity ratio, lX' of secondary to pr'imar-y at, 
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say, the effective wavelength of the X filter, is knmm, e.g. the 

quadrature luminosity ratio given by a light-curve synthesis code such 

as LIGHT, then, from (A1.26), the system magnitude is 

x"f ::- X ~ - (; ~ 100-L \ +- ly,. ] lc\\·I.:~ ) 

Alternatively, the flux ratio, fi/f~~ can be Hritten as a magnitude 

difference 

XS 
_ y..f -= b'>< (~\.\..<l) 

where 

r: I {; ~ ~ [- D'~ bX J (J11'V\) 

~~.LL __ ? 
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and dex(x) = 10x. Thus, the system magnitude is 

X-l-=- X~-~·~flo()l\+~l-D'4-bX)J U-'I-'3,o) 

For the V filter, tv = (Mv s where MV is the absolute V-magnitude, 

and so 

i' ~ \J P -1.;~ JLoO l \-+-~ (-0 '1+ b My') ] (11\'~I) 

The absolute V-magnitude is tabulated as a function 'of MK spectral 

type by, for example, Schmidt-Kaler (1965) and Allen (1973), but the 

absolute magnitude in the general filter, X, is not tabulated. Hence 

it is convenient to normalise (A 1.30) to the V filter. Hriting 

b x. = X s - X f' -; Lxs _ 'X f' ') -\- L \l So _ V f ) - l \J ~ - 'J ~ ) 
(J\-\':\ '1..) 

:-: l0' - \J\) - 0(f - VI') .\ lM~ -MJ) 

leads to the identity 

~x. ~ b' lx-'J) -'r ~MI/ ("\-"}'"3» 

and so the system magnitude in the X filter is 

x'l:: X? -1:S- 100 lH-~ (:-(J''tC~ l'X-\J) -'r~t-\IJ])j If\\·1\.t) 

Thus, for example, in the B filter 

~1":: ~? _ 'L'S:-~O U+A.vt-(-o.\t-lG'lR-0) + (MI/] ') 1 (I-\\·"}.S) 
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A1.4.2 Synthesis of colour indices 

By analogy with the previous section, the system colour index 

. <x_y)T, is written 

V_'j)"i'-:- lX-j)'r -\- 6.0<-,) (f->.-\ ·'>6) 

where A. (X-y) refers to the effect of the secondary component on the X 

and Y filters. Recalling the definition of a colour inaex as the 

relative flux at the isophotal 'l'Tavelengths of the filters, (A1.11), 

and using the linear property of fluxes, the correcUon to be added to 

the colour index of the primary to yield the system colour' is 

&fJ.--'n -;0 l'l.-'I sr - LX-1) r . 

:-'l..~~,~ -rf\.,-S~OO~ 
[

r S] .. pP 

f1 ~ tyS ~ 
Thus 

~ti'-Y) ~ 'l:~ QOO ~ ~ ·t,/ ') 
[

1 ~/ ( J .~> S J 
t~ l t~ ~ t;. ') 

-:: '};5 ~ [\-~ t~ I {j1-'l·S-Q.o%L \~. U/-tf] 

and, writing the flux ratios as magni~udQ differences, 

~(j..-{) -:.'v~-Qo6 [\~ d-u;< L-o·I,f- [;~) J 

- ':$" C_cO [ \ -+ d-k')<: L-D'4- h) ) 

UH·':n.-) 

lA'\'>~) 

(J,\ \.'},\) 

Again, it is eonveni.(~nt to normalise to the V filter using the 



identities 

by. :.. bLx-") +~Mv 

&) ~ b l 'f-") ),. bt\/ 
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so that the system colour index, (X_y).T, becomes 

:-( f 
lX-I) ~ ly.-'j) 

+1.:~t0"rl \+~ l-D'~lbl'1-v) .I, (n,,] )j 

- 1..' ~ lo~ [ \ + ~ l-o',+ lb l-t:-\}) ~ ~t-'\v J)J 

Thus, for example, 

'\'"' )p L (!.-\)) "- ll?>- \1 

.r 1.: $' tDt [ \ -\- d.vy. l-0 '\to ~ t'\" ) ] 

- L.'~Lo~l\ ~ 4l- I)-\+Cblt?-V) '\'~MVJ)j 

<'A\'~O) 

(J~\. \+\) 

U1H~-1-) 

In the case of Stl~C;mgren photometry it is convenient to normalise to 

the y filter, that is, the system colour index is Wl~itten 

:I D 
(y.-~) :: lx._y)l 

~1-'$'lo~ l\-rcLvr~l-o·1.r c.b' lY-'() ') -\-~Mv ])] CA\.\.\-'!,) 

-1.:S'"t" l \+~l-()·'+\.. [lY-a) ~tr\v 1)J 

.to 

whel'e (X-Y), (Y-y) and (X-y) are Stl'omgren coloul' indices. For 

example, 

L'c_~)1':: Lis---1s)P 

+ 1: s; tD% l \ -\-~ l- D' '+ b M '-J ) ] 
LA\·W·,) 

- 'L.~ lo~ l \ -\- J.w. l-(l'4- \.'.. G lb -0') tbM v J )] 
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If a monochromatic luminosity ratio, say lX' is available, then 

equation (A1.39) and the identity 

by ~ - ~ L)(-'f)~ ~x 

lead to 

~lX-~) ::. -L' ~ 2.CtJ C. \ 4-1)1. ~ (-\-0 -\+ r; l'A- '1) ) J 
-1-" ~ Q.~ [. \-\-1" J 

and so 

LX -~ r 0 l'/-y) Y -' 1:>I.OOJ \ + j.g"-,-", l ~o ,y. r ~-)') 1 -, 
l \-\- t)( J 

Using the logarithmic identity 

Lx-I\} S 'l-,s;Q.,. c.~ lC)·\.t lY.-'j)'Y ) j 

and the fdenti ty 

& l:i-~) ~ LY..~'I)S -l'i-'j)'r 

leads to the following expression for the system colour index 

--( t t" l lY.-~) ::. '!-·S'lod' ~[\-a-~-Lx-'1) J.\- td.QK l~I)'~l'l:-~i'1_J 
. \..1- ~.K 

LA\.\\S") 

lC\-\'4~ ) 

U\\.\.(\) 

L(:'\\· \\-'3) 

(A\-Uc'\) 

(C\\.c;'u) 

This is tho appropriate expression for computing the colours of an 

eclipsing system at quadratures if' a light-curve solution 18 

available, and is useful for confirming Hhethcr the colours of such a 

system are consistent with the combination of spectral types indicntGd. 
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in the photometric solution. 

A1.4.3 Synthesis of colour-differences and reddening~free indices 

Six indices are considered in this section. These are, the UBV 

reddening-froe Q-parameter, the Stromgren c
1 

and m
1 

indices and their 

reddening-free counterpal~ts [c
1

] and [m
1
], and the reddeping-free 

colour index [u-b]. The normalisations are made with respect to the V 

filter to enable the components' relative luminosities to be expressed 

as an absolute V-magnitude difference,' but by analogy \dth the 

previous section, norl'lalisation can be made with respect to any other 

futer and monochromatic luminosity ratios used in place of the 

absolute V-magnitude differences. 

A1.4.3(i) The UBV Q-index 

The value of Q fol' the system, QT, is written 

~--( -:.-c/ .\- t...q 

and, since 

~ -= lu...- (l.) - \). ::r't- lI!.- \,I) 

I.1Q is given by 

I --< \" :i' ,\'l ~Q= Q -Q ::. [lu...-B.) -o·i-1,llVv) ....\ 

- C.lv..-o.)f - ()·'-rv lll>-\l)l"j 

T~us, by (A 1.36) 

~ ~ ~ h.. (y\.~e.) .. () '':\-1_ t. Lf1- v) 

(A\-S\) 

((:\\-s\) 

(fw<;:, ) 

(A\·';\\-') 
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and so the expression for b.Q is a l~near combination of the 

expressions, already derived, for the corrections to the colours (U-B) 

and (B-V). Substitution of these expres'sions, (A1.41), and using the 

identity 

bl\l-~) ~ <b l(S-'-J) -t-~ Ltt-Q.) 

leads to the following expression for QT 

Q-i' ;:. Q'? ..\- 4-.) Q.o'3' l \ -\-~ l--o·\.t-l ~U-y) +~MIJ j ') 1 

~ 1..:$ lot [ \ + ~ l-()'4- C & l\-\.~ IS.) -\-b L~-") -\ b Ylv j ) ] 

-\.~ 1{)~ l\-\-~l-tl'4~hM\j)] 

A1.4.3(ii) 
.-The Stromgren c

1
-index 

Writing 

--( ~ 
G.\ :: t:.\ 4- t:.c, 

(I.'\\·s» 

tA\·C;\.,) 

(J>r\.$~) 

and using the derinition (A1.18) for 01' leads to the expression for 

f!,. c
1 

tiC-I:' A. Lv..- \S') - ~ L\J' -'0 ") lC\\'S<6} 

that is, the correction is expressed in terms of the corrections for 

the colour indioes (u-v) and (v-b). Thus, using (A1.43) and (A1.58) 

t..; -::- L; -\- S·C) ~~ C \ + ~ l-o.\,t (.b l\S-~) +£M~ ~) ') J 

--V~ .to% c. \-\- clw. L-o·\.\-lb l"'-'i)+~Mv1)] 

- 'L·~.ted c 1 -\- J.w..l-0·'+l~ Cb-1) +~Mv J)] 

CM·S"!) 
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Since Stromgren photometry is normally reported as a colour (b-y) and 

colour differenoes c
1 

and m
1

, it is necessary to express ~(v-y) and 

'(u-y) in terms of (b-y), 01 and m1• Writing (v-y) as a linear 

combination of (b-y), c
1 

and m
1

, namely 

lu- ~ 0') -:. -\- Lb ~ 0') -I- i L. t ..\- JL·" I (.f)-I • lot> ) 

and equating the ooeffioients of the wby fEtel's, results in i :: 2, 

j = 0 and k :: 1. Similarly, writing 

lU·· 6) ~ '\..., Lb.~) -\-i'(..1 ..\- .t11"lI 
lAt· L\) 

gives i' :: 3, j' = 1 and k' = 2. Thus 

\ \S' ''i) :- r-'\, -I- .... Lb -0') 
(P,\.~1.-) 

tv..-~) :- ct.,.\- 1.,1"\, -I-'1lb~~) 

and so 

bLIS"-'6') ::<;::1-'\\ 4'L~l\>-,"&) 
(PI\- \:'!.) 

£ c..u-~) ~ ~L{ .\ I.t:f'\~ ... >~ l'o~~ \ 

On substituting (A1.63) in (A1.59) and rearr'anging, the expression for 

T 
01 becomes 

-( 'P r (\ -1 
t.1 ~ (.\ -\- <;.() .l0d- \:. \.'.(1(/.~(--t>'·'i-Cbt-\\\.'i.-6l'o:(t' .\ 'i.MIj] ') .:. 

-1.S .t,. [\ -rJ.-U;f- l- o· \f- C ~Gt .... 1..~V\, ~ '1~ l\, -'t) -t~[1" J)) (t\-\. l,\-\, ) 

-1.') J,03 (. I +-~.<. l-O-4- C t:u,>-o) .\ ~Mv"1 ) J 
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A1.4.3~iii) The Stromgren [c 1]-index 

The expression for [c
1

]T can be Hritten in terms of c~ and (b_y)T as 

--( -( :-( C,-,J :: .<:., -b·'l...o l'o~'t) (A\'b)) 

and therefore computed using (A1.4~) and (A1.64). Alternatively, it 

can be written in terms of [c 1] 

lc.;y :: lc.t~ ~ -t- A ['-,J 

where 

~ c.L \] ::: & Cu.-v-) - 6. LIS>\') - 0-1..0 ~C'D -0) 

and so 

[L, j -'\ -;. \.., \J ? ~<;. 0 106 L \ -'r d»J( (-C'4 C. ~ \.. .. ~\l ~\. \,12 £ L'b-(jJ +bM" J) J 

-1:S- 1c~ C. \ +- d»f.l-o· 4 ~ ~ ('-,J -\: 1.'b(.~a -\-).,.-; 6 bLb~ 1')'\- SKy])) 

-l:D l0~ l \ -+- J.Oj< L-D·\t U) (\::. -~) -\-b MV J) J 

- o·~ t, C.I+-~ (,- 0'1.\ ~MI4)::1 

A1.4.3liv) The Str~mgren m1-index 

Writing 

M1 :. M( ),. t\\'-\\ 

(A-\-u') 

U\\.\,~) 

lC1\·V3) 

IN.b'll 
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and using the def"inition of m
1

, (A1.17), leads to the expression for 

A m1, 

/:,M,,':. 6lu~1.)_t,lb~<t) LA~'\-o ) 

and so 

n:-:-M.; -\-S'·o ~0'tC.\+~l-~·4-Cbl..'p-r)-\-~r\'JJ)1 

-1;<;'9.., II -\- o..c."!< l-o.,+ (~I1.1 +-l..b' lb-~) ___ ~t'\I/J)J lAI.1-I) 

-1.:~ lo~ [ \ -\- ~ l-()<\+ ~ M,J) :1 

A1.4.3(v) The Str'omgren [m
1
J-index 

The expression for [m
1

]T can be written in terms of m~ and (b_y)T as 

:-( --( :1 eM1J ::. M, .H)·"1'L Lb-'Q) (.f.H·~L.-) 

and therefore computed using (A1.4 10 and (A1.71). Alternatively, and 

by analogy Hith [c
1
JT

, it can be Hl"itten in terms of [m1J 

:-\ If (M.,J ~ \.M, J,- b l.M.,] 

where 

~Ct"\\l -=- [}L<.\.-),) -c' 6'3 6.lb-~) 

and so 

Ct'\\:J"I' ~ C/"\,]p .>,--4-.1. ~6-l' +-~ l-Cl.I.;-[blh~.6) -t~Mv J) J 

-'\.:c;-~, L\·I-d-UX l-{)'''-f-C(Cr\,) ..\-\.6g·r;lb-\t)-\-tM~J)) 

- \.'.\ Jh~ L \-\- d_w. l-t)·\'t· (M.v) J 

(f-\\'~;' ) 

lPI\'~v..) 

(l) \.1'S) 
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A1.4.3(vi) The Stromgren [u-b]-index 

The expression for [u_b]T can be written in terms of (u_b)T and (b_y)T 

as 

-( ()(\ -I [v...~\'J:- lvb - \o~ L'o-~) 

and therefore computed using (A1.43). Alternatively, 

expressed in terms of [u-b] as 

1" (> 
CIA-~ J -:. (v-.-b"1 -r 1:. (lA-bJ 

where 

~ Cu.- \,) =- b.lu..-b) ~ \. 5:"';- 6 (h-~) 

and so, using (A1.43) 

[.I.V \,J-I i [u._b]f -\- b'1.S'i, C \-\-~ l-o,,+Cbl\:,-O) -\-gM,,~)] 

-1:S" to(j C I ... ~ L-004-ChL.1 -\-1..~M\--I-3J: l\'-~).\~Y\~lJj 

->o<6>'.l~ \.l-t-J»,.-. l-tH~ (t-'\y)1 . 

(();\o~) 

it can be 

(A 10 ,:\'".1') 

(p.\,":\.(?) 

((>.\.?;~ ) 
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A1.4.4 The H-beta index 

The Hf inaex, defined in (A 1.22), can be rewritten 

~~ N~W 
(A\·go) 

where Nand Ware magnitudes in tne narrow and wide filters 

respectively. Thus f is essentially a colour index, (N-Vl) , and so the 

combination of t,,,o ~ indices proceeds by analogy with Seotion 

(A 1.4.2). Small effects caused by Doppler shifts HUhin the band-pass 

of the nar11 0W filter are ignored. Treating f as a colour index, 

(N-W), and writing 

--\ ~. 
tN~W) ::.. ltJ-W) +-~lt0~W) 

leads to the correction, A(N-W), 

A lrv -I.J) ::. '\.: S- ~d' c ~ -\-~ l- C • 4- S vJ '> J 

-1.... ~ ~~ L \ ~ ~ t - (:) . ~ ~ N ) ') 

Using the identity 

~N ~ ~ltJ-l.J) +bW 

c.A\.~I) 

(fy\-"bI.) 

<'A\'~~) 

and replacing (N-H) by ~ , the correction can be normalised to the \'l 

filter and becomes 

A~ :; 'VS-- 9-'1 C \ + Ji.eJ',c l-I)·\;- ~ W ) 1 
l~\·ca4-) 

-l..~ ~ C. \ -+- 4 l-D'4- C ~~ -\-~\J 1) J 

where ~W is the magnitude difference in the wide filter, and is the 

apppopriate measure of the pelative luminosity of the stars. Th!'ee 
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methods by \-lhich &1 can be approximated for a partidular combination 

of components are now described. 

(i) Since the B and V filters straddle the H~ line, it follows 

that the absolute value of the difference in the (B-V) colours of the 

components is an upper limit to the absolute value of the difference 

in the colours (~~-~) (provided the spectral gradient does not change 

sign in this interval), where ~ is the absoluto magnitude in the W 

filter. That is 

l~lMw-MIj)1 ~ I(U~~\J)I LA\''B~) 

Thus for components with similar effective temperat.ures, the 

luminosity ratio at ~ can be approximated by that j.n the V filter, 

Le. 6W IV S~, and so 

f-i" :: ~ (> .l;-t:~ Y-C'?; L to{- aJ))<. l-(). 4- bK" ') :1 

-1;~ t, l \ -\- J.~ L-o.'l+ l<i:~ + 16M" 1) J 
<'A\'~b) 

If the luminosity ratio, Ib' in the b filter is kno\>lU, then this rat.io 

should be used instead of b~, since t.he b filter is only rv1 yO )\ 

di·stant from the H~ line, \-lhereas the V filter is N 6!10 ~ distant, and 

therefore errors caused by the spectrum gradient will be reduced when 

the b-fDter lUlllinosity ratio is used. 

(ii) A second approximation for b H can be derived by assuming 

the components to radiate a~ uniformly-bright blaok,-bodies, and 

comput.ing theil' flux patio at 1{86l~. The monochromatic speoifio 

intensity of black-body radiation is given by the PJ anck f'elation 
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-:r: - ~~ 
').-

'AS"'ltWf 19..-c-!~~_:\ ') - \ J 
L~\-?l~) 

and so the monochromatic flux at the wavelength of H~ at the Earth is 

-bl')..~) = -t( &~R e-"V 

S" 
'l-~ l<Wf l~C-!'>-~Q..--r)-~J 

where 

h = 6.62620 x 10-21 erg s 

c = 2.991925 x 10 10 cm s-1 

k = 1.38u62 x 10-16 erg °K-1 

~ = 4.861 x 10-
5 

cm 

The monochromatic flux ratio is then 

~~ S j f 1:: {(~~) -{ l')I~) ; l~ /g,~)"\.. t~f lClc-/f>,~ \c\ )-1 l 
~f (~c..-/'>.~ U--l,> ')- \ 

(A\.~~) 

U\\.~ 

LAV\,,) 

where Tp and Ts are tne assumed effective temper'atures for the primary 

and secondary components respectively. Recalling (A1.84), and 

rm.,rriting it in terms of flux, that is 

~ ~:: 'L-~ t~ l \ -i- ~ ".\ 
V1\'QI} 

--1-') Q.D6' l ~ -\- ·tr(~ L-'tc C-- D' '-' ~~ ).'.1 

and substituting (A1.90), toge the!' \oli th the numerical constants 

(~1.89), gives the desired expression for ~~ 
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(~ f -\- 'VC; .l°6 l H- l ~ /?J)'L- 1, l~~)--(j»j 
Un· '\1 .. ) 

-1: S- i.1' l \ -\- LV-~ / ~r ') \.- ~ l--l' ~ I --( r ) cL.>K l- D· \t ~ ~ ) 1 

where 

.t~?J1'r) ':- Jrt f (lfi b 0 {) 11' f) - \ lPI\''\l) 

Q..·""T l1.--'\bO() /~~) ~ \ 

The radii, RP and RS, fop the combination of spectral types can be 

taken from, e.g., Popper (1980), or, for 'an eclipsing system, from a 

light-curve analysis. For stars later than AO, (A 1.92) can be further. 

simpl ifed, since, for T f::.- 10000 oK 

~ lJl,-/ '>.~ ~(') - \ IV 'WP lJ,.(..II),~ \t.--() 
U\\''\4-) 

and so 

\Ll~>l-{f') N 6,,))< LV1bD D .lD'6"- L \/---('p - \/1<,.) J 
lM·~S) 

::- ~ [ \ 1-g <;s V'-1 J 

wl1epe 

\)'f S \ /.-( P - \ / --r~ Lf.\\·'H,) 

Thus, for stat'S later than AO, the composite ¥ inaex is approximated 

by 

r ~ ~ ~ + 1..-S- ~66 C H lv..:- /e...p)"\.' ~ l',l_<e. S-S' 'Q'---(' ') 1 

.-1:~ h~ \._ \ -\- le.,<.. /p-?') .... fur)!, l\1..'iS$'S" ~'\- .- (J '4- ~~) J 
If.\ \ . '\ '1' ) 
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(iii) A better approximation than is afforded by taking the 

relative fluxe3 from black-body distributions, is obtained by taking 

the fluxes from model atmosphere computations (e .g. Kurucz 1 ~7 8). 

This leads to the approximation for bw 

bW IV - (. 0 9.~ U~.? /~P ) - L.·S--.tor l ~~ /~l J lA-l·qv 

where FK is an interpolated continuum flux from the model atmosphere, 

evaluated at 4861~. Thus, the expression for ( becomes 

r ~ r ~ 'l,'S: 4 l \ + L~ /~J' )~ c~ / ~: ) ] 
(.(:\\.,\'0 

-'l-S- Q.o~ ~ ~ -\- U? /«-.f' y- (J~~ / ~l) d.Px l--O'4 ~~) J 

In sub-sections (i1) and (iii)· flux ra tics were oomputed for 

uniformly-bright disks. Although in the present application this 

approximation is adequate for' most combinations of stars, the flux 

ratio is easily corrected for limb darkening by mul hplying by a 

correotion factor, u, given by 

u,..::. ll- v.'> /1 ) / ll- l,t.?/1) c.A\.\OD) 

where US and uP are the linear limb-darkening coefficients appropriate 

to the secondary and primary components respectively. 
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A1.5 Band-Pass Effeots on Composite Indices 

In Section (A1.4) no allo'lolance Has made for the fact that the 

. effective Havelength of a filter is dependent upon the gradient of the 

observed spectrum in the filter band-pass. Thus, if the relative 

luminosity of the components is specified by a monochromatic 

luminosity ratio computed at some fixed Havelength such as the 

constant-energy Havelength, small errors \ofill be introduced in the 

combined indices, the size of Hhich Hill depend on the spectral types 

of the components. It might appear that, since the spectpal gradient 

of the combined flux in the filters differs from that of the separate 

distributions, small errors '101111 also result if the composite indices 

are computed from the individual indices with observed heterochromatic 

magnitude differences used to speoify luminosity differences. This is 

not the case, however, as is immediately apparent from the linear 

property of integrals, namely 
'). \- f). "V '>.'-

j Sx l~H-(l")J.~ " 5 \l,»~l'>-)J.iA ~ j Sxll).) {('A)db, 
'A \ '>-, '}.\ 

(A\.\OI) 

Thus composite indices computed using empirically-derived absolute 

magnitude differenoes are free from this source of error. 

To investigate the magnitude of gradient-related errors when 

monochromatic luminosity ratios are used, flux distributions from the 

Kurucz model atmospheres (Kurucz 1978) for effective temperatures of' 

300000 K and 55000 K Here used to represent uniformly-bright, hot and 

cool components vlhose gradients in the UBV filters differ markedly. 

The tHo flux distributions were normaLLsed to equal each other at the 

vlavelength of H~ (4861~), this normalisation corresponding to 
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relative angular diameters~ and henoe radii at a given distance, of 

approximately ten. Thus the hot component can be considered to be a 

BOV star and the cool component a GOl star. The individual flux 

distributions and their sum arc illustrated in Figure (A 1.1) . 

The photometric indices in t.he UBV system viera then computed in 

two ways - first by directly evaluating the relevant integrals for the 

combined flux distributions and then by similarly computing the 

indices for the individual flux distributions and combining these ""j. th 

a monochromatic luminosity ratio specified at the constant-enertsy 

wavelengths of the filters. 

The response curves for the . UBV fil ters were taken fr'om 

Gola,y (1 Y7 4) (see Fig. 2) and they, together with the flux 

distributions, were interpolated to a 1~ wavelength grid using cubic 

spline interpolation (Hill 1982). The de!'ining integrals fot' 

constant-energy wavelength, effective wavelength and heterochromatio 

magni tude Her'e then evaluated numerically by trapezoidal integration, 

that is, the integral 
b 

~:: S ~ l~.) d.-:x--

Cl-

is represented by 

19t\.\ov) 

.J;l-:: ..R.. [() 'S' [.~ l<>L) -t 0 l,:>cl\) 1 -+ 6-(:x..J lr" - -I- () ex .('\) 1 ((>;\'\0;') 

vlhere X
1 

:-: a, X :: b 
n ' 

h :: (b-a)!n, and n is the number of trapezoids 

utilized in tne integration. In the present application, the 

end··points of each of the integrands are zero, that is, 

y(x 1) :: y(xn) :: 0, and also h ::. 1~, so that the integration scheme can 

be wl'itten 
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1\.- \ 

~ ~ I- ~l::>lL) 
~::~ 

(J\ '.\o\t) 

The constant-energy wavelengths for the UBV filters were found to 

be 3531~, 4426 ~ and 5536 ~ respectively, and the effective 

wavelengths of these filters for the three flux distributions were 

found to be: 

Model 

BOV 

GOl 

BOV+GOl 

Effective Wavelength 

u 

3490 

3562 

3503 

B 

4333 

4436 

4314 

v 

5450' 

5518 

5490 

Thus the effective wavelengtns of the UBV filters differ by 12~, 

103 ~ and 68 ~ respectively for the BOV and GOl flux distributions. 

The difference between the monochromatic magnitude computed at the 

effective wavelength of the U filter and its constant-energy 

wavelength (wavelength difference = 41 ~) for the BOV flux 

distribution is Om. 041 , and the difference between the monochromatic 

magnitude at its effective wavelength and the heterochromatic 

magnitude for the BOV distribution is Om. 011 , which illustrate tbe 

effect of the spectral gradient in the filter band-pass. 

The heterochromatic UBV magnitudes (on an apbi '(;pary scale) for 

the three flux distr'ibutions w~re found to be: 
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Model U B V 

BOV U 
C1 - 30.996 

B 
C

1 
- 30.286 

V 
C1 - 29.399 

Gor U 
C1 - 29.376 

B 
C1 - 29.8u5 

V 
C1 - 29.754 

BOV+GOI 
U 

C1 - 31.217 
B 

C
1 

- 30.825 
V 

C1 - 30.344 

and so the combined indioes, 
T T T (U-B) , (B-V) and Q are 

T UB 
(U-B) = C

1 
- 0.392 

T BV 
( B- V) = C 1 - o. 4 ~ 1 

QT = CUBV _ 0.036 
1 

In the second step, the combined indices were derived from the 

inoividual indices according to the methods of Section (A1.4), with 

monochromatic luminosi ty ratios computed at the filters! 

constant-energy wavelengths. (It is noted here that the wavelength of 

H,\ (113 40~) is in tne range enoompassed by the B-fil tel' effecti va 

wavelength, and therefore the luminosity patio in this filter should 

not be computed by direct interpolation in the model atmosphere: 

instead it should be computed from interpolated .Q..Qnt.i..n.lli~ evaluated at 

the constant-energy Havelength. This consideration is of impc·rtanoe 

if the B~filter oentral wavelength (4300~) is used, gince this 

wavelength will be in the vdng of Hi and is partlculal'ly iffipor·tant 

in the case of the Sti~mgren v filter, which incorporates H[ (4102~) 

in its band-pass, and for whioh the effective wavelength is 4100 ~.). 
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The monochromatic luminosi ty ratios at the constant-energy 

wavelengths Here found to be 

lU :: 0.2258 

In :: 0.6780 

IV :: 1. lPl'7 5 

and so the combined photometric indices become 

uT 
:: C

U 
- 3'1.217 

1 
( 0.000) 

nT 
:: c~ - 30.84'8 (+0.023 ) 

V
T :: C

V ~ 30.371 
1 

(+0.027 ) 

T UB (U-B) :: c
1 

- 0.369 (-0.023) 

T BV 
(B-V) :: C

1 
- 0.477 (-0.004) 

QT :: CUBV _ 0.016 
1 

(-0.020) 

where the numbe1's in pa1'entheses ape the dif.'feronces in the indices 

. computed fl'om the combined flux dist1'ibution and by combining tlJe 

separate indices using monochromatic luminosity patios. Thus the 

gradient-1'elated errors for this particular combination of components 

are all less than Om. 03 , and can be ignor.ed. Although the combination 

of BOV+GOI may not be the most severe in respect of gradient-related 

errors, it is unlikely that such err'ors vlill greatly exceed Om .03 for 

other comblnations when monochromatic lumi.nosity l'at.ios are speoified 

at the constant-energy Havelengths. The central wavelength of the B 

filter (4300~) should not be used, however, since the asymmetrio 

shape of this filter oauses the constant-anergy (and effective) 

Havelengths to devj,ate more from the centt'al H8.velongth than is the 

case for the U and V filters (see Fig. 2), If the lum:i.nosi ty ratio· 
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for the B filter is specified at 4300 ~ for the present combination of 

fluxes, the error in the system's B magnitude is -Om.019, \'lhich is 

actually smaller than the error (+Om. 023 ) r'esulting from the 

constant-energy \vavelength. However, this error is of the opposi te 

sign to the previous case, so that the e'rrors in (U_B)T, (B_V)T and QT 

become m 
+0 .019, _Om.Oq6 and +Om. 053 ' respectively, and these are 

unacceptably large for most purposes; 

Since the Stromgren filters are considerably narroHer than the 

UBV filters, the differences between constant-energy wavelength and 

effective wavelengtn are generally less than "'15~, and therefore 

gradient-related errors in composite indices are negligible in uvby 

photometry . 

Finally, the effect of the relative gradients on the computation 

of 

The 

the findex is considered for the BOV and GOl flux distributions. 

magnitude difference, bW, is zero, and, if for illustrative 

purposes, bf is taken to be _Om.2, the correction Af is equal to 

_Om. 1 04. If b W is replaced by b Hb the epror in 

if b W is replaced by b~ the error in Ar is 

~t is ~Om .006, 

+Om .018. The 

and 

error 

using the black-body approxim:ottionis _Om .00I!. The error's in the 

b-fil tel" and black-body approximations cOl'respond to an errOl' of 

approximately one number class in spectral type for cool stars, and 

approximately Om.5 in absolute magnitude for early.-type stars. 
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A 1.6 Deconvolution of Intl'insic Photometric Indices in Eclipsing 

Binary Systems 

The inverse problem to that discussed in· Section (A 1 .4) , 

encountered in the analysis of the light curves of eclipsing binaries, 

is: given the photometric inaices of the system at phase 0.25 and the 

monochromatic luminosity ratios of the components as computed using a 

systhesis code such as LIGHT, to derive the intrinsic photometric 

inaices of the components. This then enables the components' 

effective temperatures to be derived independently from an empirical 

calibration such as that of Davis and Shobbl'ook (1977). 

One reason for the need to follow this procedure concerns the 

computation of bolometric luminosities of the·· components and the 

distance of the binary system. The effective temperature of th~ 

primary, T
1

, derived from the standard photometric indices in 

seconda1'Y ecl~pse, is adequate for the purpose of deriYing the 

geometrical elements using LIGHT (experience sho\-/s that the value of 

T1 adopted in synthesis solutions may' be varied over a range of 

o . ",2000 K without adversely affecting the geometrical solution) • 

However, if secondary eclipse is not total, the l'esuJ.hng er'rop in T1 

due to the residual contribution from the secondary component, and 

hence also in T 2 (since LIGHT computes a· temperature difference), Hill 

lead to unacGeptable errol'S in bolometric luminosities, these being 

proportional to the fourth pOHel' of the temperature. 
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In this section the appropriate formulae for the computation of 

the components' photometric inaioes are given, and the effect of 

errors in the luminosity ratios on the computed inaices is discussed. 

A1.6.1 Computation of Intrinsic Indices 

The expressions developed in Section (A1.4) foP'the synthesis of 

photometric indices were written explioitly in terms of the 

'catalogue' indices, and as a result are rather cl~bersome. If, in 

Stromgren photometry, the four luminosity patios, 1 b' are known, uv y 

the form of the appropriate expressions is considerably simpl~fied. 

The ,index, I P, for the primary component is written 

~ --( -:r:. ~ -:r.. .- 11-;(", CAH()S') 

and the corresponding index, IS, for the secondary component follows 

trivially from 

:r:.S ::.. :r.? ~ b:£ l(:\\:\tl b) 

with AI, ~ I wri t ten expl lci tly in terms of th e monoch poma tic 

luminosi ty ratios. 

From the basic definitions of the Str'omgren indioes, the methods 

of Section(A1. ll)allot-l the oorrections AI to be derived. For 

example, direct substitution of the monochromatic luminosity ratios in 

(A1.38) gives the expression forA(b-y): 

b. 00 -'(s) ~ 1.- S- ~~ l.-r .Q'1c 

\-\-J(b 

Uh \IY-'t ') 
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The corresponding expression for ![u-b] follows similarly from (A1.38) 

and (A 1.78) • The full expressions for l for the Str"omgren indices 

are: 

\) r:: \J-( +- 'l.; ~ .Q..06- LI -\- Q..'t) 

L'o-~)~:: Uo-~f - 'v s-1c6 : :9.t, 
,(.~ -:. L: -$.() 106 LI-\--9. If) -r 1:$ .Q()~Cl\J,-9..~)U-\--~b)] 

t"l =- M; - ~·o ic~ U-\--~b) -\--'l.;S-.Q.o~Ul-l-..tIJ)U-\-lt)J 

[\J.~bjr::.. Cv..-'o]--r _ ~'"1C- io~ U+-9-h) 

4- 'V$'o i()d- ll-\-IL.(.) 

-\- 1· g~ 9..0~ l. \4- \t) 

(~\'IO~) 

The reduction in complexity over the corresponding expressions given 

in Section (A 1,11) is obvious. 

The differences in the components' indices, b'I, needed to compute 

the intrinsic indices of the secondary component, follow simply from 

. the basic definitions, and ape: 

~ \I :::. - '\.: S' .Q.o~ fl-6' 

~lb-~) :: ~'t- $" .\O}.Q.k.. 
l.t 

b c--() ::0 -- '\.: r- ~()q.l..Jh.. 
o JI.~ 

bM
b 

-:- .-'l~'(' .Q.O'~ bO-J~ 
;"l.-

b 

~ t. u.-b -:1 ~ -1.-- S; loCI, ~c~J~-,
o .Q.~ 

- \'1~.£.cd' -~. 
~ 

u\\· \v~) 
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It is noted parenthetically that these expressions for' the <br 

suggest a crude test for the consistency of the luminosity ratios 

derived in tne LIGHT solution, namely, that the differences in the 

photometric indices computed according to (A1.109) should be in 

agreement with the empirical differences for the combination of 

spectral types indicated spectroscopically or by tne photometric 

solution. 

A1.6.2 Uncertainties in Intrinsic Indices 

Although it is straightforward in prinCiple to derive the 

intrinsic photometric inaices of each component by means of (A 1.108) 

and (A 1.109) , it j_s important to define the circmDstances under which 

this procedure is justified. The luminosity r'atios computed in LIGtlT 

are subject to uncertainty as is any measured quantity, and this 

unceptainty 'dill propagate in the fopmulae of (A1.108) to affect the 

computed inaices. Thus, given formal uncertainties, ()' b' on the uv y 

luminosity ratios, luVby' it is essential to compute the formal 

unceptainties on the I in order to identify the acceptable tolerancos 

on 1 b within Hhich this 'deconvolution' procedure is justified. uv y 

As an example, oonsider![u-b], given by (see A1.108) 

I\. C",-~\o1 -=- ~. >5 .to~ Uk 9.6 ) -'\.: S--c .9..0~ U~. Lj 

->-~S--~ l\..\--~) 
Cf\\-\ \~ ') 

Assuming thut the unc81'tainties in the luminOSity ratios are not. 
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correlated with each other, the uDual formalism of the propagation of 

errors gives 

'\. -
crll..c..v-.-b1 -

()~ I~'t- -\- 1)"': L~6 '\ + t),"\.- L'if}) '\ 
\ o~~) \. 'J~J '6" ~~i) 

It is easily shown that 

~A ~ ~f::,. -:. 

~~b R.\ C \.d.\» 'd,lv,. 

where 

k1 = (loge 10)/6.35 

k2 = 0.4 loge 10 

k3 = (loge10)/3.85 

- \ 0 

R..1.-L\.d.~ 
) 

and °so the uncertainty in ~[u-b] is 

_'Jb :;:. ___ 1_ 

·()~o ~ l \-\ 9.-0) 

'L- 0;:-

cr /I. C v..-b J 
j... (..Eb-. \'1.- .\-- -L (§u, .\'\.-~...L (~~ v 

\t.~ \~,tb) ~~ \1+ P..u../ \L~ \d·t J 

(.1),\-\\ \ ) 

(A\o\\t. . .) 

(1lI\. \\») 

(f\\o" 4-) 

For specified uncertainties, ~uby' the quantity ~[u-b] is a 

minimum when the luminosity ratios are unity. In this case the 

uncertainty in Ii [u-b] , assuming 5 per' cent uncertainties in the 

luminosj.ty ratiOS, is ~A[u-bJ = Om. ay • For 1 per cent uncertainties, 

this reduces to c)A[u_b] = Om. 02 • 

The gradient of the [u-b] - T fn relationship of Davis and 
e r 

Shobbrook (1Y77) is such that, for B star's, a change in [u-b] of OIll.1 

oorresponds 

observational 

to a change in Teff of 1V2000oK. 

uncertainty in [u-b] T , it is 

Thus, ignoring tne 

seen that 5 per cent 

uncertainties in the luminosity ratio's contribute an uncert.ainty of 
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±18000 K in effective temperature. The corresponding uncBt'tainty 

assuming 1 per cent errors in the lumtnosi ty raUos is ±400
0

K. 

The uncertainties in .1::.. for the other Stromgren indices are 

computed stmilarly and are: 

v.'- - _\ (~'t- \"\.. 
t.'V - p-~ \ 4- .R.O ) 

lI. CI) -0) -\: --=-*--- + --r:r'- I - \ [( (),' )1.- (~k ) .... J 
~-.., I ~. ~6 \+.2.\] 

'\. 

!56 c-t> 

)... 

fft:,Mo 

; I "IA>I£..- -4- t)'..... _ 4-~ '2.-: C \.\- P-I,)" (\ -\- P--v.) [ )
1.- ,1..-

~ \ ""Lef I:> IS\.("" 4~ 

- IL~ ~ \ -\ 9...b- -4- 1.1-- Q.\.f: [ 
_)1.- ~ ~'\... 

t:b~b )1 
(~Q1)1 

U\\-\IS') 

The numerical unoertainties assuming 5 pel' cent errOl'S in t.he 

luminosity ratios are Om. 03 , Om. 04 , Om.07 and Om.07 respecti.vely. The 

corresponding nQmbers for 1 per cent uncertainties are each Om. 01 • It 

is noted that the uncert.ainty in Ac . is less than that in A [u-b] j the o 

corresponding uncertainties in effective t.emperature using the 

Co - Teff 
o 

calibration of Davis and Shobbrook (1977) are ±1400
o
K and 

. ±200 K. 

It is concluded tnat the procedur'e of deconvol ving photometric 

indices is j ustif:Lod only if monochrorna tic 1 uminosi ty ratios have been 

determined to an accuracy of better than 1 per cent, and, that when 

this is so, it is preferable to derive intrinsic effeotive 

temperatures for B stars using the c index, because it is less 
0 

sensi tive to e1:"'l'OrS :i.n the lurl1i110sity patios than i.s [u-b]. In fact, 

Davis and Sho1>b1"00k also recommend adopting c as the effectj ve 
0 
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temperature parameter for B stars on the basis of its lesser 

sensitivity to log g and to anomalies in reddening. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure (A1.1) The flux distributions corresponding to a BOV star, a 

Gal star and their combination. The effective wavelengths of the UBV 

filters for these flux distributions are indicated in order of 

increasing vlavelength for the BOV, BOV+GOl and Gal distributions by 

solid lines, and the constant-energy wavelengths are indica ted by 

broken lines. 

Figure (A1.2) The response curves for the UBV filters taken fI'om 

Golay (19'{ll). The effective and constant-energy wavelengths arc 

indioated as for Figure (A1.1). 
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APPENDIX 2 

Determ:Lna tion of the Speotposopi 0 Elements of Orbits 

with Intermediate Eccentri oities 
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Appendix 2 Determination of the Spectroscopic Elements of Orbits 

with Intermediate Eccentricities 

The most widely used techniques. for determining the orbital 

elements of spectroscopic bina~y systems are; the classical method of 

Lehmann-Filhes (1894) (for systems having an appreciable orbital 

eccentrici ty) , the simplified method of Sterne (1941) (for orbits of 

small eccentricity), and the method of IrVlin (1973) (applioable to 

circular orbits in which both spectra are visible). These methods 

have been discussed by Petrie (1962) and Popper (1974). Popper (1974) 

recommends that for double-lined systems the independent solution for 

the semi-amplitudes K1 and K2 from the radj.al-velocity data of each 

component is generally preferable to methods such as IFwin' s Hhich 

solve for the mass ratiO, K1/K 2, directly. 

The fundamental difficulty faced in the application of the 

Lehmann-Fil~s technique to orbits of small eccentricity (e~0.1) is 

the indeterminacy of the longitude of periastron passage, w, as the 

orbital eccentricity decreases, and the correlation of w with T, the 

epoch of periastron passage. Sterne ·(1941) obviated this problem by 

adopting To' the epooh of zero mean longitude (L=w+M), as the 

zero-point in time, M being the mean anomaly in the orbit. T , wh:Lch 
o 

is related to T by T =T-w/n where n:::2if/P is the mean motion, remains 
o 

determinate as e->O. Stepne proposed two methods for the solution of 

the orbit, one which is applicable to orbits of any eccentricity e)O, 

and the second, the simplified method, whioh applies only to orbits of 

, 10Yl eccentpiol ty' . Tr'adi tionally it has been understood that the 

simplified method is adequate for orbits with eocentricities . . in the 

range 0.0 < e ~ 0.1 (Petrie 1962), and that the Lehmann-FilhGs method 
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may be applied to orbi ts Hi th e ~ 0.1 • 

It has recently been shoHn by Andersen (1983), hm'lever, that 

Sterne's simplified method is adequate only for eccentricities in the 

range 0.00 < e ~ 0.03, and that its ~pplication to orbits of greater 

eccentricity Hill result in an underestimation of the most important 

orbital element, the semi-amplitude, by as much as 2 per' cent fOl~ 

e ",,0.1. The reason for this is that the approximations made in the 

simplified method essentially neglect terms higher than seoond order 

in the Fourier series expansion of the radial-velocity curve. Prior 

to this publication, Sterne's rigorous method appears to have been 

neglected in the literature, both in review articles on the prinoiples 

of orbit determination and in published numerical computations. 

To facilitate the analysis of the orbital element.s of AL ScI 

(Chapter 4), for which the orbital ecentricity is e=0.074, it was 

necessal~ to develop a computer code based on Sterne's rigorous 

method. Because of the neglect of this method in the literature, and 

since Sterne's original papel' was not readily available, the equations 

for the adjustment of the elements were re-derived by the author. In 

this appendix, the der'ivation of these equations, and of their 

modification to include incorporation of the epoch of mid-primary 

eclipse into the adjustment of the elements, is given, and the 

computer code based on these methods described. 
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A2.1 Adjustment of the Spectr'oscopic Elements 

A2.1.1 sterne's fvlethods 

The radial-veloai ty curve of a spectrocopio binary may be written 

(cf. Petrie 1962) 

\j :: \)0 -+ ¥.. [~ ()).H .. ,)) -t R-W> w) ((l;') ... l) 

where Y is the true anomaly in the orbit 

veloci ty of the binary • 

and V o is the systemic: 

. The derivation of the orbital elements is olearly a non-linear 

regression problem, and has traditionally 

Newton-TIaphson iterative technique (e. g. 

involves expanding (A2.1) as a first~order 

been solved using the 

Scarborough 1~55). This 

Taylor series about a 

preliminary solutions and solving the normal equations based on th:i.s 

equation of condition for the differential corr'ection::::, Hhich are then 

used to correct the preliminary elements. 

condiT-ion, and hence the nor'mal equat),ons, 

Sinco the equation of 

are linear in the 

differential corrections, their solution for the correctors is 

achieved using the methods of linear regression. Provided the 

prelind.nary elements are a good approximation to the true elel'lent.~i 

convergenoe of the iterative scheme to tbe final ;'301 ution Js r'apid. 
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\uth To as the specified epoch parameter, the first-order Taylor 

series expansion is of the form 

AV == 'dv AVo -t-~ AI(., +~ t:.e- -\-~ Aw + d-'1. &-10 +~ At' 
'aVo '0'1::. 'd~ C)W ~o 'd-r' 

D{fferentiating (A2.1) gives 

Iw::. h...,jo +-~~ L LOS, lY-I-w) +- e.. U.P (..:) J 
- 6.~J ~ \:'''';'1\/ l \>-1-1.0) +- -e... s,VvL.) J 
-.A» ¥-~ l»-I-I .. ,)) t-~e.. 'LUI:> IN 

(11 '1.: 1.-} 

tA1: 3) 

To derive the equation of condition for Sterne's rigorous method, 

it is necessary to eliminate b-v from (A2. 3) by expressing it in 

terms of the orbital elements and their variations. This is aohieved 

in . four stages using the basic relationships of the ellipse 

(cf. McNally 197 LI, Smart 1968). 

Partial differentiation, Hith respect to e, of the 'l-lell-knmm 

relationship 

'\.
\ - e.. -:0 \-L<..P:>G 

\ + -L ur.:. ).) 

gives, after some reorganization of terllls 

e..swV U ..... e,.:::.L ~12 :: 

l\ ... H? ..... c.....th~)'l- ';)e..-

e.,h -\-- Q..ur:>).) j 
lH -e.....t:..u)..»'L..-

+ YD.......~_ 

l \ + JL.C..£r)» 'v 

~G+~~~~ 
~ 

In the second stage, the partial derivative t 

Len:\,,) 

UVl:S) 

)~, is eliminated 
';;)e..... 

from (A2.5) using Kepler's equation, which is written in terms of T o 

as 

~ - (l ..... ~~ "'- ~ lC---Io ) - LV \1-\1.-' ~) 
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Partial differentiation of Kepler's equation with respect to e, 

and substituting the result in (A2.5), yields 

e ,.,.iv-;..> L\ - e..,"\.-l ~721 ::: €-l'l-·-t- iL-Ur,) ~ +- 42 Y u..n ~ 
l H- <LCLr> V ') ?.. d e... L \ -I- -e.. <..P> )J ) 2.. ,l \..lc" e...CQ) ).8--

+- e.-~f'[~Uf)).Y [~'l\: -'i'D).- C\ ~ - ~ .',- /,l)~~l J lA-v 1-'') 
I 

\_~?<.!.- ~e..- ~€- J 

The third step consists of eliminating sin E and cos E from 

(A2.7). cos E is eliminated using (A2.4), and sin E is eliminated 

using the standard expression 

.titv r;; ::: 
\f 1- . 

U _~1-) ~).? - Lf1"l;~ ) 

1+- Q...Cu> )J 

After some considerable algebraic manipulation and collecting 

terms, the expr'ession for the partial derivative 2l2.. reduces to 
'de.-

~» -
'de...-

1)0,,» (k~l~ (\.H?_Uf))'L. f::>-n It' -"It» - f\ 01D - ').w J 
I _ ~ <.... \ - .... 'L )">11- ['d e... . ~ e.... '} ~ 

The final step is to Vll'ite the total variation, !:'v 

immediately follows from (A2.9), and is 

Isy::: !';Ny)) L l.....- Q....(ff.> y) 6. e.- +.L.l:L<2.... U.J:) )-> )1- L tAD) ~ rv 
\_ ~'\.- L\._~,-)3-/L-

'\.
l\ +-~ (.if.> ))) 1"\ 

)
Jf'L-l \- <!,.l... 

I.;{fo -
L\ +.Ll-(£D).> )"l.

l \ - I!.J-) >{L..-

6.w 

lA1:~) 

\'1hioh 

lA-1;\O) 

This is the required expr'0ssion for by in terms of the orbital 

elements and their variations. 
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To obtain the equation of condition for Sterne's rigorous method, 

(A2.10) is substituted in (A2.3). The result is 

bV = AVc; +- b'<--.l L..cr"J lv+-v..:» -\-- Q..Coi':) Loj J 
-bw ~r~lV-\-W)T .L<;~w - ~(V+(J)l'-I-,-~»")1..J 

L .' U -- ~"-)"/1-

+ /) ~ t r cp:> 6..') - N...rY( »HJ)~).J l'1-+ IU-P:> ~) ] L )-t;z}--

t.&l() K(\ [L 1-\- CLC0»:) ~b>-\W~_ brv ,(It-1J~U-+ Q..(:j.r.))1-~lY+w)J 
l\-~}-)Jy\..- J 1 l\_~1..):l/1-- J 

Lor1:\\) 

Two points concel~ning this equation of condition are noteworthy. 

Firstly, it differs from the Lehmann-FHhes equation of condition 

(Petrie 1962) only in the term 

hL,J \( ~lY-l-L0) l\+<uo:>';V)1..

ll- (..\..-)1/1--

and in that T and f;:.T are everyHhere replaced by T and o 

(P;l;\1) 

AT • o 

Secondly, the equation of condition (A2.11) is not suited to the 

correction of an initially circular orbit, Hhich i§. the ppocedure 

adopted' hi the simplified method. The reason for this is that in a 

circular orbit the coefficient of Alv is zero, rendering the 

correction of this element impossible~ 

The equation of condition for Sterne's simplified method follows 

readily from (A2.11) by considering its limiting form as e-~o: 

k. U:N) =- f::,.V o -I-- !:>'?_ uo b>k'w) -r/::'e_'(., lUJ)w -L..~ L»-\,(..))J:w\....») 

~--;'D 

+-6,"D l.(\. h~-.l~+w) - /)Y'\.V-.. Lt -10} j)~ lv+w) 

tlrt:n) 

For a single differential correction of an initially ciroular 
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\ 

orbi t, e"'Ae, and for small e, the mean longitude (HHv) is approximated 

by LA-' ))+w. Thus (A2.13) becomes 

fl \J::; t,. V () .l- b.\:::. CJu':> \.... +- e... ~ l (..0':> £...) un u.. .\- ;-;,..,;,. W ~ 'l..h ') 
lPr'l;'4) 

+- 6.-10 ~(\ I»~\.... - ~f\.. Y-./v~\.... L -t -'\0') 

which is the usual form of the equation of condition for Sterne's 

simpl~fied method (Petrie 1962). As'Anders~n (1983) points out, this 

method is computationally simple, and since it yields Ke cos \-1 and 

Ke sin \-1, it per'mits a comparison of e C05 wand e sin w '-lith their 

mean errors in order to decide if the orbital eccentpioity is 

significantly different from zero (cf. Lucy a~1d Sweeney 1971). 

Furthermore, e cos wand e sin \-l are directly related to the phase of 

secondary minimum and relative durations of tho ecli.pses in the light 

curve. These considerations presumably explain the neglect of 

Sterne's rigorous method in the literature. 

In· the equations of condition (A2.12) and (A2.1Q) the variation 

of the mean motion, /:.n, has been included for generality. In 

practice., ho\Vever, the period of a binary system is kno\'/n \-;:i.th 

considepably more accuracy than are the other elements. In the 

adjustment of the orbital elements the period is, therefore, normally 

treated as a fixed element (!1n=O), having been determined separately 

by the methods of Chapter 1. 
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A2.1 .2 The Combination of Sterne's Higorous Method \<lith Photometl~ic 

Observations of Minimum Light 

If both a light curve and radial-velocity curve are available, 

the observed time of mid-primary eclipse, t , may be incorporated into 
p 

the adjustment of the spectroscopic elements, so that the elements are 

consistent with the observed time of minimum light. This problem Has 

first discussed by Carpenter (1931) and later in a more general form 

by Poppel' ( 1963) • Popper described the application to the 

Lehmann-Filh~s method and to Sterne's simplified method, but not the 

application to Sterne's rigorous method. In this section the 

modification of Sterne's rigorous equation of condition needed to 

mainta:i.n consistenoy \-lith the 1.ight curve is derived. 

At the time of mid-primary eclipse, t, the additional condition p 

to bo satisfied is (Popper 1963) 

»p +- W ~{-\ 
(1\1: \ <:;) 

where Vp is the true anomaly at mid-primary eclipse, and 'I is a 

small correction term for non-central eclipses, given to a good 

approxil"llNtion by (Irwin 1962) 

1· [I ( • ~ L ~) 'J LAI.: II,) 1/'V €- (cr.. W ~ L- + e..Slf'\....W -\- e... +- ~ UD L.)wt~ 

. )'-\ + Q.. 'Sl-t,-, W l. i -t ~!..V'- L.,) 

From condition (A2.15) it fol 10\<1 8 that any change in VI in the 

adjustment of the elements must be accompanied by changes in e and To 

such that )J +\" remains uncha.nged. 
p 

Departing somol:lhat from the 

approaches used by Carpenter (1931) and Popper (1963), this condition 
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can be expressed as 6. ( » p + w) = 0, since 1 is small fop eol ipsi ng 

binaries and ll1 :: 0 for small. changes in 

additional constraint is 

'(::,.-Vp +- bw :::.- 0 

the elements. Thus the 

(C\); \~) 

where A)) follO'l'lS immediately from (A2.10), and, assuming An = 0, 
p 

is given by 

/:::.»p :;:: ~))r (1- \-- e (ff) )Jp) 6e.... 
\ - e-"<-

1.-

L \ +- e... (fr:> -y'rl'-(\.'--"---
l \ - c.Y) >h-

A;-( k> \) 

)
1_ 

l \ +- e.. Un Cl)-p-__ b W 

ll- ~'\..i/1-

Substituting (A2.18) in (A2. 17) , and recalling 

'V{' 'V:n:. - L0 ..... 
(A2.15), condition (A2.17) becomes 

1-
~€/ UJ:>Lj l '\...+.r_s~) _ (\ 61 D ( \ -t ~SV'- w) _ 

\ _ ~'\..- l \ _ ,,--v) If-.... 
b, f.,J D±.~?.i---ill'L- _ \-1-;::. 0 

l. U-.:_\...»f<- J 

U\');\~l ) 

that 

Un: 19 \ 

Thus e, wand T may vary aocording to (A2.19) while maintaining 
o 

consistency between the spectroscopic elements and the ob8crved time 

of mid-primary eclipse. 

To derive the modified form of Sterne's rigorous equation of 

condition either I1H, &e or 

equation of condition (A2.11). 

For consistency \'lith 

A.T is eliminated from the 'classical' 
o 

Popper's (1963 ) treatment of the 

LehD1ann .. Filh~s eq ua tion of cond:L tion, Aw is eliminated from (A2.11) 

by substituting 

bow -::. 6.J (\ -fL.;" )\h--( 'l-+ e._s~;..w}u;.,)lt-~ - (\ 6.--(I _~J.:~~>~'_~:...~ ... :i~. __ ._ ---l 
ll\..y".--Sl'~l"::')"<-- U-<-L.-Y'j lu.-\. ~_s.,A.U)'t-"l\-ii...L.-)311-J 

(Fl.:tD) 
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The modified equation of condition then becomes 

&V::.- b.\)o -r-b'?-lc(r) b,,'-rl..)} -I- e.- (d) w J 

-rAe... ~[c.t'J)W - !W~l'V±~) ,~),> l"'l--\- e...UI) ~ L _ 
\_ ~1-

)/\.- '., -, ft L \ - ~~ (t..+-~Cv w /c.to<,..JJ 

~ I>-t;,,{ 

where 

( (-+- Q... Lt::':> )>' )1..-~ l)) .\-L.J ) -t 

(,. \ _ ~1..-) >("V 

f\ U-e LS'-C wL] 

f\-:: ~l'v-\-w) +- e.-s~w J)t.A. l))4-w) L\-\- t<.,Ur::> ).> )~_ 
l\ - ,,--"L) :'/1--

~ -::. 1I + fL..Sl~ w)'\.. - l \_ t."L) 1("l.--

((r1;U) 

lA1-:1.'l) 

The procedure for correcting the elements in this soheme oonsists 

of first solving the normal equations based on (A2.21) for the 

oorrections to V , 
o 

K, e and T and then, 
o 

knowing l:"e and fSo' to 

compute the corl'ection to vi from (A2. 20) . Thus only four corrections 

are computed directly from the radia.l-velooity observations. 

Popper (1963) points out that this method of adjusting the 

elements should only be used if the period is so well knovm that, at 

the epoch of the radial-velocit.y ob.3~rvations, the time of minimum can 

be predicted accurately either by extrapolation or. interpolation from 

observed times of minimum. He advises that if the radial-velocity 

curve is of high preoision, it may be preferable to derive the 

spectroscopic elements Hithout reference to the light curve and then 

to compare the predicted time of minimum light Hith the observed 

value. Any difference greater than that permUted by the formal 

erpors should be investigated thor'oughly before applying the methods 
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of this section. If the radial-velocity data are of 10vler precision, 

the methods of this section should be applied since the number of 

parameters to be derived from the velocity data is reduced. 

Popper (1963) has also demonstrated how the times of primar'y and 

secondary minima may be incorporated simultaneously into the 

adjustment of the elements. The additional constraint is that the 

displacement of primary and seconday minumum should be constant. This 

condition is 

A.l~LO:> W / l \ - e.Y )I/\-) -=- 0 
CPr!.: 1...:'1) 

that is, 

&w =- [ Ck W/ -e...ll-.c-~) ] b.~ lA 1:1.lt) 

In Sterne's rigorous method this condition is maintained by using 

(A2.20) and (A2.24) to eliminate the corrections for wand T from the o 

equation of condition, the normal equations nm'l being solved for Av , o 

6..K and Ae. The correction for \'l then folloHS from (A2.24) and the 

correotion for T from (A2.20). o 
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A2.2 Computer Code 

A computer code, SB4, has been written to perform' the 

computations described in Section (A2 ,,1) • The program is \,lri Hen in 

FORTRAH \,lith a DCL command interpreter which controls HELP facilities, 

logging, and execution of the iteration and graphics routines. 

The program allows the observations to be weighted. The weights 

are normalised in such a Hay that 2..H. :; N, N being the number of 
·L ~ 

observations, and the number of degrees of freodom in the regression 

is reduced by one for each. zero-fleighted observation. The input file 

is read in free format. each record consisting of four fields, namely 

time of observation, radial velocity, Height and, optionally, an ASCII 

plot code. Four header records must also be specified. The first is 

the name of the binary system, the second the zel"o-point for the times 

of observation, the third specifies the number of elements being 

adjusted in the solution and the fourth defines the preliminary 

orbital solution. The time of mid-primary eolipse may be incorporated 

into the adjustment of the elements. 

The solution of the normal equations is perform€d using a 

modified version of HATINV (Bevington 1969), Hhich uses par-Ual 

pivoting to reduce rounding errors, and all arithmetic operations are 

performed in double-precision arithmetic. Test calculations on 

synthetic data oomputed according to (A2.1) with nO!'mally-distplbutect 

noise added, indicat.ed that 8. suitable cl'iterion for convergence, 

generally taki,ng fewer than six iteraUons, 

elements J .. 
J 

is ~_< 0.001 for all 
~. 

~ 
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A brief summary of the solution is Hritten to the terminal soreen 

and a more detailed version to an output file. The solution may be 

displayed graphically and a copy of this plot is saved In a grid-file 

for post prooessing. A second graphios option superimposes the 

individual observations and solutions for the components' 

radial-velocity curves in 'paper-ready' format. 

A2.3 Propagation of Errors 

In this final section, formulae for computing the standard errors 

on the derived spectroscopic parameters in terms of the standard 

erl~ors on the orbital elements, are summarised. These formulae apply 

irrespective of Hhether the elements have been derived using the 

Lehmann-Filh~s or ei thel~ of Sterne's techniques. 

Assuming normally-distributed errors and that the uncertainties 

on the orbital elements are not correlated Hith each other, the 

expression for the propagation of errors is (Bevington 1969) 
iO.. 

1.. "\ '\... 1J.t.. "\... 
cr::::. .; ~. (~- \ 5 L-. 0 'JJ-. ) 

i~\ ~ 

(f.:\'\:'ls) 

where C).y is the uncertainty on the dedved parameter f, and ~ tare 

the n elements \'1hich combine functionally to yield f. 
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Although the contributions of the uncertainties in e and P to the 

total uncertainty are usually small, they are included in the 

discussion for reasons of generality. The el'ror formulae are 

expressed in terms of fractional errors, and the indices 1 and 2 refer 

to the primary and secondary components respectively. For brevity 

only the results ape quoted, their de1'ivation being straightforward. 

(i) Projected Semi-Majo1' Axes 

. . l )1/1.- V 0 
~'\..../)J.,(vL.:: \'!.-:rS'\ \ - e..'- 1_\1.- \ ~ 

~~~~~ l1- 0 I~"~\ 
Q. ';:,I.N \..- \ 1::-\1.- / 

+- e--4- I ~ \'1.. ~ 
l~' ~,--r \, ~ ) 

1'-

Fop the relative orbit 

0.. s-.z, L- -::. "', ~l. -I- '" -v t:P.N ~ \wv 

'\. ,--. '\-
<:) ~ 

(S" 
-t- 0' ._ 

0...',,4,..1, 0--, 'i>\~c, 0-.\...-"""'- L-

(ii) Mass Function 

tll"\) ;: \- o'!.cg$'~\o1-l\_,,-,1--»I1...'(...1\1..- f' 
\1.. 

110 

(Jr 

(
<r"\{,,-) \'L :: 
tILL''') ) 

'1c), a 4- <r 6" 

( 

1., 'L)"I-
~j r ~\~~")"\ ~-) --(-t 

(iii) Mass Ratio 

ov::-· ~'1L-/nl -:. '?.,! ~1--

j
'L. 'L-

~~r ' r~:-- 4 (~ 

0\1;1.6) 

lc\1;'lA) 

(A't: 1-<6) 

lP(l:'i.'\) 

un .~()) 

lA1.-"}.\') 

lllt:1'!.) 

(Pi).;:'"») 
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(iv) Minimum Masses 

• :. - 1- 1(L \'1.-
t,\~L'" \·O'1~S:x.\; U-:--.e}-) ('L\t-'{..\.J \(t..\p 110 

v ). ~ a T () 

(
f'C"")'l. 'L 1.. u t-

,,~~~~: ~ l'-:~ + ( ~:~ ~ l:~c~A ~ · (-;f 
where \( ':-- K\ + \(1---

'\... 'L . 1..-

and C)V. -:. () \::... -\ 0 ~ 
h \ l...-

(v) Masses 

_ ':'0"'/ '1-'"\i.- - ll'\'L- N...f\. \..-) !)M; L. 
1"'\0 

1.. [( j1... e>: . '> 0 G": • )0. f ~n.' :. ~ \., t-\\\..~~o I. -r 
\. f"\\ -v 7 1'1 11_ S '-" L. 

l" c~~ ",y] 
\-There <S""'. is in radian measure. 

~ 

If\-1.. -;'1+) 

(Al:1S) 

(H1:;,(, ) 

U\"l:}~) 
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